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Forward-Looking Statements

In addition to historical information, this Annual Report on Form 10-K contains forward-looking statements. Republic Airways Holdings Inc. (the
“Company”) may, from time to time, make written or oral forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995. Such statements encompass our beliefs, expectations, hopes or intentions regarding future events. Words such as “may,” “will,”
“should,” “expect,” “plan,” “intend,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “potential,” or “continue,” the negative of such terms or
other terminology are used to identify forward-looking statements. All forward-looking statements included in this Annual Report on Form 10-K are
made as of the date hereof and are based on information available to us as of such date. We assume no obligation to update any forward-looking
statement. Our results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements for many reasons, including, among others,
the “Risk Factors” set forth herein.
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PART I
ITEM 1. BUSINESS

General
 
Overview
 

We are a Delaware holding company organized in 1996 that offers scheduled passenger services through our wholly-owned operating air carrier
subsidiaries: Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. (“Chautauqua”), Shuttle America Corporation (“Shuttle”), Republic Airline Inc. (“Republic Airline”) and Frontier
Airlines, Inc. (“Frontier”). Unless the context indicates otherwise, the terms the “Company,” “we,” “us,” or “our,” refer to Republic Airways Holdings Inc.
and our subsidiaries.

As of December 31, 2011, our operating subsidiaries offered scheduled passenger service on 1,483 flights daily to 132 cities in 42 states, Canada,
Mexico, and Costa Rica under our Frontier operations and through fixed-fee code-share agreements with AMR Corp., the parent of American Airlines, Inc.
(“American”), Continental Airlines, Inc. (“Continental”), Delta Air Lines, Inc. (“Delta”),  United Air Lines, Inc. (“United”), and US Airways, Inc. (“US
Airways”) (collectively referred to as our “Partners”). Currently, we provide our Partners with fixed-fee regional airline services, operating as
AmericanConnection, Continental Express, Delta Connection, United Express, or US Airways Express, including service out of their hubs and focus cities.

The following table outlines the type of aircraft our subsidiaries operate and their respective operations within our business units as of December 31,
2011:

 

      Schedule of Operational Aircraft     
 Operating
Subsidiaries  Aircraft Size  Frontier  American  Continental  Delta  United  US Airways  Spares  

Number of
Aircraft

Chautauqua  37 to 50  6  15  8  24  —  9  11  73
Shuttle  70 to 76  —  —  —  30  38  —  —  68
Republic Airline  69 to 99  21  —  —  —  —  58  1  80
Frontier  120 to 162  60  —  —  —  —  —  —  60

Total number of operating aircraft  87  15  8  54  38  67  12  281

During 2011, our operational fleet increased from 275 to 281. The Company took delivery of eight A320 aircraft, two E190 aircraft, placed into
service three A319 aircraft, sold five A318 aircraft, four of which have remained in the fleet under sale leaseback agreements, and sold one Q400. The
Company also returned two E145 aircraft and three E135 aircraft to the lessors. Included in the operational fleet are eleven ERJ aircraft and one E170 aircraft
that operated as charter service, serve as operational spares, or are temporarily parked. We continue to look for opportunities to redeploy spare aircraft into our
fixed-fee business, or outright sell or sublease these aircraft to another airline.

Our branded operations consist of all Airbus operations at Frontier; and includes aircraft operated by Chautauqua and Republic marketed as
Frontier. Frontier, which we purchased out of bankruptcy in 2009, is a low-fare carrier that has the second largest market share in Denver, Colorado. During
2011, we successfully completed an out of court restructuring of the business which will enhance financial performance by more than $120 million in 2012.
We view Frontier as an efficient, low-cost producer of narrowbody capacity and believe it is well-positioned to compete in Denver. In 2012, we remain focused
on further lowering the unit costs of Frontier by increasing the average seat density of its aircraft and increasing the percentage of customers who use
FlyFrontier.com to purchase tickets on Frontier.

We have fixed-fee regional jet code-share agreements with each of our Partners that are subject to us maintaining specified performance levels.
Pursuant to these fixed-fee agreements, which provide for minimum aircraft utilization at fixed rates, we are authorized to use our Partners' two-character flight
designation codes to identify our flights and fares in our Partners' computer reservation systems, to paint our aircraft in the style of our Partners, to use their
service marks and to market ourselves as a carrier for our Partners. Our fixed-fee agreements have historically limited our exposure to fluctuations in fuel
prices, fare competition and passenger volumes. Our development of relationships with multiple major airlines has enabled us to reduce our dependence on any
single airline, allocate our overhead more efficiently among our Partners and reduce the cost of our services to our Partners.
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Business Strategy

Fixed-fee

• Continue to operate a high-quality fleet of aircraft across an efficient network  - We intend to maintain a modern, high-quality fleet of Embraer
aircraft that meets or exceeds stringent industry operating standards and complies with the terms of our fixed-fee regional jet code-share agreements.
We believe we have highly efficient flight and maintenance operations due to leveraging large crew and maintenance bases across multiple Partners'
networks.

• Continue to provide efficient and effective solutions to our Partners - We have strong, long-term relationships with each of our Partners and have
historically worked together with them to meet their operational and network needs. Historically, we have provided safe, reliable, and cost-efficient
solutions for our Partners. We remain focused on anticipating and continuing to assist our Partners with their business strategies.

• Take advantage of growth opportunities to operate larger regional jets - Network carrier consolidation, along with high fuel prices, has limited
the economic use of smaller regional jets. All of our Partners, including American, have shown an interest in having more, larger regional jets in their
networks. We believe our existing relationship with our Partners and our strong relationship with Embraer make us well-positioned to take advantage
of any growth opportunities.

Branded

• Compete effectively by providing our customers with low fares on our low-cost, narrowbody aircraft  -  Frontier offers a differentiated customer
experience with its LiveTV and bundled fare offerings through its Classic and Classic Plus products, which are available for purchase on
FrontierAirlines.com. We believe the restructuring completed in 2011 provides Frontier with low-cost narrowbody aircraft, which allows us to
compete effectively in our highly contested markets.

• Further lower our unit costs (Cost per available seat mile "CASM") to become an ultra-low cost carrier - We are focused on our effort to
further reduce operating costs at Frontier by reducing sales and distribution, marketing and costs associated with our airport operations.
Additionally, Frontier will add six seats to its A320 aircraft, which will reduce CASM by approximately 3% on the A320 fleet. This is a highly cost-
efficient project that will have a quick payback as we continue to see record load factors on Frontier.

• Take advantage of opportunities resulting from industry consolidation and expand Frontier's network outside of Denver, Colorado   -  Frontier
continues to reduce its fleet complexity by removing regional aircraft flown by our other subsidiaries. We remain focused on our network and intend
to develop new point-to-point opportunities outside of Denver in markets where we have competitive advantages.

 Markets and Routes

Markets
 

As of December 31, 2011, we offered scheduled passenger service on 1,483 flights daily to 132 cities in 42 states, Canada, Mexico, and Costa Rica.

Fixed-fee Routes

Our Partners determine the routes that we operate for them, which are subject to certain parameters in our agreements.  The following table illustrates
the hub and focus cities for each Partner as of December 31, 2011:

Partner  Hub and Focus Cities
American  Chicago, IL
Continental  Houston, TX and Cleveland, OH
Delta  Atlanta, GA, Cincinnati, OH, and New York, NY
United  Chicago, IL, Denver, CO, and Washington D.C., Newark, NJ
US Airways  Charlotte, NC, New York, NY, Philadelphia, PA, and Washington D.C.
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Branded Routes

The following illustrates the routes we flew for our branded operations as of December 31, 2011:
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Maintenance of Aircraft and Training
 

Using a combination of Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) certified maintenance vendors and our own personnel and facilities we maintain our
aircraft on a scheduled and "as-needed" basis. We emphasize preventive maintenance and inspect our aircraft engines and airframes as required.

We have maintenance agreements for engines, auxiliary power units (“APU”) and other airframe components for our E140/145 and E170/175
aircraft. For our E140/145 aircraft, we have agreements to maintain the engines, APUs, avionics, wheels and brakes, and select rotable parts through October
2012, June 2013, December 2016, June 2014, and September 2014, respectively.  For our E170/175 aircraft, we have agreements to maintain the avionics,
wheels and brakes, APUs, engines, emergency slides, and select rotable parts through December 2014, February 2017, July 2019, December 2018, May
2018, and January 2020, respectively. Under these agreements, we are charged for covered services based on a fixed rate for each flight hour or flight cycle
accumulated by the engines or airframes in our service during each month. The rates are subject to annual revisions, generally based on certain Bureau of
Labor Statistics' labor and material indices.  We believe these agreements, coupled with our ongoing maintenance program, reduce the likelihood of unexpected
levels of engine, APU, avionics, wheels and brakes, emergency slides, and select rotable parts maintenance expense during their term. Certain of these
agreements contain minimum guarantee amounts, penalty provisions for either the early removal of aircraft or agreement termination for activity levels below
the minimums.

While we do not have long term maintenance agreements for our Airbus (except for our wheels and brakes through December 2013) and Q400 fleets,
we have made significant deposits with the aircraft lessors for future maintenance events which will reduce our future cash requirements.  As of December 31,
2011, we had maintenance deposits of $146.0 million.
 

We perform our heavy and overnight maintenance at our facilities in Columbus, Denver, Indianapolis, Louisville, Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, and
Kansas City, and we perform routine maintenance services from select line maintenance locations.
 

All mechanics and avionics specialists employed by us have appropriate training and experience and hold required licenses issued by the FAA. We
provide periodic in-house and outside training for our maintenance and flight personnel and also take advantage of manufacturers’ training programs that are
offered when acquiring new aircraft.
 

We have agreements with Flight Safety International to provide for aircraft simulator training for our pilots. We have no current plans to acquire our
own simulator in the near term and believe that Flight Safety or other third party vendors will be able to provide us with adequate and cost effective flight
simulator training to provide training for our pilots.
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Employees
 

As of December 31, 2011, we employed approximately 9,420 full-time equivalent employees. The following is a table of our principal collective
bargaining agreements and their respective amendable dates as of December 31, 2011:

Employee
Group  

Number of Full-
Time Equivalent

Employees  Representing Union  
Amendable

Date

Pilots  1,854  
International Brotherhood of Teamsters Airline Division Local 357 (Chautauqua,

Republic, and Shuttle)  *Oct-07
  602  International Brotherhood of Teamsters Airline Division Local 357 (Frontier)  Mar-17
Flight Attendants  1,565  International Brotherhood of Teamsters Airline Division Local 135    +Sep-09
  882  Association of Flight Attendants - CWA ("AFA-CWA")  Mar-16
Mechanics and tool
room attendants  147  Teamsters Airline Division  Mar-12
Groomers and
cleaners  108  Teamsters Airline Division  Sep-15
Dispatchers  76  Transport Workers Union of America Local 540  Jun-12
  16  Transport Workers Union  Sep-12
Material Specialists  24  International Brotherhood of Teamsters  Mar-12
 _______________________
* Currently in negotiations
+ Tentative agreement reached in August 2011, but has not been ratified
 

As of December 31, 2011, we had 4,146 employees who are not currently represented by any union.  Because of the high level of unionization among
our employees, we are subject to risks of work interruption or stoppage and/or the incurrence of additional expenses associated with union representation of our
employees.  We have never experienced any work stoppages or other job actions and generally consider our relationship with our employees to be good.  The
union contract for our pilots and our flight attendants, except Frontier’s pilots, is currently amendable. The union contracts for our mechanics and tool room
attendants, dispatchers, and our material specialists are amendable in 2012.
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Executive Officers of the Company
 

The following table sets forth information regarding our current executive officers, directors and key employees as of December 31, 2011:

Name  Age  Position
Bryan K. Bedford     50  Chairman of the Board, President and Chief Executive Officer
Wayne C. Heller     53  Executive Vice President, Chief Operating Officer 
Timothy P. Dooley  38  Senior Vice President, Chief Financial Officer, Treasurer and Secretary
Lars-Erik Arnell  51  Senior Vice President, Corporate Development
Lawrence J. Cohen     5 6  Director
Douglas J. Lambert     54  Director
Mark L. Plaumann     5 6  Director
Richard P. Schifter  5 9  Director
Neal S. Cohen  51  Director
David N. Siegel  50  Director

Bryan K. Bedford joined us in July 1999 as our President and Chief Executive Officer and a member of our board of directors and became
chairman of the board in August 2001. From July 1995 through July 1999, Mr. Bedford was the president and chief executive officer and a director of
Mesaba Holdings, Inc., a publicly-owned regional airline. He has over 23 years of experience in the regional airline industry, and was named regional airline
executive of the year in 1998 by Commuter and Regional Airline News and again in 2005 by Regional Airline World magazine. Mr. Bedford is a licensed pilot
and a certified public accountant. He also served as the 1998 Chairman of the Regional Airline Association (RAA), and remains on the Board of Directors of
the RAA.
 

Wayne C. Heller joined us in August 1999 as Vice President—Flight Operations with responsibility for flight crew supervision, system control,
flight safety and flight quality standards. In February 2002, he became Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of Chautauqua, and assumed
responsibility for all aircraft maintenance, records and engineering. From April 1996 until August 1999 he was employed by Mesaba Airlines, Inc., as its
Director of System Operations Control. He is a licensed pilot and a licensed dispatcher and has over 30 years of regional airline experience in operations.

Timothy P. Dooley joined Chautauqua Airlines, one of the Company's subsidiaries, in November 1998 as Manager, Financial Planning and
Analysis.  He was promoted to Director, Financial Planning and Analysis for the Company in January 2001 and was promoted to the office of Vice President,
Financial Planning and Analysis for the Company in June 2006.  Before joining Chautauqua, he was a senior auditor for Ernst & Young, LLC.  He received
his Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting and Marketing from Indiana University's Kelley School of Business in Bloomington.  

Mr. Arnell joined the Company in September 2002 as Vice President of Corporate Development.  Prior to joining the Company, he held various
financial positions in the transportation industry including the regional airline, air medical transportation, truckload and global manufacturing
industries.  Mr. Arnell has deep knowledge and experience from financial management, restructuring, business development, and mergers and acquisitions.

Lawrence J. Cohen has been a director since June 2002. He is the owner and Chairman of Pembroke Companies, Inc., an investment and
management firm that he founded in 1991. The firm makes investments in and provides strategic management services to real estate and specialty finance
related companies. From 1989 to 1991, Mr. Cohen worked at Bear Stearns & Co. where he attained the position of Managing Director. From 1983 to 1989,
Mr. Cohen served as first Vice President in the Real Estate Group of Integrated Resources, Inc. From 1980 to 1983, Mr. Cohen was an associate at the law firm
of Proskauer Rose Goetz & Mendelsohn. Mr. Cohen is a member of the bar in both New York and Florida.

Douglas J. Lambert has been a director since August 2001. He is presently a Managing Director in the North American Commercial Restructuring
practice group of Alvarez and Marsal, Inc. Mr. Lambert was a Senior Vice President of Wexford Capital LLC. From 1983 to 1994, Mr. Lambert held various
financial positions with Integrated Resources, Inc.'s Equipment Leasing Group, including Treasurer and Chief Financial Officer. He is a certified public
accountant.
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Mark L. Plaumann has been a director since June 2002. He is presently a Managing-Member of Greyhawke Capital Advisors LLC, which he co-

founded in 1998. From 1995 to 1998, Mr. Plaumann was a Senior Vice President of Wexford Capital LLC. From 1990 to 1995, Mr. Plaumann was
employed by Alvarez & Marsal, Inc. as a Managing Director. From 1985 to 1990, Mr. Plaumann worked for American Healthcare Management, Inc., where
he attained the position of President. From 1974 to 1985, Mr. Plaumann worked in both the audit and consulting divisions of Ernst & Young, where he
attained the position of Senior Manager and he is a certified public accountant.  Mr. Plaumann is the Chair of our Audit Committee, is an “audit committee
financial expert” and is independent as defined under applicable SEC and NASDAQ rules.

Richard P. Schifter has been a director since July 2009.  He has been a partner at TPG Capital (formerly Texas Pacific Group) since 1994. Prior to
joining TPG, Mr. Schifter was a partner at the law firm of Arnold & Porter in Washington, D.C., where he specialized in bankruptcy law and corporate
restructuring and represented Air Partners in connection with the acquisition of Continental Airlines in 1993.  Mr. Schifter joined Arnold & Porter in 1979
and was a partner from 1986 through 1994.  Mr. Schifter also served on the Boards of Directors of Ryanair Holdings, PLC from 1996 through 2003,
America West Holdings from 1994 to 2005, US Airways Group from 2005 to 2006 and Midwest Airlines, Inc. from 2007 to 2009.

Neal S. Cohen has been a director since October 2009.  He is executive vice president and chief financial officer for Alliant Techsystems Inc.
Previously, Mr. Cohen was executive vice president for international strategy and chief executive officer for regional airlines at Northwest Airlines.  In addition,
Mr. Cohen had served as executive vice president and chief financial officer at Northwest Airlines. Prior to his tenure with Northwest Airlines Inc., Mr. Cohen
was executive vice president and chief financial officer for US Airways. Mr. Cohen has served as chief financial officer for various service and financial
organizations as well as Sylvan Learning Systems, Inc., the predecessor company of Laureate Education, Inc.

David N. Siegel has been a director since October 2009 and was announced as president and chief executive officer of Frontier in January 2012.
Previously, he was Executive Chairman of XOJET, a private aviation company, in 2010, where he previously served as CEO, and continues to serve as a
board member. Mr. Siegel has commercial aviation experience spanning more than two decades including serving as the president and chief executive officer of
US Airways and in senior executive roles at Northwest Airlines and Continental Airlines. From June 2004 to September 2008, Mr. Siegel was chairman and
chief executive officer of Gate Gourmet Group, Inc., the world's largest independent airline catering, hospitality and logistics company. Prior to Gate Gourmet
Group, Mr. Siegel served as president, chief executive and member of the board of US Airways Group, Inc., and US Airways, Inc., the airline operating
unit.  Prior to joining US Airways, Mr. Siegel was chairman and chief executive officer of Avis Rent A Car System, Inc., a subsidiary of Cendant Corp.  Mr.
Siegel’s extensive experience in the airline industry includes seven years at Continental Airlines in various senior management roles, including president of its
Continental Express subsidiary.

Code-Share Agreements

Through our subsidiaries, we have entered into code-share agreements with US Airways, American, Delta, United and Continental that authorize us
to use their two-character flight designator codes ("US," "AA," "DL," "UA" and "CO") to identify our flights and fares in their computer reservation
systems, to paint our aircraft with their colors and/or logos, to use their service marks and to market and advertise our status as US Airways Express,
AmericanConnection, Delta Connection, United Express or Continental Express, respectively. Under the code-share agreements between our subsidiaries and
each of US Airways, American, Delta, United and Continental, we are compensated on a fixed-fee basis on all of our flights. In addition, under our code-share
agreements, our passengers participate in frequent flyer programs of the Partners, and the Partners provide additional services such as reservations, ticket
issuance, ground support services, commuter slot rights and airport facilities.

US Airways Code-Share Agreements

Under our fixed-fee Jet Services Agreements with US Airways, we operated, as of December 31, 2011, nine E145 aircraft, 20 E170 aircraft and 38
E175 aircraft. As of December 31, 2011, we were providing 427 flights per day as US Airways Express.

In exchange for providing the designated number of flights and performing our other obligations under the code-share agreements, we receive
compensation from US Airways three times each month in consideration for the services provided under the code-share agreements. We receive an additional
amount per available seat mile flown and may also receive incentives or pay penalties based upon our performance, including fleet launch performance, on-
time departure performance and completion percentage rates. In addition, certain operating costs are considered "pass through" costs whereby US Airways has
agreed to reimburse us the actual amount of costs we incur for these items. US Airways provides fuel directly for all of our US Airways operations. Landing
fees, passenger catering, passenger liability insurance and aircraft property tax costs are pass through costs
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and are included in our fixed-fee services revenue.

Unless otherwise extended or amended, the code-share agreement for the E145 aircraft terminates in July 2014 and the code-share agreement for the
E170/175 aircraft terminates in September 2015 with respect to the 20 E170 aircraft and eight of the E175 aircraft.   The remaining 30 E175 aircraft
terminate 12 years from each aircraft’s in-service date and therefore would terminate from February 2019 to July 2020. US Airways may terminate the code-
share agreements at any time for cause upon not less than 90 days notice and subject to our right to cure under certain conditions.

The Delta Code-Share Agreements

As of December 31, 2011, we operated 24 E145 aircraft, 14 E170 aircraft, and 16 E175 aircraft for Delta under fixed-fee code-share agreements.  As
of December 31, 2011, we provided 266 flights per day as Delta Connection.

Unless otherwise extended or amended, the code-share agreements for the E145, E170, and E175 aircraft terminate in May 2016, October 2017, and
January 2019, respectively. Delta may terminate the code-share agreements at any time, with or without cause, if it provides us 180 days written notice, for the
E145 regional jet code-share agreement, and July 2015 for the E175 regional jet code-share agreement. With respect to the E145 agreement, if Delta chooses to
terminate any aircraft early, it may not reduce the number of aircraft in service to less than 12 during the 12-month period following the 180 day initial notice
period unless it completely terminates the code-share agreement. We refer to this as Delta's partial termination right.

If Delta exercises this right under the E145 agreement or the E175 agreement or if we terminate either agreement for cause, we have the right to require
Delta either to purchase, sublease or assume the lease of aircraft leased by us with respect to any of the aircraft we previously operated for Delta under that
agreement.  As of December 31, 2011, the Company estimates a payment of $85.2 million and $122.4 million would be required from Delta should they
exercise the early termination provision under the E145 or E175 agreement, respectively.  If we choose not to exercise our put right, or if Delta terminates either
agreement for cause, they may require us to sell or sublease to them or Delta may assume the lease of aircraft leased by us with respect to any of the aircraft we
previously operated for it under that agreement. There is no early termination provision under the E170 agreement.
 

Certain of our operating costs are considered "pass through" costs, whereby Delta has agreed to reimburse us the actual amount of costs we incur for
these items. Beginning in June 2009 we did not record fuel expense and the related revenue for the Delta operations. Aircraft rent/ownership expenses are also
considered a pass through cost, but the reimbursement is limited to specified amounts for certain aircraft. Engine maintenance expenses, landing fees,
passenger liability insurance, hull insurance, war risk insurance, de-icing costs, and aircraft property taxes are some of the pass through costs included in
our fixed-fee services revenue.

The agreements may be subject to immediate or early termination under various circumstances.

The United Code-Share Agreements

As of December 31, 2011, we operated 38 E170 aircraft for United under fixed-fee code-share agreements.  As of December 31, 2011, we provided
202 flights per day as United Express.

The fixed rates that we receive from United under the code-share agreements are annually adjusted in accordance with an agreed escalation formula.
Additionally, certain of our operating costs are considered "pass through" costs whereby United has agreed to reimburse us the actual amount of costs we
incur for these items.  Fuel and oil, landing fees, war risk insurance, liability insurance and aircraft property taxes are pass through costs and included in our
fixed-fee services revenue.  United provides fuel directly in certain locations.

Unless otherwise extended or amended, the E170 code-share agreement terminates on June 30, 2019, with certain aircraft terms expiring between June
2016 and June 2019. United has the option of extending the E170 agreement for five years or less.  In addition, the code-share agreements may be terminated
under certain conditions.

United has a call option to assume our ownership or leasehold interest in certain aircraft if we wrongfully terminate the code-share agreements or if
United terminates the agreements for our breach for certain reasons.
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The American Code-Share Agreement

On November 29, 2011, American filed for bankruptcy in the Southern District of New York. Under bankruptcy order American honored our pre-
petition receivables and we continue to operate for American under the existing terms of our agreement. Unless otherwise extended or amended, the term of the
American code-share agreement continues until February 1, 2013.

As of December 31, 2011, we operated 15 E140 aircraft for American under a fixed-fee code-share agreement and provided 108 flights per day as
AmericanConnection.

Under the code-share agreement, American retains all passenger, certain cargo and other revenues associated with each flight, and is responsible for
all revenue-related expenses. We share revenue with American for certain cargo shipments. Additionally, certain operating costs are considered "pass through"
costs and American has agreed to reimburse us the actual amount of costs we incur for these items. Beginning in May 2009 we did not record fuel expense and
the related revenue for the American operations.  Aircraft lease payments are also considered a pass through cost, but are limited to a specified amount.
Landing fees, hull and liability insurance and aircraft property tax costs are pass through costs and included in our fixed-fee services revenue.

If American terminates the code-share agreement for cause, American has a call option to require that we assign to American all of its rights under the
leases of aircraft, and to lease to American the aircraft to the extent we own them, used at that time under the code-share agreement. If American exercises its call
option, we are required to pay certain maintenance costs in transferring the aircraft to American's maintenance program.

The Continental Code-Share Agreement

As of December 31, 2011, we operated eight E145 aircraft for Continental under a fixed-fee code-share agreement and provided 56 flights per day as
Continental Express. 

 Unless otherwise extended or amended, the E145 code-share agreement terminates on September 4, 2012. Under certain conditions, Continental may
extend the term on the remaining aircraft up to five additional years, however the Company does not believe that these terms will be extended.

All fuel is purchased directly by Continental and is not charged back to the Company.  Under the agreement, Continental purchases all capacity at
predetermined rates and industry standard pass through costs.

The agreement may be subject to early termination under various circumstances.

Competition and Economic Conditions

 The airline industry is highly competitive.  Generally, the airline industry is highly sensitive to general economic conditions, in large part due to the
discretionary nature of a substantial percentage of both business and pleasure travel. In the past, many airlines have reported decreased earnings or substantial
losses resulting from periods of economic recession, heavy fare discounting, high fuel prices and other factors. Economic downturns combined with
competitive pressures have contributed to a number of bankruptcies and liquidations among major and regional carriers and our recent acquisitions of
branded carriers adds these risks to our business.

The principal competitive factors in the airline industry are fare pricing, customer service, flight schedules and aircraft types.  The airline industry
is particularly susceptible to price discounting because airlines incur only nominal costs to provide service to passengers occupying otherwise unsold
seats.  We face significant competition with respect to routes, services and fares. Our domestic routes are subject to competition from carriers that provide
service at low fares to destinations also served by us. In particular, we face significant competition at our hub airport in Denver, CO.  Certain of our
competitors at our hub are larger and have significant financial resources.  Our ability to compete effectively depends, in significant part, on our ability to
maintain a cost structure that is competitive with other carriers.

The growth in the fixed fee business for regional carriers which occurred over the past decade has significantly diminished in recent times as major
carriers have reduced capacity and as increased fuel prices have limited the cost efficiencies of small regional jets.  We believe as fixed-fee contracts come up
for renewal, there will be competition for market share which may lead to lower margins and higher risks for regional carriers.  If our Partners are negatively
affected by economic conditions or higher fuel prices, they may file for bankruptcy or reduce the number of flights we operate in order to reduce their operating
costs.
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Regulatory Matters
 
Government Regulation

All interstate air carriers are subject to regulation by the Department of Transportation (DOT), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the
Transportation Security Administration (TSA), and certain other governmental agencies. Regulations promulgated by the DOT primarily relate to economic
aspects of air service, those of the TSA to security and those of the FAA to operations and safety. The FAA requires operating, airworthiness and other
certifications; approval of personnel who may engage in flight maintenance or operations activities; record keeping procedures in accordance with FAA
requirements; and FAA approval of flight training and retraining programs. Generally, governmental agencies enforce their regulations through, among other
mechanisms, certifications, which are necessary for our continued operations, and proceedings, which can result in civil or criminal penalties or suspension
or revocation of operating authority. The FAA can also issue maintenance directives and other mandatory orders relating to, among other things, grounding of
aircraft, inspection of aircraft, installation of new safety-related items and the mandatory removal, replacement or modification of aircraft parts that have
failed or may fail in the future.

We believe that we are operating in material compliance with FAA regulations and hold all necessary operating and airworthiness certificates and
licenses. We incur substantial costs in maintaining our current certifications and otherwise complying with the laws, rules and regulations to which we are
subject. Our flight operations, maintenance programs, record keeping and training programs are conducted under FAA approved procedures.
 

The DOT allows local airport authorities to implement procedures designed to abate special noise problems, provided such procedures do not
unreasonably interfere with interstate or foreign commerce or the national transportation system. Certain airports, including major airports at Boston,
Washington D.C., the New York area, Dallas, Philadelphia, Charlotte, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Diego, Orange County (California) and San Francisco,
have established airport restrictions to limit noise, including restrictions on aircraft types to be used and limits on the number of hourly or daily operations or
the time of such operations. In some instances, these restrictions have caused curtailments in service or increases in operating costs, and such restrictions
could limit our ability to commence or expand our operations at affected airports. Local authorities at other airports are considering adopting similar noise
regulations.
 

Pursuant to law and the regulations of the DOT, we must be actually controlled by United States citizens. In this regard, our President and at least
two-thirds of our Board of Directors must be United States citizens and not more than 25% of our voting stock may be owned or controlled by foreign
nationals, although subject to DOT approval the percentage of foreign economic ownership may be as high as 49%.

Environmental Regulation

The Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 (ANCA) generally recognizes the rights of airport operators with noise problems to implement local
noise abatement programs so long as such programs do not interfere unreasonably with interstate or foreign commerce or the national air transportation system.
The ANCA generally requires FAA approval of local noise restrictions on commercial aircraft. While we have had sufficient scheduling flexibility to
accommodate local noise restrictions imposed to date, our operations could be adversely affected if locally-imposed regulations become more restrictive or
widespread.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates operations, including air carrier operations, which affect the quality of air in the United States.
We believe the aircraft in our fleet meet all emission standards issued by the EPA. We may become subject to additional taxes or requirements to obtain permits
for green house gas emissions.

Safety and Health Regulation

The Company and its third-party maintenance providers are subject to the jurisdiction of the FAA with respect to the Company’s aircraft
maintenance and operations, including equipment, ground facilities, dispatch, communications, flight training personnel, and other matters affecting air
safety. To ensure compliance with its regulations, the FAA requires airlines to obtain, and the Company has obtained, operating, airworthiness, and other
certificates. These certificates are subject to suspension or revocation for cause. In addition, pursuant to FAA regulations, the Company has established, and
the FAA has approved, the Company’s operations specifications and a maintenance program for the Company’s aircraft, ranging from frequent routine
inspections to major overhauls. The FAA, acting through its own powers or through the appropriate U.S. Attorney, also has the power to bring proceedings for
the imposition and collection of fines for violation of the Federal Aviation Regulations.
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The Company is subject to various other federal, state, and local laws and regulations relating to occupational safety and health, including
Occupational Safety and Health Administration and Food and Drug Administration regulations.

Security Regulation

Pursuant to the Aviation and Transportation Security Act (the “Aviation Security Act”), the TSA, a division of the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, is responsible for certain civil aviation security matters. The Aviation Security Act addresses procedures for, among other things, flight deck
security, the use of federal air marshals onboard flights, airport perimeter access security, airline crew security training, security screening of passengers,
baggage, cargo, mail, employees, and vendors, training and qualifications of security screening personnel, provision of passenger data to U.S. Customs and
Border Protection, and background checks. Under the Aviation Security Act, substantially all security screeners at airports are federal employees, and
significant other elements of airline and airport security are overseen and performed by federal employees, including federal security managers, federal law
enforcement officers, and federal air marshals.

TSA-mandated security procedures can have a negative effect on the Customer experience and the Company’s operations. For example, in 2006, the
TSA implemented security measures regulating the types of liquid items that can be carried onboard aircraft. In 2009, the TSA introduced its Secure Flight
Initiative. As part of that initiative, the Company has begun collecting additional Customer data. The Secure Flight Initiative was created to help reduce the
number of passengers who are misidentified as possible terrorists because their names are similar to those of people on security watch lists. The program
standardized how names are matched, as well as added age and gender to a passenger’s profile. Under the program, the Company is required to ask
for  Customer names exactly as they appear on a government-issued photo ID such as a passport or driver’s license. In addition, the Company must ask
Customers for their gender and date of birth. The TSA has also indicated its intent to expand its use of whole body imaging machines around the United
States.
 

The Company has made significant investments to address the effect of security regulations, including investments in facilities, equipment, and
technology to process Customers efficiently and restore the airport experience; however, the Company is not able to predict the ongoing impact, if any, that
various security measures will have on Passenger revenues and the Company’s costs, both in the short-term and the long-term.

Additional Information

The Company files annual, quarterly and current reports and other information with the SEC. These materials can be inspected and copied at the
SEC's Public Reference Room at 100 F. Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20549. Copies of these materials may also be obtained by mail at prescribed rates
from the SEC's Public Reference Room at the above address. Information about the Public Reference Room can be obtained by calling the SEC at 1-800-SEC-
0330. The SEC also maintains an Internet site that contains reports, proxy and information statements, and other information regarding issuers that file
electronically with the SEC. The address of the SEC's Internet site is www.sec.gov.
 

On our website, www.rjet.com/investorrelations.html, we provide free of charge our Annual Report on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q
and Current Reports on Form 8-K as soon as reasonably practicable after they have been electronically filed or furnished to the SEC. The code of ethics,
adopted by our Board of Directors, which applies to all our employees, can also be found on our website, www.rjet.com/investorrelations.html. Our audit
committee charter is also available on our website.

ITEM 1A. RISK FACTORS
 

The following risk factors, in addition to the information discussed elsewhere herein, should be carefully considered in evaluating us and our
business:

Risks Related To Our Operations

Fixed-fee

Our fixed-fee business is dependent on our code-share relationships with our Partners.

We depend on relationships created by our regional jet fixed-fee code-share agreements with American, Continental, Delta, United and US Airways
for all of our fixed-fee service revenues. Any material modification to, or termination of, our
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code-share agreements with any of these Partners could have a material adverse effect on our financial condition, results of our operations and the price of our
common stock. Each of the code-share agreements contains a number of grounds for termination by our Partners, including our failure to meet specified
performance levels.

In addition, because all of our fixed-fee service revenues are currently generated under the code-share agreements, if any one of them is terminated, we
cannot assure you that we would be able to enter into substitute code-share arrangements, that any such substitute arrangements would be as favorable to us as
the current code-share agreements or that we could successfully utilize those aircraft in our branded operations.

We may be unable to profitably redeploy smaller aircraft removed from service.

As of December 31 2011, we have 73 small regional jets (37-50 seat aircraft), 56 of which are operating under code-share agreements. Between May
2012 and February 2013, 23 of these aircraft are scheduled to be removed from fixed-fee operations. The remaining aircraft are expected to be removed between
September 2014 and May 2016. In most cases, the term of the aircraft lease or debt agreement exceeds the term of the aircraft under its respective code-share
agreement. To the extent that aircraft are removed from service, we must either sell or sublease the aircraft to another party or redeploy it in order to cover our
carrying expenses for that aircraft. Our inability to sell, sublease and/or redeploy aircraft that have been removed from fixed-fee service could have a material
adverse effect on our financial condition, results of operations and the price of our common stock.

Further, as we review our branded fleet, we may determine that we need to remove regional jets from service. Our inability to profitably redeploy or
dispose of these aircraft could have a material adverse effect on our financial condition, results of operations and the price of our common stock.

If the financial strength of any of our Partners decreases, our financial strength is at risk.

We are directly affected by the financial and operating strength of the Partners in our fixed-fee regional airline code-share business. In the event of a
decrease in the financial or operational strength of any of our Partners, such Partner may be unable to make the payments due to us under its code-share
agreement. In addition, it may reduce utilization of our aircraft to the minimum levels specified in the code-share agreements, and it is possible that any code-
share agreement with a code-share Partner that files for reorganization under Chapter 11 of the bankruptcy code may not be assumed in bankruptcy and could
be modified or terminated. Any such event could have an adverse effect on our operations and the price of our common stock. As of February 2, 2012,
Standard & Poor's and Moody's, respectively, maintained ratings of B- and Caa1 for US Airways, D and Ca for AMR Corp., the parent of American, B and
B2 for Delta, and B and B2 for United Continental Holdings, Inc., the parent of United and Continental.

On November 29, 2011 American filed for bankruptcy in the Southern District of New York. Under bankruptcy order American honored our pre-
petition receivables, we continue to operate for American under the existing terms of our agreement. American retained its right to reject our fixed-fee agreement,
therefore we can provide no assurance that American will continue to operate under the agreement, which if rejected could have an adverse material impact on
our results of operations and financial condition.

Our Partners may expand their direct operation of aircraft thus limiting the expansion of our relationships with them.

We depend on major airlines such as our Partners to contract with us instead of purchasing and operating their own aircraft. However, some major
airlines own their own regional airlines and operate their own aircraft instead of entering into contracts with us or other regional carriers. For example,
American, Delta, and US Airways have acquired many aircraft which they fly under their affiliated carriers. We have no guarantee that in the future our
Partners will choose to enter into contracts with us instead of purchasing their own aircraft or entering into relationships with competing regional airlines. They
are not prohibited from doing so under our code-share agreements. In addition, US Airways previously announced that, pursuant to an agreement with its
pilots, US Airways will not enter into agreements with its regional affiliates to fly E190 and higher capacity aircraft and it is possible that our other partners
will make the same decision. A decision by US Airways, American, Delta, United, or Continental to phase out our contract based code-share relationships as
they expire and instead acquire and operate their own aircraft or to enter into similar agreements with one or more of our competitors could have a material
adverse effect on our financial condition, results of operations and the price of our common stock.
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Our Partners may be restricted in increasing the level of business that they conduct with us, thereby limiting our growth.

In general, the pilots' unions of certain major airlines have negotiated “scope clauses” in their collective bargaining agreements, known as CBAs, that
restrict the number and/or size of aircraft that can be operated by the regional code-share partners of such major airlines.

The US Airways' pilot CBA provides that the total number of aircraft in US Airways operations not flown by US Airways pilots (which includes
flying by partners under code-share arrangements) may not exceed 465. Within the overall 465 aircraft limit, there is no quantity limitation on the number of
small regional jets (defined as aircraft configured with 78 or fewer seats) that may be flown by regional code-share partners. Also within the 465 total aircraft
limit, US Airways can outsource up to 93 aircraft with more than 78, but fewer than 91 seats, including E175 and C900 aircraft. US Airways does not
restrict the aircraft that its partners may fly for other carriers.

The American Airlines' pilot CBA prohibits regional code-share partners from operating aircraft with more than 50 seats, whether flown on behalf of
American or for other carriers.

Delta's pilot CBA prohibits its regional code-share partners from operating aircraft with more than 76 seats, whether flown on behalf of Delta or for
other carriers. Further, code-share partners may operate no more than 255 aircraft configured with 51 to 76 seats (including 120 aircraft configured with 71 to
76 seats, subject to increase with increases in Delta's fleet size).

United's pilot CBA prohibits code-share partners from operating aircraft on behalf of United configured with more than 70 seats or weighing more
than 80,000 pounds. However, this limitation does not apply to aircraft flown by the code-share partner on behalf of carriers other than United.

Continental's pilot CBA prohibits code-share partners from operating aircraft on behalf of Continental configured with more than 50 seats. However,
similar to United's restriction, this limitation does not apply to aircraft flown by the code-share partner on behalf of carriers other than Continental.

The airline industry has recently gone through a period of consolidation and transition; consequently, we have fewer potential Partners.

Since 1978 and continuing to the present, the airline industry has undergone substantial consolidation, and it may in the future undergo additional
consolidation. We, as well as our Partners, routinely monitor changes in the competitive landscape and engage in analysis and discussions regarding our
strategic position, including potential alliances and business combination transactions. Further consolidation could limit the number of potential partners with
whom we could enter into code-share relationships. Although none of our contracts with our Partners allow termination or are amendable in the event of
consolidation, any additional consolidation or significant alliance activity within the airline industry could adversely affect our relationship with our Partners.

Reduced utilization levels of our aircraft under the fixed-fee agreements would adversely impact our revenues, earnings and liquidity.

Our agreements with our Partners require each of them to schedule our aircraft to a minimum level of utilization. However, the aircraft have
historically been utilized more than the minimum requirement. Even though the fixed-fee rates may adjust, either up or down, based on scheduled utilization
levels or require a fixed amount per day to compensate us for our fixed costs, if our aircraft are at or below the minimum requirement (including taking into
account the stage length and frequency of our scheduled flights) we will likely lose both the opportunity to recover a margin on the variable costs of flights that
would have been flown if our aircraft were more fully utilized and the opportunity to earn incentive compensation on such flights.

The amounts we receive under our code-share agreements may be less than the corresponding costs we incur.

Under our code-share agreements we are compensated for certain costs we incur in providing services. With respect to costs that are defined as "pass
through" costs, our code-share partner is obligated to pay to us the actual amount of the cost. With respect to other costs, our code-share partner is obligated to
pay to us amounts based, in part, on pre-determined rates for certain costs. During the year ended December 31, 2011, approximately 20% of our costs were
pass through costs and approximately 80% of our costs were reimbursable at pre-determined rates. These pre-determined rates are not based on the
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actual expenses we incur. If we incur expenses that are greater than the pre-determined amounts payable by our code-share partners, our financial results will be
negatively affected.

Branded

We could experience significant operating losses in the future.

There are several reasons, including those addressed in these risk factors, why our brand operations might
fail to achieve profitability and might experience significant losses. In particular, a weak economy and the high volatility of fuel prices have had and may
continue to have an impact on our operating results, and increase the risk that we will experience losses.

We are vulnerable to increases in aircraft fuel costs.

High oil prices may have a significant adverse impact on the future results of operations. We cannot predict the future cost and availability of fuel, or
the impact of disruptions in oil supplies or refinery productivity based on natural disasters, which would affect our ability to compete. The unavailability of
adequate fuel supplies could have an adverse effect on our Frontier operations. In addition, larger airlines may have a competitive advantage because they pay
lower prices for fuel, and other airlines, such as Southwest Airlines, may have substantial fuel hedges that give them a competitive advantage. Because fuel
costs are now a significant portion of our operating costs, substantial changes in fuel costs can materially affect our operating results and/or cause us to reduce
our scheduled operations at Frontier. Fuel prices continue to be susceptible to, among other factors, speculative trading in the commodities market, political
unrest in various parts of the world, Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries policy, the rapid growth of economies in China and India, the levels of
inventory carried by the oil companies, the amount of reserves built by governments, refining capacity, and weather. These and other factors that impact the
global supply and demand for aircraft fuel may affect our financial performance due to its high sensitivity to fuel prices. A one-cent change in the cost of each
gallon of fuel would impact our pre-tax income by approximately $2.2 million per year based on our current fleet and aircraft fuel consumption.

Since the acquisition of Frontier, fuel has become a major component of our branded operating expenses, accounting for 38.8% of our total operating
expenses for the year ended December 31, 2011. Our ability to pass on increased fuel costs has been and may continue to be limited by economic and
competitive conditions.

We depend heavily on the Denver market to be successful.

Our business strategy for Frontier is focused on adding flights to and from our Denver base of operations. As of December 31, 2011, 74% of our
flights originate or depart from Denver International Airport, known as DIA. We expect this concentration to increase in 2012. A reduction in our market share,
increased competition, or reduced passenger traffic to or from Denver could have an adverse effect on our financial condition and results of operations. In
addition, our dependence on a hub system operating out of DIA makes us more susceptible to adverse weather conditions and other traffic delays in the Rocky
Mountain region than some of our competitors that may be better able to spread these traffic risks over larger route networks.

We face intense competition by United Airlines, Southwest Airlines and other airlines at DIA.

The airline industry is highly competitive. We compete with United in our hub in Denver, and we anticipate that we will compete with United in any
additional markets we elect to serve in the future. United and United's regional airline affiliates are the dominant carriers out of DIA. In addition, Southwest
Airlines started service to and from Denver in January 2006 and has grown significantly since then to become the third largest carrier at DIA. Southwest
pricing has caused downward pressure on Frontier yields and any future Southwest exposure may place further downward pressure on our revenue. For
example, on February 15, 2012, Southwest announced a system-wide fare increase of $10 per round trip ticket, except in Denver. Predatory pricing, and
“capacity dumping,” in which a competitor places additional aircraft on selected routes, and other competitive activities could adversely affect us. The future
activities of competing branded carriers in DIA and any other focus city from which we operate may have a material adverse effect on our revenue and results
of operations.

Our credit card processors have the ability to increase their holdbacks in certain circumstances. The initiation of such holdbacks may have an
adverse effect on our liquidity.

In our Frontier business, most of the tickets we sell are paid for by customers who use credit cards. Our credit card processing agreement with Visa
and MasterCard generally provide for a 95% holdback of receivables. If circumstances were to occur that would allow our processor to increase their
holdbacks, our liquidity would be negatively impacted.
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Our acquisition of Midwest and Frontier affects the comparability of our historical financial results.

Our results of operations for the year ended December 31, 2011 and 2010 include a full year impact of our Frontier and Midwest acquisitions, while
our 2009 results of operations include the results of Midwest for five months and Frontier for three months. This complicates the ability to compare our results
of operations and statement of cash flows.

 We experience high costs at DIA, which impacts our ability to compete for connecting traffic.

Our largest hub of flight operations is DIA where we experience high operating costs. DIA depends on landing fees, gate rentals, income from airlines
and the traveling public, and other fees to generate income to service its debt and to support its operations. Our cost of operations at DIA will vary as traffic
increases or diminishes at the airport or as significant improvement projects are undertaken by the airport. We believe that our operating costs at DIA exceed
those that other airlines incur at hub airports in other cities, which translates to a relative higher cost to connect our passengers through Denver.

Our ability to expand our operations outside of Denver is dependent on the availability of adequate facilities and other industry constraints.

In order to adjust our flight schedule and, where appropriate, add service along new or existing routes, we must be able to obtain adequate gates,
ticketing facilities, operations areas, slots (where applicable) and office space. The nation's aging air traffic control infrastructure presents challenges as well.
Also, as airports around the country become more congested, we cannot always be sure that our plans for new service can be implemented in a commercially
viable manner given operating constraints at existing or new airports throughout our network.

The lack of marketing alliances could harm our Frontier business.

Many branded airlines have marketing alliances with other airlines, under which they market and advertise their status as marketing alliance
partners. Among other things, they share the use of two-letter flight designator codes to identify their flights and fares in the computerized reservation systems
and permit reciprocity in their frequent flyer programs. Frontier does not have an extensive network of marketing partners. The lack of marketing alliances
and limited international presence puts us at a competitive disadvantage to global network carriers, whose ability to attract passengers through more
widespread alliances, particularly on international routes, may adversely affect our passenger traffic and our results of operations.

    
We rely heavily on automated systems and technology to operate our Frontier business and any failure of these systems could harm our
business.

We are increasingly dependent on automated systems, information technology personnel and technology to operate our Frontier business, enhance
customer service and achieve low operating costs, including our computerized airline reservation system, telecommunication systems, website, check-in
kiosks and in-flight entertainment systems. Substantial or repeated system failures to any of the above systems could reduce the attractiveness of our services
and could result in our customers purchasing tickets from another airline. Any disruptions in these systems or loss of key personnel could result in the loss of
important data, increase our expenses and generally harm our business. In addition, we have experienced an increase in customers booking flights on our
airline through third-party websites, which has increased our distribution costs. If any of these third-party websites experiences system failure or discontinues
listing our flights on its systems, our bookings and revenue may be adversely impacted.

We implement improvements to our website and reservations system from time to time. Implementation of changes to these systems may cause
operational and financial disruptions if we experience transition or system cutover issues, if the new systems do not perform as we expect them to, or if
vendors do not deliver systems upgrades or other components on a timely basis. Any such disruptions may have the effect of discouraging some travelers
from purchasing tickets from us and increasing our reservations staffing.

General

Any labor disruption or labor strikes by our employees or those of our Partners would adversely affect our ability to conduct our business.

All of our pilots, flight attendants, dispatchers, and aircraft appearance agents as well as our mechanics at Frontier are represented by unions.
Collectively, these employees represent approximately 56% of our workforce. Although we have never had a work interruption or stoppage and believe our
relations with our unionized employees are generally good, we are subject
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to risks of work interruption or stoppage and/or may incur additional administrative expenses associated with union representation of our employees. If we are
unable to reach agreement with any of our unionized work groups on the amended terms of their collective bargaining agreements, we may be subject to work
interruptions and/or stoppages. Any sustained work stoppages could adversely affect our ability to fulfill our obligations under our code-share agreements and
could have a material adverse effect on our financial condition, results of operations and the price of our common stock.

As previously announced on May 3, 2011, we have undertaken a restructuring initiative at Frontier aimed at reducing costs by an aggregate of $120
million. On June 10, 2011, Frontier reached a tentative agreement with the Frontier pilots (the “Pilots”) then represented by the Frontier Airlines Pilot
Association ("FAPA"), pursuant to which FAPA agreed in principle to the restructuring of certain wages and benefits. On June 17, 2011, the tentative
agreement was ratified by the Pilots.

The restructuring agreement included, among other things, (i) the postponement of certain pay increases, (ii) reduced Company contributions to the
Pilots' 401(k) plan, (iii) reduced accruals for vacation days and sick days and (iv) an extension of the collective bargaining agreement by two years
(collectively, the "Investment"). In exchange for the Investment, the Frontier pilots will receive an equity stake in Frontier valued at $7.2 million, which vests
over the term of the agreement. The Company has agreed to certain other conditions which must be met during the term to continue the Investment by the
Frontier pilots. Those conditions include aircraft growth at Frontier, a liquidity raise, subject to suitable market conditions, of at least $70 million by the
Company through debt offerings, assets sales, or other financings, material execution of Frontier's restructuring program by the end of 2011, and a good faith
effort by the Company to attract equity investment(s) in Frontier that would reduce the Company's ownership of Frontier to a minority interest by December
31, 2014. In addition, the Company has agreed to establish a profit sharing program for Frontier employees. As of December 31, 2011, the Company remains
in compliance with these conditions.

On June 28, 2011, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Airline Division (the "IBT") replaced FAPA as the representative of Frontier pilots
when the IBT was certified as the exclusive bargaining representative of the pilots. On August 3, 2011 the IBT filed suit against the Company and Frontier
seeking to have the restructuring agreement declared null and void or, alternatively, seeking that the IBT, manage the equity investment of the Frontier pilots
and due to accusations that the Company interfered with the election process.

We believe that these allegations are baseless and that we did not interfere in the election process, which in fact the IBT won. We intend to vigorously
defend ourselves and Frontier against this complaint, but there can be no assurance that we will be successful. If we are not successful and the restructuring
agreement with our Frontier pilots is declared null and void, Frontier would lose approximately $9 million to $10 million in annual cost savings on average
over the next four years, which may have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition or results of operations.

Under the terms of our jet code-share agreement with US Airways, if we are unable to provide scheduled flights as a result of a strike by our
employees, it is only required to pay us for certain fixed costs for specified periods. Under the terms of the code-share agreements with the remainder of our
Partners, none of them are required to pay us any amounts during the period our employees are on strike and we are unable to provide scheduled flights. A
sustained strike by our employees would require us to bear costs otherwise paid by our Partners.

In addition, a labor disruption other than a union authorized strike may materially impact our results of operations and could cause us to be in
material breach of our code-share agreements, all of which require us to meet specified flight completion levels during specified periods. Our Partners have the
right to terminate their code-share agreements if we fail to meet these completion levels.

Our substantial indebtedness may limit our financial and operating activities and may adversely affect our ability to incur additional debt to
fund future needs.

We have substantial indebtedness, which could:

• require us to dedicate a substantial portion of cash flow from operations to the payment of principal and interest on indebtedness, thereby reducing
the funds available for operations and future business opportunities;

• make it more difficult for us to satisfy our payment and other obligations under our indebtedness;

• limit our ability to borrow additional money for working capital, capital expenditures, acquisitions or other purposes, if needed, and increasing the
cost of any of these borrowings; and/or

• reduce our flexibility in planning for or responding to changing business and economic conditions.
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In addition, a substantial level of indebtedness, particularly because substantially all of our assets are currently subject to liens, could limit our
ability to obtain additional financing on acceptable terms or at all for working capital, capital expenditures and general corporate purposes. We have
historically needed substantial liquidity to fund the growth of our fixed-fee business and the operation of our branded business. These liquidity needs could
vary significantly and may be affected by general economic conditions, industry trends, performance and many other factors not within our control.

We have significant debt and off-balance sheet obligations and any inability to pay would adversely impact our operations.

The airline business is very capital intensive and, as a result, many airline companies are highly leveraged. During the years ended December 31,
2011 and 2010, our mandatory debt service payments for aircraft totaled $337.6 million and $319.4 million, respectively, and our mandatory lease payments
totaled $264.8 million and $233.8 million, respectively. We have significant lease obligations with respect to our aircraft, which aggregated approximately
$1.5 billion at December 31, 2011 and 2010.  
 

We have a significant amount of variable interest rate debt.  Approximately $365.2 million and $482.7 million of our debt as of December 31, 2011
and 2010, respectively, is subject to variable market interest rates.  If rates increase significantly, our results of operations and cash flows could be adversely
impacted.  

We may be unable to continue to comply with financial covenants in certain financing agreements, which, if not complied with, could materially
and adversely affect our liquidity and financial condition.

We are required to comply with certain financial covenants under certain of our financing arrangements. We are required to maintain $125 million of
unrestricted cash, maintain certain cash flow, debt service coverage and working capital covenants. As of December 31, 2011, we were in compliance with all
our covenants.

We currently depend on Embraer and Airbus to support our fleet of aircraft.

We rely on Embraer as the manufacturer of substantially all of our regional jets and on Airbus as the manufacturer of our narrow-body jets.  Our
risks in relying primarily on a single manufacturer for each aircraft type include: 
 

• the failure or inability of Embraer or Airbus to provide sufficient parts or related support services on a timely basis;

• the interruption of fleet service as a result of unscheduled or unanticipated maintenance requirements for these aircraft;

• the issuance of FAA directives restricting or prohibiting the use of Embraer or Airbus aircraft or requiring time-consuming inspections
and maintenance; and

 
• the adverse public perception of a manufacturer as a result of an accident or other adverse publicity.

 
Our operations could be materially adversely affected by the failure or inability of Embraer, Airbus or any key component manufacturers to provide

sufficient parts or related support services on a timely basis or by an interruption of fleet service as a result of unscheduled or unanticipated maintenance
requirements for our aircraft.

Increases in our labor costs, which constitute a substantial portion of our total operating costs, will directly impact our earnings.

Labor costs constitute a significant percentage of our total operating costs, and we have experienced pressure to increase wages and benefits for our
employees. Under our code-share agreements, our reimbursement rates contemplate labor costs that increase on a set schedule generally tied to an increase in the
consumer price index or the actual increase in the contract. We are entirely responsible for our labor costs, and we may not be entitled to receive increased
payments for our flights from our Partners if our labor costs increase above the assumed costs included in the reimbursement rates. As a result, a significant
increase in our labor costs above the levels assumed in our reimbursement rates could result in a material reduction in our earnings. Many of our employees
within our Frontier operations experienced a reduction in pay levels during the Frontier bankruptcy, and agreed to forgo certain increases during the
restructuring in 2011. Any restoration of these reductions in pay levels will increase our labor costs.

We have collective bargaining agreements with our pilots, flight attendants, dispatchers, mechanics, material
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specialists and aircraft appearance agents. We cannot assure that future agreements with our employees' unions will be on terms in line with our expectations or
comparable to agreements entered into by our competitors, and any future agreements may increase our labor costs and reduce both our income and our
competitiveness for future business opportunities. As of December 31, 2011, approximately 56% of the Company's workforce is employed under union
contracts. Because of the high level of unionization among our employees, we are subject to risks of work interruption or stoppage and/or the incurrence of
additional expenses associated with union representation of our employees.  We have never experienced any work stoppages or other job actions and generally
consider our relationship with our employees to be good.  The union contract for our pilots and our flight attendants, except Frontier’s pilots, is currently
amendable. The union contracts for our mechanics and tool room attendants, dispatchers, and our material specialists are amendable in 2012.

Our business could be harmed if we lose the services of our key personnel.

Our business depends upon the efforts of our Chief Executive Officer, Bryan Bedford, and our other key management and operating personnel.
American can terminate its code-share agreement if we replace Mr. Bedford without its consent, which cannot be unreasonably withheld. We may have
difficulty replacing management or other key personnel who leave and, therefore, the loss of the services of any of these individuals could harm our business.
We maintain a “key man” life insurance policy in the amount of $5 million for Mr. Bedford, but this amount may not adequately compensate us in the event
we lose his services.

We may experience difficulty finding, training and retaining employees.

The airline industry is experiencing a shortage of qualified personnel, specifically pilots and maintenance technicians. In addition, as is common
with most of our competitors, we have, from time to time, faced considerable turnover of our employees. Our pilots, flight attendants and maintenance
technicians sometimes leave to work for larger airlines, which generally offer higher salaries and more extensive benefit programs than regional airlines or other
low cost carriers are financially able to offer. Should the turnover of employees, particularly pilots and maintenance technicians, sharply increase, the result
will be significantly higher training costs than otherwise would be necessary. An inability to recruit, train and retain qualified employees may adversely impact
our performance.

Our maintenance expenses will increase as our fleet ages and may be higher than we anticipate.

Because the average age of our Embraer aircraft is approximately 6.4 years old and that of our Airbus aircraft is approximately 5.4 years old, our
aircraft require less maintenance now than they will in the future. We have incurred lower maintenance expenses because most of the parts on our aircraft are
under multi-year warranties. Our maintenance costs will increase significantly as our fleet ages and these warranties expire.

We bear the cost of all routine and major maintenance on our owned and leased aircraft. Maintenance expenses comprise a significant portion of our
operating expenses. In addition, we are required periodically to take aircraft out of service for heavy maintenance checks, which can increase costs and reduce
revenue. We also may be required to comply with regulations and airworthiness directives the FAA issues, the cost of which our aircraft lessors may only
partially assume depending upon the magnitude of the expense. Although we believe that our owned and leased aircraft are currently in compliance with all
FAA issued airworthiness directives, additional airworthiness directives likely will be required in the future, necessitating additional expense.

Our ability to utilize net operating loss carry-forwards may be limited.

At December 31, 2011, we had estimated federal net operating loss carry-forwards, which we refer to as NOLs, of $1.4 billion for federal income tax
purposes that begin to expire in 2015. We have recorded a valuation allowance for $408.0 million of those NOLs. Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code,
which we refer to as Section 382, imposes limitations on a corporation's ability to utilize NOLs if it experiences an “ownership change.” In general terms, an
ownership change may result from transactions increasing the ownership of certain stockholders in the stock of a corporation by more than 50 percentage
points over a three-year period. In the event of an ownership change, utilization of our NOLs would be subject to an annual limitation under Section 382. Any
unused NOLs in excess of the annual limitation may be carried over to later years.

The imposition of a limitation on our ability to use our NOLs to offset future taxable income could cause U.S. federal income taxes to be paid earlier
than otherwise would be paid if such limitation were not in effect and could cause such NOLs to expire unused, reducing or eliminating the benefit of such
NOLs. Based on analysis that we performed, we believe we have not experienced a change in ownership as defined by Section 382, however; certain of our
NOLs generated prior to July 2005 and acquired from Midwest and Frontier are subject to an annual limitation under Internal Revenue Code Section 382 (“IRC
382”).
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Changes to our business model may not be successful and may cause operational difficulties.

We are devoting significant attention and resources to separating our fixed-fee and branded business. If we are unable to separate our business
practices and operations in a manner that allows us to achieve the anticipated revenue and cost synergies, or if achievement of such separation takes longer or
more costs than expected, the anticipated benefits of the acquisitions may not be realized fully or may take longer to realize than expected. In addition, it is
possible that the separation process could result in the loss of key employees, diversion of management's attention, the disruption or interruption of, or the loss
of momentum in our ongoing businesses or inconsistencies in standards, controls, procedures and policies, any of which could adversely affect our ability to
maintain relationships with customers and employees or our ability to achieve the anticipated benefits of the separation, or could reduce our earnings or
otherwise adversely affect our business and financial results.

We are at risk of losses stemming from an accident involving any of our aircraft.

While we have never had a crash causing death or serious injury over our 37 year history, it is possible that one or more of our aircraft may crash or
be involved in an accident in the future, causing death or serious injury to individual air travelers and our employees and destroying the aircraft and the
property of third parties.

In addition, if one of our aircraft were to crash or be involved in an accident we would be exposed to significant tort liability. Such liability could
include liability arising from the claims of passengers or their estates seeking to recover damages for death or injury. There can be no assurance that the
insurance we carry to cover such damages will be adequate. Accidents could also result in unforeseen mechanical and maintenance costs. In addition, any
accident involving an aircraft that we operate could create a public perception that our aircraft are not safe, which could result in air travelers being reluctant to
fly on our aircraft and a decrease in revenues. Such a decrease could materially adversely affect our financial condition, results of operations and the price of
our common stock.

Customer loyalty may be affected due to diminishing product differentiation.

Frontier's branded business strategy includes a premium travel experience at competitive fares. The Company seeks to differentiate itself through
better customer service throughout the customer's travel experience. Any loss of customers due to diminishing product differentiation could harm our business.

Increases in insurance costs or reductions in insurance coverage may adversely impact our operations and financial results.

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 led to a significant increase in insurance premiums and a
decrease in the insurance coverage available to commercial air carriers. Accordingly, our insurance costs increased significantly and our ability to continue to
obtain insurance even at current prices remains uncertain. In addition, we have obtained third-party war risk (terrorism) insurance through a special program
administered by the FAA, resulting in lower premiums than if we had obtained this insurance in the commercial insurance market. The program has been
extended, with the same conditions and premiums, until September 30, 2012. If the federal insurance program terminates, we would likely face a material
increase in the cost of war risk insurance. The failure of one or more of our insurers could result in a lack of coverage for a period of time. Additionally, severe
disruptions in the domestic and global financial markets could adversely impact the claims paying ability of some insurers. Future downgrades in the ratings
of enough insurers could adversely impact both the availability of appropriate insurance coverage and its cost. Because of competitive pressures in our
industry, our ability to pass additional insurance costs to passengers is limited. As a result, further increases in insurance costs or reductions in available
insurance coverage could have an adverse impact on our financial results.

The Company may not realize the full value of its intangible or long-lived assets which may adversely affect its results of operations and
financial condition.

In accordance with applicable accounting standards, the Company is required to test its indefinite-lived intangible assets for impairment on an
annual basis, or more frequently if conditions indicate that an impairment may have occurred. In addition, the Company is required to test certain of its other
assets for impairment if conditions indicate that an impairment may have occurred. During the year ended December 31, 2011, the Company performed
impairment tests of certain intangible assets and certain long-lived assets (principally aircraft, related spare engines and spare parts). The impairment tests
were due to events and changes in circumstances that indicated an impairment might have occurred. Certain of the factors deemed by management to have
indicated that impairments may have occurred include a significant decrease in actual and forecasted revenues, high fuel prices, significant losses, a weak
U.S. economy, and changes in the planned use of assets. As a result of the
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impairment testing, the Company recorded significant impairment charges as described in Note 6 to the financial statements included in Item 8. The
Company may be required to recognize additional impairments in the future due to, among other factors, extreme fuel price volatility, tight credit markets, a
decline in the fair value of certain tangible or intangible assets, unfavorable trends in historical or forecasted results of operations and cash flows and the
uncertain economic environment, as well as other uncertainties. The Company can provide no assurance that a material impairment charge of tangible or
intangible assets will not occur in a future period. The value of our aircraft could be impacted in future periods by changes in supply and demand for these
aircraft. Such changes in supply and demand for certain aircraft types could result from grounding of aircraft by the Company or other carriers. An
impairment charge could have a material adverse effect on the Company's financial position and results of operations.

Risks Associated with the Airline Industry

The airline industry is highly competitive.

Within the airline industry, we not only compete with major and other regional airlines, some of which are owned by or operated as partners of major
airlines, but we also face competition from low-fare airlines and major airlines on many of our routes, including carriers that fly point to point instead of to or
through a hub.

Some of our competitors are larger and have significantly greater financial and other resources than we do. Moreover, federal deregulation of the
industry allows competitors to rapidly enter our markets and to quickly discount and restructure fares. The airline industry is particularly susceptible to price
discounting because airlines incur only nominal costs to provide service to passengers occupying otherwise unsold seats.

In addition to traditional competition among airlines, the industry faces competition from video teleconferencing and other methods of electronic
communication. New advances in technology may add a new dimension of competition to the industry as business travelers seek lower-cost substitutes for air
travel.

If passengers perceive the operations of regional aircraft as being unsafe, our business may be harmed.

In February 2009, Colgan Flight 3407, operating as Continental Connection, crashed on its approach into Buffalo, New York. A total of 50 people
were killed. Since the date of this tragedy, there have been numerous press reports questioning some of the operating policies of regional airlines. In response,
there have also been legislative initiatives aimed at heightening safety requirements, such as The Airline Safety and Pilot Training Improvement Act of 2009.
Although our regional jets have never had a crash causing death or serious injury in over 37 years of operations, should the public perceive regional aircraft as
less safe our Partners may be less inclined to renew our contracts in the future or should new legislation impose additional burdens on us, our financial
condition, results of operations and the price of our common stock could be materially adversely effected.

High fuel costs would harm the airline industry.

High fuel prices would harm the airline industry's financial condition and results of operations. Fuel costs constitute a substantial portion of the total
operating expenses of the airline industry. Historically, fuel costs have been subject to wide price fluctuations based on geopolitical issues, supply and demand
and other factors. Fuel availability is also affected by demand for home heating oil, gasoline and other petroleum products. Because of the effect of these events
on the price and availability of fuel, the cost and future availability of fuel cannot be predicted with any degree of certainty. Further, in the event of a fuel
supply shortage or further increases in fuel prices, a curtailment of scheduled service could result. A one dollar change in price per barrel of crude oil will
increase or decrease our fuel expense by $5.3 million.  A one-cent change in the cost of each gallon of fuel would impact our pre-tax income by approximately
$2.2 million per year based on our current fleet and aircraft fuel consumption.

The airline industry has been subject to a number of strikes, which could affect our business.

The airline industry has been negatively impacted by a number of labor strikes. Any new collective bargaining agreement entered into by other
carriers may result in higher industry wages and increase pressure on us to increase the wages and benefits of our employees. Furthermore, since each of our
Partners is a significant source of our operating revenues, any labor disruption or labor strike by the employees of any one of our Partners could have a
material adverse effect on our financial condition, results of operations and the price of our common stock.
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Airlines are often affected by certain factors beyond their control, including weather conditions, which can affect their operations.

Generally, revenues for airlines depend on the number of passengers carried, the fare paid by each passenger and service factors, such as the
timeliness of departure and arrival. During periods of fog, ice, low temperatures, storms or other adverse weather conditions, flights may be cancelled or
significantly delayed. For example, in July 2011, hail storms in Denver, CO. forced us to cancel an abnormal portion of our operations. Under our fixed-fee
code-share agreements, our regional airline business is partially protected against cancellations due to weather or air traffic control, although these factors may
affect our ability to receive incentive payments for flying more than the minimum number of flights specified in our code-share agreements. Should we enter
into pro-rate revenue sharing agreements in the future our regional airline business will not be protected against weather or air traffic control cancellations and
our operating revenues could suffer as a result. Our branded operations are not insulated against weather or air traffic control cancellations.

 
Future economic recessions could result in weaker demand for air travel and may create challenges for us that could have a material adverse
effect on our business and results of operations.

Demand for air travel could weaken in an economic recession. Economic weakness in the United States and international economies could have a
significant negative impact on our results of operations.

The airline industry is heavily regulated.

Airlines are subject to extensive regulatory and legal compliance requirements, both domestically and internationally, that involve significant costs. In
the last several years, the FAA has issued a number of directives and other regulations relating to the maintenance and operation of aircraft that have required
us to make significant expenditures. FAA requirements cover, among other things, retirement of older aircraft, security measures, collision avoidance systems,
airborne wind shear avoidance systems, noise abatement, commuter aircraft safety and increased inspection and maintenance procedures to be conducted on
older aircraft.

We incur substantial costs in maintaining our current certifications and otherwise complying with the laws, rules and regulations to which we are
subject. We cannot predict whether we will be able to comply with all present and future laws, rules, regulations and certification requirements or that the cost
of continued compliance will not significantly increase our costs of doing business.

The FAA has the authority to issue mandatory orders relating to, among other things, the grounding of aircraft, inspection of aircraft, installation of
new safety related items and removal, replacement or modification of aircraft parts that have failed or may fail in the future. A decision by the FAA to ground,
or require time consuming inspections of or maintenance on, all or any of our Embraer or Airbus aircraft, for any reason, could negatively impact our results
of operations.

In addition to state and federal regulation, airports and municipalities enact rules and regulations that affect our operations. From time to time,
various airports throughout the country have considered limiting the use of smaller aircraft, such as Embraer or Bombardier aircraft, at such airports. The
imposition of any limits on the use of Embraer or Bombardier aircraft at any airport at which we operate could interfere with our obligations under our code-
share agreements and severely interrupt our business operations.

Additional laws, regulations, taxes and airport rates and charges have been proposed from time to time that could significantly increase the cost of
airline operations or reduce revenues. For instance, “passenger bill of rights” legislation was introduced in Congress that, if enacted, would have, among other
things, required the payment of compensation to passengers as a result of certain delays and limited the ability of carriers to prohibit or restrict usage of certain
tickets. This legislation is not currently active but if it is reintroduced, these measures could have the effect of raising ticket prices, reducing revenue and
increasing costs. Several state legislatures have also considered such legislation, and the State of New York in fact implemented a “passenger bill of rights”
that was overturned by a federal appeals court in 2008. The DOT has imposed restrictions on the ownership and transfer of airline routes and takeoff and
landing slots at certain high-density airports, including New York LaGuardia and Reagan National. In addition, as a result of the terrorist attacks in New
York and Washington, D.C. in September 2001, the FAA and the TSA have imposed stringent security requirements on airlines. We cannot predict what other
new regulations may be imposed on airlines and we cannot assure you that laws or regulations enacted in the future will not materially adversely affect our
financial condition, results of operations and the price of our common stock.
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The airline industry is seasonal and cyclical resulting in unpredictable liquidity and passenger revenues.

Because the airline industry is seasonal and cyclical, our revenues related to Frontier will fluctuate throughout the year. Our weakest travel periods
are generally during the quarters ending in March and December. The airline industry is also a highly cyclical business with substantial volatility. Our
operating and financial results are likely to be negatively impacted by national or regional economic conditions in the U.S., and particularly in Colorado.

We are in a high fixed cost business and any unexpected decrease in revenue would harm us.

The airline industry is characterized by low profit margins and high fixed costs primarily for personnel, fuel, aircraft ownership and lease costs and
other rents. The expenses of an aircraft flight do not vary significantly with the number of passengers carried and, as a result, a relatively small change in the
number of passengers or in pricing would have a disproportionate effect on the operating and financial results of Frontier and possibly on us as a whole. We
are often affected by factors beyond our control, including weather conditions, traffic congestion at airports and increased security measures, and irrational
pricing from competitors, any of which could harm our operating results and financial condition.

Risks Related To Our Common Stock

Our stock price is volatile.

Since our common stock began trading on The NASDAQ National Market (now the NASDAQ Global Select Market) on May 27, 2004, the market
price of our common stock has ranged from a low of $2.53 to a high of $23.88 per share.  The market price of our common stock may continue to fluctuate
substantially due to a variety of factors, many of which are beyond our control, including:
 

• announcements concerning our Partners, competitors, the airline industry or the economy in general;
 
• strategic actions by us, our Partners or our competitors, such as acquisitions or restructurings;
 
• the results of our operations;
 
• media reports and publications about the safety of our aircraft or the aircraft types we operate;
 
• new regulatory pronouncements and changes in regulatory guidelines;
 
• general and industry specific economic conditions, including the price of oil;
 
• changes in financial estimates or recommendations by securities analysts;
 
• sales of our common stock or other actions by investors with significant shareholdings or our Partners; and
 
• general market conditions.

 
The stock markets in general have experienced substantial volatility that has often been unrelated to the operating performance of particular

companies.  These broad market fluctuations may adversely affect the trading price of our common stock.

In the past, stockholders have sometimes instituted securities class action litigation against companies following periods of volatility in the market
price of their securities.  Any similar litigation against us could result in substantial costs, divert management’s attention and resources and harm our
business.

Future sales of our common stock by our stockholders or insiders could depress the price of our common stock.

Sales of a large number of shares of our common stock or the availability of a large number of shares for sale could adversely affect the market price
of our common stock and could impair our ability to raise funds in additional stock offerings. Sales of shares by insiders could be perceived negatively by the
investment community.
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Our incorporation documents and Delaware law have provisions that could delay or prevent a change in control of our company, which could
negatively affect your investment.

Our certificate of incorporation and bylaws and Delaware law contain provisions that could delay or prevent a change in control of our company that
stockholders may consider favorable.  Certain of these provisions:

• authorize the issuance of up to 5,000,000 shares of preferred stock that can be created and issued by our board of directors without prior
stockholder approval, commonly referred to as “blank check” preferred stock, with rights senior to those of our common stock;

 
• limit the persons who can call special stockholder meetings;
 
• provide that a supermajority vote of our stockholders is required to amend our certificate of incorporation or bylaws; and
 
• establish advance notice requirements to nominate directors for election to our board of directors or to propose matters that can be acted on by

stockholders at stockholder meetings.
 

These and other provisions in our incorporation documents and Delaware law could allow our board of directors to affect your rights as a
stockholder by making it more difficult for stockholders to replace board members.  Because our board of directors is responsible for appointing members of
our management team, these provisions could in turn affect any attempt to replace the current management team.  In addition, these provisions could deprive
our stockholders of opportunities to realize a premium on the shares of common stock owned by them.

Our charter documents include provisions limiting voting by foreign owners.

Our certificate of incorporation provides that shares of capital stock may not be voted by or at the direction of persons who are not citizens of the
United States if the number of such shares would exceed applicable foreign ownership restrictions. U.S. law currently requires that no more than 25% of the
voting stock of our company or any other domestic airline may be owned directly or indirectly by persons who are not citizens of the United States. However,
up to 49% of the total equity of our company or any other domestic airline may be owned directly or indirectly by persons who are not citizens of the United
States

ITEM 1B. UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS

None
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ITEM 2. PROPERTIES
 
Flight Equipment
 

As of December 31, 2011, we operated 281 aircraft as described in the following table:

Type  
Total

Aircraft  Owned  Leased  
Average Age

(in years)  

Seats in
Standard

Configuration
E135/140LR  18  12  6  9.7  44
E145LR (1)  5 5  22  33  9.7  50
E170/175LR (2)  129  106  23  5.3  69-80
E190LR  17  12  5  2.0  9 9
A318  4  —  4  8.2  120
A319  41  4  37  7.4  138
A320  15  2  13  1.5  162
Q400  2  2  —  4.2  74
           
Total  281  160  121     
__________________________
(1) Eleven of these aircraft are used as charters, spares, or parked.
(2) One of these aircraft is used as a spare.

In addition to the aircraft listed above, we have subleased eleven E145 aircraft to a foreign airline and we have two Q400 aircraft classified as held-
for-sale as of December 31, 2011.

All of our leased aircraft are leased by us pursuant to operating leases, with current lease expirations ranging from 2012 to 2024. We have fixed-price
purchase options under most of these leases after nine to 14 years of the lease term. Furthermore, we have options to renew most of the leases for an additional
three to four years, or purchase the leased aircraft at the conclusion of their current lease terms at fair market value.

Ground Operations and Properties

As of December 31, 2011, our facilities are summarized in the following table:

Facility  Square Feet  Location
Corporate Headquarters  83,100  Indianapolis, IN
Training Facility  20,400  Plainfield, IN
Maintenance Hangar  110,500  Indianapolis, IN
Maintenance Hangar/Office  232,100  Columbus, OH
Maintenance Hangar  70,000  Louisville, KY
Maintenance Hangar/Office  86,000  Pittsburgh, PA
General Office - Frontier  77,500  Denver, CO
Maintenance Hangar  81,300  Kansas City, MO
Maintenance Hangar  26,000  Honolulu, HI
Maintenance Hangar  194,300  Milwaukee, WI
 

Our employees perform substantially all routine airframe and engine maintenance and periodic inspection of equipment. Our Partners or third parties
provide ground support services and ticket handling services in all cities we serve our Partners and we provide ground support services and ticket handling
services for the majority of our branded operations.
 

We lease all of our facilities, except the maintenance hangar in Honolulu, HI, which we own. All leased facilities are subject to either long-term leases
or on a month to month basis.

We believe that our current facilities, along with our planned additional facilities, are adequate for the current and foreseeable needs of our business. 
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ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
 

We are subject to certain legal and administrative actions, which we consider routine to our business activities. Management believes that the ultimate
outcome of any pending legal matters will not have a material adverse effect on our financial position, liquidity or results of operations. 

As previously announced on May 3, 2011, we have undertaken a restructuring initiative at Frontier aimed at reducing costs by an aggregate of $120
million. On June 10, 2011, Frontier reached a tentative agreement with the Frontier pilots (the “Pilots”) then represented by the Frontier Airlines Pilot
Association ("FAPA"), pursuant to which FAPA agreed in principle to the restructuring of certain wages and benefits. On June 17, 2011, the tentative
agreement was ratified by the Pilots.

The restructuring agreement included, among other things, (i) the postponement of certain pay increases, (ii) reduced Company contributions to the
Pilots' 401(k) plan, (iii) reduced accruals for vacation days and sick days and (iv) an extension of the collective bargaining agreement by two years
(collectively, the "Investment"). In exchange for the Investment, the Frontier pilots will receive an equity stake in Frontier valued at $7.2 million, which vests
over the term of the agreement. The Company has agreed to certain other conditions which must be met during the term to continue the Investment by the
Frontier pilots. Those conditions include aircraft growth at Frontier, a liquidity raise, subject to suitable market conditions, of at least $70 million by the
Company through debt offerings, assets sales, or other financings, material execution of Frontier's restructuring program by the end of 2011, and a good faith
effort by the Company to attract equity investment(s) in Frontier that would reduce the Company's ownership of Frontier to a minority interest by December
31, 2014. In addition, the Company has agreed to establish a profit sharing program for Frontier employees. As of December 31, 2011, the Company remains
in compliance with these conditions.

On June 28, 2011, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Airline Division (the "IBT") replaced FAPA as the representative of Frontier pilots
when the IBT was certified as the exclusive bargaining representative of the pilots. On August 3, 2011 the IBT filed suit against the Company and Frontier
seeking to have the restructuring agreement declared null and void or, alternatively, seeking that the IBT, manage the equity investment of the Frontier pilots
and due to accusations that the Company interfered with the election process.

We believe that these allegations are baseless and that we did not interfere in the election process, which in fact the IBT won. We intend to vigorously
defend ourselves and Frontier against this complaint, but there can be no assurance that we will be successful. If we are not successful and the restructuring
agreement with our Frontier pilots is declared null and void, Frontier would lose approximately $9 million to $10 million in annual cost savings on average
over the next four years, which may have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition or results of operations.
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ITEM 4. Mine Safety Disclosures

Not Applicable.

PART II
 

ITEM 5. MARKET FOR REGISTRANT’S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER PURCHASES OF
EQUITY SECURITIES
 
Market Price
 

Our common stock began trading on The NASDAQ National Market (now the NASDAQ Global Select Market) on May 27, 2004 and is traded
under the symbol "RJET." Prior to that date, there was no public market for our common stock. The following table sets forth the high and low sales prices of
our common stock for the periods indicated.
 

Year Ended December 31, 2010 High  Low
First Quarter $ 7.65  $ 4.48
Second Quarter 6.80  5.25
Third Quarter 8.58  4.74
Fourth Quarter 9.58  6.83
Year Ended December 31, 2011    
First Quarter $ 7.79  $ 5.73
Second Quarter 6.47  4.21
Third Quarter 5.65  2.50
Fourth Quarter 4.78  2.47

 
As of December 31, 2011 there were 4,173 stockholders of record of our common stock. We have never paid cash dividends on our common stock.

The payment of future dividends is within the discretion of our board of directors and will depend upon our future earnings, our capital requirements, bank
or other lender financing, financial condition and other relevant factors.
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Performance Graph
 

The above graph compares the performance of the Company from May 27, 2004 through December 31, 2011, against the performance of (i) the
Composite Index for NASDAQ Stock Market (U.S. Companies) and (ii) an index of companies engaged in air transportation (SIC 4512), including regional
airlines, whose stocks trade on the NASDAQ, for the same period.
 

Below is a summary of the equity compensation plans as of December 31, 2011:
 

Plan Category  

Number of securities
to be issued upon

exercise of
outstanding options,
warrants and rights  

Weighted-average
exercise price of

outstanding
options, warrants

and rights  

Number of securities
remaining available for
future issuance under

equity compensation plans
(excluding securities reflected

in column A)
Equity compensation plans approved by security holders       

Options outstanding under the 2002 Equity Incentive Plan  1,149,837  $ 14.98  190,547
Options outstanding under the 2007 Equity Incentive Plan  3,360,000  11.62  899,542

Equity compensation plans not approved by security holders  —  —  —
Total  4,509,837  $ 12.46  1,090,089

Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities

None
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ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
 

The following selected financial data and operating statistics should be read in conjunction with Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations, and the consolidated financial statements and related notes included in Item 8 of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

 Years Ended December 31,
 2011  2010  2009  2008  2007
 (in millions)
Statement of Operations Data:          
Operating revenues:          
Fixed-fee service $ 1,079.0  $ 1,030.3  $ 1,180.2  $ 1,462.2  $ 1,274.6
Passenger service 1,694.5  1,541.3  421.0  —  —
Cargo and other 91.0  82.1  41.0  17.5  18.1
Total operating revenues    2,864.5  2,653.7  1,642.2  1,479.7  1,292.7
Operating expenses:          
Wages and benefits    560.6  549.9  342.4  252.3  226.5
Aircraft fuel (2) 821.1  616.9  236.6  327.8  296.6
Landing fees and airport rents 167.7  170.7  96.9  59.9  53.7
Aircraft and engine rent    251.5  240.6  156.8  134.2  125.0
Maintenance and repair    297.2  255.8  211.5  169.4  130.2
Insurance and taxes    42.1  45.5  28.1  25.8  19.0
Depreciation and amortization   200.2  204.5  163.6  133.2  106.6
Promotion and sales 133.6  134.8  36.3  —  —
Goodwill impairment —  —  113.8  —  —
Other impairment charges 191.1  11.5  8.8  —  —
Gain on bargain purchase —  —  (203.7)  —  —
Other    305.0  290.1  179.7  122.0  104.8
Total operating expenses 2,970.1  2,520.3  1,370.8  1,224.6  1,062.4
Operating income (loss) (105.6)  133.4  271.4  255.1  230.3
Other income (expense):          
Interest expense (137.3)  (151.7)  (145.0)  (131.9)  (107.3)
Other - net 0.5  (3.2)  9.8  14.2  11.0
Total other expense (136.8)  (154.9)  (135.2)  (117.7)  (96.3)
Income (loss) before income taxes (242.4)  (21.5)  136.2  137.4  134.0
Income tax expense (benefit) (90.6)  (7.7)  99.8  52.8  51.2
Net income (loss) (151.8)  (13.8)  36.4  84.6  82.8
Add: Net loss attributable to noncontrolling interest in Mokulele
Flight Service Inc. —  —  3.3  —  —
Net income (loss) of the Company $ (151.8)  $ (13.8)  $ 39.7  $ 84.6  $ 82.8
Net income (loss) available for common stockholders per share:          

Basic    $ (3.14)  $ (0.38)  $ 1.15  $ 2.43  $ 2.05
Diluted    $ (3.14)  $ (0.38)  $ 1.13  $ 2.42  $ 2.02

Weighted average common shares outstanding:          
Basic    48.2  36.0  34.6  34.9  40.4
Diluted    48.2  36.0  35.7  34.9  41.0

Other Financial Data:          
Net cash from:          

Operating activities $ 131.5  $ 256.5  $ 168.6  $ 242.3  $ 280.5
Investing activities $ 23.6  $ 2.5  $ 3.4  $ (81.9)  $ (76.5)
Financing activities $ (227.0)  $ (125.3)  $ (144.2)  $ (194.7)  $ (235.5)
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(in millions) Years Ended December 31,
 2011 (1)  2010 (1)  2009 (1)  2008  2007
Airline Operating Data:          
Passengers carried 31.4  32.0  23.0  18.9  16.3
Revenue passenger miles (3) 20,961.4  21,143.8  12,905.6  9,701.0  8,581.8
Available seat miles(4) 26,227.7  26,547.3  17,116.5  13,213.7  11,511.8
Passenger load factor (5) 79.9%  79.6%  75.4%  73.4%  74.5%
Revenue per available seat mile (6) $ 0.109  $ 0.100  $ 0.096  $ 0.112  $ 0.112
Cost per available seat mile  (7) $ 0.111  $ 0.100  $ 0.093  $ 0.103  $ 0.102
Average passenger trip length (miles) 661  662  562  513  527
Number of aircraft in operations (end of period):          
Regional Jets:          

Owned    152  150  150  142  131
Leased    67  72  78  79  88

Airbus:          
Owned    6  11  13  —  —
Leased    54  39  38  —  —

Q400:          
Owned    2  3  6  —  —
Leased    —  —  5  —  —

Total aircraft 281  275  290  221  219
 

 As of December 31,
 2011  2010  2009  2008  2007
Consolidated Balance Sheet Data: (in millions)
Cash and cash equivalents $ 219.3  $ 291.2  $ 157.5  $ 129.7  $ 164.0
Aircraft and other equipment—net 2,808.7  3,173.5  3,418.2  2,692.4  2,308.7
Total assets 3,901.7  4,348.7  4,450.5  3,236.6  2,773.1
Long-term debt, including current maturities 2,359.1  2,577.7  2,789.4  2,277.8  1,913.6
Total stockholders' equity 460.5  609.6  517.9  475.9  426.1
 
(1) The full year 2011, 2010 and 2009 are not comparable to the years ended December 31, 2008 and 2007.  The results of operations for 2009 include
Midwest beginning in August 2009 and Frontier in October 2009 and include 12 months of the results of operations for Midwest and Frontier during 2010.

(2) As of December 31, 2011 and 2010, all of our Partners provide substantially all of our aircraft fuel for our fixed fee business and the increase in fuel
expense was primarily attributable to a full year of expense related to flying completed in our Frontier operations. Beginning in May 2009 and June 2009, we
did not record fuel expense and the related revenue for the American and Delta operations, respectively. United started directly supplying fuel for certain
locations in January 2007.  All fuel related to the Continental and US Airways operations is directly supplied as well.  Prior to the acquisition of Midwest and
Mokulele, all fuel was directly supplied by them.  Prior to the acquisition of Frontier, Frontier directly supplied fuel until the aircraft were removed from
service during the second quarter of 2008.  

(3) Passengers carried multiplied by miles flown.
 

(4) Passenger seats available multiplied by miles flown.
 

(5) Revenue passenger miles divided by available seat miles.
 

(6) Total airline operating revenues divided by available seat miles.
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(7) Total operating and interest expenses excluding goodwill impairment and other impairment charges as well as the gain on bargain purchase divided by
available seat miles. Total operating and interest expenses excluding goodwill impairment and other impairment charges as well as the gain on bargain purchase
is not a calculation based on accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America and should not be considered as an alternative to total
operating expenses.   Cost per available seat mile utilizing this measurement is included as it is a measurement recognized by the investing public relative to the
airline industry.
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ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
 
Overview

We are a Delaware holding company organized in 1996 that offers scheduled passenger services through our wholly-owned operating air carrier
subsidiaries: Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. (“Chautauqua”), Shuttle America Corporation (“Shuttle”), Republic Airline Inc. (“Republic Airline”) and Frontier
Airlines, Inc. (“Frontier”). Unless the context indicates otherwise, the terms the “Company,” “we,” “us,” or “our,” refer to Republic Airways Holdings Inc.
and our subsidiaries.

As of December 31, 2011, our operating subsidiaries offered scheduled passenger service on 1,483 flights daily to 132 cities in 42 states, Canada,
Mexico, and Costa Rica under our Frontier operations and through fixed-fee code-share agreements with AMR Corp., the parent of American Airlines, Inc.
(“American”), Continental Airlines, Inc. (“Continental”), Delta Air Lines, Inc. (“Delta”),  United Air Lines, Inc. (“United”), and US Airways, Inc. (“US
Airways”) (collectively referred to as our “Partners”). Currently, we provide our Partners with fixed-fee regional airline services, operating as
AmericanConnection, Continental Express, Delta Connection, United Express, or US Airways Express, including service out of their hubs and focus cities.

Fleet Composition

The following table outlines the type of aircraft our subsidiaries operate and their respective operations within our business units as of December 31,
2011:
 

      Schedule of Operational Aircraft     
Operating

Subsidiaries  Aircraft Size  Frontier  American  Continental  Delta  United  US Airways  Spares  
Number of

Aircraft

Chautauqua
Airlines  37 to 50  6  15  8  24  —  9  11  73
Shuttle
America  70 to 76  —  —  —  30  38  —  —  68
Republic
Airline  69 to 99  21  —  —  —  —  58  1  80
Frontier  120 to 162  60  —  —  —  —  —  —  60
Total number of operating
aircraft  87  15  8  54  38  67  12  281

During 2011, our operational fleet increased from 275 to 281. The Company took delivery of eight A320 aircraft, two E190 aircraft, placed into
service three A319 aircraft, sold five A318 aircraft, four of which have remained in the fleet under sale leaseback agreements, and sold one Q400. The
Company also returned two E145 aircraft and three E135 aircraft to the lessors. Included in the operational fleet there are eleven ERJ aircraft and one E170
aircraft that operated as charter service, serve as operational spares, or are temporarily parked. We continue to look for opportunities to redeploy spare aircraft
into our fixed-fee business, or outright sell or sublease these aircraft to another airline.

Our branded operations consist of all Airbus operations at Frontier; and includes aircraft operated by Chautauqua and Republic marketed as
Frontier. Frontier, which we purchased out of bankruptcy in 2009, is a low-fare carrier that has the second largest market share in Denver, Colorado. During
2011, we successfully completed an out of court restructuring of the business which will enhance financial performance by more than $120 million in 2012.
We view Frontier as an efficient, low-cost producer of narrowbody capacity and believe it is well-positioned to compete in Denver. In 2012, we remain focused
on further lowering the unit costs of Frontier by increasing the average seat density of its aircraft and increasing the percentage of customers who use
FlyFrontier.com to purchase tickets on Frontier.

We have fixed-fee regional jet code-share agreements with each of our Partners that are subject to our maintaining specified performance levels.
Pursuant to these fixed-fee agreements, which provide for minimum aircraft utilization at fixed rates, we are authorized to use our Partners' two-character flight
designation codes to identify our flights and fares in our Partners' computer reservation systems, to paint our aircraft in the style of our Partners, to use their
service marks and to market ourselves as a carrier for our Partners. Our fixed-fee agreements have historically limited our exposure to fluctuations in fuel
prices, fare competition and passenger volumes. Our development of relationships with multiple major airlines has enabled us to reduce our dependence
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on any single airline, allocate our overhead more efficiently among our Partners and reduce the cost of our services to our Partners. Certain of these agreements
contain minimum guarantee amounts, penalty provisions for either the early removal of aircraft or agreement termination for activity levels below the
minimums.

Business Strategy

Fixed-fee

• Continue to operate a high-quality fleet of aircraft across an efficient network  - We intend to maintain a modern, high-quality fleet of Embraer
aircraft that meets or exceeds stringent industry operating standards and complies with the terms of our fixed-fee regional jet code-share agreements.
We believe we have highly efficient flight and maintenance operations due to leveraging large crew and maintenance bases across multiple Partners'
networks.

• Continue to provide efficient and effective solutions to our Partners - We have strong, long-term relationships with each of our Partners and have
historically worked together with them to meet their operational and network needs. Historically, we have provided safe, reliable, and cost-efficient
solutions for our Partners. We remain focused on anticipating and continuing to assist our Partners with their business strategies.

• Take advantage of growth opportunities to operate larger regional jets - Network carrier consolidation, along with high fuel prices, has limited
the economic use of smaller regional jets. All of our Partners, including American, have shown an interest in having more, larger regional jets in their
networks. We believe our existing relationship with our Partners and our strong relationship with Embraer make us well-positioned to take advantage
of any growth opportunities.

Branded

• Compete effectively by providing our customers with low fares on our low-cost, narrowbody aircraft  -  Frontier offers a differentiated customer
experience with its LiveTV and bundled fare offerings through its Classic and Classic Plus products, which are available for purchase on
FrontierAirlines.com. We believe the restructuring completed in 2011 provides Frontier with low-cost narrowbody aircraft, which allows us to
compete effectively in our highly contested markets.

• Further lower our unit costs (Cost per available seat mile "CASM") to become an ultra-low cost carrier - We are focused on our effort to
further reduce operating costs at Frontier by reducing sales and distribution, marketing and costs associated with our airport operations.
Additionally, Frontier will add six seats to its A320 aircraft, which will reduce CASM by approximately 3% on the A320 fleet. This is a highly cost-
efficient project that will have a quick payback as we continue to see record load factors on Frontier.

• Take advantage of opportunities resulting from industry consolidation and expand Frontier's network outside of Denver, Colorado   -  Frontier
continues to reduce its fleet complexity by removing regional aircraft flown by our other subsidiaries. We remain focused on our network and intend
to develop new point-to-point opportunities outside of Denver in markets where we have competitive advantages.

Revenue
 

Fixed-Fee Service - Under our code-share arrangements with our Partners, we receive fixed-fees, as well as reimbursement of specified costs on a
gross basis with additional possible incentives from our Partners for superior performance. For the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010 and 2009, all of our
fixed-fee revenue was earned under our fixed-fee arrangements. The number of aircraft we operate and aircraft utilization are the most significant drivers of our
revenue, as opposed to the number of passengers we carry or the fare the passengers pay.

Passenger Service - Branded passenger service includes passenger ticket revenue on our branded airlines: Frontier (beginning October 2009),
Midwest (beginning August 2009), and Mokulele (from April 2009 to October 2009). Unlike our fixed fee business, the most significant drivers of our
revenue are the number of passengers we carry and the fare paid by the passenger.

Cargo and Other -  Cargo and other revenues is comprised principally of the revenue from the marketing component of the sale of our miles for our
co-branded credit cards, sublease revenue, licensing revenue from slots leased to other airlines, charter revenue, cargo revenue, interline and ground handling
fees.
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Operating Expenses

A brief description of the items included in our operating expenses line items follows.

Wages and Benefits
 

This expense includes not only wages and salaries, but also expenses associated with various employee benefit plans, employee incentives, stock
compensation, and payroll taxes. These expenses will fluctuate based primarily on our level of operations, changes in wage rates for contract, and non-contract
employees and changes in costs of our benefit plans.
 
Aircraft Fuel
 

As of December 31, 2011, the majority of our aircraft fuel for the fixed-fee operations is supplied directly by our code-share partners, and thus we do
not record expense or the related revenue for those gallons of fuel.  Beginning in May 2009 and June 2009, we did not record fuel expense and the related
revenue for the American and Delta operations, respectively.  We also did not pay for or record fuel expense and the related revenue for Continental or US
Airways operations.   All fuel costs including into-plane fees and taxes are expensed as incurred for our branded operations.  Aircraft fuel also includes the
realized and unrealized mark-to-market adjustments on fuel derivatives.

Landing Fees and Airport Rents
 

This expense consists of an estimate of fees charged by airports for each aircraft landing and airport rental fees for ticket counter, gate and common
space.   Under our fixed-fee agreements, we are reimbursed for the actual costs of landing fees.  Landing fees and airport rents are expensed as incurred for the
branded operations.
 
Aircraft and Engine Rent
 

This expense consists of the costs of leasing aircraft and spare engines. The leased aircraft and spare engines are operated under long-term operating
leases with third parties. Aircraft rent is reduced by the amortization of deferred credits received from the aircraft manufacturer for parts and training. The
credits are deferred and amortized on a straight-line basis over the term of the respective lease of the aircraft.
 
Maintenance and Repair
 

Maintenance and repair expenses include all parts, materials, tooling and spares required to maintain our aircraft. We have entered into long-term
maintenance "power-by-the-hour" service contracts with third-party maintenance providers under which we are charged fixed rates for each flight hour
accumulated by the majority of our engines and some of the major airframe components. The effect of such contracts is to reduce the volatility of aircraft
maintenance expense over the term of the contract.  All other maintenance is expensed as incurred under the direct expense method of accounting.
 
Insurance and Taxes
 

This expense includes the costs of passenger liability insurance, aircraft hull insurance, war risk insurance and all other insurance policies, other
than employee welfare insurance. Additionally, this expense includes personal and real property taxes, including aircraft property taxes. Under our current
fixed-fee agreements, we are reimbursed for the actual costs of passenger liability insurance, war risk insurance, aircraft hull insurance and property taxes,
subject to certain restrictions. Under our US Airways and United fixed-fee agreements, we are reimbursed for the actual costs of such items other than aircraft
hull insurance, which is reimbursed at agreed upon rates.
 
Depreciation and Amortization
 

This expense includes the depreciation of all fixed assets, including aircraft, and the amortization of intangible assets with definite lives.

Promotion and Sales

This expense is incurred on our branded operation only and consists of advertising costs, passenger reservation and booking fees, credit card
processing fees and commissions.
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Other Impairment Charges

This expense includes the impairment of aircraft and other equipment, trade names, and other assets.

Indefinite-lived intangible assets  - consist of the Frontier trade name and airport slots. We apply a fair value based impairment test to the carrying
value of indefinite-lived intangible assets on an annual basis and, if certain events or circumstances indicate that an impairment loss may have been incurred,
on an interim basis. Due to the net loss of the branded business the Company ensured the fair value was greater than the carrying value by completing an
impairment test. The key assumptions in our impairment test for the Frontier tradename include our projected revenues, an estimated weighted average cost of
capital, assumed discount rates depending on the asset and a tax rate. In evaluating the airport slots the Company used a market approach by reviewing
historical airport slot sales and auction values. These assumptions are consistent with those hypothetical market participants would use. Since we are required
to make estimates and assumptions when evaluating indefinite-lived intangible assets for impairment, the actual amounts may differ from these estimates.
Other intangibles with an indefinite life are required to be evaluated for impairment on an annual basis. As of December 31, 2011 there was no impairment
charge recorded by the Company for indefinite-lived intangible assets.
  

Aircraft and other equipment - we record impairment losses on aircraft and other equipment used in operations when events and circumstances
indicate the assets may be impaired and the estimated future cash flows generated by those assets are less than their carrying amounts. Factors which could
cause impairment include, but are not limited to, a decision to permanently or temporarily remove aircraft and other equipment from operations, significant
changes in the estimated useful life, significant changes in projected cash flows, permanent and significant declines in fleet fair values, and changes to the
regulatory environment. For long-lived assets held for sale, we discontinue depreciation and record impairment losses when the carrying amount of these assets
is greater than the fair value less the cost to sell.

To determine whether impairments exist for aircraft used in operations, we group assets based on aircraft type family (the lowest level for which there
are identifiable cash flows) and then estimate future cash flows based on projections of capacity, passenger mile yield, fuel costs, labor costs and other
relevant factors. If an impairment occurs, the impairment loss recognized is the amount by which the aircraft's carrying amount exceeds its estimated fair
value. We estimate aircraft fair values using published sources, appraisals and bids received from third parties, as available. As of December 31, 2011, the
Company recorded an impairment of $180.5 million on aircraft, $5.1 million of an impairment on assets held for sale, and $5.5 million of an impairment
on inventory related to these aircraft.

Gain on Bargain Purchase

This represents the amount that the fair values of assets acquired exceeds the assumed liabilities and purchase price from the acquisition of Frontier.

Other
 

This expense includes the costs of crew training, crew travel, airport, passenger and ground handling related expenses, all hangar and administrative
lease expenses, professional fees, and all other administrative and operational overhead expenses not included in other line items above. Additionally, if
incurred, this expense will include aircraft return costs, gains and losses on disposal of assets, reorganization costs, severance costs and bad debt expenses.
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Results of Operations

The following tables sets forth information regarding the Company’s statistical performance for the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010, and
2009.

 

Operating Highlights - Fixed-Fee Twelve Months Ended December 31,
 2011  Change  2010  Change  2009
Fixed-fee service revenues, excluding fuel (millions) (1) $ 976.5  1.4 %  $ 962.7  (11.6)%  $ 1,089.1
Passengers carried 16,418,567  (5.4)%  17,355,097  (7.6)%  18,783,773
Revenue passenger miles (000's) (2) 8,062,206  (6.0)%  8,572,623  (10.3)%  9,560,637
Available seat miles (000's) (3) 11,191,105  (1.4)%  11,348,280  (12.0)%  12,894,899
Passenger load factor (4) 72.0%  -3.5 pts  75.5%  1.4 pts  74.1%
CASM,(5)(6) including interest  expense, (cents) 9.02  7.4 %  8.40  0.5 %  8.36
CASM,(5)(6) including interest and excluding fuel expense, (cents)  8.10  3.8 %  7.80  2.0 %  7.65
Operating aircraft at period end:          
37-50 seats 5 6  (13.8)%  6 5  (15.6)%  77
69-86 seats (7) 126  12.5 %  112  — %  112
Block hours (8) 601,499  1.5 %  592,821  (12.1)%  674,454
Departures 350,279  (1.2)%  354,631  (10.6)%  396,559
Average daily utilization of each aircraft (hours) (9) 10.0  1.0 %  9.9  (2.0)%  10.1
Average length of aircraft flight (miles) 491  2.3 %  480  (2.8)%  494
Average seat density 6 5  (3.0)%  67  1.5 %  6 6
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Operating Highlights - Branded
Twelve Months

Ended December 31 (10)

 2011  Change  2010  Change  2009
Total revenues (millions) $ 1,765.4  10.0 %  $ 1,604.5  261.1 %  $ 444.3
Passengers carried 14,937,983  2.3 %  14,603,935  247.7 %  4,200,044
Revenue passenger miles (000's) (2) 12,899,243  2.6 %  12,571,202  275.8 %  3,344,953
Available seat miles (000's) (3) 15,036,619  (1.1)%  15,198,973  260.0 %  4,221,629
Passenger load factor (4) 85.8%  3.1 pts  82.7%  3.5 pts  79.2%
Total revenue per available seat mile (cents) 11.74  11.2 %  10.56  0.4 %  10.52
Passenger revenue per available seat mile (cents) 11.27  11.1 %  10.14  1.7 %  9.97
CASM,(5)(6) (cents) 12.39  13.4 %  10.93  (4.5)%  11.44
Fuel cost per available seat mile (cents)  (10) 4.78  32.4 %  3.61  5.3 %  3.43
CASM,(5)(6) excluding fuel expense (cents) 7.60  3.8 %  7.32  (5.1)%  7.71
Gallons consumed 220,824,996  (3.2)%  228,196,721  238.6 %  67,388,662
Average cost per gallon (11) $ 3.25  35.4 %  $ 2.40  11.6 %  $ 2.15
Operating aircraft at period end:          

37-50 seats (12) 6  (53.8)%  13  18.2 %  11
70-99 seats 21  (40.0)%  35  (7.9)%  38
120+ seats 60  20.0 %  50  (2.0)%  51

Block hours (8) 349,300  (8.1)%  380,050  213.7 %  121,167
Departures 167,223  (8.7)%  183,185  184.5 %  64,379
Average daily utilization of each aircraft (hours) (9) 10.6  (2.8)%  10.9  1.9 %  10.7
Average length of aircraft flight (miles) 831  0.5 %  827  10.4 %  749
Average seat density 108  8.0 %  100  13.6 %  88

(1) Fixed-fee service revenues exclude cargo and other revenues and fuel expense that is pass through cost for the fixed-fee business.

(2) Revenue passenger miles are the number of scheduled miles flown by revenue passengers.

(3) Available seat miles are the number of seats available for passengers multiplied by the number of scheduled miles those seats are flown.

(4) Passenger load factor is revenue passenger miles divided by available seat miles.

(5) Total operating costs divided by available seat miles.

(6) Costs (in all periods) exclude impairments and other expenses not attributable to either fixed-fee or branded segments. Total operating and interest expenses
excluding goodwill impairment and other impairment charges is not a calculation based on accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America and should not be considered as an alternative to total operating expenses. Cost per available seat mile utilizing this measurement is included as it is a
measurement recognized by the investing public relative to the airline industry.

(7) During 2011, we reconfigured our US Airways EJET aircraft from 76 and 86 seat single class configurations to 69 and 80 seat dual class configurations.

(8) Block hours are from takeoff to landing, including taxi time.

(9) Average number of hours per day that an aircraft flown in revenue service is operated (from gate departure to gate arrival).
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(10) Branded statistics include the results of Midwest and Frontier beginning in August and October 2009, respectively.  In addition, the table includes the
results of Mokulele beginning in April 2009 until October 2009 when the Company deconsolidated Mokulele.

(11) Excludes mark-to-market fuel hedge benefit of $3.8 million and expense of $3.6 million for the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.

(12) In 2009, includes four aircraft operated by SkyWest Airlines under an agreement with Midwest, which terminated in January 2010.

The following table sets forth information regarding the Company’s expenses for the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010, and 2009. Individual
expense components are also expressed in cents per available seat mile (“ASM”).
 

  Years ended December 31,
  2011  2010  2009

  Amount  
Cents

per ASM  Amount  
Cents

per ASM  Amount  
Cents

per ASM
  (in millions)    (in millions)    (in millions)   
OPERATING EXPENSES:             
Wages and benefits  $ 560.6  2.14  $ 549.9  2.07  $ 342.4  2.00
Aircraft fuel  821.1  3.13  616.9  2.32  236.6  1.38
Landing fees and airport rents  167.7  0.64  170.7  0.64  96.9  0.57
Aircraft and engine rent  251.5  0.96  240.6  0.91  156.8  0.92
Maintenance and repair  297.2  1.13  255.8  0.96  211.5  1.24
Insurance and taxes  42.1  0.16  45.5  0.17  28.1  0.16
Depreciation and amortization  200.2  0.76  204.5  0.77  163.6  0.96
Promotion and sales  133.6  0.51  134.8  0.51  36.3  0.21
Goodwill impairment  —  —  —  —  113.8  0.66
Other impairment charges  191.1  0.73  11.5  0.04  8.8  0.05
Gain on bargain purchase  —  —  —  —  (203.7)  (1.19)
Other  305.0  1.16  290.1  1.10  179.7  1.05
Total operating expenses  $ 2,970.1  11.32  $ 2,520.3  9.49  $ 1,370.8  8.01
             
Interest expense  $ 137.3  0.52  $ 151.7  0.57  $ 145.0  0.85

2011 Compared to 2010

Operating revenue in 2011 increased by 7.9%, or $210.8 million, to $2.86 billion compared to $2.65 billion in 2010. Branded revenues increased
$160.9 million over 2010 results. This increase is a direct result of an increase in Frontier's unit revenues. Excluding reimbursement for fuel expense, which
is a pass through cost to our Partners, fixed-fee service revenues increased $13.8 million, or 1.4% for 2011.  This increase is mainly related to the increased
number of block hours flown for the fixed fee segment year over year.
 
Factors relating to changes in operating expenses are discussed below:
 

Wages and benefits increased by 1.9%, or $10.7 million, to $560.6 million for 2011 compared to $549.9 million for 2010. The increase is
attributable to an increase in the operation of regional jets and a shift in the mix of flying toward larger regional jets. The cost per available seat mile increased
to 2.14¢ for 2011 compared to 2.07¢ in 2010. 
 

Aircraft fuel expense increased 33.1%, or $204.2 million, to $821.1 million for 2011 compared to $616.9 million for 2010. The increase is
primarily due to the rise in the cost per gallon for fuel used in the branded operation, which was $3.25 in 2011 compared to $2.40 in 2010. The unit cost
increased to 3.13¢ in 2011 compared to 2.32¢ in 2010.
 

Landing fees and airport rents decreased by 1.8%, or $3.0 million, to $167.7 million in 2011 compared to $170.7 million
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in 2010. The Company recorded a true-up in 2011, to its annual rent rebate adjustment from Denver International Airport of approximately $3.5 million,
relating to 2010. The unit cost is 0.64¢ in 2011 and 2010, respectively.

Aircraft and engine rent increased by 4.5%, or $10.9 million, to $251.5 million in 2011 compared to $240.6 million in 2010. The increase is
mainly related to the addition of eight leased A320 aircraft into our branded operations. The unit cost increased to 0.96¢ for 2011 compared to 0.91¢ for 2010.

Maintenance and repair expenses increased by 16.2%, or $41.4 million, to $297.2 million in 2011 compared to $255.8 million for 2010, due
mainly to higher scheduled heavy check maintenance on all aircraft, engine restorations on 50-seat aircraft, and increased engine overhaul expenses on Airbus
aircraft. The unit cost increased to 1.13¢ in 2011 compared to 0.96¢ in 2010.
 

Insurance and taxes decreased 7.5%, or $3.4 million, to $42.1 million in 2011 compared to $45.5 million in 2010. The decrease is mainly due to a
decrease in property taxes. The unit cost decreased to 0.16¢ in 2011 compared to 0.17¢ in 2010.
 

Depreciation and amortization decreased 2.1%, or $4.3 million, to $200.2 million in 2011 compared to $204.5 million in 2010 due mainly to a
decrease in the amortization of intangible assets. The unit cost decreased to 0.76¢ in 2011 compared to 0.77¢ in 2010.

Promotion and sales expenses decreased 0.9%, or $1.2 million, to $133.6 million in 2011 compared to $134.8 million in 2010. The unit cost is
0.51¢ in 2011 and 2010, respectively.

Other impairment charges increased $179.6 million, to $191.1 million in 2011 compared to $11.5 million in 2010. The impairment in 2010 was
primarily attributable additional impairments taken on the Midwest trade name in 2010. The impairment in 2011 was primarily attributable to charge on the
ERJ 135/140/145 aircraft and related aircraft equipment and spare parts on the Q400 aircraft. The unit cost increased to 0.73¢ in 2011 compared to 0.04¢ in
2010.

Other expenses increased 5.1%, or $14.9 million, to $305.0 million in 2011 from $290.1 million in 2010. The increase is due primarily to an
increase in restructuring costs in 2011, offset by a decrease in integration expense from 2010. The unit cost increased to 1.16¢ in 2011 compared to 1.10¢ in
2010. 
 

Interest expense decreased 9.5% or $14.4 million, to $137.3 million in 2011 from $151.7 million in 2010 primarily due to the pay down of aircraft
debt, coupled with a decrease in the number of owned Airbus and Q400 aircraft year over year. The unit cost decreased to 0.52¢ in 2011 compared to 0.57¢ in
2010. 
 

We incurred an income tax benefit of $90.6 million during 2011, compared to an income tax benefit of $7.7 million in 2010. The effective tax rates
for 2011 and 2010 were 37.4% and 35.8%, respectively. In 2011 and 2010, the rate was higher than the statutory rate due primarily to state income taxes and
other non-deductible meals and entertainment expense, primarily for our flight crews.

2010 Compared to 2009

Operating revenue in 2010 increased by 61.6%, or $1.01 billion, to $2.65 billion compared to $1.64 billion in 2009. Branded revenues increased
$1.16 billion over 2009 results. This increase is a direct result of passenger and ancillary revenues reported for a full year in 2010 compared to 2009 when
Midwest and Frontier were acquired in July and October, respectively. Excluding reimbursement for fuel expense, which is a pass through cost to our
Partners, fixed-fee service revenues decreased $126.4 million, or 11.6% for 2010.  Block hours for the fixed-fee business were down 12.1% in 2010 mainly
because of reporting certain operations on behalf of Midwest and Frontier in our fixed-fee results prior to the acquisitions of each company in 2009.
 
Factors relating to the change in operating expenses are discussed below:
 

Wages and benefits increased by 60.6%, or $207.5 million, to $549.9 million for 2010 compared to $342.4 million for 2009 due primarily to the
acquisition of Frontier. Of the increase, $174.4 million relates to increased expenses at Frontier. The remainder of the increase is due to an increase in the
operation of regional jets and a shift in the mix of flying toward larger regional jets. The cost per available seat mile increased to 2.07¢ for 2010 compared to
2.00¢ in 2009. 
 

Aircraft fuel expense increased 160.7%, or $380.3 million, to $616.9 million for 2010 compared to $236.6 million for 2009. Fuel expense of $404.0
million related to an increase in expenses for Frontier operations. Beginning in May 2009 and June 2009, we did not record fuel expense and the related revenue
for the American and Delta operations, respectively. We also do not pay for, or record, fuel expense and the related revenue for Continental or US Airways
operations. The cost per gallon for fuel used in the branded operation was $2.39 in 2010 compared to $2.15 in 2009. The unit cost increased to 2.32¢ in 2010
compared to 1.38¢ in
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2009.
 

Landing fees and airport rents increased by 76.1%, or $73.8 million, to $170.7 million in 2010 compared to $96.9 million in 2009. Increases for
our branded operations accounted for $84.6 million of additional expense in 2010. Beginning in May 2009 we did not record landing fees and the related
revenue for Delta operations. The remainder of our fixed-fee agreements provide for a direct reimbursement of landing fees. The unit cost was 0.64¢ in 2010
compared to 0.57¢ in 2009.

Aircraft and engine rent increased by 53.4%, or $83.8 million, to $240.6 million in 2010 compared to $156.8 million in 2009. Frontier accounted
for additional expense of $83.3 million in 2010 compared to 2009. The unit cost decreased to 0.91¢ for 2010 compared to 0.92¢ for 2009.

Maintenance and repair expenses increased by 20.9%, or $44.3 million, to $255.8 million in 2010 compared to $211.5 million for 2009.  Frontier
maintenance expenses increased $35.5 million. Maintenance expenses increased for the regional jets due mainly to the aging of the fleet and an increase in
operations. The unit cost decreased to 0.96¢ in 2010 compared to 1.24¢ in 2009.
 

Insurance and taxes increased 62.0%, or $17.4 million, to $45.5 million in 2010 compared to $28.1 million in 2009. Frontier expenses increased
$11.2 million. Our fixed-fee agreements generally provide for a direct reimbursement of insurance and property taxes.  The unit cost increased to 0.17¢ in 2010
compared to 0.16¢ in 2009.
 

Depreciation and amortization increased 25.0%, or $40.9 million, to $204.5 million in 2010 compared to $163.6 million in 2009 due mainly to an
increase of $28.9 million of depreciation at Frontier. Additionally, depreciation on EJet aircraft increased for aircraft purchased during 2009 and 2010. The
unit cost decreased to 0.77¢ in 2010 compared to 0.96¢ in 2009.

Promotion and sales expenses increased 271.7%, or $98.5 million, to $134.8 million in 2010 compared to $36.3 million in 2009 due mainly to the
acquisition of Frontier in 2009. These expenses relate to our branded operations only. The unit cost increased to 0.51¢ in 2010 compared to 0.21¢ in 2009.

Other impairment charges increased $2.7 million, to $11.5 million in 2010 compared to $8.8 million in 2009 due mainly to additional impairments
taken on the Midwest trade name in 2010. The unit cost decreased to 0.04¢ in 2010 compared to 0.05¢ in 2009.

Other expenses increased 61.4%, or $110.4 million, to $290.1 million in 2010 from $179.7 million in 2009. Frontier other expenses increased
$126.5 million. In 2009, we incurred approximately $13.0 million of aircraft transition costs and charges related to Mokulele. The unit cost increased to
1.10¢ in 2010 compared to 1.05¢ in 2009. 
 

Interest expense increased 4.6% or $6.7 million, to $151.7 million in 2010 from $145.0 million in 2009 primarily due to $5.6 million increase in
expense at Frontier. The unit cost decreased to 0.57¢ in 2010 compared to 0.85¢ in 2009. 
 

We incurred an income tax benefit of $7.7 million during 2010, compared to income tax expense of $99.8 million in 2009. The effective tax rates for
2010 and 2009 were 35.8% and 73.3%, respectively. In 2009, the rate was higher than the statutory rate due primarily to non-deductible goodwill impairments.
In 2010, the rate was higher than the statutory rate due primarily to state income taxes.

Liquidity and Capital Resources

2011 compared to 2010
 

As of December 31, 2011, we had total cash of $370.7 million of which $219.3 million was unrestricted. At December 31, 2011, we had a working
capital deficit of $141.0 million.  The Company currently anticipates that its unrestricted cash on hand, the cash generated from operations, and other
financings will be sufficient to meet its anticipated working capital and capital expenditure requirements for at least the next 12 months. We are required to
comply with certain financial covenants under certain of our financing arrangements. We are required to maintain $125 million of unrestricted cash, maintain
certain cash flow, debt service coverage and working capital covenants. Our ability to maintain unrestricted cash levels above this minimum unrestricted cash
covenant is dependent on our ability to generate sufficient funds from operations to fund operating expenses, maintenance deposits for leased aircraft,
maturities of debt, capital expenditures and other contractual obligations. The Company currently anticipates that its unrestricted cash on hand, the cash
generated from operations, and potential other liquidity initiatives, including but not limited to asset sales, or financings will be sufficient to meet its minimum
cash covenants and anticipated working capital and capital expenditure requirements; however, there can be no assurances to that effect.

Working capital deficits are customary for airlines since the air traffic liability and a portion of the deferred frequent flyer
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revenue are classified as current liabilities.  Our liquidity depends on the number of passengers who fly in our Frontier operations, the fares they pay, the cost
of fuel, our operating and capital expenditures, our financing activities, the financial strength of our Partners in relation to our fixed-fee business, and the
amount of cash holdbacks imposed by our credit card processors.  We cannot predict what the effect on our business might be from the extremely competitive
environment we are operating in or from events that are beyond our control, such as volatile fuel prices, an economic recession, a global credit and liquidity
crisis, weather-related disruptions, the impact of airline bankruptcies or consolidations, U.S. military actions or acts of terrorism. 
  

Net cash provided by operating activities was $131.5 million in 2011 compared to $256.5 million in 2010.  The $125.0 million decrease in
operating cash flows is primarily attributable to the lower net income and timing differences in our working capital in 2011 compared to 2010.

Net cash provided by investing activities was $23.6 million in 2011 compared to $2.5 million in 2010.  The increase is primarily attributable to the
change in proceeds from the sale of aircraft and aircraft slots, offset by the change in aircraft purchased year over year.

Net cash used in financing activities was $227.0 million in 2011 compared to $125.3 million in 2010. The increase in net cash used was primarily
due to the Company receiving net proceeds of $101.9 million from a second public offering completed in November of 2010. The Company made principal
repayments of $208.5 million and retired $88.0 million of aircraft debt totaling $296.5 million compared to repayments of $214.4 million and retirements of
$60.0 million totaling $274.4 million in 2010. The company received proceeds of $70.7 million in 2011, compared to $49.3 million from the financing of
other equipment during 2010.

2010 compared to 2009
 

As of December 31, 2010, we had total cash of $430.3 million of which $291.2 million was unrestricted. At December 31, 2010, we had a working
capital deficit of $59.5 million.  The Company currently anticipates that its unrestricted cash on hand, the cash generated from operations, and other
financings will be sufficient to meet its anticipated working capital and capital expenditure requirements for at least the next 12 months.

Working capital deficits are customary for airlines since the air traffic liability and a portion of the deferred frequent flyer revenue are classified as
current liabilities.  Our liquidity depends on the number of passengers who fly in our Frontier operations, the fares they pay, the cost of fuel, our operating and
capital expenditures, our financing activities, the financial strength of our Partners in relation to our fixed-fee business, and the amount of cash holdbacks
imposed by our credit card processors.  We cannot predict what the effect on our business might be from the extremely competitive environment we are
operating in or from events that are beyond our control, such as volatile fuel prices, an economic recession, a global credit and liquidity crisis, weather-related
disruptions, the impact of airline bankruptcies or consolidations, U.S. military actions or acts of terrorism. 
  

Net cash provided by operating activities was $256.5 million in 2010 compared to $168.6 million in 2009.  The $87.9 million increase in
operating cash flows is primarily attributable to the 5% reduction on our credit card holdbacks and the timing of the processing of the holdback settlements.
The remainder of the increase was attributable to timing differences in our working capital.

Net cash provided by investing activities was $2.5 million in 2010 compared to $3.4 million in 2009.  During 2010, the Company did not purchase
any aircraft but spent $27.1 million on engines and $31.6 million on other maintenance and equipment, which was offset by sold aircraft and other
equipment of $77.4 million.

Net cash used in financing activities was $125.3 million in 2010 compared to $144.2 million in 2009. During 2010, the Company received net
proceeds of $101.9 million from a second public offering completed in November. The Company made principal repayments of $214.4 million and retired
$60.0 million of aircraft debt totaling $274.4 million compared to repayments of $145.7 million and retirements of $70.9 million totaling $216.6 million in
2009. The company received proceeds of $49.3 million from the financing of other equipment during 2010.
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Other Liquidity Initiatives
    

The Company's possible financing sources include the issuance of new debt secured by spare parts; sale of aircraft; the sale or monetization of
certain assets; the issuance of unsecured debt. A substantial portion of the Company's assets are encumbered, and the Company has a limited quantity of
assets that could be used as collateral in future financings. There can be no assurance that the Company will be successful in obtaining financings at
sufficient levels or at acceptable terms. An inability to obtain necessary additional funding on acceptable terms could have a material adverse impact on the
Company's financial condition.

We are required to comply with certain financial covenants under certain of our financing arrangements.  We are required to maintain a certain level of
minimum unrestricted cash and maintain certain cash flow and working capital covenants. As of December 31, 2011, we were in compliance with all our
covenants.
    
Letters of Credit

As we enter new markets, increase the amount of space we lease, or add leased aircraft, we are often required to provide the airport authorities and
lessors with a letter of credit.  We also provide letters of credit for our workers’ compensation insurance.  As of December 31, 2011 and 2010, we had
outstanding letters of credit totaling $32.0 million and $31.8 million, respectively, all of which are bond and cash collateralized. The cash collateralized
against the letters of credit are recorded in restricted cash on the consolidated balance sheet.

Fuel Hedging Transactions

Our results of operations are materially impacted by changes in aircraft fuel prices. In an effort to manage our exposure to this risk, we periodically
purchase call options, enter in fuel swap agreements, or enter into costless collars on various oil derivative commodities. We do not hold or issue any derivative
financial instruments for speculative trading purposes.  We choose not to designate these derivatives as hedges, and, as such, realized and unrealized mark-to-
market adjustments are included in aircraft fuel expense in the consolidated statements of operations. A one dollar change in price per barrel of crude oil or the
crack spread will increase or decrease our fuel expense by $5.3 million.  A one-cent change in the cost of each gallon of fuel would impact our pre-tax income
by approximately $2.2 million per year based on our current fleet and aircraft fuel consumption.

Under our fixed-fee agreements we are not exposed to changes in fuel prices. Our fixed-fee agreements provide for our partners to purchase fuel
directly or reimburse us for fuel expense as a pass through cost.

As of December 31, 2011, we did not have a hedge position. We will continue to monitor fuel prices closely and may take advantage of fuel hedging
opportunities as they become available.

Aircraft Leases and Other Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
 

We have significant obligations for aircraft and engines that are classified as operating leases and, therefore, are not reflected as liabilities on our
balance sheet. Aircraft leases expire between 2012 and 2024. As of December 31, 2011, our total mandatory payments under operating leases for aircraft
aggregated approximately $1.5 billion and total minimum annual aircraft rental payments for the next 12 months under all non-cancelable operating leases is
approximately $254.3 million. Other non-cancelable operating leases consist of engines, terminal space, operating facilities, office space and office equipment.
The leases expire through 2033. As of December 31, 2011, our total mandatory payments under other non-cancelable operating leases aggregated approximately
$133.2 million. Total minimum annual other rental payments for the next 12 months are approximately $21.4 million.

 
Commitments and Obligations
 

As of December 31, 2011, the Company had firm orders to purchase 40 CS300 aircraft that have scheduled delivery dates beginning in early 2015
and continuing through 2017, and sixty Airbus NEO 320 aircraft and twenty Airbus NEO 319 aircraft that have scheduled delivery dates beginning in early
2016, and continuing through 2021. The Company also has a commitment to acquire eight spare aircraft engines and expects to take delivery of two engines
in 2012, two engines in 2015, three engines in 2016 and one engine beyond 2017. 

We expect to fund future capital and funding commitments through internally generated funds, third-party aircraft financings, and debt and other
financings.
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Our contractual obligations and commercial commitments at December 31, 2011 include the following (in millions):
 

 Payments Due By Period

 
      Beyond   

2012  2013-2014  2015-2016  2017  Total
Long-term debt (including interest) $ 334.0  $ 676.1  $ 629.1  $ 1,275.4  $ 2,914.6
Operating leases 275.7  509.0  413.3  444.2  1,642.2
Tax liability for uncertain tax positions —  —  —  8.1  8.1
Debt or lease financed aircraft purchase obligations 13.0  68.5  1,858.1  948.5  2,888.1
Engines under firm orders 9.1  —  35.0  7.0  51.1
Total contractual cash obligations $ 631.8  $ 1,253.6  $ 2,935.5  $ 2,683.2  $ 7,504.1

The Company has maintenance agreements for engines, auxiliary power units (“APU”) and other airframe components for our E140/145 and
E170/175 aircraft. For our E140/145 aircraft, we have agreements to maintain the engines, APUs, avionics, wheels and brakes, and select rotable parts
through October 2012, June 2013, December 2016, June 2014, and September 2014, respectively.  For our E170/175 aircraft, we have agreements to maintain
the avionics, wheels and brakes, APUs, engines, emergency slides, and select rotable parts through December 2014, February 2017, July 2019, December
2018, May 2018, and January 2020, respectively. Under these agreements, we are charged for covered services based on a fixed rate for each flight hour or
flight cycle accumulated by the engines or airframes in our service during each month. The rates are subject to annual revisions, generally based on certain
Bureau of Labor Statistics' labor and material indices.  We believe these agreements, coupled with our ongoing maintenance program, reduce the likelihood of
unexpected levels of engine, APU, avionics, wheels and brakes, emergency slides, and select rotable parts maintenance expense during their term. Certain of
these agreements contain minimum guarantee amounts, penalty provisions for either the early removal of aircraft or agreement termination for activity levels
below the minimums.

While the Company does not have long term maintenance agreements for Airbus (except for wheels and brakes through December 2013) and Q400
fleets, it has made significant deposits with the aircraft lessors for future maintenance events which will reduce future cash requirements.  As of December 31,
2011 and 2010, we had maintenance deposits of $146.0 million and $147.2 million, respectively.

Total payments under these long-term maintenance agreements were $97.1 million, $80.5 million, and $96.0 million, for the years ended
December 31, 2011,  2010 and 2009, respectively. 

 
Cash payments for interest were approximately $127.5 million in 2011. Tax payments in 2011 were not significant and we are not expecting

significant tax payments in 2012.

Critical Accounting Policies
 

The discussion and analysis of our financial condition and results of operations are based upon the consolidated financial statements, which have
been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States. The preparation of these financial statements requires us to
make estimates and judgments that affect the reported amount of assets and liabilities, revenues and expenses, and related disclosure of contingent assets and
liabilities at the date of our financial statements. Actual results may differ from these estimates under different assumptions and conditions.

 
Critical accounting policies are defined as those that are reflective of significant judgments and uncertainties, and are sufficiently sensitive to result in

materially different results under different assumptions and conditions. We believe that our critical accounting policies are limited to those described below. For
a detailed discussion on the application of these and other accounting policies, see Note 2 in the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
 

Revenue Recognition (Fixed-fee Service) – Under our fixed-fee arrangements with our Partners, the Company receives fixed-fees for our capacity
purchase agreements, as well as reimbursement of specified “pass through” costs on a gross basis with additional possible incentives from our Partners for
superior service. These revenues are recognized in the period the service is provided, and we perform an estimate of the profit component based upon the
information available at the end of the accounting period.
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The reimbursement of specified costs, known as “pass through costs”, may include aircraft ownership cost, passenger liability and hull insurance,
aircraft property taxes, fuel, landing fees and catering. All revenue recognized under these contracts is presented at the gross amount billed for reimbursement.
 

Under the Company’s code-share agreements, the Company is reimbursed an amount per aircraft designed to compensate the Company for certain
aircraft ownership costs.  The Company has concluded that a component of its fixed-fee service revenues under the agreement discussed above is rental
income, inasmuch as the agreement identifies the “right of use” of a specific type and number of aircraft over a stated period of time. The amount deemed to be
rental income during 2011,  2010 and 2009 was $321.6 million, $317.4 million, and $358.2 million, respectively, and has been included in fixed-fee service
revenues in the Company’s consolidated statements of operations.
 

Revenue Recognition (Passenger Service)  – Passenger service revenues are recognized when the transportation is provided or after the tickets expire
(which is either immediately upon the scheduled departure of the flight or up to thirteen months after the date of issuance depending on the type of ticket
purchased), and are net of excise taxes, passenger facility charges and security fees.  Passenger service revenues that have been deferred are included in the
accompanying consolidated balance sheets as air traffic liability.    Included in passenger service revenue are change fees imposed on passengers for making
schedule changes to non-refundable tickets.  Change fees are recognized as revenue at the time the change is made for the passenger as these fees are a separate
transaction that occur subsequent to the date of the original ticket sale.  
 

The Company is required to charge certain taxes and fees on passenger tickets.  These taxes and fees include U.S. federal transportation taxes,
federal security charges, airport passenger facility charges and foreign arrival and departure taxes.  These taxes and fees are legal assessments on the customer,
for which the Company has an obligation to act as a collection agent.  Because the Company is not entitled to retain these taxes and fees, such amounts are not
included in passenger service revenue.  The Company records a liability when the amounts are collected and reduces the liability when payments are made to
the applicable government agency or operating carrier.

   
Frequent Flyer Programs—The Company has a frequent flyer program that offers incentives to travel on its airlines and promotes customer

loyalty.  The program allows participants to earn mileage credits by flying on Frontier and through participating companies, such as credit card companies,
hotels, and car rental agencies.  The Company also sells mileage credits to nonairline businesses.  The mileage credits may be redeemed for free air travel on
Frontier, as well as hotels, rental cars, and other awards.

Mileage Credits Earned on Frontier – The Company defers the portion of the sales proceeds that represents the estimated selling price of the air
transportation for mileage credits awarded and recognizes that amount as passenger service revenue when the mileage credit is redeemed and the transportation
is provided.  The estimated selling price of the air transportation component is determined utilizing the deferred revenue method as further described
below.  The initial revenue deferral is presented as deferred frequent flyer revenue in the consolidated balance sheets.  When recognized, the revenue related to
the air transportation component is classified as passenger service revenue in the Company’s consolidated statements of operations.

 
The Company’s accounting policy for its frequent flyer program is the deferred revenue method.  The deferred revenue method is to record the

frequent flyer obligation by allocating an estimated selling price to each outstanding mile based on projected redemption patterns for available award choices
when such miles are consumed.  Such value is estimated assuming redemptions on our airline, and other redemption choices and by estimating the relative
proportions of awards to be redeemed by class of service and redemption choices.  The estimated selling price of each award mile requires the use of several
significant assumptions for which significant management judgment is required.  For example, management must estimate how many miles are projected to be
redeemed on the Company’s airline versus on other redemption choices.  Since the estimated selling price of miles redeemed on Frontier and other redemption
choices can vary greatly, this assumption can materially affect the estimated selling price from period to period.

 
Management must also estimate the expected redemption patterns of Frontier customers who have a number of different award choices when

redeeming their miles, each of which can have materially different estimated values. Such choices include different classes of service and award
levels.  Customer redemption patterns may also be influenced by program changes, which occur from time to time, introducing new award choices or making
material changes to the terms of existing award choices.  Management must often estimate the probable impact of such program changes on future customer
behavior, which requires the use of significant judgment.  Management uses historical customer redemption patterns as the best single indicator of future
redemption behavior in making its estimates, but changes in customer mileage redemption behavior patterns, which are not consistent with historical behavior
can result in historical changes to deferred frequent flyer revenue balances and to recognized revenue.

The Company measures its deferred revenue obligation using all awarded and outstanding miles, regardless of whether or not the customer has
accumulated enough miles to redeem an award.  Eventually these customers will accumulate enough miles to redeem awards, or their account will deactivate
after a period of inactivity, in which case the Company will recognize the related
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revenue when the miles expire as passenger service revenue.

Current and future changes to the expiration policy, or to program rules and program redemption opportunities, may result in material changes to the
deferred frequent flyer revenue balance as well as recognized revenue from the program.

Mileage Credits Sold – The Company has agreements with its co-branded credit card partner that require its partner to purchase miles as they are
awarded to the co-branded partner cardholders.  The Company continues to use the residual method of allocation for this multiple element arrangement as the
agreement has not been materially modified since January 1, 2011, the adoption date of Accounting Standards Update 2009-13. The air transportation element
for the awarded miles is included in deferred frequent flyer revenue at the estimated fair value of the air transportation element and the residual marketing
element is recorded as other revenue when the miles are awarded.  The deferred frequent flyer revenue is subsequently recognized as other revenue when the
transportation is provided.

The Company also sells mileage credits in its frequent flyer programs to third parties.  For revenue arrangements entered into or materially modified
on or after January 1, 2011, the estimated selling price of the travel portion of the sale is recognized as part of deferred frequent flyer revenue.  The estimated
selling price of the marketing component, is recognized as other revenue in the month the miles are sold. For revenue arrangements that have not been materially
modified since January 1, 2011, the travel portion of the sale is recognized as part of the deferred frequent flyer revenue liability. The remaining portion,
referred to as the marketing component, is recognized as other revenue in the month the miles are sold.
 

Aircraft Leases – The Company has aircraft that are leased from third parties. In order to determine the proper classification of a lease as either an
operating lease or a capital lease, the Company must make certain estimates at the inception of the lease relating to the economic useful life and the fair value of
an asset as well as select an appropriate discount rate to be used in discounting future lease payments. These estimates are utilized by management in making
computations as required by existing accounting standards that determine whether the lease is classified as an operating lease or a capital lease. All of the
Company’s aircraft leases have been classified as operating leases, which results in rental payments being charged to expense over the term of the related
leases. Additionally, operating leases are not reflected in the Company’s consolidated balance sheet and accordingly, neither a lease asset nor an obligation for
future lease payments is reflected in the Company’s consolidated balance sheet. The Company is responsible for all other maintenance costs of its aircraft and
must meet specified return conditions upon lease expiration for both the airframes and engines.

Impairments to Long-Lived Assets – We record impairment losses on long-lived assets used in operations when events and circumstances indicate
that the assets might be impaired and the undiscounted cash flows estimated to be generated by those assets are less than the carrying amount of those items.
Our cash flow estimates are based on historical results adjusted to reflect our best estimate of future market and operating conditions. Our estimates of fair
value represent our best estimate based on industry trends and reference to market rates and transactions. We review, at least annually, the estimated useful
lives and residual values for our definite lived assets.  As a result of the Company’s impairment test for the indefinite-lived other intangible assets and aircraft
and other equipment the Company recorded an impairment for aircraft and other equipment. See Note 6 in Item 8.  

 
Impairments to Goodwill – Goodwill is required to be tested for impairment at the reporting unit level on an annual basis and between annual tests

if a triggering event occurs or circumstances change that would more likely than not reduce the fair value of the reporting unit below its carrying value.  

The following table reflects the changes in the carrying amount of goodwill for the year ended December 31, 2009 (in millions):

 
Gross Carrying

Amount  Impairment  Net
Balance at January 1, 2009 $ 13.3  $ —  $ 13.3
Impairment during 2009 —  (13.3)  (13.3)
Midwest Acquisistion during 2009 100.4  (100.4)  —
Balance at December 31, 2011, 2010 and 2009 $ 113.7  $ (113.7)  $ —

 
During 2008 and prior to the acquisition of Midwest in July 2009, the Company had one reporting unit and all of the goodwill of $13.3 million was

assigned to that unit.
 
In assessing the recoverability of goodwill, the Company makes a determination of the fair value of its business.  Fair value is determined using a

combination of an income approach, which estimates fair value based upon projections of future revenues, expenses, and cash flows discounted to their
present value, and a market approach, which estimates fair value using market multiples
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of various financial measures compared to a set of comparable public companies in the regional airline industry.  An impairment loss will generally be
recognized when the carrying amount of the net assets of the business exceeds its estimated fair value.  The valuation methodology and underlying financial
information included in the Company’s determination of fair value require significant judgments to be made by management.  These judgments include, but
are not limited to, market valuation comparisons to similar airlines, long term projections of future financial performance and the selection of appropriate
discount rates used to determine the present value of future cash flows.  Changes in such estimates or the application of alternative assumptions could produce
significantly different results.

  
During the first quarter of 2009, the Company performed an interim test of its goodwill.  Factors deemed by management to have collectively

constituted a potential triggering event included record high fuel prices, a softening US economy and the differences between market capitalization of our stock
as compared to the book value of equity.  As a result of the testing, the Company determined that the goodwill was completely impaired and recorded an
impairment charge during the first quarter of 2009 to write-off the full value of goodwill.

 
The Company’s acquisition of Midwest resulted in approximately $100.4 million of goodwill which was assigned to the Company’s branded

operations reporting unit.  As of December 31, 2009, the Company performed its annual assessment of the recoverability of its goodwill.  The branded
operations reporting unit book value of invested capital exceeded its fair value by approximately $200 million.  The Company determined the fair value of the
branded invested capital utilizing the income, market, and cost approach.  The Company's fair value calculations for goodwill are classified within level 3 of
the fair value hierarchy as defined in ASC Topic 820, Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures.  As a result of failing Step One, the Company was
required to perform Step Two of the ASC Topic 350 goodwill impairment testing methodology.
      

In Step Two of the impairment testing, the Company determined the implied fair value of goodwill of the reporting unit by allocating the fair value of
the reporting unit determined in Step One to all the assets and liabilities of the reporting unit.  The Company utilized its recent valuations of tangible and
intangible assets related to the branded operations reporting unit to determine the fair value of assets and liabilities.  As a result of the Step Two testing, the
Company determined that goodwill was impaired and recorded a full impairment charge on December 31, 2009, the Company’s annual assessment date.  

Factors attributable to the impairment of goodwill consisted of the following: increased competition in our key markets including Denver and
Milwaukee, current economic conditions and forecasts within the United States, volatility of fuel prices, and other related factors.

Aircraft Maintenance and Repair. The Company charges expenses as incurred under the direct expense method. Engines and certain airframe
component overhaul and repair costs are subject to power-by-the-hour contracts with external vendors and are expensed as the aircraft are flown.  As a result of
the acquisition of Frontier, the Company acquired deposits related to leased aircraft at Frontier.  The Company has determined that it is probable that
substantially all maintenance deposits will be refunded through qualifying maintenance activities, except for deposits related to certain aircraft that are expected
to be returned to the lessor in 2012.  Deposits are reimbursed based on the specific event for each specified deposit, as determined by the lease. The projected
ultimate cost was based on actual historical repair invoices as well as estimates.  This analysis was performed by lease and by deposit type. As of
December 31, 2011, the Company has evaluated its carrying amount of maintenance deposits and believes the deposits are recoverable when the future
maintenance event occurs and the Company is reimbursed. The Company will continue to evaluate whether it is probable the deposits will be returned to
reimburse the costs of the maintenance activities incurred.  As the Company makes future payments, if the deposits are less than probable of being returned,
they will be recognized as additional expense at that time.

Income Taxes. The Company has generated significant net operating losses (“NOLs”) for federal income tax purposes primarily from accelerated
depreciation on owned aircraft.  Certain of our NOLs generated prior to July 2005 and acquired from Midwest and Frontier are subject to an annual limitation
under Internal Revenue Code Section 382 (“IRC 382”). The annual limitation is based upon the enterprise value of the Company on the IRC 382 ownership
change date multiplied by the applicable long-term tax exempt rate. If the utilization of deferred tax asset, and other carry forwards becomes uncertain in future
years, we will be required to record a valuation allowance for the deferred tax assets not expected to be utilized.
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Quarterly Information (unaudited)
 

The following table sets forth summary quarterly financial information for the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010.

 Quarters Ended
 March 31  June 30  September 30  December 31
 (in millions)
2011        
Operating revenues $ 659.1  $ 739.7  $ 767.9  $ 697.8
Operating income (loss) (0.6)  12.2  48.9  (166.1)
Net income (loss) of the Company (22.4)  (14.9)  9.0  (123.5)
Net income (loss) per share:        
Basic $ (0.46)  $ (0.31)  $ 0.19  $ (2.55)
Diluted $ (0.46)  $ (0.31)  $ 0.18  $ (2.55)
Weighted average number of shares outstanding:        
Basic 48.2  48.2  48.2  48.4
Diluted 48.2  48.2  50.8  48.4
        
2010        
Operating revenues $ 608.7  $ 683.3  $ 711.9  $ 649.8
Operating income (loss) (20.0)  43.6  73.0  36.8
Net income (loss) of the Company (36.5)  2.6  21.3  (1.2)
Net income (loss) per share:        
Basic $ (1.06)  $ 0.08  $ 0.62  $ (0.03)
Diluted $ (1.06)  $ 0.08  $ 0.58  $ (0.03)
Weighted average number of shares outstanding:        
Basic 34.3  34.3  34.3  41.0
Diluted 34.3  34.3  36.9  41.0
 
New Accounting Standards
 

In October 2009, the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") issued Accounting Standards Update ("ASU") No. 2009-13 pertaining to
multiple-deliverable revenue arrangements. The new guidance will affect accounting and reporting for companies that enter into multiple-deliverable revenue
arrangements with their customers when those arrangements are within the scope of Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 605-25 Revenue Recognition
– Multiple Element Arrangements .  The new guidance will eliminate the residual method of allocation and require that arrangement consideration be allocated
at the inception of the arrangement to all deliverables using the relative selling price method.  The new guidance was effective for the Company prospectively
for revenue arrangements entered into or materially modified on or after January 1, 2011, with early adoption permitted. The Company adopted this
accounting standard on January 1, 2011 and the impact to the consolidated financial statements was not material.

 
In January 2010, the FASB issued an amendment to the Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures topic of the ASC. This amendment requires

disclosures about transfers into and out of levels 1 and 2 and separate disclosures about purchases, sales, issuances, and settlements relating to level 3
measurements. It also clarifies existing fair value disclosures about the level of disaggregation and about inputs and valuation techniques used to measure fair
value. This amendment is effective for periods beginning after December 15, 2009, except for the requirement to provide the level 3 activity of purchases,
sales, issuances, and settlements, which was effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2010. Accordingly, the Company has adopted this
amendment on January 1, 2010 by adding additional disclosures, except for the additional recurring level 3 requirements. The Company did not have any
recurring level 3 activity for the year ended December 31, 2011.

In May 2011, the FASB issued ASU 2011-4, Fair Value Measurement - Amendments to Achieve Common Fair Value Measurement and
Disclosure Requirements in U.S. GAAP and IFRSs. This ASU represents the converged guidance of the FASB and the International Accounting Standards
Board on fair value measurements. The guidance clarifies how a principal market is determined, addresses the fair value measurement of instruments with
offsetting market or counterparty credit risks, addresses the
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concept of valuation premise and highest and best use, extends the prohibition on blockage factors to all three levels of the fair value hierarchy, and requires
additional disclosures. ASU 2011-4 is effective for interim and annual periods beginning after December 15, 2011 and is applied prospectively. The
Company has not early-adopted the guidance and are currently evaluating the impact that ASU 2011-4 will have on our consolidated financial statements.

In June 2011, the FASB issued ASU 2011-05, Comprehensive Income - Presentation of Comprehensive Income . The standard revises guidance
for the presentation and prominence of the items reported in other comprehensive income. It is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2011.
The Company is currently evaluating the impact that the adoption of this standard will have on the presentation of the Company's consolidated financial
statements.

ITEM 7A. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK
 

We have been and are subject to market risks, including commodity price risk (such as, to a limited extent, aircraft fuel prices) and interest rate
risk.
 
Interest Rates

Our earnings can be affected by changes in interest rates due to the amount of cash and securities held and variable rate debt. At December 31, 2011
and 2010, approximately $365.2 million and $482.7 million of our outstanding debt was at variable interest rates, respectively.  A one hundred basis point
change in the LIBOR rate would have increased or decreased interest expense by $3.7 million and $4.8 million for 2011 and 2010.
 

We currently intend to finance the acquisition of aircraft through the manufacturer, third-party leases or long-term borrowings. Changes in interest
rates may impact the actual cost to us to acquire these aircraft. To the extent we place these aircraft in service under our code-share agreements our
reimbursement rates may not be adjusted higher or lower to reflect any changes in our aircraft rental rates.

Aircraft Fuel Price Risk

Our results of operations are materially impacted by changes in aircraft fuel prices. In an effort to manage our exposure to this risk, we periodically
purchase call options, enter into fuel swap agreements, or enter into costless collars on various oil derivative commodities. We do not hold or issue any
derivative financial instruments for speculative trading purposes.  We choose not to designate these derivatives as hedges, and, as such, realized and
unrealized mark-to-market adjustments are included in aircraft fuel expense in the consolidated statements of operations. A one dollar change in price per barrel
of crude oil will increase or decrease our fuel expense by $5.3 million.  A one-cent change in the cost of each gallon of fuel would impact our pre-tax income by
approximately $2.2 million per year based on our current fleet and aircraft fuel consumption.

Under our fixed-fee agreements we are not exposed to changes in fuel prices. Our fixed-fee agreements provide for our partners to purchase fuel
directly or reimburse us for fuel expense as a pass through cost.

As of December 31, 2011, we did not have a hedge position on any of its anticipated volume of fuel. We will continue to monitor fuel prices closely
and intend to take advantage of fuel hedging opportunities as they become available.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

To the Board of Directors and Stockholders of
Republic Airways Holdings Inc.
Indianapolis, Indiana

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and subsidiaries (the “Company”) as of December 31,
2011 and 2010, and the related consolidated statements of operations, stockholders' equity and comprehensive income (loss), and cash flows for each of the
three years in the period ended December 31, 2011. We have also audited the internal control over financial reporting of the Company as of December 31,
2011, based on criteria established in Internal Control - Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission. The Company's management is responsible for these financial statements, for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting, and
for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, included in the accompanying Management's Annual Report on Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting included in Item 9A. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements and an opinion
on the Company's internal control over financial reporting based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States).  Those standards require that
we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement and whether effective
internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects. Our audits of the financial statements including examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, and evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. Our audit of internal control over financial reporting included obtaining an
understanding of internal control over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, and testing and evaluating the design and
operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk. Our audits also included performing such other procedures as we considered necessary
in the circumstances. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinions.

A company's internal control over financial reporting is a process designed by, or under the supervision of, the company's principal executive and principal
financial officers, or persons performing similar functions, and effected by the company's board of directors, management, and other personnel to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. A company's internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the
maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide
reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the
company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company's
assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.

Because of the inherent limitations of internal control over financial reporting, including the possibility of collusion or improper management override of
controls, material misstatements due to error or fraud may not be prevented or detected on a timely basis. Also, projections of any evaluation of the
effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting to future periods are subject to the risk that the controls may become inadequate because of changes
in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Republic Airways
Holdings Inc. and subsidiaries as of December 31, 2011 and 2010, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the three years in the
period ended December 31, 2011, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. Also, in our opinion, the
Company maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2011, based on the criteria established in
Internal Control - Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.

/s/ DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP
Indianapolis, Indiana
March 15, 2012
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 REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2011 AND 2010
(In millions, except share and per share amounts)

 2011  2010
ASSETS    
Current Assets:    
Cash and cash equivalents $ 219.3  $ 291.2
Restricted cash 151.4  139.1
Receivables—net of allowance for doubtful accounts of $0.6 and $1.2, respectively 89.0  73.9
Inventories—net 101.8  94.6
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 64.2  56.4
Assets held for sale 33.0  43.5
Deferred income taxes 35.3  27.1

    
Total current assets 694.0  725.8
Aircraft and other equipment—net 2,808.7  3,173.5
Maintenance deposits 146.0  147.2
Other intangible assets—net 86.5  143.2
Other assets 166.5  159.0
    
Total $ 3,901.7  $ 4,348.7
    
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY    
Current Liabilities:    
Current portion of long-term debt $ 284.6  $ 269.0
Accounts payable 43.9  43.8
Air traffic liability 179.5  174.9
Deferred frequent flyer revenue 68.2  51.0
Accrued liabilities 258.8  246.6

    
Total current liabilities 835.0  785.3
Long-term debt—less current portion 2,074.5  2,308.7
Deferred frequent flyer revenue 68.1  102.3
Deferred credits and other non current liabilities 110.4  108.1
Deferred income taxes 353.2  434.7

    
Total liabilities 3,441.2  3,739.1
    
Commitments and contingencies —  —
    
Stockholders' Equity:    
Preferred stock, $.001 par value; 5,000,000 shares authorized; no shares issued or outstanding —  —
Common stock, $.001 par value; one vote per share; 150,000,000 shares authorized; 58,097,574 and 58,062,574 shares issued
and 48,412,516 and 48,173,058 shares outstanding, respectively —  —
Additional paid-in capital 409.4  405.4
Treasury stock, 9,333,266 shares at cost, respectively (181.8)  (181.8)

Accumulated other comprehensive loss (4.0)  (2.7)

Accumulated earnings 236.9  388.7
    
Total Stockholders' Equity 460.5  609.6

    
Total $ 3,901.7  $ 4,348.7

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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 REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2011, 2010 AND 2009
(In millions, except per share amounts)

 2011  2010  2009
OPERATING REVENUES:      

Fixed-fee service $ 1,079.0  $ 1,030.3  $ 1,180.2
Passenger service 1,694.5  1,541.3  421.0
Cargo and other 91.0  82.1  41.0

      
Total operating revenues 2,864.5  2,653.7  1,642.2
      
OPERATING EXPENSES:      

Wages and benefits 560.6  549.9  342.4
Aircraft fuel 821.1  616.9  236.6
Landing fees and airport rents 167.7  170.7  96.9
Aircraft and engine rent 251.5  240.6  156.8
Maintenance and repair 297.2  255.8  211.5
Insurance and taxes 42.1  45.5  28.1
Depreciation and amortization 200.2  204.5  163.6
Promotion and sales 133.6  134.8  36.3
Goodwill impairment —  —  113.8
Other impairment charges 191.1  11.5  8.8
Gain on bargain purchase —  —  (203.7)
Other 305.0  290.1  179.7

      
Total operating expenses 2,970.1  2,520.3  1,370.8
      
OPERATING INCOME (LOSS) (105.6)  133.4  271.4
      
OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE):      

Interest expense (137.3)  (151.7)  (145.0)
Other—net 0.5  (3.2)  9.8

      
Total other expense (136.8)  (154.9)  (135.2)
      
INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAXES (242.4)  (21.5)  136.2
      
INCOME TAX EXPENSE (BENEFIT) (90.6)  (7.7)  99.8
      
NET INCOME (LOSS) (151.8)  (13.8)  36.4
Add: Net loss attributable to noncontrolling interest in Mokulele Flight Service Inc. —  —  3.3

NET INCOME (LOSS) OF THE COMPANY $ (151.8)  $ (13.8)  $ 39.7
      
NET INCOME (LOSS) PER COMMON SHARE - BASIC $ (3.14)  $ (0.38)  $ 1.15
      
NET INCOME (LOSS) PER COMMON SHARE - DILUTED $ (3.14)  $ (0.38)  $ 1.13

 
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY AND COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)

FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2011, 2010 AND 2009
(In millions)

   Republic Airways Holdings Inc. Stockholders     

       Accumulated       
 Other  Additional    Other       
 Comprehensive  Paid-In  Treasury  Comprehensive  Accumulated  Noncontrolling   
 Income (Loss)  Capital  Stock  Loss  Earnings  Interest  Total
Balance at
January1, 2009 —  $ 297.4  $ (181.8)  $ (2.6)  $ 362.8  $ —  $ 475.8
Stock compensation expense   5.2          5.2
Decrease in Republic's APIC for purchase of Mokulele
Flight Services, Inc. common stock from noncontrolling
interest   (3.3)        3.3  —
Net income $ 36.4        39.7  (3.3)  36.4
Reclassification adjustment for loss realized on derivatives,
net of tax 0.4      0.4      0.4

Comprehensive income $ 36.8             
Balance at
December 31, 2009 —  299.3  (181.8)  (2.2)  402.5  —  517.8
Stock compensation expense   4.1          4.1

Exercise of employee stock options   0.1          0.1

Common stock offering, net   101.9          101.9

Net loss $ (13.8)        (13.8)  —  (13.8)

Pension and other postretirement plans, net of tax (0.9)      (0.9)      (0.9)
Reclassification adjustment for loss realized on derivatives,
net of tax 0.4      0.4      0.4

Comprehensive loss $ (14.3)             
Balance at
December 31, 2010 —  405.4  (181.8)  (2.7)  388.7  —  609.6
Stock compensation expense   5.7          5.7
Other   (1.7)          (1.7)

Net loss $ (151.8)        (151.8)    (151.8)

Pension and other postretirement plans, net of tax (1.5)      (1.5)      (1.5)
Reclassification adjustment for loss realized on derivatives,
net of tax 0.2      0.2      0.2

Comprehensive loss $ (153.1)             
Balance at
December 31, 2011   $ 409.4  $ (181.8)  $ (4.0)  $ 236.9  $ —  $ 460.5

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.  
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REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2011, 2010 AND 2009
(In millions)

 2011  2010  2009
OPERATING ACTIVITIES:      

Net income (loss) $ (151.8)  $ (13.8)  $ 36.4
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash from operating activities:      

Goodwill and other impairment charges 191.1  11.5  122.6
Gain on bargain purchase —  —  (203.7)

Depreciation and amortization 200.2  204.5  163.6
Debt issue costs and other amortization 8.0  10.0  8.4
Curtailment gain and non-cash pension expense —  —  (7.5)

Deferred revenue amortization (7.2)  (7.2)  (10.8)

(Gain) loss on aircraft, slots and other equipment sales and disposals (0.1)  4.8  4.9
Loss on extinguishment of debt 4.9  4.4  —
Stock compensation expense 5.7  4.1  5.2
Deferred income taxes (90.7)  (5.7)  101.7
Other, net (4.1)  3.9  1.4

Changes in certain assets and liabilities:      
Restricted cash (13.2)  54.1  9.6
Receivables (9.6)  (7.7)  (4.3)

Inventories (7.7)  (15.1)  (15.6)

Prepaid expenses and other current assets (5.0)  (12.8)  (3.6)

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 15.7  (8.7)  (20.0)

Air traffic liability 6.5  36.6  (15.7)

Deferred frequent flyer liability (18.7)  (1.5)  7.5
Other, net 7.5  (4.9)  (11.5)

      
Net cash from operating activities 131.5  256.5  168.6

      
INVESTING ACTIVITIES:      

Purchase of aircraft and other equipment (105.9)  (58.7)  (40.0)

Proceeds from sale of aircraft, slots, and other equipment 142.3  77.4  72.9
Aircraft deposits (22.4)  (28.8)  (5.5)

Aircraft deposits returned 12.0  —  14.5
Funding of notes receivable —  —  (61.1)

Acquisition of Frontier, net of cash acquired —  —  25.2
Acquisition of Midwest, net of cash acquired —  —  (1.9)

Advances from aircraft and other equipment agreements —  12.4  —
Other, net (2.4)  0.2  (0.7)

      
Net cash from investing activities 23.6  2.5  3.4

      
FINANCING ACTIVITIES:      

Payments on debt (208.5)  (214.4)  (145.7)

Proceeds from refinancing of aircraft and issuance of debt 70.7  49.3  75.1
Proceeds from common stock offerings, net —  101.9  —
Payments on early extinguishment of debt (88.0)  (60.0)  (70.9)

Proceeds from exercise of stock options    —  0.1  —
Payments for debt issue costs (1.2)  (2.2)  (2.7)

      
Net cash from financing activities (227.0)  (125.3)  (144.2)

      
Net changes in cash and cash equivalents (71.9)  133.7  27.8

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 291.2  157.5  129.7

      
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR $ 219.3  $ 291.2  $ 157.5



 
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2011, 2010 AND 2009

 

1. ORGANIZATION & BUSINESS
 

We are a Delaware holding company organized in 1996 that offers scheduled passenger services through our wholly-owned operating air carrier
subsidiaries: Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. (“Chautauqua”), Shuttle America Corporation (“Shuttle”), Republic Airline Inc. (“Republic Airline”) and Frontier
Airlines, Inc. (“Frontier”). Unless the context indicates otherwise, the terms the “Company,” “we,” “us,” or “our,” refer to Republic Airways Holdings Inc.
and our subsidiaries.

As of December 31, 2011, our operating subsidiaries offered scheduled passenger service on 1,483 flights daily to 132 cities in 42 states, Canada,
Mexico, and Costa Rica under our Frontier operations and through fixed-fee code-share agreements with AMR Corp., the parent of American Airlines, Inc.
(“American”), Continental Airlines, Inc. (“Continental”), Delta Air Lines, Inc. (“Delta”),  United Air Lines, Inc. (“United”), and US Airways, Inc. (“US
Airways”) (collectively referred to as our “Partners”). Currently, we provide our Partners with fixed-fee regional airline services, operating as
AmericanConnection, Continental Express, Delta Connection, United Express, or US Airways Express, including service out of their hubs and focus cities.

The following table outlines the type of aircraft our subsidiaries operate and their respective operations within our business units as of December 31,
2011:

 

Operating  Aircraft    Fixed-Fee Code-Share Agreement Partners    Number of

Subsidiaries  Size  Frontier  American  Continental  Delta  United  US Airways  Spares  Aircraft
Chautauqua Airlines  37 to 50  6  15  8  24  —  9  11  73
Shuttle America  70 to 76  —  —  —  30  38  —  —  68
Republic Airline  69 to 99  21  —  —  —  —  58  1  80
Frontier  120 to 162  60  —  —  —  —  —  —  60

Total number of operating aircraft  87  15  8  54  38  67  12  281

During 2011, our operational fleet increased from 275 to 281. The Company took delivery of eight A320 aircraft, two E190 aircraft, placed into
service three A319 aircraft, sold five A318 aircraft, four of which have remained in the fleet under sale leaseback agreements, and sold one Q400. The
Company also returned two E145 aircraft and three E135 aircraft to the lessors. Included in the operational fleet there are eleven ERJ aircraft and one E170
aircraft that operated as charter service, serve as operational spares, or are temporarily parked. We continue to look for opportunities to redeploy spare aircraft
into our fixed-fee business, or outright sell or sublease these aircraft to another airline.

Our branded operations consist of all Airbus operations at Frontier; and includes aircraft operated by Chautauqua and Republic marketed as
Frontier. Frontier, which we purchased out of bankruptcy in 2009, is a low-fare carrier that has the second largest market share in Denver, CO.

We have fixed-fee regional jet code-share agreements with each of our Partners that are subject to us maintaining specified performance levels.
Pursuant to these fixed-fee agreements, which provide for minimum aircraft utilization at fixed rates, we are authorized to use our Partners' two-character flight
designation codes to identify our flights and fares in our Partners' computer reservation systems, to paint our aircraft in the style of our Partners, to use their
service marks and to market ourselves as a carrier for our Partners. Our fixed-fee agreements have historically limited our exposure to fluctuations in fuel
prices, fare competition and passenger volumes. Our development of relationships with multiple major airlines has enabled us to reduce our dependence on any
single airline, allocate our overhead more efficiently among our Partners and reduce the cost of our services to our Partners.

US Airways Code-Share Agreements

Under our fixed-fee Jet Services Agreements with US Airways, we operated, as of December 31, 2011, nine E145 aircraft, 20 E170 aircraft and 38
E175 aircraft. As of December 31, 2011, we were providing 427 flights per day as US Airways Express.
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In exchange for providing the designated number of flights and performing our other obligations under the code-share agreements, we receive
compensation from US Airways three times each month in consideration for the services provided under the code-share agreements. We receive an additional
amount per available seat mile flown and may also receive incentives or pay penalties based upon our performance, including fleet launch performance, on-
time departure performance and completion percentage rates. In addition, certain operating costs are considered "pass through" costs whereby US Airways has
agreed to reimburse us the actual amount of costs we incur for these items. US Airways provides fuel directly for all of our US Airways operations. Landing
fees, passenger catering, passenger liability insurance and aircraft property tax costs are pass through costs and are included in our fixed-fee service revenues.

Unless otherwise extended or amended, the code-share agreement for the E145 aircraft terminates in July 2014 and the code-share agreement for the
E170/175 aircraft terminates in September 2015 with respect to the 20 E170 aircraft and eight of the E175 aircraft.   The remaining 30 E175 aircraft
terminate 12 years from each aircraft’s in-service date and therefore would terminate from February 2019 to July 2020. US Airways may terminate the code-
share agreements at any time for cause upon not less than 90 days notice and subject to our right to cure under certain conditions.

The Delta Code-Share Agreements

As of December 31, 2011, we operated 24 E145 aircraft, 14 E170 aircraft, and 16 E175 aircraft for Delta under fixed-fee code-share agreements.  As
of December 31, 2011, we provided 266 flights per day as Delta Connection.

Unless otherwise extended or amended, the code-share agreements for the E145, E170, and E175 aircraft terminate in May 2016, October 2017, and
January 2019, respectively. Delta may terminate the code-share agreements at any time, with or without cause, if it provides us 180 days written notice, for the
E145 regional jet code-share agreement, and July 2015 for the E175 regional jet code-share agreement. With respect to the E145 agreement, if Delta chooses to
terminate any aircraft early, it may not reduce the number of aircraft in service to less than 12 during the 12-month period following the 180 day initial notice
period unless it completely terminates the code-share agreement. We refer to this as Delta's partial termination right.

If Delta exercises this right under the E145 agreement or the E175 agreement or if we terminate either agreement for cause, we have the right to require
Delta either to purchase, sublease or assume the lease of aircraft leased by us with respect to any of the aircraft we previously operated for Delta under that
agreement. If we choose not to exercise our put right, or if Delta terminates either agreement for cause, they may require us to sell or sublease to them or Delta
may assume the lease of aircraft leased by us with respect to any of the aircraft we previously operated for it under that agreement. There is no early
termination provision under the E170 agreement.
 

Certain of our operating costs are considered "pass through" costs, whereby Delta has agreed to reimburse us the actual amount of costs we incur for
these items. Beginning in June 2009 we did not record fuel expense and the related revenue for the Delta operations. Aircraft rent/ownership expenses are also
considered a pass through cost, but the reimbursement is limited to specified amounts for certain aircraft. Engine maintenance expenses, landing fees,
passenger liability insurance, hull insurance, war risk insurance, de-icing costs, and aircraft property taxes are some of the pass through costs included in
our fixed-fee services revenue.

The agreements may be subject to immediate or early termination under various circumstances.

The United Code-Share Agreements

As of December 31, 2011, we operated 38 E170 aircraft for United under fixed-fee code-share agreements.  As of December 31, 2011, we provided
202 flights per day as United Express.

The fixed rates that we receive from United under the code-share agreements are annually adjusted in accordance with an agreed escalation formula.
Additionally, certain of our operating costs are considered "pass through" costs whereby United has agreed to reimburse us the actual amount of costs we
incur for these items.  Fuel and oil, landing fees, war risk insurance, liability insurance and aircraft property taxes are pass through costs and included in our
fixed-fee services revenue.  United provides fuel directly in certain locations.

Unless otherwise extended or amended, the E170 code-share agreement terminates on June 30, 2019, with certain aircraft terms expiring between June
2016 and June 2019. United has the option of extending the E170 agreement for five years or less.  In addition, the code-share agreements may be terminated
under certain conditions.

United has a call option to assume our ownership or leasehold interest in certain aircraft if we wrongfully terminate the code-share agreements or if
United terminates the agreements for our breach for certain reasons.
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The American Code-Share Agreement

On November 29, 2011, American Airlines filed for bankruptcy in the Southern District of New York. Under bankruptcy order American honored
our pre-petition receivables and we continue to operate for American under the existing terms of our agreement. Unless otherwise extended or amended, the term
of the American code-share agreement continues until February 1, 2013.

As of December 31, 2011, we operated 15 E140 aircraft for American under a fixed-fee code-share agreement and provided 108 flights per day as
AmericanConnection.

Under the code-share agreement, American retains all passenger, certain cargo and other revenues associated with each flight, and is responsible for
all revenue-related expenses. We share revenue with American for certain cargo shipments. Additionally, certain operating costs are considered "pass through"
costs and American has agreed to reimburse us the actual amount of costs we incur for these items. Beginning in May 2009 we did not record fuel expense and
the related revenue for the American operations.  Aircraft lease payments are also considered a pass through cost, but are limited to a specified amount.
Landing fees, hull and liability insurance and aircraft property tax costs are pass through costs and included in our fixed-fee services revenue.

If American terminates the code-share agreement for cause, American has a call option to require that we assign to American all of its rights under the
leases of aircraft, and to lease to American the aircraft to the extent we own them, used at that time under the code-share agreement. If American exercises its call
option, we are required to pay certain maintenance costs in transferring the aircraft to American's maintenance program.

The Continental Code-Share Agreement

As of December 31, 2011, we operated eight E145 aircraft for Continental under a fixed-fee code-share agreement and provided 56 flights per day as
Continental Express. 

 Unless otherwise extended or amended, the E145 code-share agreement terminates on September 4, 2012. Under certain conditions, Continental may
extend the term on the remaining aircraft up to five additional years, however the Company does not believe that these terms will be extended.

All fuel is purchased directly by Continental and is not charged back to the Company.  Under the agreement, Continental purchases all capacity at
predetermined rates and industry standard pass through costs.

The agreement may be subject to early termination under various circumstances.

Concentrations

As of December 31, 2011, substantially all fixed-fee service revenues are derived from code-share agreements with US Airways, Delta, American,
United, and Continental.  Termination of any of these code-share agreements could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s financial position, results
of operations and cash flows.

During the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010, and 2009, US Airways was approximately 14%, 15%, and 23%, and United was approximately
12%, 12%, and 21% of the Company’s operating revenue, respectively.

Frontier operates primarily out of Denver, Colorado and Milwaukee, Wisconsin with 93% of our flights originating or departing from the Denver
International Airport or Mitchell Airport.  A reduction in the Company’s market share, increased competition, or reduced passenger traffic to or from these
airports could have an adverse effect on our financial position and results of operations.  Our Frontier operations expose us to changes in passenger demand,
fare competition and fluctuations in fuel prices.  In addition, our dependence on a hub system operating out of these airports makes us more susceptible to
adverse weather conditions and other traffic delays than some of our competitors that may be able to spread these traffic risks over larger route networks.

 
2.  SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis of Consolidation—The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America and include the accounts of the Company and its wholly-owned subsidiaries, Chautauqua Airlines, Shuttle
America, Republic Airline, and Frontier.  The Company’s financial statements include the results of operations and cash flows for Midwest Air Group, Inc.
("Midwest") and Frontier beginning August 1, 2009
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and October 1, 2009, respectively.  The Company’s financial statements include the results of operations and cash flows for Mokulele Flight Services, Inc.
(“MFSI” or “Mokulele”) beginning April 1, 2009 through October 16, 2009.  Intercompany transactions and balances are eliminated in consolidation.
 

Risk Management—As part of our risk management strategy, we periodically purchase call options, enter into fuel swap agreements, or enter into
costless collars on various oil derivative commodities. Prices for crude oil are normally correlated to aircraft fuel, making derivatives of crude oil effective at
providing short-term protection against sharp increases in average fuel prices.  The Company does not hold or issue any derivative financial instruments for
speculative trading purposes.  The Company chose not to designate these derivatives as hedges, and, as such, realized and unrealized mark-to-market
adjustments are included in aircraft fuel expense in the consolidated statements of operations.

The Company has recorded within accumulated other comprehensive loss settlements of treasury lock agreements from prior periods.  Such amounts
are reclassified to interest expense over the term of the respective aircraft debt.  During 2011,  2010 and 2009, the Company reclassified $0.6 million, $0.6
million, and $0.7 million to interest expense, respectively. The Company expects to reclassify $0.5 million to interest expense for the year ending December 31,
2012.

Cash and Cash Equivalents—Cash equivalents consist of money market funds and short-term, highly liquid investments with maturities of three
months or less when purchased and approximates fair value. Substantially all of our cash is on hand with two banks.
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Supplemental Statement of  Cash Flow Information:
 

 Years ended December 31,
(amounts in millions) 2011  2010  2009
CASH PAID FOR INTEREST AND INCOME TAXES:      

Interest paid-net of amount capitalized $ 127.5  $ 138.3  $ 134.7
Income taxes paid-net of refunds (0.5)  (0.5)  (0.3)

NON-CASH INVESTING AND FINANCING TRANSACTIONS:      
Parts, training and lease credits received from aircraft manufacturer —  —  (1.7)
Liabilities assumed in Mokulele transaction —  —  9.3
Liabilities removed in Mokulele deconsolidation —  —  6.8
Conversion of Mokulele note to equity —  —  3.0
Liabilities assumed in Midwest acquisition —  —  182.0
Liabilities assumed in Frontier acquisition —  —  757.7
Convertible debt issued in Midwest acquisition —  —  25.0
Frontier debtor-in-possession loan settled upon acquisition —  —  43.1
US Airways note receivable and accrued interest applied to aicraft purchases —  —  35.2
Aircraft, inventories, and other equipment purchased through direct financing arrangements —  5.4  315.3
Engines received and not yet paid 5.0  9.9  8.1
Engines contributed in settlement of liability —  —  6.4
Reduction of convertible debt —  2.7  —

 
Restricted Cash primarily consists of funds held as collateral for bankcard and credit card processors and are invested in money market accounts

or held by credit card processors directly.  These contracts with the processors require a holdback of funds equal to a certain percentage of the air traffic
liability associated with the estimated amount of bankcard transactions. The Company also maintains restricted amounts for satisfying debt and lease
payments due within the next year and certificates of deposit that secure certain letters of credit issued for workers' compensation claim reserves and certain
airport authorities.  Restricted cash is carried at cost, which management believes approximates fair value.  Restricted cash consisted of the following as of
December 31, 2011 and 2010:

 

 December 31,
(amounts in millions) 2011  2010
Funds held for holdback of customer sales $ 114.5  $ 99.2
Funds held for cash supported letters of credit and deposits on charter flights 32.0  31.8
Other 4.9  8.1

Total $ 151.4  $ 139.1

Receivables primarily consist of amounts due from credit card companies and customers of our aircraft maintenance and cargo transportation
services. We provide an allowance for uncollectible accounts equal to the estimated losses expected to be incurred based on historical write-offs and other
specific analyses. Bad debt expense and write-offs were not material for the years ended December 31, 2011, 2010 and 2009.

Inventories consist of spare parts and supplies, which are charged to expense as they are used in operations. Inventories are valued at the lower of
cost or net realizable value using either the average cost for the fixed-fee segment and first-in, first-out methods for the branded segment.  An allowance for
obsolescence is provided to reduce inventory to estimated net realizable value. As of December 31, 2011 and 2010, this reserve was $17.4 million and $8.1
million, respectively.
 

Prepaid Expenses and Other Current Assets  consist of prepaid expenses, primarily fuel, deposits, facility and engine rent, and commissions,
and other current assets, primarily the fair value of derivative contracts.  Passenger traffic commissions are expensed when the transportation is provided and
the related revenue is recognized.

Assets Held for Sale are reported at the lower of their carrying value or estimated fair value less costs to sell.  We expect
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to sell all such assets during the next twelve months.
 

Aircraft and Other Equipment  is carried at cost. Incentives received from the aircraft manufacturer are recorded as reductions to the cost of the
aircraft.  Depreciation for aircraft is computed on a straight-line basis, to an estimated residual value, over the estimated useful life of 16.5 to 25 years.
Depreciation for other equipment, including rotable parts, is computed on a straight-line basis, to an estimated residual value, over the estimated useful lives of
three to 25 years. Leasehold improvements are amortized over the expected life or lease term, whichever is shorter. Interest related to deposits on aircraft on firm
order from the manufacturer is capitalized and were not material for the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010 and 2009, respectively.

 
Other Intangible Assets that have indefinite useful lives are not amortized but are tested if a triggering event occurred, or at least annually, for

impairment.  Intangible assets that have finite useful lives are amortized over their useful lives to an estimated residual value and reviewed for impairment if a
triggering event occurred.  

Other Assets consist primarily of prepaid aircraft rent, debt issue costs, and aircraft lease and other long-term deposits. Debt issue costs  are
capitalized and are amortized using the effective interest method to interest expense over the term of the related debt.

Long-Lived Assets—Management reviews long-lived assets for possible impairment, if there is a triggering event that detrimentally affects
operations. The primary financial indicator used by the Company to assess the recoverability of its long-lived assets held and used is undiscounted future
cash flows from operations. The amount of impairment, if any, is measured based on estimated fair value.

Deferred Credits and Other Non Current Liabilities  consist primarily of credits for parts and training from the aircraft and engine
manufacturers, deferred gains from the sale and leaseback of aircraft and spare jet engines, unfavorable leases assumed from acquisitions of businesses, and
deferred revenue. Deferred credits are amortized on a straight-line basis as a reduction of aircraft or engine rent expense over the term of the respective
leases.  The deferred revenue is amortized as an adjustment to fixed-fee services revenue based on the weighted average aircraft in service over the life of the
respective agreements.

 
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss— The Company had accumulated other comprehensive loss relating to treasury lock agreements of $1.4

million and $1.8 million, net of tax, as of December 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively, and $2.6 million and $0.9 million, net of tax, relating to the pension
plan as of December 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.

Income Taxes—The Company accounts for income taxes using the asset and liability method. Under the asset and liability method, deferred tax
assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences attributable to differences between the financial statement carrying amounts for existing
assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in
future years in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or settled. The measurement of deferred tax assets is adjusted by a valuation
allowance, if necessary, to recognize the future tax benefits to the extent, based on available evidence; it is more likely than not they will be realized.
 

Aircraft Maintenance and Repair  is charged to expense as incurred under the direct expense method. Engines and certain airframe component
overhaul and repair costs are subject to power-by-the-hour contracts with external vendors and are expensed as the aircraft are flown.  As a result of the
acquisition of Frontier, the Company acquired deposits related to leased aircraft at Frontier.  The Company has determined that it is probable that substantially
all maintenance deposits will be refunded through qualifying maintenance activities.   Deposits are reimbursed based on the specific event for each specified
deposit, as determined by the lease. The projected ultimate cost was based on actual historical repair invoices as well as estimates.  This analysis was
performed by lease and by deposit type. As of December 31, 2011, the Company has evaluated its carrying amount of maintenance deposits and believes the
deposits are recoverable when the future maintenance event occurs and the Company is reimbursed. The Company will continue to evaluate whether it is
probable the deposits will be returned to reimburse the costs of the maintenance activities incurred.  As the Company makes future payments, if the deposits
are less than probable of being returned, they will be recognized as additional expense at that time.

Use of Estimates—The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets
and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting periods. Such management
estimates include, but are not limited to, recognition of revenue, including deferred revenue from the frequent flyer program, estimated useful lives and residual
values of aircraft and other equipment, fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed in business combinations, fair value of the reporting units of the
Company, valuation of intangibles and long-lived assets, provision for accrued aircraft return costs, recoverability of maintenance deposits, and valuation of
deferred tax assets. Under the code-share agreements, the Company estimates operating
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costs for certain “pass through” costs and records revenue based on these estimates. Actual results could differ from these estimates.

Fixed-fee Service Revenues—Under our fixed-fee arrangements with our Partners, the Company receives fixed-fees for our capacity purchase
agreements, as well as reimbursement of specified “pass through” costs on a gross basis with additional possible incentives from our Partners for superior
service. These revenues are recognized in the period the service is provided, and we perform an estimate of the profit component based upon the information
available at the end of the accounting period.

The reimbursement of specified costs, known as “pass through costs”, may include aircraft ownership cost, passenger liability and hull insurance,
aircraft property taxes, fuel, landing fees and catering. All revenue recognized under these contracts is presented at the gross amount billed for reimbursement.

Under the Company’s code-share agreements, the Company is reimbursed an amount per aircraft designed to compensate the Company for certain
aircraft ownership costs.  The Company has concluded that a component of its fixed-fee service revenues under the agreement discussed above is rental
income, inasmuch as the agreement identifies the “right of use” of a specific type and number of aircraft over a stated period of time. The amount deemed to be
rental income during 2011, 2010 and 2009 was $321.6 million, $317.4 million, and $358.2 million, respectively, and has been included in fixed-fee service
revenues in the Company’s consolidated statements of operations.

Passenger Service Revenues—Passenger service revenues are recognized when the transportation is provided or after the tickets expire (which is
either immediately upon the scheduled departure of the flight or up to thirteen months after the date of issuance depending on the type of ticket purchased), and
are net of excise taxes, passenger facility charges and security fees.  Passenger service revenues that have been deferred are included in the accompanying
consolidated balance sheets as air traffic liability. Included in passenger service revenue are change fees imposed on passengers for making schedule changes to
non-refundable tickets.  Change fees are recognized as revenue at the time the change is made for the passenger as these fees are a separate transaction that
occur subsequent to the date of the original ticket sale.  
 

The Company is required to charge certain taxes and fees on passenger tickets.  These taxes and fees include U.S. federal transportation taxes,
federal security charges, airport passenger facility charges and foreign arrival and departure taxes.  These taxes and fees are legal assessments on the customer,
for which the Company has an obligation to act as a collection agent.  Because the Company is not entitled to retain these taxes and fees, such amounts are not
included in passenger service revenue.  The Company records a liability when the amounts are collected and reduces the liability when payments are made to
the applicable government agency or operating carrier.

Cargo and Other Revenues—Cargo and other revenues consist primarily of the marketing component of our co-branded credit cards, charter and
cargo revenues, interline and ground handling fees, lease revenue for aircraft subleased  under operating leases and revenue from commuter slots leased to US
Airways at Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport.

Frequent Flyer Programs—The Company has a frequent flyer program that offers incentives to travel on its airlines and promotes customer
loyalty.  The program allows participants to earn mileage credits by flying on Frontier and through participating companies, such as credit card companies,
hotels, and car rental agencies.  The Company also sells mileage credits to nonairline businesses.  The mileage credits may be redeemed for free air travel on
Frontier, as well as hotels, rental cars, and other awards.

Mileage Credits Earned on Frontier – The Company defers the portion of the sales proceeds that represents the estimated selling price of the air
transportation for mileage credits awarded and recognizes that amount as passenger service revenue when the mileage credit is redeemed and the transportation
is provided.  The estimated selling price of the air transportation component is determined utilizing the deferred revenue method as further described
below.  The initial revenue deferral is presented as deferred frequent flyer revenue in the consolidated balance sheets.  When recognized, the revenue related to
the air transportation component is classified as passenger service revenue in the Company’s consolidated statements of operations.

 
The Company’s accounting policy for its frequent flyer program is the deferred revenue method.  The deferred revenue method is to record the

frequent flyer obligation by allocating an estimated selling price to each outstanding mile based on projected redemption patterns for available award choices
when such miles are consumed.  Such value is estimated assuming redemptions on our airline, and other redemption choices and by estimating the relative
proportions of awards to be redeemed by class of service and redemption choices.  The estimated selling price of each award mile requires the use of several
significant assumptions for which significant management judgment is required.  For example, management must estimate how many miles are projected to be
redeemed on the Company’s airline versus on other redemption choices.  Since the estimated selling price of miles redeemed on Frontier and other redemption
choices can vary greatly, this assumption can materially affect the estimated selling price from period to period.

 
Management must also estimate the expected redemption patterns of Frontier customers who have a number of different
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award choices when redeeming their miles, each of which can have materially different estimated values. Such choices include different classes of service and
award levels.  Customer redemption patterns may also be influenced by program changes, which occur from time to time, introducing new award choices or
making material changes to the terms of existing award choices.  Management must often estimate the probable impact of such program changes on future
customer behavior, which requires the use of significant judgment.  Management uses historical customer redemption patterns as the best single indicator of
future redemption behavior in making its estimates, but changes in customer mileage redemption behavior patterns, which are not consistent with historical
behavior can result in historical changes to deferred frequent flyer revenue balances and to recognized revenue.

The Company measures its deferred revenue obligation using all awarded and outstanding miles, regardless of whether or not the customer has
accumulated enough miles to redeem an award.  Eventually these customers will accumulate enough miles to redeem awards, or their account will deactivate
after a period of inactivity, in which case the Company will recognize the related revenue when the miles expire as passenger service revenue.

Current and future changes to the expiration policy, or to program rules and program redemption opportunities, may result in material changes to the
deferred frequent flyer revenue balance as well as recognized revenue from the program.

Mileage Credits Sold – The Company has agreements with its co-branded credit card partner that require its partner to purchase miles as they are
awarded to the co-branded partner cardholders.  The Company continues to use the residual method of allocation for this multiple element arrangement as the
agreement has not been materially modified since January 1, 2011, the adoption date of Accounting Standards Update 2009-13. The air transportation element
for the awarded miles is included in deferred frequent flyer revenue at the estimated fair value of the air transportation element and the residual marketing
element is recorded as other revenue when the miles are awarded.  The deferred frequent flyer revenue is subsequently recognized as other revenue when the
transportation is provided.

The Company also sells mileage credits in its frequent flyer programs to third parties.  For revenue arrangements entered into or materially modified
on or after January 1, 2011, the estimated selling price of the travel portion of the sale is recognized as part of deferred frequent flyer revenue.  The estimated
selling price of the marketing component, is recognized as other revenue in the month the miles are sold. For revenue arrangements that have not been materially
modified since January 1, 2011, the travel portion of the sale is recognized as part of the deferred frequent flyer revenue liability. The remaining portion,
referred to as the marketing component, is recognized as other revenue in the month the miles are sold.

Promotion and Sales includes commissions, promotions, reservation system fees, advertising, and other similar costs.  The Company expenses
the costs of advertising expense in the year incurred.  Advertising expense was $11.9 million, $14.2 million and $2.8 million for the years ended December
31, 2011, 2010 and 2009, respectively.  

Lease Return Conditions—The Company must meet specified return conditions upon lease expiration for both the airframes and engines.  The
Company estimates lease return conditions specified in leases and accrues these amounts as contingent rent ratably over the lease term while the aircraft are
operating once such costs are probable and reasonably estimable.  These expenses are included in accrued liabilities in the consolidated balance sheets.
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Net Income (Loss) per Common Share  is based on the weighted average number of shares outstanding during the period.  The following is a
reconciliation of the diluted net income (loss) per common share computations (amounts in millions):

 

 For the Years Ended December 31,
 2011  2010  2009
Net income (loss) of the Company $ (151.8)  $ (13.8)  $ 39.7
Reduction in interest expense from convertible note (net of tax) —  —  0.5
      
Net income (loss) of the Company for diluted net income (loss) per common share calculation $ (151.8)  $ (13.8)  $ 40.2

      
Weighted-average common shares outstanding for basic net income (loss) per common share 48.2  36.0  34.6
Effect of dilutive convertible note —  —  1.0
Effect of dilutive employee stock options and warrants —  —  0.1
      
Adjusted weighted-average common shares outstanding and assumed conversions for diluted net income
(loss) per common share 48.2  36.0  35.7

Employee stock options of 4.2 million, 5.3 million, and 4.2 million were not included in the calculation of diluted net income (loss) per common
share due to their anti-dilutive impact for the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010, and 2009, respectively.  The convertible note has a $22.3 million face
value and is convertible in whole or in part, at the option of the holder, for up to 2.2 million shares of the Company’s common stock.

 
Fair Value of Financial Instruments—The carrying amounts reported in the consolidated balance sheets for cash and cash equivalents, restricted

cash, receivables, and accounts payable approximate fair values because of their immediate or short-term maturity of these financial instruments.

Segment Information—The Company has three reportable operating segments:  fixed-fee service, branded passenger service, and other.  Additional
information about segment reporting is presented in Note 17.

 
New Accounting Standards—In October 2009, the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") issued Accounting Standards Update

("ASU") No. 2009-13 pertaining to multiple-deliverable revenue arrangements. The new guidance will affect accounting and reporting for companies that enter
into multiple-deliverable revenue arrangements with their customers when those arrangements are within the scope of Accounting Standards Codification
("ASC") 605-25 Revenue Recognition – Multiple Element Arrangements .  The new guidance will eliminate the residual method of allocation and require
that arrangement consideration be allocated at the inception of the arrangement to all deliverables using the relative selling price method.  The new guidance was
effective for the Company prospectively for revenue arrangements entered into or materially modified on or after January 1, 2011, with early adoption
permitted. The Company adopted this accounting standard on January 1, 2011 and the impact to the consolidated financial statements was not material.

 
In January 2010, the FASB issued an amendment to the Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures topic of the ASC. This amendment requires

disclosures about transfers into and out of Levels 1 and 2 and separate disclosures about purchases, sales, issuances, and settlements relating to Level 3
measurements. It also clarifies existing fair value disclosures about the level of disaggregation and about inputs and valuation techniques used to measure fair
value. This amendment is effective for periods beginning after December 15, 2009, except for the requirement to provide the Level 3 activity of purchases,
sales, issuances, and settlements, which was effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2010. Accordingly, the Company has adopted this
amendment on January 1, 2010 by adding additional disclosures, except for the additional recurring Level 3 requirements. The Company did not have any
recurring Level 3 activity for the year ended December 31, 2011.

In May 2011, the FASB issued ASU 2011-4, Fair Value Measurement - Amendments to Achieve Common Fair Value Measurement and
Disclosure Requirements in U.S. GAAP and IFRSs. This ASU represents the converged guidance of the FASB and the International Accounting Standards
Board on fair value measurements. The guidance clarifies how a principal market is determined, addresses the fair value measurement of instruments with
offsetting market or counterparty credit risks, addresses the concept of valuation premise and highest and best use, extends the prohibition on blockage factors
to all three levels of the fair value hierarchy, and requires additional disclosures. ASU 2011-4 is effective for interim and annual periods beginning after
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December 15, 2011 and is applied prospectively. The Company is currently evaluating the impact that that the adoption of ASU 2011-4 will have on our
consolidated financial statements.

In June 2011, the FASB issued ASU 2011-05, Comprehensive Income - Presentation of Comprehensive Income . The standard revises guidance
for the presentation and prominence of the items reported in other comprehensive income. It is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2011.
The Company is currently evaluating the impact that the adoption of ASU 2011-05 will have on the presentation of the Company's consolidated financial
statements.

3. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS

ASC Topic 820, “Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures” requires disclosures about how fair value is determined for assets and liabilities
and a hierarchy for which these assets and liabilities must be grouped is established.  The Topic establishes a three-tier fair value hierarchy which prioritizes
the inputs used in measuring fair value as follows:
  

 Level 1 quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the reporting entity has the ability to access at
the measurement date.

   
 Level 2 quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly.
   
 Level 3 unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.
   
The following table sets forth information regarding the Company's assets (liabilities) measured at fair value on a recurring basis (in millions):

  As of       

Prepaid Expenses  
December 31,

2010  Level 1  Level 2  Level 3
Fuel hedge contracts  $ 2.7  $ —  $ 2.7  $ —
         
Fuel Derivatives - The Company’s derivative contracts are privately negotiated contracts and are not exchange traded.   The recurring fair value
measurements based on level 2 inputs are estimated with option pricing models that employ observable inputs.  Inputs to the valuation models include
contractual terms, market prices, yield curves, fuel price curves and measures of volatility, among others. The Company did not have fuel derivatives as of
December 31, 2011.   

Hedge Benefits (Expenses) - The Company does not hold or issue any derivative financial instruments for speculative trading purposes.  The Company
chose not to designate these derivatives as hedges, and as such, realized and unrealized mark-to-market adjustments are included in aircraft fuel expense in the
consolidated statements of operations.

The following table sets forth information regarding the Company's benefit (expense) recorded in the consolidated statements of operations related to our hedge
contracts (in millions) for the years ended:

  December 31,
  2011  2010  2009
Aircraft fuel benefit (expense)  $ 3.8  $ (3.6)  $ (0.1)
       

Trade name Intangible - Nonrecurring - as a result of the Company's decision to unify its brand names, the Company announced its intent to
discontinue the use of the trade name Midwest Airlines. During 2010, the Company fully impaired the value of the Midwest Airlines trade name intangible of
$7.6 million to its fair value of zero based on level 3 inputs. The Company had a similar impairment charge in 2009 of $6.8 million. The estimates of fair
value represent the Company's best estimate based on industry trends and reference to market rates and transactions. 

Aircraft and Other Assets Impairment - Nonrecurring - in December 2011, we recorded a $191.1 million impairment charge primarily related to
our decision to substantially reduce the flying completed by the ERJ 135/140/145 fleet over the next year by temporarily parking these aircraft. In evaluating
these aircraft and other equipment for impairment, we estimated their
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fair value by utilizing a market approach considering (1) published market data generally accepted in the airline industry, (2) recent market transactions,
where available, and (3) the overall condition and age of the aircraft and other equipment. The Company recorded impairment of $180.5 million on aircraft,
$5.1 million of impairment on assets held for sale, and $5.5 million of impairment on inventory related to these aircraft. These aircraft and other equipment
are classified in level 3 of the three-tier fair value hierarchy. In December 2010, the Company had an $8.5 million impairment on its Airbus 318 aircraft which
was also classified in the level 3 of the three-tier fair value hierarchy. For additional information regarding this impairment charge, see Note 6.

($ in millions)           
    Fair Value Measurements Using   

Description  
Year ended
12/31/2011  

Quoted Prices in
Active Markets for

Identical Assets
(Level 1)  

Significant Other
Observable Inputs

(Level 2)  

Significant
Unobservable Inputs

(Level 3)  
Total Gains

(Losses)
Long-lived assets held and used  $ 258.1      $ 258.1  $ (186.0)
Long-lived assets held for sale  34.5      34.5  (5.1)
          $ (191.1)

4. ACQUISITIONS AND DIVESTITURES

Frontier Airlines Holdings, Inc.
 

On October 1, 2009, pursuant to the terms of the amended and restated investment agreement, as amended (the “Investment Agreement”), dated as
of August 13, 2009, the Company completed its acquisition of Frontier.  The Company purchased 1,000 newly issued shares of common stock, constituting
all of the outstanding shares of Frontier, in connection with its emergence from bankruptcy. Under the Investment Agreement, the Company served as equity
plan sponsor for Frontier’s plan of reorganization and paid $108.8 million and relinquished its rights to any distribution on account of the Company’s
allowed general unsecured claims against Frontier of $150 million arising out of Frontier’s rejection of the fixed-fee code-share agreement.

The Company accounted for the acquisition in accordance with ASC Topic 805, whereby the purchase price paid was allocated to the tangible and
identifiable intangible assets acquired and liabilities assumed from Frontier based on their estimated fair values as of the closing date.   

As a result of the purchase price allocation, the Company recognized a bargain purchase gain of $203.7 million for the year ended December 31,
2009.  Management believes that the significant gain on bargain purchase from the acquisition of Frontier was due primarily to the following factors:

• Republic was the largest unsecured creditor with a claim of $150.0 million and Republic would have received a significant portion of any
payment made to the pool of unsecured creditors if another bidder would have successfully outbid Republic during the auction process

 
• Frontier was in bankruptcy and operates in a heavily regulated industry
 
• The airline industry is highly volatile and subject to significant fluctuation in one of its largest expenses, aircraft fuel
 
• The Denver market is highly competitive
 
• The illiquidity in the credit market may have kept other bidders from potentially coming forward to bid against Republic in the auction process

because of their inability to obtain financing
 
• General recessionary economy
 
• There was only one other bidder in the auction process and their bid became nonbinding
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• Frontier has significant net operating losses, net of Section 382 limitations, that Republic should be able to apply to future taxable income
 
• Frontier has a significant amount of operating leases that require significant cash flows for several years and the operating leases have return

conditions that will potentially require significant cash flow at the end of the leases
 
• The aircraft acquired are used aircraft and therefore will require more maintenance in future periods
 
• The acquired business is expected to generate losses from continued operations for several months after the date of acquisition

The Company has included operating revenues from Frontier of $1.8 billion, $1.3 billion and $266.1 million and net loss before income taxes of
$129.6 million, $52.6 million and $16.5 million for the years ended December 31, 2011, 2010 and for the period from October 1, 2009 to December 31,
2009, respectively.  Transaction costs of $1.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2009, related to the Company’s acquisition of Frontier, are included in
other operating expenses.
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The following table represents the allocation of the total consideration to tangible and intangible assets acquired and liabilities assumed from Frontier
based on Republic’s estimate of their respective fair values:

 

(amounts in millions) Amount
Total purchase consideration $ 108.8
  
Assets acquired:  

Current assets * $ 318.7
Aircraft and other equipment—net 487.9
Other intangible assets 83.3
Other assets 180.3

Total assets acquired $ 1,070.2
  
Liabilities assumed:  

Current liabilites $ 298.8
Long-term liabilities 360.5
Deferred income taxes 98.4

Total liabilities assumed $ 757.7
  
Gain on bargain purchase $ (203.7)
____________________
*    Current assets include $37.0 million of cash injected into Frontier from Republic.

The following table summarizes the identifiable intangible assets acquired:
 

(amounts in millions)

Weighted-Average
Amortization

Period

Fair Value
at Acquisition

Date
Indefinite-lived intangible assets:   
Airport slots Indefinite $ 5.8
Frontier trade name Indefinite 23.6
   
Total indefinite-lived intangible assets  $ 29.4
   
Definite-lived intangible assets:   
Affinity credit card programs 7.7 years $ 47.6
Leasehold interests 6.2 years 6.3
   
Total definite-lived intangible assets 7.5 years $ 53.9
Total identifiable intangible assets  $ 83.3

Midwest Air Group, LLC

On July 31, 2009, pursuant to the terms of the Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as of June 23, 2009, among the Company, RJET Acquisition,
Inc. and Midwest, as amended (the “Merger Agreement”), RJET Acquisition, Inc. merged with and into Midwest (the “Merger”) with Midwest continuing as
the surviving corporation and becoming a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company.  Pursuant to the Merger Agreement, at the effective time of the Merger, the
shares of Midwest that were outstanding immediately prior to the effective time of the Merger were converted into the right to receive an aggregate amount in
cash equal to $1.00.  In connection with the closing of the Merger, the Company also consummated the transactions contemplated by the Investment
Agreement, dated June 23, 2009 (the “Midwest Investment Agreement”), among TPG Midwest US V, LLC, TPG Midwest International V, LLC (together, the
“TPG Entities”) and the Company.  Pursuant to the Midwest Investment Agreement, at the effective time of the Merger, the Company purchased from the TPG
Entities their $31.0 million secured note from Midwest, for approximately $6.0 million in cash and issued the TPG Entities an 8% convertible note having
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a principal amount of $25.0 million and a five-year maturity and convertible by the TPG Entities in whole or in part, from time to time, prior to maturity into
2,500,000  shares of the Company’s common stock, subject to adjustment in certain circumstances.

The Company accounted for the acquisition in accordance with ASC Topic 805, whereby the purchase price paid was allocated to the tangible and
identifiable intangible assets acquired and liabilities assumed from Midwest based on their estimated fair values as of the closing date.  

As a result of the purchase price allocation, the Company recognized goodwill of $100.4 million.  None of the goodwill generated was deductible for
tax purposes.  All of the goodwill was assigned to the Branded reportable segment on the date of acquisition, and all of the goodwill was impaired as of
December 31, 2009, as discussed further in Note 8.

The Company has included operating revenues from Midwest of $17.7 million, $310.9 million and $163.2 million and net loss before income taxes
of $5.9 million, $46.8 million and $116.4 million for the years ended December 31, 2011, 2010 and for the period from August 1, 2009 to December 31,
2009, respectively.  Transaction costs of $1.4 million for the year ended December 31, 2009, related to the Company’s acquisition of Midwest, are included in
other operating expenses.

 
The following table represents the allocation of the total consideration to tangible and intangible assets acquired and liabilities assumed from Midwest

based on Republic’s estimate of their respective fair values:
 

(amounts in millions) Amount
Total purchase consideration  

Cash $ 6.0
Convertible note 25.0
Assumed debt 34.3

Total purchase consideration $ 65.3
  
Assets acquired:  

Current assets $ 81.8
Deferred income taxes 3.0
Aircraft and other equipment—net 9.8
Other intangible assets 48.1
Other assets 4.2

Total assets acquired $ 146.9
  
Liabilities assumed:  

Current liabilites $ 122.5
Other liabilities 59.5

Total liabilities assumed $ 182.0
  
Goodwill $ 100.4
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The following table summarizes the identifiable intangible assets acquired:
 

(amounts in millions)

Weighted-Average
Amortization

Period

Fair Value
at Acquisition

Date
Indefinite-lived intangible assets:   
Airport slots  $ 21.8
Midwest trade name  11.4
   
Total indefinite-lived intangible assets  $ 33.2
   
Definite-lived intangible assets:   
Affinity credit card programs 2.0 years $ 12.1
Cargo contracts 13.0 years 2.8
   
Total definite-lived intangible assets 4.1 years $ 14.9
Total identifiable intangible assets  $ 48.1
 

Pro forma Information (unaudited)

The following unaudited pro forma combined results of operations give effect to the acquisition of Midwest and Frontier as if they had occurred at the
beginning of the periods presented. The unaudited pro forma combined results of operations do not purport to represent Republic’s consolidated results of
operations had the acquisition occurred on the dates assumed, nor are these results necessarily indicative of the Company’s future consolidated results of
operations. The unaudited pro forma combined results of operations do not reflect these benefits or costs.

 

  Year Ended  

 in millions, except per share amounts  
December 31, 

2009  
Operating revenues  $ 2,683.5  
Net income of the Company  4.7  
Basic earnings per share  $ 0.14  
Diluted earnings per share  $ 0.13  

Mokulele Flight Services Inc.

In October 2008, the Company entered into a loan agreement with Mokulele under which we were to provide up to $8.0 million, with an interest rate
of 10%, payable monthly.  The loan agreement was provided to Mokulele in the form of a revolving line of credit, convertible at the Company’s option, to as
much as 45% of the common stock of Mokulele.  The loan was collateralized by all of Mokulele’s unencumbered assets and a pledge of the equity holdings of
Mokulele’s majority shareholders.  The loan was scheduled to mature in October 2010.  

In March 2009, the Company and certain shareholders of Mokulele agreed to participate in a restructuring of Mokulele.  Under this agreement, the
Company agreed to convert $3.0 million of our $8.0 million loan to equity and invest an additional $3.0 million of cash in exchange for 50% ownership of
Mokulele’s common stock and three of the five Mokulele Board of Directors’ seats.  The recapitalization effectively provided us control of Mokulele and its
Hawaii inter island passenger service.  Accordingly, we accounted for the recapitalization of  Mokulele as a business combination.  The Company assigned
fair values to the assets acquired and liabilities assumed and the transaction resulted in no goodwill.  The Company acquired approximately $4.1 million of
current assets, $9.3 million of aircraft and other equipment, and $0.4 million of other long-term assets and assumed $9.3 million of liabilities.  The Company
did not incur any significant transaction costs associated with its acquisition of Mokulele.  The effect of Mokulele’s operations for the last twelve days of
March 2009 have not been included in the Company’s results of operations, as they were immaterial.  Additionally, pro forma revenues, earnings and net
income per common share were immaterial for disclosure for the year ended December 31, 2009.
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In July 2009, the Company invested an additional $7.5 million in Mokulele, increasing its ownership in the operation from 55% to an 89%
interest.  The change in ownership of Mokulele resulting from the July 2009 additional investment was accounted for as an equity transaction that decreased
our additional paid-in capital by $3.3 million as well as reduced noncontrolling interests by $3.3 million.  In addition, the fixed-fee code-share agreement was
amended to provide for either Mokulele or us to early terminate the fixed-fee code-share agreement with 90 days prior written notice and the remaining $1.5
million in aircraft security deposits held by us would be forfeited by Mokulele on the termination date.  The amendment also provided that no additional
aircraft would be delivered and Mokulele forfeited a $0.5 million security deposit to the Company.

On October 16, 2009, the Company entered into an agreement with Mesa Air Group, Inc. (“Mesa”) to form Mo-Go, LLC (“Mo-Go”), a new business
venture that will provide commercial airline services in Hawaii.  Pursuant to the agreement, Mesa will own 75% of Mo-Go and the former Mokulele
shareholders, including Republic, own the remaining 25%.  Immediately prior to consummation of the transaction with Mesa, the Company forgave certain
indebtedness of Mokulele, and agreed to voluntarily terminate our existing capacity purchase agreement with Mokulele.  Additionally, current Mokulele
shareholders might be obligated to fund up to $1.5 million to capitalize Mo-Go, all of which is expected to come from Republic.

The Company deconsolidated Mokulele in the fourth quarter of 2009 and began accounting for its investment in Mo-Go under the equity method of
accounting.  As of the date of the transaction, and subsequent to the forgiveness of the Mokulele note and forfeiture of the remaining security deposits by
Mokulele,  Mokulele had approximately $9.9 million of assets, of which $7.3 million related to aircraft and other equipment, and had liabilities of $6.8
million.  The deconsolidation resulted in a loss of $3.1 million which is included in other operating expenses.  The fair value of the investment in Mokulele is
$0.3 million which is recorded in other assets in the consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2009.  We do not expect any significant continuing
involvement in Mo-Go.

The Company has included operating revenues from Mokulele of $15.0 million and net loss before income taxes of $12.9 million for the period
from April 1, 2009 to October 16, 2009.  Transaction costs related to the Company’s acquisition of Mokulele were immaterial for the year ended December
31, 2009.

 
The following schedule shows the effect of changes in Republic’s ownership interest in Mokulele on Republic’s equity (in millions):

 
Net Income Attributable to Republic and Transfers to Noncontrolling Interests

For the year ended December 31, 2009
 

 Amount
Net income attributable to Republic $ 39.7
Decrease in Republic's additional paid-in capital for purchase of Mokulele common shares (3.3)
Change from net income attributable to Republic and tranfers to noncontrolling interest $ 36.4

The investment balance as of December 31, 2011 and 2010 was not material.

5. ASSETS HELD FOR SALE

Assets held for sale consisted of the following aircraft and flight equipment as of December 31 (in millions):
 

 2011  2010
Two Q400 Aircraft 30.3  33.2
Flight equipment 2.7  10.3

Assets held for sale $ 33.0  $ 43.5

 These assets are included in the Other segment in Note 17.  Assets held for sale as of December 31, 2011 primarily consist of assets acquired from
Frontier that will not be used in operations. The Company is continuing to market the assets held for sale and record the assets to fair value less costs to sell.
The Company had assets held for sale with a carrying amount of $38.1 million were written down to their fair value of $34.5 million, less cost to sell of $1.5
million (or $33.0 million), resulting in an impairment of $5.1 million related to assets held for sale during the year ended December 31, 2011. Gains or losses
on assets sold during 2011, 2010, and 2009 were not material.
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6. AIRCRAFT AND OTHER EQUIPMENT

Aircraft and other equipment, excluding aircraft and other equipment held for sale, consist of the following as of December 31 (in millions):
 

 2011  2010
Aircraft $ 3,159.5  $ 3,608.7
Flight equipment 271.9  264.9
Office equipment and leasehold improvements 52.7  41.1
Total aircraft and other equipment    3,484.1  3,914.7

Less accumulated depreciation and amortization (675.4)  (741.2)
Aircraft and other equipment—net $ 2,808.7  $ 3,173.5

Aircraft and other equipment depreciation and amortization expense for the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010 and 2009 was $188.6 million,
$189.0 million, and $159.0 million, respectively. During 2010, the Company recorded an impairment loss on certain Airbus aircraft for $8.5 million which
is reported in other operating expense in the consolidated statements of operations. In December 2011, we recorded a $191.1 million impairment charge
primarily related to our decision to substantially reduce the flying completed by the ERJ 135/140/145 fleet over the next year by temporarily parking these
aircraft. In evaluating these aircraft and other equipment for impairment, we estimated their fair value by utilizing a market approach considering (1)
published market data generally accepted in the airline industry, (2) recent market transactions, where available, and (3) the overall condition and age of the
aircraft and other equipment. During the year ended December 31, 2011, the Company recorded impairment of $180.5 million on aircraft, $5.1 million of
impairment on assets held for sale, and $5.5 million of impairment on inventory related to these aircraft. These aircraft and other equipment are classified in
level 3 of the three-tier fair value hierarchy.

7. OTHER INTANGIBLE ASSETS

The Company had airport commuter slots and had assigned the right of use for these commuter slots to US Airways. On December 20, 2011, US
Airways repurchased the Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport ("DCA") commuter slots for $47.5 million and a gain on sale of assets was recognized
of $2.3 million.

Other intangible assets as of December 31, 2011 and 2010 consist of the following (in millions):
 

   As of December 31, 2011  As of December 31, 2010

 

Weighted-Average
Amortization

Period  
Gross carrying

amount  
Accumulated
amortization  

Gross carrying
amount  

Accumulated
amortization

Indefinite-lived intangible assets:          
Airport slots   $ 27.6    $ 27.6   
Trade names   20.6    20.6   

Total indefinite-lived intangible assets   $ 48.2    $ 48.2   
Definite-lived intangible assets:          

Airport slots leased to US Airways   $ —  $ —  47.5  2.0
Affinity credit card programs 6.5 years  47.6  14.6  59.7  16.7
Other 8.3 years  8.1  2.8  8.1  1.6

Total definite-lived intangible assets 7.8 years  $ 55.7  $ 17.4  $ 115.3  $ 20.3

Intangible assets   $ 103.9    $ 163.5   

The aggregated amortization expense for the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010 and 2009 was $11.6 million, $15.5 million, and $4.6 million,
respectively.  The estimated aggregate amortization expense for the next five years is expected to be $7.5 million, $6.9 million, $6.9 million, $6.3 million and
$6.2 million, respectively.

 
During the year ended December 31, 2009, the Company recorded an impairment loss of $6.8 million for the trade names as a result of the

Company’s annual impairment test for indefinite-lived intangible assets. The Company recorded another impairment loss of $7.6 million for the trade names
as a result of the Company's decision to no longer use the Midwest trade name
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during the year ended December 31, 2010. The calculation of the fair value of the trade names was determined primarily using a discounted cash flow analysis
(relief from royalty method).  Management determined that this fair value measurement would be included as level 3 in the fair value hierarchy.  These trade
names are included in the Branded reportable operating segment. The Company also recorded an impairment of $2.0 million for other indefinite-lived
intangible assets that were included in the Fixed-fee reportable operating segment during the year ended December 31, 2009.  These impairment losses are
included in other impairment losses in the consolidated statements of operations. There was no further impairment charge during 2011, related to these assets.

   8. GOODWILL

Goodwill is required to be tested for impairment at the reporting unit level on an annual basis and between annual tests if a triggering event occurs or
circumstances change that would more likely than not reduce the fair value of the reporting unit below its carrying value.  

During 2008 and prior to the acquisition of Midwest in July 2009, the Company had one reporting unit and all of the goodwill of $13.3 million was
assigned to that reporting unit. 

During the first quarter of 2009, the Company performed an interim test of its goodwill.  Factors deemed by management to have collectively
constituted a potential triggering event included record high fuel prices, a softening US economy and the differences between market capitalization of our stock
as compared to the book value of equity.  As a result of the testing, the Company determined that the goodwill was completely impaired and recorded an
impairment charge during the first quarter of 2009 to write-off the full value of goodwill.

The Company’s acquisition of Midwest resulted in approximately $100.4 million of goodwill which was assigned to the Company’s Branded
operations reporting unit.  As of December 31, 2009, the Company performed its annual assessment of the recoverability of its goodwill.  The branded
operations book value of invested capital exceeded its fair value by approximately $200 million.  The Company determined the fair value of the branded
invested capital utilizing the income, market, and cost approach.  The Company's fair value calculations for goodwill are classified within Level 3 of the fair
value hierarchy as defined in ASC Topic 820, Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures.  As a result of failing Step One, the Company was required to
perform Step Two of the ASC Topic 350 goodwill impairment testing methodology.
      

In Step Two of the impairment testing, the Company determined the implied fair value of goodwill of the reporting unit by allocating the fair value of
the reporting unit determined in Step One to all the assets and liabilities of the reporting unit.  The Company utilized its recent valuations of tangible and
intangible assets related to the branded operations reporting unit to determine the fair value assets and liabilities.  As a result of the Step Two testing, the
Company determined that goodwill was impaired and recorded a full impairment charge on December 31, 2009, the Company’s annual assessment date.  

The changes in the carrying amount of goodwill for the years ended December 31, 2011, 2010 and 2009 are as follows (in millions):

 Fixed-fee  Branded  Total
Gross goodwill balance as of January 1, 2009 $ 13.3  $ —  $ 13.3
Goodwill acquired during 2009 —  100.4  100.4
Gross goodwill balance as of December 31, 2009 $ 13.3  $ 100.4  $ 113.7
      
Accumulated impairment losses as of January 1, 2009 —  —  —
Goodwill impaired during 2009 $ (13.3)  $ (100.4)  $ (113.7)
Net goodwill balance as of December 31, 2011, 2010 and 2009 $ —  $ —  $ —
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9. ACCRUED LIABILITIES

Accrued liabilities consist of the following as of December 31 (in millions):
 

 2011  2010
Accrued wages, benefits and related taxes $ 43.6  $ 46.2
Accrued maintenance 63.5  63.8
Accrued interest payable 18.8  19.9
Deferred revenue 30.3  27.8
Other 102.6  88.9
Total accrued liabilities $ 258.8  $ 246.6

10. DEBT

Debt consists of the following as of December 31 (in millions):
 

Secured debt:  2011  2010
Promissory notes payable, collateralized by aircraft, bearing interest at fixed rates ranging from 4.76% to 8.49% at
December 31, 2011 with semi-annual principal payments totaling $83.7 million through 2024.  $ 1,938.6  $ 2,046.5
     
Promissory notes payable, collateralized by aircraft, bearing interest at variable rates based on LIBOR plus a margin,
ranging from 1.9% to 4.0% at December 31, 2011 with semi-annual principal payments totaling $12.1 million through
2023.  304.9  421.6
     
Promissory notes payable, collateralized by eligible spare parts and equipment, bearing interest at fixed rates ranging
from 7.11% to 8.38% as of December 31, 2011, semi-annual principal payments totaling $2.0 million through 2019.  34.4  30.1
     
Promissory note payables, collateralized by eligible spare parts and equipment, bearing interest at variable rates of
LIBOR plus a margin, ranging from 6.76% to 6.93% as of December 31, 2011, with semi-annual principal payments
totaling $8.3 million through 2012.  15.3  31.9
     
Discount on debt  (2.4)  (7.9)

Total debt secured by aircraft and parts  2,290.8  2,522.2
     
Unsecured debt:     
Convertible note payable, bearing interest at a fixed rate of 8%, due in full in 2014.  22.3  22.3
     
Debt from affinity credit card program, bearing interest of 2.26% as of December 31, 2011 (LIBOR plus 2%), principal
due monthly for twelve months beginning in 2016.  45.0  29.2
     
Other debt  1.0  4.0

Total unsecured debt  68.3  55.5
     

Total debt  2,359.1  2,577.7
Current portion (including debt related to assets held for sale)  (284.6)  (269.0)

Long term debt, less current portion  $ 2,074.5  $ 2,308.7
 

The Company has outstanding letters of credit as of December 31, 2011 and 2010 totaling $32.0 million and $31.8 million, respectively, that is
collateralized by restricted cash.
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The $22.3 million convertible note is convertible at the option of the holder, in whole or in part, prior to maturity for up to 2.2 million shares of the
Company’s common stock.  The convertible debt does not allow for cash settlement, and there is no embedded derivative.

We are required to comply with certain financial covenants under certain of our financing arrangements.  We are required to maintain a minimum
unrestricted cash amount of $125.0 million and maintain certain cash flow, debt service coverage, and working capital covenants. As of December 31, 2011,
we were in compliance with all our covenants.  

The discount on debt is from the application of purchase accounting from the Frontier acquisition.  The discount will be amortized to interest expense
using the effective interest method through January 2023.

Future maturities of debt are payable, or expect debt of $26.6 million to be payable as assets held for sale are sold, as follows for the years ending
December 31 (in millions):
   

2012 $ 284.6
2013 234.7
2014 259.7
2015 248.2
2016 231.1
Thereafter 1,100.8
Total $ 2,359.1
 

The fair value of long term debt is estimated based on discounting expected cash flows at the rates currently offered to the Company for debt with
similar remaining maturities and reflective of credit spreads. As of December 31, 2011 and 2010, the carrying value of long-term debt was greater than its fair
value by approximately $96.7 million and $64.0 million, respectively.

11. COMMITMENTS

As of December 31, 2011, the Company leased 121 aircraft and 22 spare engines with varying terms extending through 2024 and terminal space,
operating facilities and office equipment with terms extending through 2033 under operating leases. The components of rent expense for the years ended
December 31 are as follows (in millions):

 2011  2010  2009
Aircraft and engine rent $ 251.5  $ 240.6  $ 156.8
Other 78.6  75.2  26.0
Total rent expense $ 330.1  $ 315.8  $ 182.8
 

The Company has long-term maintenance agreements with an avionics equipment manufacturer and maintenance provider that has a guaranteed
minimum annual flight hour requirement. The minimum guaranteed amount based on the Company's current operations is $4.2 million per year through
December 2016 for the E145 family of aircraft and $9.4 million per year through December 2014 for the E170 family of aircraft. The liability for this
guarantee is immaterial.

We have maintenance agreements for engines, auxiliary power units (“APU”) and other airframe components for our E140/145 and E170/175
aircraft. For our E140/145 aircraft, we have agreements to maintain the engines, APUs, avionics, wheels and brakes, and select rotable parts through October
2012, June 2013, December 2016, June 2014, and September 2014, respectively.  For our E170/175 aircraft, we have agreements to maintain the avionics,
wheels and brakes, APUs, engines, emergency slides, and select rotable parts through December 2014, February 2017, July 2019, December 2018, May
2018, and January 2020, respectively. Under these agreements, we are charged for covered services based on a fixed rate for each flight hour or flight cycle
accumulated by the engines or airframes in our service during each month. The rates are subject to annual revisions, generally based on certain Bureau of
Labor Statistics' labor and material indices.  We believe these agreements, coupled with our ongoing maintenance program, reduce the likelihood of unexpected
levels of engine, APU, avionics, wheels and brakes, emergency slides, and select rotable parts maintenance expense during their term. Certain of these
agreements contain minimum guarantee amounts, penalty provisions for either the early removal of aircraft or agreement termination for activity levels below
the minimums.
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While the Company does not have long term maintenance agreements for its Airbus (except wheels and brakes through December 2013) and Q400
fleets, it has made significant deposits with the aircraft lessors for future maintenance events which will reduce future cash requirements.  As of December 31,
2011 and 2010 we had maintenance deposits of $146.0 million and $147.2 million, respectively.

Total payments under these long-term maintenance agreements were $97.1 million, $80.5 million, and $96.0 million for the years ended
December 31, 2011,  2010 and 2009, respectively.

As part of the Company's lease agreements, the Company typically indemnifies the lessor of the respective aircraft against liabilities that may arise
due to changes in benefits from tax ownership or tax laws of the respective leased aircraft. The Company has not recorded a liability for these indemnifications
because they are not estimable. The Company is responsible for all other maintenance costs of its aircraft and must meet specified return conditions upon lease
expiration for both the air frames and engines. The Company recorded a liability for the return conditions of $6.9 million as of December 31, 2011 for four
Airbus 319 aircraft, four Airbus 318 aircraft, two Embraer 190 aircraft, and two Embraer 135 aircraft being returned to the lessor.  As of December 31, 2010
the Company had recorded a liability for return conditions of $1.9 million for one Q400 aircraft. The Company will record a liability for lease return
conditions for the remaining leased aircraft once it is probable and estimable. 

Future minimum payments under non-cancelable operating leases are as follows for the years ending December 31 (in millions):
 

 Aircraft  Other  Total
2012 $ 254.3  $ 21.4  $ 275.7
2013 243.0  21.8  264.8
2014 225.6  18.6  244.2
2015 208.7  13.1  221.8
2016 181.0  10.5  191.5
Thereafter 396.4  47.8  444.2

Total $ 1,509.0  $ 133.2  $ 1,642.2

As of December 31, 2011, the Company has subleased eleven E145 aircraft to a foreign airline. As of December 31, 2011, the total amount of
minimum rentals to be received in the future under non-cancelable subleases is $48.0 million.  During the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010, and 2009,
the Company recognized $13.2 million, $14.7 million and $12.2 million, respectively, of sublease income that is included in cargo and other revenue in the
consolidated statements of operations.

As of December 31, 2011, the Company had firm orders to purchase forty CS300 aircraft that have scheduled delivery dates beginning in early
2015 and continuing through 2017, and sixty Airbus NEO 320 aircraft and twenty Airbus NEO 319 aircraft that have scheduled delivery dates beginning in
early 2016, and continuing through 2021. The Company also has a commitment to acquire eight spare aircraft engines and expects to take delivery of two
engines in 2012, two engines in 2015, three engines in 2016, and one engine beyond 2017. 
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Future contractual obligations for aircraft and other equipment under firm order (in millions):

 Payments Due By Period

 
          Beyond   

2012  2013  2014  2015  2016  2017  Total
Debt or lease financed aircraft under
purchase obligations $ 13.0  $ 68.0  $ 0.5  $ 792.2  $ 1,065.9  $ 948.5  $ 2,888.1
Engines under firm orders 9.1  —  —  14.0  21.0  7.0  51.1
Total contractual obligations for aircraft
and engines $ 22.1  $ 68.0  $ 0.5  $ 806.2  $ 1,086.9  $ 955.5  $ 2,939.2

12. CONTINGENCIES

We are subject to certain legal and administrative actions, which we consider routine to our business activities. Management believes that the ultimate
outcome of any pending legal matters will not have a material adverse effect on our financial position, liquidity or results of operations. 

As previously announced on May 3, 2011, we have undertaken a restructuring initiative at Frontier aimed at reducing costs by an aggregate of $120
million. On June 10, 2011, Frontier reached a tentative agreement with the Frontier pilots (the “Pilots”) then represented by the Frontier Airlines Pilot
Association ("FAPA"), pursuant to which FAPA agreed in principle to the restructuring of certain wages and benefits. On June 17, 2011, the tentative
agreement was ratified by the Pilots.

The restructuring agreement included, among other things, (i) the postponement of certain pay increases, (ii) reduced Company contributions to the
Pilots' 401(k) plan, (iii) reduced accruals for vacation days and sick days and (iv) an extension of the collective bargaining agreement by two years
(collectively, the "Investment"). In exchange for the Investment, the Frontier pilots will receive an equity stake in Frontier valued at $7.2 million, which vests
over the term of the agreement. The Company has agreed to certain other conditions which must be met during the term to continue the Investment by the
Frontier pilots. Those conditions include aircraft growth at Frontier, a liquidity raise, subject to suitable market conditions, of at least $70 million by the
Company through debt offerings, assets sales, or other financings, material execution of Frontier's restructuring program by the end of 2011, and a good faith
effort by the Company to attract equity investment(s) in Frontier that would reduce the Company's ownership of Frontier to a minority interest by December
31, 2014. In addition, the Company has agreed to establish a profit sharing program for Frontier employees. As of December 31, 2011, the Company remains
in compliance with these conditions.

On June 28, 2011, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Airline Division (the "IBT") replaced FAPA as the representative of Frontier pilots
when the IBT was certified as the exclusive bargaining representative of the pilots. On August 3, 2011 the IBT filed suit against the Company and Frontier
seeking to have the restructuring agreement declared null and void or, alternatively, seeking that the IBT, manage the equity investment of the Frontier pilots
and due to accusations that the Company interfered with the election process.

We believe that these allegations are baseless and that we did not interfere in the election process, which in fact the IBT won. We intend to vigorously
defend ourselves and Frontier against this complaint, but there can be no assurance that we will be successful. If we are not successful and the restructuring
agreement with our Frontier pilots is declared null and void, Frontier would lose approximately $9 million to $10 million in annual cost savings on average
over the next four years, which may have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition or results of operations.

As of December 31, 2011, approximately 56% of the Company's workforce is employed under union contracts. The union contract for our pilots
and our flight attendants, except Frontier’s pilots, is currently amendable. The union contracts for our mechanics and tool room attendants, dispatchers, and
our material specialists are amendable in 2012.

13. CAPITAL STOCK AND STOCK OPTIONS

In November 2010, the Company's Board of Directors authorized the sale of 13.8 million shares. The Company received net proceeds from this
offering of $101.9 million after deducting underwriting discounts, commissions and transaction expenses. We used the net proceeds from this offering of the
common stock for general corporate purposes, including to finance a portion
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of our Embraer 190 aircraft, and to increase our liquidity position.

The following table summarizes common stock activity for the years ended December 31, 2011, 2010, and 2009:

(in millions) Common Stock
 2011 2010 2009
Beginning Balance 48.2 34.6 34.6
Stock offering — 13.8 —
Shares issued for stock options exercised — 0.3 —
Vesting of restricted stock and other 0.2 (0.5) —
Ending Balance 48.4 48.2 34.6

Employee Stock Options
 

The 2002 and 2007 Equity Incentive Plan provides for the granting of up to 5,000,000 shares of our common stock of which 190,547 and 899,542
shares, respectively, remain available for issuance under the plan as of December 31, 2011. Stock options granted typically vest ratably over the term of the
employment agreements or between 36 and 48 months and are granted with exercise prices equal to market prices on the date of grant. The options normally
expire ten years from the date of grant.  Options are typically granted to officers and key employees selected by the Compensation Committee of the Board of
Directors and have exercise prices ranging from $3.85 to $20.27.

Non-employee Director Stock Options  
 

The Company also granted options for non-employee directors on the day prior to commencement of the Company’s initial public offering at a price
equal to the fair market value of the common stock on the date of the grant. These options vested over a 3 year period with 1/24 of the shares vesting monthly
for the first 12 months and 1/48 of the shares vesting monthly over the remaining 24 months. Additionally, non-employee directors receive 2,500 options on
the first trading day after each annual meeting of stockholders at which he or she is re-elected as a non-employee director. These options vest ratably over 12
months of continuous service. The non-employee options are exercisable until 10 years from the date of grant. 

 
The following table summarizes option activity under the stock option plans as of December 31, 2011:
 

 Options  

Weighted
Average

Exercise Price  
Aggregate

Intrinsic Value  

Weighted Average
Contractual Term

(in years)
Outstanding at January 1, 2011 5,289,919  $ 12.69     
Granted 75,000  5.04     
Exercised —  —     
Forfeited (855,082)  13.23     
Outstanding at December 31, 2011 4,509,837  $ 12.46  $ —  6.31
        
Vested or expected to vest at December 31, 2011 4,379,286  $ 12.68  $ —  6.20
        
Exercisable at December 31, 2011 3,514,492  $ 14.27  $ —  5.72
 

The intrinsic value of options exercised during the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010 and 2009 was not material.

There were 3,235,752 and 2,744,940 options exercisable at December 31, 2010 and 2009, respectively. The weighted average exercise price for the
options exercisable at December 31, 2010 and 2009 was $15.67 and $16.03, respectively. The remaining contractual life for the options outstanding at
December 31, 2010 and 2009 was 6.30 years and 7.08 years, respectively.

During the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010 and 2009, $3.2 million ($1.9 million net of tax), $2.9 million ($1.7 million net of tax) and $4.2
million ($2.6 million net of tax), respectively, was charged to expense relating to the stock option plans. The Company has a policy of issuing new common
shares to satisfy the exercise of stock options.  At December 31, 2011
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there was $2.4 million of unrecognized stock-based employee compensation expense for unvested stock options, and the expected remaining expense period is
3.0 years. The Company did not recognize excess tax benefits related to stock option exercises in 2011,  2010 or 2009 since the Company did not have taxable
income during these years.

The weighted average grant date fair value of options granted in 2011,  2010 and 2009 was $2.41, $3.15, and $2.32, respectively. The Company
estimates the fair value of stock options issued using the Black-Scholes option pricing model. Expected volatilities are based on the historical volatility of the
Company’s stock and other factors. The Company uses historical data to estimate option exercises and employee terminations within the valuation model.
Dividends were based on an estimated dividend yield. The risk-free rates for the periods within the contractual life of the option are based on the U.S.
Treasury rates in effect at the time of the grant. The forfeiture rate is based on historical information and management’s best estimate of future forfeitures. The
expected term of options granted is derived from historical exercise experience and represents the period of time the Company expects options granted to be
outstanding. Option valuation models require the input of subjective assumptions including the expected volatility and lives. Actual values of grants could
vary significantly from the results of the calculations.

The following assumptions were used to value stock option grants during the following periods:
 

 December 31,
 2011  2010  2009
Dividend yield —  —  —
Expected volatility 60%-61%  60%-61%  58%-63%
Risk-free interest rate 1.2%-2.0%  1.2%-2.0%  2.2%-2.9%
Expected life (in years) 4-5  4-5  4-5

Restricted Stock Grants

Restricted stock awards have been granted to certain of our officers, directors, and key employees.  Restricted stock awards are grants of shares of
our common stock which typically vest over time (generally three or four years).
 

Compensation expense for our restricted stock grants was $2.4 million, $1.2 million, and $1.0 million during the years ended December 31, 2011,
2010 and 2009, respectively.  As of December 31, 2011, we have $2.4 million in total unrecognized future compensation expense that will be recognized over
the next three or four years relating to awards for 351,792 restricted shares which were issued but which had not yet vested.

 
A summary of restricted stock activity under the aforementioned plan is as follows:
 

 
Restricted Stock

 Awards
Unvested at January 1, 2011 556,250
Vested (239,446)
Issued 50,000
Surrendered (15,012)
Unvested at December 31, 2011 351,792

The grant date weighted-average fair value per share of restricted stock awards granted during the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010, and 2009,
was $5.39, $6.32 and $8.59, respectively.  The total fair value of shares vested during the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010, and 2009, was $1.4
million, $1.2 million, and $1.0 million, respectively.
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14. INCOME TAXES

The components of the provision for income tax (benefit) expense for the years ended December 31 are as follows (in millions):
 

 2011  2010  2009
Federal:      
Current $ (0.1)  $ (2.1)  $ —
Deferred (78.2)  (2.8)  92.9
Total Federal (78.3)  (4.9)  92.9
State:      
Current 0.2  0.1  (1.1)
Deferred (11.9)  (1.3)  8.0
Total State (11.7)  (1.2)  6.9
      
Valuation allowance (0.6)  (3.4)  (0.8)
Expense for uncertain tax positions —  1.8  0.8
Income tax (benefit) expense $ (90.6)  $ (7.7)  $ 99.8

A reconciliation of income tax (benefit) expense at the applicable federal statutory income tax rate to the tax provision as reported for the years ended
December 31 are as follows (in millions):

 

 2011  2010  2009
Federal income tax (benefit) expense at statutory rate $ (84.8)  $ (7.5)  $ 47.7
State income tax (benefit) expense, net of federal benefit (expense) (7.3)  (0.7)  4.1
Goodwill impairment —  —  43.2
Valuation allowance (0.6)  (3.4)  (0.8)
Other 2.1  3.9  5.6
Income tax (benefit) expense $ (90.6)  $ (7.7)  $ 99.8
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The components of deferred tax assets and liabilities as of December 31 are as follows (in millions):
 

 2011  2010
DEFERRED TAX ASSETS:    
Current:    
Deferred frequent flyer revenue $ 25.9  $ 19.3
Nondeductible reserves and accruals 23.4  18.7
Total 49.3  38.0
Valuation allowance (14.0)  (10.9)
    
Total current deferred tax assets $ 35.3  $ 27.1
    
Noncurrent:    
Nondeductible accruals and deferred revenue $ 43.9  $ 49.1
Deferred frequent flyer revenue 25.9  38.9
Federal and state net operating loss carryforwards, net of liability for uncertain tax positions 483.6  449.0
AMT credits 6.4  8.2
Prepaid rent 4.4  —
Deferred credits and sale leaseback gain 17.7  21.9
Other 13.2  14.7
Total 595.1  581.8
Valuation allowance (168.5)  (156.0)
    
Total noncurrent deferred tax assets 426.6  425.8
    
DEFERRED TAX LIABILITIES:    
Noncurrent:    
Other intangible assets, including slot amortization (29.9)  (45.8)
Maintenance deposits (54.1)  (54.8)
Deferred rent —  (20.2)
Stock basis difference in subsidiary from gain on bargain purchase (77.4)  (77.4)
Accelerated depreciation and fixed asset basis differences for tax purposes    (618.4)  (662.3)
    
Total noncurrent deferred tax liabilities (779.8)  (860.5)
Total net noncurrent deferred tax liabilities $ (353.2)  $ (434.7)

The Company monitors ongoing tax cases related to its unrecognized tax benefits. None of the unrecognized tax benefits as of December 31, 2011, if
recognized, would affect the effective tax rate. The following table reconciles the Company’s tax liability for uncertain tax positions for the year ended
December 31 (in millions): 

 2011  2010  2009
Balance at January 1, $ 8.1  $ 6.3  $ 5.3
Additions based on tax positions taken in current year —  —  0.8
Additions based on acquisitions in current year —  —  0.2
Additions for tax positions taken in prior years —  2.0  —
Reductions for tax positions of prior years —  (0.2)  —
Settlements with tax authorities —  —  —
Balance at December 31, $ 8.1  $ 8.1  $ 6.3
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The following table reconciles the Company’s valuation allowance for the year ended December 31 (in millions):
 

 2011  2010  2009
Balance at January 1, $ 166.9  $ 200.9  $ 9.5
Additions based on current year acquisitions and 382 limitation —  —  192.2
Additions based on filing the final pre-acquisition tax returns for Midwest and Frontier 16.2  5.7  —
Reduction of net operating losses previously reserved that were forgone in tax return filings —  (36.3)  —
Additions (deductions) for change in current year analysis (0.6)  (3.4)  (0.8)
Balance at December 31, $ 182.5  $ 166.9  $ 200.9

During 2009, Republic acquired Midwest and Frontier. The future use of the net operating losses (“NOLs”) acquired from both companies are
limited based on Internal Revenue Code Section 382 due to the change in control that occurred from the acquisitions. Management evaluated the deferred tax
assets and determined that more likely than not, certain deferred tax assets would not be utilized and therefore a valuation allowance was required. The net
operating losses generated by the Company after the change in control date do not have a related valuation allowance. In conjunction with filing the 2009 tax
returns during 2010 for Frontier, the Company decided to forgo $104 million of the net operating losses that were acquired from Frontier. The Company
reduced the deferred tax asset for these net operating losses as well as the related valuation allowance when the tax returns were filed during 2010. This
adjustment was accounted for as an adjustment to the opening balance sheet for Frontier as a reduction to the net operating losses acquired and a decrease in the
opening valuation allowance. As of December 31, 2011, the Company has federal NOL carryforwards totaling $1.4 billion, which begin expiring in 2015,
and of which approximately $408.0 million are not expected to be realized prior to expiration mostly due to the limitations under Internal Revenue Code Section
382. Therefore, a valuation allowance has been recorded for these net operating loss carryforwards. In 2011, the Company increased the deferred tax asset for
pre-acquisition costs and net operating losses and increased the valuation allowance by the same amount.

    
Deferred tax assets include benefits expected to be realized from the utilization of alternative minimum tax (“AMT”) credit carryforwards of $6.4

million, which do not expire. A valuation allowance of $5.5 million has been recorded against AMT credit carryforwards that were acquired during 2009 as
these credits are not expected to be realized.

In connection with Midwest's initial public offering in 1995 (the “Offering”), Midwest and Kimberly-Clark entered into a Tax Allocation and
Separation Agreement (“Tax Agreement”). Pursuant to the Tax Agreement, Midwest is treated for tax purposes as if it purchased all of Midwest's assets at the
time of the Offering, and as a result, the tax basis of Midwest's assets were increased to the deemed purchase price of the assets. The tax on the amount of the
gain on the deemed asset purchase was paid by Kimberly-Clark. Midwest would pay to Kimberly-Clark 90% of the amount of the tax benefit associated with
this additional basis (retaining 10% of the tax benefit). In the event of certain business combinations or other acquisitions involving Midwest, tax benefit
amounts thereafter will not take into account, under certain circumstances, income, losses, credits, or carryovers of businesses other than those historically
conducted by Midwest. These tax benefits will not be realized by the Company as the losses are limited based on Section 382 and a full valuation allowance
has been recorded for these NOLs. Therefore, management has determined that no liability is necessary related to this Tax Agreement.

The Company's federal income tax returns for tax years after 1998 remain subject to examination by the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) and state
taxing jurisdictions. The Company is currently under Internal Revenue Service audit for the 2009 tax year. Any adjustments could potentially increase or
decrease the Company's net operating loss and change the FIN 48 liability. It is expected that the audit will be completed during 2012 and the Company's
NOL's from prior tax years would remain subject to examination by major tax jurisdictions due to our net operating loss carryforwards.

 15. RETIREMENT AND BENEFIT PLANS

Defined Contributions Plans  — The Company has defined contribution retirement plans covering substantially all eligible employees.  The
Company matches up to 6% of eligible employees' wages. Employees are generally vested in matching contributions after three years of service with the
Company. Employees are also permitted to make pre-tax contributions of up to 90% (up to the annual Internal Revenue Code limit) and after-tax contributions
of up to 10% of their annual compensation. The Company's expense under this plan was $9.6 million, $8.2 million, and $3.8 million for the years ended
December 31, 2011, 2010 and 2009, respectively.
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Frontier also has established the Frontier Airlines, Inc. Pilots Retirement Plan (the “FAPA Plan”) for pilots covered under the collective bargaining

agreement with the Frontier Airlines Pilots’ Association. The FAPA Plan is a defined contribution retirement plan.  Frontier contributes up to 6% of each eligible
and active participant’s compensation.  Contributions begin after a pilot has reached two years of service and the contributions vest immediately.  Participants
are entitled to begin receiving distributions of all vested amounts beginning at age 59 ½.  During the period from October 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009,
Frontier recognized compensation expense associated with the contributions to the FAPA Plan of $1.1 million. The recognized compensation expense for the
years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010 was $4.1 million and $2.3 million, respectively.

Qualified Defined Benefit Plan  — Midwest has one qualified defined benefit plan, the Pilots’ Supplemental Pension Plan, as of December 31,
2011. This plan provides retirement benefits to Midwest pilots covered by their collective bargaining agreement. As a result of the remeasurement on the
acquisition date of July 31, 2009, all previously existing unrecognized net actuarial gains or losses and unrecognized prior service costs were eliminated for the
plan as of July 31, 2009.  

The following table  sets forth the status of the plan for the year ended December 31, 2011 and 2010 (in millions):

 
Midwest Qualified

Defined-Benefit Plan

 Years Ended December 31,

Period From
August 1 to
December

Change in Projected Benefit Obligation 2011 2010 2009
Net benefit obligation — beginning of period $ 14.0 $ 11.4 $ 9.7
Service cost — — 0.2
Interest cost 0.7 0.7 0.3
Actuarial gain 1.6 2.1 (0.1)
Gross benefits paid (0.4) (0.2) (0.1)
Curtailments — — 1.4
Net projected obligation — end of period $ 15.9 $ 14.0 $ 11.4
    
Change in Plan Assets    
    
Fair value of assets — beginning of period $ 10.1 $ 9.0 $ 8.3
Actual return on plan assets (0.3) 1.3 0.8
Employer contribution 0.7 — —
Gross benefits paid (0.4) (0.2) (0.1)
Fair value of plan assets — end of period $ 10.1 $ 10.1 $ 9.0
Accrued benefit liability (recorded in deferred credits and other noncurrent liabilities) $ (5.8) $ (3.9) $ (2.4)
 

The accumulated benefit obligation as of December 31, 2011 and 2010 is $15.9 million and $14.0 million, respectively.  The net periodic benefit
cost of the defined benefit pension plan for the years ended December 31, 2011, 2010, and 2009 was not material. The unamortized net loss, included in
accumulated other comprehensive loss as of December 31, 2011 and 2010 was $4.1 million (net of tax of $2.6 million) and $1.5 million (net of tax of $0.9
million), respectively. There was no unamortized net gain or loss as of December 31, 2009.

Expected Cash Flows  – In 2012, no significant employer contributions are expected for the defined benefit plan.  Total future benefit payments are
expected to be approximately $8.5 million over the next several years.

 
Other Midwest Plans — Midwest provided certain other benefits to its employees. During 2009, curtailment gains of $8.6 million were recognized

as a reduction to wages and benefits expense in the consolidated statements of operations due to employee layoffs, furloughs, and other workforce reductions,
and reduced the obligation as of December 31, 2009 to $0.2 million. During 2010, these plans were terminated and the impact to the Company's financial
condition or results of operations was not material. 
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16. INTEGRATION COSTS

As a result of the Company's acquisitions of Midwest and Frontier during 2009, the Company has aligned its operations to integrate the business
models. These integration costs were all incurred as part of our branded segment and classified as the following: fleet transition and other integration costs,
severance, and asset impairment and loss on disposal or sale of assets. Costs are presented in the table below:

         

  
Fleet Transition and

Other Integration  Severance  Total  

Asset
Impairment and
Loss on Disposal
or Sale of Assets

         

Accrual balances as of January 1, 2009  $ —  $ —  $ —   
Severance    7.0  7.0   
Other impairment and charges  —  —  —  $ 6.8
Total expense  —  7.0  7.0   
Cash paid    (5.8)  (5.8)   
Accrual balances as of December 31, 2009  $ —  $ 1.2  $ 1.2   
Severance  —  15.5  15.5   
Other impairment and charges  25.0  —  25.0  $ 25.3
Total expense  25.0  15.5  40.5   
Cash paid  (22.8)  (15.9)  (38.7)   
Accrual balances as of December 31, 2010  2.2  0.8  3.0   
Severance  —  0.2  0.2   
Other impairment and charges  0.3  —  0.3  $ 39.8
Total expense  0.3  0.2  0.5   
Cash paid  (2.5)  (1.0)  (3.5)   
Accrual balances as of December 31, 2011  $ —  $ —  $ —   
         

Fleet transition and other integration costs include the expenses to restore the Airbus A318 and Bombardier Q400 aircraft to the agreed upon return
condition per the contract and lease termination costs. These costs are recorded in other operating expenses. Severance expenses are a result of the integration of
certain back office functions, as well as system and vendor consolidations and are recorded in other operating expenses. The asset impairment and loss on
disposal or sale of assets are due to the write-off of certain trade names and other assets, and maintenance deposits that were forfeited and are recorded in other
impairment charges or other expense. The accrual balance for the costs listed above are recorded in accrued liabilities in the consolidated balance sheets as of
December 31, 2011 and 2010. The Company does not anticipate any further costs associated with the integration.
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17. OPERATING SEGMENT INFORMATION

ASC Topic 280, “Segments Reporting,” requires disclosures related to components of a company for which separate financial information is
available that is evaluated regularly by a company’s chief operating decision maker in deciding the allocation of resources and assessing performance. The
Company concluded that it has three reportable segments, fixed-fee service, branded passenger service, and other.

Fixed-fee services are typically operated under an agreement with a domestic network airline partner.  As of December 31, 2011, substantially all
fixed-fee service revenues are derived from code-share agreements with US Airways, Delta, American, United, and Continental.  Termination of any of these
code-share agreements could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s financial position, results of operations and cash flows.  During the years ended
December 31, 2011,  2010, and 2009, Delta was approximately 20%, 18% and 19%, US Airways was approximately 36%, 38%, and 33%, and United was
approximately 33%, 31%, and 29% of the Company’s fixed-fee service revenue, respectively.  During the year ended December 31, 2009, the Company
recorded an impairment of goodwill and other impairment charges of $13.3 million, related to the fixed-fee service segment.

 
The Company’s branded operations relate to the passenger service revenues and expenses generated under the Company’s brands: Frontier and

Midwest.  During the years ended December 31, 2010 and 2009, the Company recorded an impairment of goodwill and other impairment charges of $11.5
million and $100.4 million, respectively, related to the branded operations segment. As a result of the purchase allocation from the acquisition of Frontier, the
Company recognized a gain on bargain purchase of $203.7 million related to the branded operations segment in 2009.

 
The Other segment consists of slot leasing activities, charter operations, and idle or unallocated aircraft not currently assigned to the fixed-fee or

branded operations.  The Other segment also includes the activities associated with subleasing activities, and the related aircraft rents, depreciation expense
and interest expense on idle, unallocated, or subleased aircraft.

 
The Company evaluates segment performance based on several factors, of which the primary financial measure is income (loss) before income taxes.

However, the Company does not manage the business or allocate resources solely based on segment operating income or loss, and scheduling decisions of the
Company’s chief operating decision maker are based on each segment’s contribution to the overall network.  All intersegment revenues and expenses are
eliminated within the segments.  Total operating revenues of fixed-fee service and branded passenger service include some amounts classified as cargo and
other revenue on consolidated statements of operations.  The Company allocates assets and liabilities by aircraft assigned to each segment.
 

Segment financial information for the years ended December 31, 2011, 2010, and 2009 for the Company’s operating segments is as follows (in
millions): 

Year Ended December 31, 2011  Fixed-fee  Branded  Other  Total
Total operating revenue  $ 1,080.2  $ 1,765.4  $ 18.9  $ 2,864.5
Aircraft fuel  102.5  718.6  —  821.1
Depreciation and amortization  130.8  63.3  6.1  200.2
Other impairment charge 2  160.0  8.3  22.8  191.1
Income (loss) before income taxes  (89.4)  (135.5)  (17.5)  (242.4)
Total assets1  2,294.5  1,487.7  119.5  3,901.7
Total debt1  1,795.1  455.9  108.1  2,359.1
 
1The aircraft that are currently listed as spares at the Company are classified in the fixed-fee segment for assets and debt. These aircraft operated throughout
December and therefore the Company believes that the appropriate classification is the fixed-fee segment.

2 In December 2011, we recorded a $191.1 million impairment charge primarily related to our decision to substantially reduce the flying completed by the ERJ
135/140/145 fleet over the next year by temporarily parking these aircraft. In evaluating these aircraft and other equipment for impairment, we estimated their
fair value by utilizing a market approach considering (1) published market data generally accepted in the airline industry, (2) recent market transactions,
where available, and (3) the overall condition and age of the aircraft and other equipment. During the year ended December 31, 2011, the Company recorded
impairment of $160.0 million on aircraft and other equipment in the fixed fee business, $22.8 million on aircraft that are operated for charter service in the
other segment, $5.1 million of impairment on assets held for sale in the branded segment, and $3.2 million of impairment on inventory related to branded
aircraft.
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Year Ended December 31, 2010  Fixed-fee  Branded  Other  Total
Total operating revenue  $ 1,030.4  $ 1,604.5  $ 18.8  $ 2,653.7
Aircraft fuel  67.6  549.2  0.1  616.9
Depreciation and amortization  124.4  73.4  6.7  204.5
Other impairment charge  —  11.5  —  11.5
Income (loss) before income taxes  77.2  (99.4)  0.7  (21.5)
Total assets  2,812.2  1,324.0  212.5  4,348.7
Total debt  2,238.7  249.7  89.3  2,577.7
 

Year Ended December 31, 2009  Fixed-fee  Brand  Other  Total
Total operating revenue  $ 1,180.4  $ 444.3  $ 17.5  $ 1,642.2
Aircraft fuel  91.3  144.9  0.4  236.6
Depreciation and amortization  132.4  21.9  9.3  163.6
Other impairment charge  —  8.8  —  8.8
Income (loss) before income taxes  86.7  57.9  (8.4)  136.2
Total assets  2,549  1,672.7  228.8  4,450.5
Total debt  1,830.7  780.2  193.3  2,804.2
 
 18. VALUATION AND QUALIFYING ACCOUNTS

(amounts in millions)
Description  

Balance at
Beginning of

Year  

Additions
Charged to

Expense  Deductions  
Balance at End of

Year
Allowance for doubtful accounts receivables:         
12/31/2011  $ 1.2  $ —  $ (0.6) (1) $ 0.6
12/31/2010  0.7  1.7  (1.2) (1) 1.2
12/31/2009  2.0  0.3  (1.6) (1) 0.7
         

Valuation allowance on notes receivable:         
12/31/2011  $ —  $ —  $ — $ —
12/31/2010  —  —  —  —
12/31/2009  1.5  3.0  (4.5) (2) —
 

(1)  Uncollectible accounts written off net of recoveries, if any.  

(2)  Valuation allowance from Mokulele notes receivable was eliminated upon consolidation of Mokulele.

19. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

On January 26, 2012, Republic Airways Holdings Inc. (the “Company”) announced the appointment of David Siegel as CEO, President, and
interim Chief Operating Officer of Frontier Airlines, Inc. (“Frontier”), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company, effective January 30, 2012.
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ITEM 9. CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
 
Not applicable
 
ITEM 9A. CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES
 
Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures.
 

We maintain "disclosure controls and procedures", as such term is defined under Securities Exchange Act Rule 13a-15(e), that are designed to ensure
that information required to be disclosed in our Exchange Act reports is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in the
SEC's rules and forms, and that such information is accumulated and communicated to our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief
Financial Officer, as appropriate, to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosures. In designing and evaluating the disclosure controls and procedures,
our management recognized that any controls and procedures, no matter how well designed and operated, can provide only reasonable assurance of achieving
the desired control objectives and our management necessarily was required to apply its judgment in evaluating the cost-benefit relationship of possible controls
and procedures. We have carried out an evaluation, as of the end of the period covered by this report, under the supervision and with the participation of our
management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, of the effectiveness of the design and operation of our disclosure controls and
procedures. Based upon their evaluation and subject to the foregoing, the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that our disclosure
controls and procedures were effective.

Changes in Internal Control

During the quarter ended December 31, 2011, we did not make any changes in our internal control over financial reporting that have materially
affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.

 
Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
 

Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting, as such term is defined in Rules 13a-
15(f) and 15d-15(f) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Our internal control over financial reporting is designed to provide reasonable assurance
regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America.
 

Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Projections of any evaluation of
effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance
with the policies may deteriorate.
 

Under the supervision and with the participation of the Company’s Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, the Company’s
management conducted an evaluation of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2011 using the criteria issued by
the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission in Internal Control-Integrated Framework . Based on that evaluation, the
Company’s management concluded that our internal control over financial reporting was effective as of December 31, 2011.

The Company's effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2011 has been audited by Deloitte & Touche LLP,
an independent registered public accounting firm, which also audited our Consolidated Financial Statements. Deloitte & Touche LLP’s report on the
Company's effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting appears on page 53.

Our independent registered public accountants, Deloitte & Touche LLP, audited the consolidated financial statements included in this annual report
on Form 10-K and have issued an attestation report on the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2011, which is
included in Part II, Item 8 of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION
 
Not applicable.
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PART III
 

ITEM 10. DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Directors

The information set forth under the caption "Proposal No. 1—Election of Directors" in the Company's definitive Proxy Statement to be used in
connection with the 2012 Annual Meeting of Stockholders is incorporated herein by reference. 

 
Executive Officers

See "Part I—Executive Officers of the Company."
 
Code of Ethics
 

We have adopted a Code of Ethics within the meaning of Item 406(b) of SEC Regulation S-K. This Code of Ethics applies to our principal executive
officer, principal financial officer and principal accounting officer. This Code of Ethics is publicly available on our website at www.rjet.com. If we make
substantive amendments to this Code of Ethics or grant any waiver, including any implicit waiver, we will disclose the nature of such amendment or waiver
on our website or in a report on Form 8-K within four days of such amendment or waiver.

Section 16(a) Beneficial Ownership Reporting Compliance
 

Section 16(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), requires the Company’s executive officers and directors,
and persons who beneficially own more than ten percent of the Company’s common stock, to file initial reports of ownership and reports of changes in
ownership with the SEC and the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. Executive officers, directors, and greater than ten percent beneficial owners
are required by SEC regulations to furnish the Company with copies of all Section 16(a) forms they file. Based upon a review of the copies of such forms
furnished to the Company and written representations from the Company’s executive officers, directors and greater than ten percent beneficial owners, we
believe that during fiscal 2011 all Section 16(a) filing requirements applicable to our executive officers, directors and greater than ten percent beneficial owners
were complied with except for two late filings with respect to transactions by each of Robert H. Cooper and Bryan K. Bedford.

 
Corporate Governance
 

The information set forth under the caption "Corporate Governance" in the Company's definitive Proxy Statement to be used in connection with the
2012 Annual Meeting of Shareholders is incorporated herein by reference.
 

ITEM 11. EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

The information set forth under the caption "Executive Compensation" in the Company's definitive Proxy Statement to be used in connection with the
2012 Annual Meeting of Stockholders is incorporated herein by reference. 

ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED STOCKHOLDER
MATTERS
 

The information set forth under the caption "Beneficial Ownership of Common Stock by Certain Stockholders and Management" in the Company's
definitive Proxy Statement to be used in connection with the 2012 Annual Meeting of Stockholders is incorporated herein by reference. 
 

ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS, AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE
 

The information set forth under the captions "Compensation Committee Interlocks and Insider Participation" and "Certain Relationships and Related
Transactions" in the Company's definitive Proxy Statement to be used in connection with the 2012 Annual Meeting of Stockholders is incorporated herein by
reference.
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ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING FEES AND SERVICES

The information set forth under "Audit Matters" in the Company's definitive proxy statement to be used in connection with the 2012 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders is incorporated herein by reference.
 

PART IV
 
ITEM 15. EXHIBITS, FINANCIAL STATEMENTS SCHEDULES
 
(a)  Documents filed as part of this report:
 

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm, Financial Statements: Consolidated Balance Sheets as of December 31, 2011 and 2010,
Consolidated Statements of Operations for the years ended December 31, 2011,  2010 and 2009, Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the years ended
December 31, 2011,  2010 and 2009, Consolidated Statements of Stockholders’ Equity and Comprehensive Income (Loss) for the years ended December 31,
2011,  2010 and 2009 and Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.

 
(b)  Exhibits
  

Exhibit No. Description
1.1 Form of Purchase Agreement.(viii)
1.2 Underwriting Agreement, dated as of November 11, 2010, by and among the Company, Goldman, Sachs & Co. and Deutsche Bank

Securities, as representatives of the underwriters named therein. (xlvi)
3.1 Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation.(i)
3.2 Amended and Restated Bylaws.(l)
4.1 Specimen Stock Certificate.(i)
10.1 2002 Equity Incentive Plan.(xxiv)
10.1(a) Restricted Stock Agreement.(xx)
10.1(b) 2007 Equity Incentive Plan.(xxiv)
10.2 Form of Option Agreement for Non-Employee Directors.(i)
10.3 Form of Option Agreement for Officers.(i)
10.3(a) Stock Option Agreement Pursuant to the Republic Airways Holdings Inc. 2002 Equity Incentive Plan, by and between Republic Airways

Holdings Inc. and Bryan K. Bedford, dated as of December 27, 2004.(v)
10.3(b) Stock Option Agreement Pursuant to the Republic Airways Holdings Inc. 2002 Equity Incentive Plan, by and between Republic Airways

Holdings Inc. and Bryan K. Bedford, dated as of December 27, 2004.(v)
10.3(c) Stock Option Agreement Pursuant to the Republic Airways Holdings Inc. 2002 Equity Incentive Plan, by and between Republic Airways

Holdings Inc. and Robert Hal Cooper, dated as of December 27, 2004.(v)
10.3(d) Stock Option Agreement Pursuant to the Republic Airways Holdings Inc. 2002 Equity Incentive Plan, by and between Republic Airways

Holdings Inc. and Robert Hal Cooper, dated as of December 27, 2004.(v)
10.3(e) Stock Option Agreement Pursuant to the Republic Airways Holdings Inc. 2002 Equity Incentive Plan, by and between Republic Airways

Holdings Inc. and Wayne C. Heller, dated as of December 27, 2004.(v)
10.3(f) Stock Option Agreement Pursuant to the Republic Airways Holdings Inc. 2002 Equity Incentive Plan, by and between Republic Airways

Holdings Inc. and Wayne C. Heller, dated as of December 27, 2004.(xxiii)
10.4† Amended and Restated Regional Jet Air Services Agreement, dated as of June 12, 2002, by and between AMR Corporation and Chautauqua

Airlines, Inc.(i)
10.4(a) Letter Agreement between AMR Corporation and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. dated July 30, 2002.(i)
10.4(b)† Side Letter Agreement, dated as of March 26, 2003, by and between AMR Corporation and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc.(i)
10.4(c)† Amendment to Amended and Restated Air Services Agreement, by and between AMR Corporation and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

October 28, 2003.(i)
10.4(d)† Amendment to the Amended and Restated Air Services Agreement, by and between AMR Corporation and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as

of October 23, 2008. (xxxiii)
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10.5 Office Lease Agreement, by and between College Park Plaza, LLC and Republic Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of April 23, 2004.(i)
10.6† Chautauqua Jet Service Agreement, by and between US Airways, Inc. and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of March 19, 1999.(i)
10.6(a)† First Amendment to the Chautauqua Jet Service Agreement, by and between US Airways, Inc. and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

September 6, 2000.(i)
10.6(b)† Second Amendment to the Chautauqua Jet Service Agreement, by and between US Airways, Inc. and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

September 20, 2000.(i)
10.6(c)† Third Amendment to the Chautauqua Jet Service Agreement, by and between US Airways, Inc. and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

July 11, 2001.(i)
10.6(d)† Fourth Amendment to the Chautauqua Jet Service Agreement, by and between US Airways, Inc. and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

December 18, 2002.(i)
10.6(e)† Amended and Restated Chautauqua Jet Service Agreement between US Airways, Inc. and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. dated April

26, 2005.(xiii)
10.6(f)† First Amendment to Amended and Restated Chautauqua Jet Service Agreement, by and between US Airways, Inc. and Chautauqua Airlines,

Inc., dated as of July 21, 2006.(xix)
10.7 Agreement between Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and Teamsters Airline Division Local 747 representing the Pilots of Chautauqua Airlines, dated

as of October 17, 2003.(i)
10.8 Agreement between Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and the Flight Attendants of Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. as represented by the Airline Division,

International Brotherhood of Teamsters, AFL-CIO, dated as of March 9, 1999.(i)
10.9 Agreement between Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and the Flight Dispatchers in the employ of Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. as represented by

Transport Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO, dated as of June 1, 2007.(xxvi)
10.10 Agreement between Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and the Passenger and Fleet Service Employees in the service of Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. as

represented by the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, dated as of December 15, 1999.(i)
10.11 Agreement among Republic Airways Holdings Inc., Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and Solitair Corp., dated as of February 12, 2002.(i)
10.12† EMB-145LR Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement Number GCT-025/98, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica

S.A. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of April 19, 2002.(i)
10.12(a)† Partial Assignment and Assumption of Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Solitair

Corp., and consented to by Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of April 18, 2002.(i)
10.12(b)† Amendment Number 1 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98 between Republic Airways Holdings Inc and Embraer-

Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of June 7, 2002.(i)
10.12(c)† Amendment Number 2 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de

Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of July 25, 2002.(i)
10.12(d)† Amendment Number 3 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de

Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of December 18, 2002.(i)
10.12(e)† Amendment Number 4 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de

Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of May 30, 2003.(i)
10.12(f)† Amendment Number 5 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de

Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of September 30, 2003.(i)
10.12(g)† Amendment Number 6 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de

Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of October 31, 2003.(i)
10.12(h)† Amendment Number 7 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de

Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of December 31, 2003.(i)
10.12(i)† Amendment Number 8 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de

Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of February 16, 2004.(i)
10.12(j)† Amendment Number 9 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and

Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of May 24, 2004.(viii)
10.12(l)† Amendment Number 10 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and

Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of January 17, 2005.(vii)
10.12(m)† Amendment No. 11 to Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement GCT-025/98, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica

S.A. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc., dated May 31, 2005.(xiii)
10.13† Amended and Restated Letter Agreement GCT-026/98, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of April 19, 2002.(i)
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10.13(a)† Amendment Number 1 to Amended and Restated Letter Agreement GCT-026/98 between Republic Airways Holdings Inc and Embraer-
Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of June 7, 2002.(i)

10.13(b)† Amendment Number 2 to Amended and Restated Letter Agreement GCT-026/98 between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Embraer-
Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of July 25, 2002.(i)

10.13(c)† Amendment Number 3 to Amended and Restated Letter Agreement GCT-026/98 between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Embraer-
Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of August 29, 2002.(i)

10.13(d)† Amendment Number 4 to Amended and Restated Letter Agreement GCT-026/98 between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Embraer-
Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of December 10, 2002.(i)

10.13(e)† Amendment Number 5 to Amended and Restated Letter Agreement GCT-026/98 between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Embraer-
Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of April 30, 2003.(i)

10.13(f)† Amendment Number 6 to Amended and Restated Letter Agreement GCT-026/98 between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Embraer-
Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of May 30, 2003.(i)

10.13(g)† Amendment Number 7 to Amended and Restated Letter Agreement GCT-026/98 between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Embraer-
Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of December 31, 2003.(i)

10.13(h)† Amendment Number 8 to Amended and Restated Letter Agreement GCT-026/98 between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Embraer-
Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A., dated as of March 22, 2004.(i)

10.14 Amended and Restated Registration Rights Agreement, dated as of June 7, 2002, by and among Republic Airways Holdings Inc., Imprimis
Investors, LLC, Wexford Spectrum Fund I, L.P., Wexford Offshore Spectrum Fund, Wexford Partners Investment Co. LLC, WexAir LLC,
and Delta Air Lines, Inc.(i)

10.15 Loan and Security Agreement, by and between Fleet Capital Corporation and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of December 9, 1998.(i)
10.16 Consolidated Amendment No. 1 to Loan and Security Agreement, by and between Fleet Capital Corporation and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc.,

dated as of March 27, 2002.(i)
10.16(a)† Amendment No. 3 to Loan and Security Agreement, by and between Fleet Capital Corporation and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

October 30, 2003.(i)
10.16(b) Amendment No. 4 to Loan and Security Agreement, by and between Fleet Capital Corporation and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

January 9, 2004.(i)
10.16(c) Amendment No. 8 to Loan and Security Agreement, by and between Bank of America, N.A. (successor by assignment to Fleet Capital

Corporation) and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of November 2, 2005.(xvi)
10.16(d) Amendment No. 9 to Loan and Security Agreement, by and between Bank of America, N.A. (successor by assignment to Fleet Capital

Corporation) and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of January 12, 2006.(xvii)
10.16(e) Amendment No. 10 to Loan and Security Agreement, by and between Bank of America, N.A. (successor by assignment to Fleet Capital

Corporation) and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of March 22, 2006.(xvii)
10.16(f) Joinder and Consolidated Amendment to Loan and Security Agreement, by and among Bank of America, N.A., Chautauqua Airlines, Inc.,

Republic Airways Holdings Inc., Republic Airline Inc. and Shuttle America Corporation, dated as of May 15, 2006.(xviii)
10.16(g) Amendment No. 2 to Loan and Security Agreement, by and among Bank of America, N.A., Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., Republic Airways

Holdings Inc., Republic Airline Inc. and Shuttle America Corporation, dated as of March 21, 2007.(xxiv)
10.17 Amendment No. 1 to the Term Note, dated as of March 27, 2002, by and between Fleet Capital Corporation and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc.(i)
10.18 Lease Agreement by and between the Indianapolis Airport Authority and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. dba US Airways Express, dated as of

June 17, 1994.(i)
10.18(a) First Amendment to Office Lease Agreement, by and between the Indianapolis Airport Authority and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

July 17, 1998.(i)
10.18(b) Second Amendment to Office Lease Agreement, by and between the Indianapolis Airport Authority and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

October 2, 1998.(i)
10.18(c) Third Amendment to Office Lease Agreement, by and between the Indianapolis Airport Authority and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

November 6, 1998.(i)
10.18(d) Fourth Amendment to Office Lease Agreement, by and between the Indianapolis Airport Authority and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of

September 3, 1999.(i)
10.19 Letter Agreement by and between the Indianapolis Airport Authority and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of July 17, 2000, amending

Lease Agreement for office space.(i)
10.20† Loan Agreement between Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and Agência Especial de Financiamento Industrial (FINAME), dated as of December 27,

2001. There are fourteen additional Loan Agreements which are substantially identical in all material respects except as indicated on the
exhibit.(i)
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10.21 Aircraft Security Agreement between Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. as Borrower and JPMorgan Chase Bank as Security Trustee, dated as of
December 27, 2001. There are fourteen additional Aircraft Security Agreements which are substantially identical in all material respects except
as indicated on the exhibit.(i)

10.22 Security Agreement Supplement No. 1 between Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. as Borrower and JPMorgan Chase Bank as Security Trustee, dated
as of January 17, 2002. There are fourteen additional Security Agreement Supplements No. 1 which are substantially identical in all material
respects except as indicated on the exhibit.(i)

10.23† Securities Account Control Agreement among Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. as Debtor, Agência Especial de Financiamento Industrial (FINAME)
as Lender, and JPMorgan Chase Bank as Securities Intermediary and Security Deposit Trustee, dated as of December 27, 2001. There are
fourteen additional Securities Account Control Agreements which are substantially identical in all material respects except as indicated on the
exhibit.(i)

10.24† Security Deposit Agreement, among Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. as Debtor, Agência Especial de Financiamento Industrial (FINAME) as Lender,
and JPMorgan Chase Bank as Securities Intermediary and Security Deposit Trustee, dated as of December 27, 2001. There are fourteen
additional Security Deposit Agreements which are substantially identical in all material respects except as indicated on the exhibit.(i)

10.25† Funding Agreement between Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and Agência Especial de Financiamento Industrial (FINAME), dated as of
December 27, 2001. There are eleven additional Funding Agreements which are substantially identical in all material respects except as
indicated on the exhibit.(i)

10.25(a)† First Amendment to the Funding Agreement, dated as of June 11, 2002, by and between Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and Agência Especial de
Financiamento Industrial.(i)

10.26 Agreement, dated as of June 7, 2002, by and between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Delta Air Lines, Inc.(i)
10.27 Amendment No. 1 to Agreement between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Delta Air Lines, Inc., dated October 1, 2003.(i)
10.28 Warrant to purchase shares of common stock of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. issued to Delta Air Lines, Inc., dated as of June 7, 2002.(i)
10.28(a) Warrant to purchase shares of common stock of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. issued to Delta Air Lines, Inc., dated as of February 7,

2003.(i)
10.28(b) Warrant to purchase shares of common stock of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. issued to Delta Air Lines, Inc., dated as of October 1,

2003.(i)
10.28(c) Warrant to purchase shares of common stock of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. issued to Delta Air Lines, Inc., dated as of March 10,

2004.(i)
10.28(d) Warrant Surrender Agreement, by and between Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and Delta Air Lines, Inc., dated as of December 22, 2004.(iv)
10.28(e) Form of Warrant to Purchase Shares of Common Stock of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. issued to Delta Air Lines, Inc., dated as of

December 22, 2004.(iv)
10.29 Form of warrant to purchase shares of common stock of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. issued to Delta Air Lines, Inc.(i)
10.30 Form of warrant to purchase shares of common stock of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. issued to Delta Air Lines, Inc.(i)
10.31† Delta Connection Agreement, dated as of June 7, 2002, by and among Delta Air Lines, Inc., Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., and Republic Airways

Holdings Inc.(i)
10.31(a)† Amendment No. 1 to Delta Connection Agreement, dated as of February 7, 2003, by and among Delta Air Lines, Inc., Chautauqua Airlines,

Inc., and Republic Airways Holdings Inc.(i)
10.31(b)† Amendment Number Two to Delta Connection Agreement, dated September 30, 2003, by and among Delta Air Lines, Inc., Chautauqua

Airlines, Inc. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc.(i)
10.31(c)† Amendment Number Three to Delta Connection Agreement, dated March, 2004, by and among Delta Air Lines, Inc., Chautauqua Airlines,

Inc. and Republic Airways Holdings Inc.(i)
10.31(d)† Amendment No. 4 to Delta Connection Agreement by and among Delta Air Lines, Inc., Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and Republic Airways

Holdings Inc., dated as of August 12, 2004.(iii)
10.31(e)† Amendment Number Five to Delta Connection Agreement, as amended, among Delta Air Lines, Inc., Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and Republic

Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of December 22, 2004.(iv)
10.31(f)† Amendment Number Six to Delta Connection Agreement, by and among Delta Air Lines, Inc., Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and Republic

Airways Holdings Inc., dated as of March 12, 2007.(xxiii)
10.31(g)† Letter Agreement, by and among Delta Airlines, Inc., Republic Airways Holdings Inc., Chautauqua Airlines, Inc. and Shuttle America Corp.,

dated as of July 28, 2008.(xxxiii)
10.32 Amended Promissory Note of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. (FKA Wexford Air Holdings Inc.) (FKA Wexford III Corp.), dated as of

May 14, 2003, in favor of WexAir LLC in the principal amount of $20,391,996.04.(i)
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10.33 Third Amended and Restated Employment Agreement, dated as of November 2, 2010, by and between the Comapny and Bryan K. Bedford.
(xliii)

10.34 Third Amended and Restated Employment Agreement, dated as of November 2, 2010, by and between the Comapny and Wayne C. Heller.
(xlii)

10.35 Employment Agreement, dated April 12, 2011, by and between the Company and Timothy P. Dooley. (xlix)
10.36 Employment Agreement, dated April 12, 2011, by and between the Company and Lars-Erik Arnell. (xlix)
10.37 Office/Shop Space Permit by and between Signature Combs and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of January 16, 2001.(i)
10.38 Hangar and Office Lease by and between AMR Combs, Inc. and Chautauqua Airlines, Inc., dated as of December 22, 1998.(i)
10.39† Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airline Inc., dated as of

March 19, 2004.(i)
10.39(a)† Amendment No. 1 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer — Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airline Inc., dated as of April 28, 2004.(ii)
10.39(b)† Amendment No. 2 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004 between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airline Inc.,

dated as of dated July 8, 2004.(iii)
10.39(c)† Amendment No. 3 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004 between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airline Inc.,

dated as of July 30, 2004.(iii)
10.39(d)† Amendment No. 4 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004 between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airline Inc.,

dated as of August 11, 2004.(iii)
10.39(e)† Amendment No. 5 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004 between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airline Inc.,

dated as of September 29, 2004.(iii)
10.39(f)† Amendment No. 6 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004 between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airline Inc.,

dated as of November 9, 2004.(viii)
10.39(g)† Amendment No. 7 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004 between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic Airline Inc.,

dated as of December 23, 2004.(viii)
10.39(h)† Amendment No. 8 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer—Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airline Inc., dated as of February 28, 2005. (x)
10.39(i)† Amendment No. 9 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer—Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airline Inc., dated as of March 31, 2005. (x)
10.39(j)† Amendment No. 10 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasilicica de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airline Inc., dated as of April 30, 2005. (xiii)
10.39(k)† Amendment No. 11 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airline Inc., dated as of August 30, 2005. (xv)
10.39(l)† Amendment No. 12 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airline Inc., dated as of October 7, 2005.(xvi)
10.39(m)† Amendment No. 13 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airline Inc., dated as of October 18, 2005.(xvi)
10.39(n)† Amendment No. 14 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airline Inc., dated as of November 9, 2005.(xvi)
10.39(o)† Amendment No. 15 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airline Inc., dated as of April 24, 2006.(xviii)
10.39(p)† Amendment No. 16 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic

Airline Inc., dated as of July 21, 2006.(xix)
10.39(q)† Amendment No. 17 to Purchase Agreement DCT-014/2004, by and between Embraer-Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A. and Republic
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(ii) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended June 30, 2004.
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(xx) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2006.
(xxi) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Current Report on Form 8-K filed on March 19, 2007.
(xxii) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Current Report on Form 8-K filed on March 30, 2007.
(xxiii) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2007.
(xxiv) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Current Report on Form 8-K filed on June 8, 2007.
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(xlvi) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Current Report on Form 8-K filed November 11, 2010.
(xlvii) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Current Report on Form 8-K filed February 7, 2011.
(xlviii) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Annual Report on Form 10-K filed on March 15, 2011
(xlix) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Current Report on Form 8-K filed April 18, 2011
(l) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Current Report on Form 8-K filed April 25, 2011
(li) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed on May 13, 2011.
(lii) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Current Report on Form 8-K filed July 6, 2011
(liii) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant's Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed on November 9, 2011.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf
by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
 

  REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC.  
  (Registrant)  
    

Dated: March 15, 2012 By: /s/ Bryan K. Bedford  
   Bryan K. Bedford  
   Chairman of the Board, Chief Executive Officer and President  
   (principal executive officer)  
 
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following persons on behalf of the registrant and
in the capacities and on the dates indicated.

Signature  Title  Date
     
/s/ Bryan K. Bedford     
Bryan K. Bedford  Chairman of the Board, Chief Executive Officer and President (Principal Executive

Officer)
 March 15, 2012

     
/s/ Timothy P. Dooley     

Timothy P. Dooley
 Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer (principal financial and accounting

officer)
 March 15, 2012

     
/s/ Lawrence J. Cohen     
Lawrence J. Cohen  Director  March 15, 2012
     
/s/ Neal S. Cohen     
Neal S. Cohen  Director  March 15, 2012
     
/s/ Douglas J. Lambert     
Douglas J. Lambert  Director  March 15, 2012
     
/s/ Mark L. Plaumann     
Mark L. Plaumann  Director  March 15, 2012
     
/s/ Richard P. Schifter     
Richard P. Schifter  Director  March 15, 2012
     
/s/ David N. Siegel     
David N. Siegel  Director  March 15, 2012
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EXHIBIT 10.67(a)
CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT

REQUESTED PURSUANT TO RULE 24b-2
Certain portions of this exhibit, as indicated by “[*]”, have been omitted, pursuant to a request for confidential treatment under Rule
24b-2 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The omitted materials have been filed separately with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.

        

AMENDMENT No.1 TO PURCHASE AGREEMENT COM0190-10

This Amendment No.1 to Purchase Agreement COM0190-10, dated as of March 11, 2011 (“Amendment No. 1”) relates
to the Purchase Agreement COM0190-10 (the “Purchase Agreement”) between Embraer S.A. (formerly known as
Embraer - Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A.) (“Embraer”) and Republic Airline Inc. (“Buyer”) dated November 3 rd,
2010 (collectively referred to herein as “Agreement”). This Amendment No. 1 is between Embraer and Buyer,
collectively referred to herein as the “Parties”.

This Amendment No.1 sets forth additional agreements between Embraer and Buyer related to the Conditional Aircraft.

Except as otherwise provided for herein all terms of the Purchase Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. All
capitalized terms used in this Amendment No.1, which are not defined herein shall have the meaning given in the
Purchase Agreement. In the event of any conflict between this Amendment No.1 and the Purchase Agreement the
terms, conditions and provisions of this Amendment No.1 shall control.

WHEREAS, Buyer has requested that [  Confidential] be extended, and Embraer is willing to agree to such an extension;

WHEREAS, in connection with the Parties' agreement above mentioned, the Parties have now agreed to amend the
Purchase Agreement as provided for below:

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration which is hereby acknowledged Embraer and Buyer hereby
agree as follows:

1. DEFINITIONS
Article 1.15 of the Purchase Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by the following:

“1.15 “Embraer”: shall mean Embraer S.A., a Brazilian corporation organized and existing under the laws of Brazil with
its principal place of business at Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 2170, São José dos Campos, SP, Brazil.”

* Confidential



2. CONDITIONAL AIRCRAFT
Articles 22.2 and 22.3 of the Purchase Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by the following:

“22.2    Buyer and Embraer shall amend this Agreement to convert each Conditional Aircraft to Firm Aircraft,
provided that [ Confidential]

[*]

3. COUNTERPARTS
This Amendment No.1 may be executed in counterparts, which together shall constitute a single instrument and
shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York.

4. MISCELLANEOUS
All other provisions of the Agreement which have not been specifically amended or modified by this Amendment
No. 1 shall remain valid in full force and effect without any change.

[Remainder of page intentionally left in blank]

* Confidential



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, EMBRAER and BUYER, by their duly authorized officers, have entered into and executed
this Amendment No.1 to Purchase Agreement to be effective as of the date first written above.

Embraer S.A. Republic Airline Inc.

By /s/ Paulo Cesar de Souza de Silva
Name: Paulo Cesar de Souza de Silva
Title: Executive Vice President Airline Market

By /s/ Bryan K. Bedford
Name:Bryan K. Bedford
Title: President and CEO

By/s/ Artur Coutinho
Name:Artur Coutinho
Title:Executive Vice President of Industrial Operations

Date:
Place:

Date:
Place:  

Witness: /s/ Carlos Martin Dutra             Witness: /s/ Lars-Erik Arnell

Name: Carlos Martin Dutra             Name: Lars-Erik Arnell
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EXHIBIT 10.67(b)
CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT

REQUESTED PURSUANT TO RULE 24b-2
Certain portions of this exhibit, as indicated by “[*]”, have been omitted, pursuant to a request for confidential treatment under Rule
24b-2 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The omitted materials have been filed separately with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.

AMENDMENT No.2 TO PURCHASE AGREEMENT COM0190-10

This Amendment No.2 to Purchase Agreement COM0190-10, dated as of November 16, 2011 (“Amendment No. 2”)
relates to the Purchase Agreement COM0190-10 (the “Purchase Agreement”) between Embraer S.A. (“Embraer”) and
Republic Airline Inc. (“Buyer”) dated November 3 rd, 2010 (collectively referred to herein as “Agreement”). This
Amendment No. 2 is between Embraer and Buyer, collectively referred to herein as the “Parties”.

This Amendment No.2 sets forth additional agreements between Embraer and Buyer related to the postponement of 4
Firm Aircraft.

Except as otherwise provided for herein all terms of the Purchase Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. All
capitalized terms used in this Amendment No.2, which are not defined herein shall have the meaning given in the
Purchase Agreement. In the event of any conflict between this Amendment No.2 and the Purchase Agreement the
terms, conditions and provisions of this Amendment No.2 shall control.

WHEREAS, Buyer has requested and Embraer has agreed to postpone Firm Aircraft #03 through Aircraft #06 [ * *

Confidential]

WHEREAS, Buyer and Embraer have agreed to change certain terms and conditions of the Purchase Agreement in
relation to the postponement of such Aircraft.

WHEREAS, in connection with the Parties' agreement above mentioned, the Parties have now agreed to amend the
Purchase Agreement as provided for below:

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration which is hereby acknowledged Embraer and Buyer hereby
agree as follows:

1. SUBJECT
Article 2.2 of the Purchase Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by [*]

2. DELIVERY
Article 5 of the Purchase Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by the following:
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“5.1. Subject to payment in accordance with Article 4 and the provisions of Articles 7 and 9, Embraer shall offer the
Firm Aircraft to Buyer for inspection, acceptance and subsequent delivery in fly away factory ("FAF") condition, with
the Aircraft to be flown away from Embraer's facilities by Buyer), in compliance with this Agreement, at São José
dos Campos, Brazil [* * Confidential] pursuant to Article 7.1 (the “Contractual Delivery Date”).

Firm Aircraft Contractual Delivery Date
1 [*]
2 [*]
3 [*]
4 [*]
5 [*]
6 [*]

3. PAYMENT

Article 4 of the Purchase Agreement is amended to add the following new Article 4.5.

4.5 Buyer has paid as [*] hereinafter the [*]. As a consequence of the [*], the Parties have agreed as follows:

4.5.1 The Parties have mutually agreed that as a result of the [*] In addition, the amount [*] shall be applied as [*] and
the amount [*] shall be [*] having occurred. Buyer shall have [*]

4.5.2 As a consequence of Articles 4.5.1 above, Buyer hereby agrees [*]

4.5.3 The Parties hereby agree that the [*] shall be [*] according to [*] to the Purchase Agreement. The [*] shall be
applied by Embraer towards the [*]

4. TERMINATION

Article 21.3 of the Purchase Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by [*]

5. RIGHT TO [*]

Buyer's obligation to purchase [*]

6. [*]

Article [*] of the Purchase Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with [*].
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7. [** Confidential]

Article [*] of the Purchase Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with [*].

8. AIRCRAFT SUPPORT

8.1 Aircraft Technical Publication
Article 2.2.1 of the Attachment B to the Purchase Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced by the
following:

“2.2.1Aircraft Publications: Embraer shall supply, at no additional charge to Buyer, [*] sets of operational and
maintenance publications (as defined in Exhibit 1 hereto), plu s [*] operational set (as defined in Exhibit 1
hereto) on board of each Aircraft to be delivered to Buyer, in the English language. The list of manuals is
specified in Exhibit “1” to this Attachment "B". Such publications are issued under the applicable specification
and are [*]. The revision service for these publications is provided, [*] and the software license fee [*] and [*].

8.2 [*] support

Article 2.3.2a of the Attachment B to the Purchase Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced by the
following

“2.3.2 [*] support:
a. Embraer shall identify in its sole discretion, and provide a technical support representative (“TSR”) [*]

9. COUNTERPARTS
This Amendment No.2 may be executed in counterparts, which together shall constitute a single instrument and
shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York.

10. MISCELLANEOUS
All other provisions of the Agreement which have not been specifically amended or modified by this Amendment
No. 2 shall remain valid in full force and effect without any change.

[Intentionally left in blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, EMBRAER and BUYER, by their duly authorized officers, have entered into and executed
this Amendment No.2 to Purchase Agreement to be effective as of the date first written above.

Embraer S.A. Republic Airline Inc.

By/s/ Mauro Kern Junior
Name:Mauro Kern Junior
Title:Vice-President Executive Engenharia e Tecnologia

By/s/ Thomas Duffy Jr.
Name:Thomas Duffy Jr.
Title: Vice President Technical Services

By/s/ Jose Luis D'Avila Molina
Name:Jose Luis D'Avila Molina
Title:Vice President Contracts Commercial Aviation

Date:12 Nov 11
Place:Indianapolis, IN

Date:16/Nov/2011
Place:San Jose dos Campos, Brazil  

Witness: /s/ Fernando Bueno         Witness: /s/ Shannon Hall

Name: Fernando Bueno             Name: Shannon Hall

Acknowledged and agreed by Republic Airways Holdings Inc. with respect to all terms of this Amendment No.2,
Amendment No.2 to the Letter Agreement dated as of the date hereof, in its capacity as “Guarantor” pursuant to the
Guaranty by it to Embraer dated November 3, 2010.

Republic Airways Holdings, Inc.

By    /s/ Thomas Duffy Jr.
Name:     Thomas Duffy Jr.
Title: Vice President Technical Services

Witness: /s/ Shannon Hall    
Name: Shannon Hall
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EXHIBIT 10.68(a)
CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT

REQUESTED PURSUANT TO RULE 24b-2
Certain portions of this exhibit, as indicated by “[*]”, have been omitted, pursuant to a request for confidential treatment under Rule
24b-2 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The omitted materials have been filed separately with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.

AMENDMENT No.1 TO LETTER AGREEMENT COM0191-10

This Amendment No.1 to Letter Agreement COM0191-10, dated as of March 11, 2011 (“Amendment No. 1”) relates to
the Letter Agreement COM0191-10 (the “Letter Agreement”) between Embraer S.A. (formerly known as Embraer -
Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica S.A.) (“Embraer”) and Republic Airline Inc. (“Buyer”) dated November 3 rd, 2010
(collectively referred to herein as “Agreement”). This Amendment No. 1 is between Embraer and Buyer, collectively
referred to herein as the “Parties”.

This Amendment No.1 sets forth additional agreements between Embraer and Buyer.

Except as otherwise provided for herein all terms of the Letter Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. All
capitalized terms used in this Amendment No.1, which are not defined herein shall have the meaning given in the Letter
Agreement. In the event of any conflict between this Amendment No.1 and the Letter Agreement the terms, conditions
and provisions of this Amendment No.1 shall control.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration which is hereby acknowledged Embraer and Buyer hereby
agree as follows:

1. CHANGES

a. In Section 1.3(f) of the Letter Agreement, [ Confidential] is changed to [*].

b In Section 8(b) of the Letter Agreement, [*] is changed to [*] each time it appears.

c. In [*] Section 9.1 of the Letter Agreement, on line three [*] is changed to [*], and on line four [*] is changed to [*].

d. In Section 1.2 to Schedule 2 to the Letter Agreement, [*] is changed to [*] each time it appears and [*] is changed
to [*].

2. COUNTERPARTS

This Amendment No.1 may be executed in counterparts, which together shall constitute a single instrument and
shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York.

3. MISCELLANEOUS
All other provisions of the Agreement which have not been specifically amended or modified by this Amendment No. 1
shall remain valid in full force and effect without any change.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, EMBRAER and BUYER, by their duly authorized officers, have entered into and executed
this Amendment No.1 to Letter Agreement to be effective as of the date first written above.

Embraer S.A. Republic Airline Inc.

By /s/ Paulo Cesar de Souza de Silva
Name: Paulo Cesar de Souza de Silva
Title: Executive Vice President Airline Market

By /s/ Bryan K. Bedford
Name: Bryan K. Bedford
Title: President and CEO

By/s/ Artur Coutinho
Name:Artur Coutinho
Title:Executive Vice President of Industrial Operations

Date:
Place:

Date:
Place:  

Witness: /s/ Carlos Martin Dutra             Witness: /s/ Lars-Erik Arnell

Name: Carlos Martin Dutra             Name: Lars-Erik Arnell
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EXHIBIT 10.68(b)
CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT

REQUESTED PURSUANT TO RULE 24b-2
Certain portions of this exhibit, as indicated by “[*]”, have been omitted, pursuant to a request for confidential treatment under Rule
24b-2 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The omitted materials have been filed separately with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.

AMENDMENT No.2 TO LETTER AGREEMENT COM0191-10

This Amendment No.2 to Letter Agreement COM0191-10, dated as of November 16, 2011 (“Amendment No. 2”) relates
to the Letter Agreement COM0191-10 (the “Letter Agreement”) between Embraer S.A. (“Embraer”) and Republic Airline
Inc. (“Buyer”) dated November 3 rd, 2010 (collectively referred to herein as “Agreement”). This Amendment No. 2 is
between Embraer and Buyer, collectively referred to herein as the “Parties”.

This Amendment No.2 sets forth additional agreements between Embraer and Buyer.

Except as otherwise provided for herein all terms of the Letter Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. All
capitalized terms used in this Amendment No.2, which are not defined herein shall have the meaning given in the Letter
Agreement. In the event of any conflict between this Amendment No.2 and the Letter Agreement the terms, conditions
and provisions of this Amendment No.2 shall control.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration which is hereby acknowledged Embraer and Buyer hereby
agree as follows:

1. PARTS ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

1.1 Article 1.2 of the Letter Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by the following:

“1.2 [*] for the Firm Aircraft

a.    Embraer shall provide Buyer with [*]

1.2 Article 1.3 of the Letter Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by [*]

2. AIRCRAFT PURCHASE PRICE

The first paragraph of Article 3.2.1 of the Letter Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by the following:

“The [*]”

3. ADDITIONAL CUSTOMER SUPPORT SERVICES

2.1 Article 4.1 of the Letter Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by [*]

2.2 Article 4.4 of the Letter Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by the following:

[*]
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4. [*] ASSISTANCE

Article 5 of the Letter Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by [*]

5. [*] SUPPORT

Article 7 of the Letter Agreement [*] shall be deleted and replaced by [*]

6. [*] SPECIAL SUPPORT

Article 8 of the Letter Agreement shall be deleted and replaced by [*]

7. [*]

Article 9 of the Letter Agreement [*] shall be deleted and replaced by [*]

8. COUNTERPARTS

This Amendment No.2 may be executed in counterparts, which together shall constitute a single instrument and shall
be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York.

9. MISCELLANEOUS

All other provisions of the Agreement which have not been specifically amended or modified by this Amendment No. 2
shall remain valid in full force and effect without any change.

[Intentionally left in blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, EMBRAER and BUYER, by their duly authorized officers, have entered into and executed
this Amendment No.2 to Letter Agreement to be effective as of the date first written above.

Embraer S.A. Republic Airline Inc.

By/s/ Mauro Kern Junior
Name:Mauro Kern Junior
Title:Vice-President Executive Engenharia e Tecnologia

By/s/ Thomas Duffy Jr.
Name:Thomas Duffy Jr.
Title: Vice President Technical Services

By/s/ Jose Luis D'Avila Molina
Name:Jose Luis D'Avila Molina
Title:Vice President Contracts Commercial Aviation

Date:12 Nov 11
Place:Indianapolis, IN

Date:16/Nov/2011
Place:Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil  

Witness: /s/ Fernando Bueno         Witness: /s/ Shannon Hall

Name: Fernando Bueno             Name: Shannon Hall
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Exhibit 10.71(a)

AMENDMENT NO. 1 TO COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT

This Amendment No. 1 to the Commercial Agreement dated as of June 24, 2011 (the “Commercial Agreement”) by and among
Frontier Airlines, Inc. (the “Company”), Republic Airways Holdings Inc. (“Republic”) and FAPAInvest, LLC (“FAPAInvest”) is
entered into as of September 28, 2011.

WHEREAS, the Company, Republic and FAPAInvest have entered into the Commercial Agreement; and

WHEREAS, the Company, Republic and FAPAInvest desire to amend the Commercial Agreement;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual premises contained herein and intending to be legally bound, the parties
hereto hereby agree as follows:

1.    Paragraph C.2 of the Commercial Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety to read as follows:

“Republic shall use its good faith efforts to raise new liquidity through debt offerings, asset sales and or other financings with net
proceeds in excess of $70.0 million subject to, in the sole judgment of Republic, suitable market conditions exist to facilitate
such an offering.”

Except as expressly amended hereby, the Commercial Agreement remains in full force and effect.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company, Republic and FAPAInvest have caused this Amendment No. 1 to the Commercial
Agreement to be executed.

Date: September 28, 2011

FRONTIER AIRLINES, INC.

By: _____/s/ Jacalyn W. Peter ____________
Name: Jacalyn W. Peter
Title: Senior Manager Labor Relations

REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC.

By: _____/s/ Bryan K. Bedford _____________
Name: Bryan K. Bedford
Title: President and Chief Executive Officer

FAPAINVEST, LLC

By: _____/s/ Jeffrey Thomas _______________
Name: Jeffrey Thomas
Title: Manager



Exhibit 10.71(b)

AMENDMENT NO. 2 TO COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT

This Amendment No. 2 to the Commercial Agreement dated as of June 24, 2011, as amended as of September 28, 2011 (the
“Commercial Agreement”) by and among Frontier Airlines, Inc. (the “Company”), Republic Airways Holdings Inc. (“Republic”) and
FAPAInvest, LLC (“FAPAInvest”), is entered into as of December 30, 2011.

WHEREAS, the Company, Republic and FAPAInvest have entered into the Commercial Agreement; and

WHEREAS, the Company, Republic and FAPAInvest desire to further amend the Commercial Agreement;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual premises contained herein and intending to be legally bound, the parties
hereto hereby agree as follows:

1.    The first sentence of Paragraph C.5 of the Commercial Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety to read as
follows:

1 The following steps shall be taken no later than December 31, 2011 (except that the steps in Paragraph C.5.a shall be
taken no later than January 31, 2012) so long as this Agreement is in effect:”

2.    Concurrently with the execution and delivery of this Amendment No. 2, for and in full consideration of the amendment
contained herein, Republic is delivering to FAPAInvest a check (or other form of payment acceptable to FAPAInvest) in the amount of
$100,000, or shall transfer such sum to the account of FAPAInvest by wire transfer, the receipt of which FAPAInvest hereby
acknowledges.

3.    The Company and Republic hereby confirm that the steps specified in Paragraph C.5.b, Paragraph C.5.c and Paragraph C.5.d
of the Commercial Agreement have been taken.

Except as expressly amended hereby, the Commercial Agreement remains in full force and effect.

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank]



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company, Republic and FAPAInvest have caused this Amendment No. 2 to the Commercial
Agreement to be executed.

Date: December 30, 2011

FRONTIER AIRLINES, INC.

By: _____/s/ Jacalyn W. Peter ____________
Name: Jacalyn W. Peter
Title: Director of Human Resources and Labor Relations

REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC.

By: _____/s/ Bryan K. Bedford _____________
Name: Bryan K. Bedford
Title: President and Chief Executive Officer

FAPAINVEST, LLC

By: _____/s/ Jeffrey Thomas _______________
Name: Jeffrey Thomas
Title: Manager
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A320 FAMILY AIRCRAFT PURCHASE AGREEMENT

This A320 Family Aircraft Purchase Agreement (“ Agreement”) is dated as of September 30, 2011

BETWEEN:

AIRBUS S.A.S., a société par actions simplifiée , created and existing under French law having its registered office at 1 Rond-Point Maurice
Bellonte, 31707 Blagnac-Cedex, France and registered with the Toulouse Registre du Commerce under number RCS Toulouse 383 474 814 (the
“Seller”),

and

REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of
America, having its principal corporate offices located at 8909 Purdue Road, Suite 300, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268, United States of America (the
“Buyer”).

WHEREAS subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Seller desires to sell the Aircraft to the Buyer and the Buyer desires to
purchase the Aircraft from the Seller.

NOW THEREFORE IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS :
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0 -    DEFINITIONS

For all purposes of this Agreement (defined below), except as otherwise expressly provided, the following terms will have the following
meanings:

A319 Aircraft  – any or all of the A319-100 aircraft for which the delivery schedule as of the date hereof is set forth in Clause 9.1 to be
sold by the Seller and purchased by the Buyer pursuant to this Agreement, including the A319 Airframe and all components, equipment,
parts and accessories installed in or on such A319 Airframe and the A319 Propulsion System, as applicable, installed thereon upon
delivery.

A319 Airframe  – any A319 Aircraft, excluding the A319 Propulsion System therefor.

A319 Propulsion System  – as defined in Clause 2.3.

A319 Specification – the A319 Standard Specification as amended by all applicable SCNs.

A319 Standard Specification  – the A319 standard specification document number [], a copy of which is annexed as Exhibit A-2 to
the Agreement.

A320 Aircraft – any or all of the A320-200 aircraft for which the delivery schedule as of the date hereof is set forth in Clause 9.1 to be
sold by the Seller and purchased by the Buyer pursuant to this Agreement, including the A320 Airframe and all components, equipment,
parts and accessories installed in or on such A320 Airframe and the A320 Propulsion System, as applicable, installed thereon upon
delivery.

A320 Airframe  – any A320 Aircraft, excluding the A320 Propulsion System therefor.

A320 Propulsion System  – as defined in Clause 2.3.

A320 Specification – the A320 Standard Specification as amended by all applicable SCNs.

A320 Standard Specification  – the A320 standard specification document number [*], a copy of which is annexed hereto as Exhibit A-
1.

AACS – Airbus Americas Customer Services, Inc., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Delaware, having its
principal offices at 198 Van Buren Street, Suite 300, Herndon, VA 20170, or any successor thereto.

Affiliate – with respect to any person or entity, any other person or entity directly or indirectly controlling, controlled by or under
common control with such person or entity.

Agreement – this Airbus A320 family aircraft purchase agreement, including all exhibits and appendixes attached hereto, as the same
may be amended or modified and in effect from time to time.
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AirbusWorld – as defined in Clause 14.10.1.

Aircraft – as applicable, any or all of the A319 Aircraft and any or all of the A320 Aircraft.

Aircraft Training Services – all flight support services including but not limited to any and all training courses, flight training, flight
assistance, line training, line assistance and more generally all flights of any kind performed by the Seller, its agents, employees or
subcontractors, and maintenance support, maintenance training (including Practical Training), training support of any kind performed
on aircraft and provided to the Buyer pursuant to this Agreement.

Airframe – as applicable, the A319 Airframe or the A320 Airframe.

AirN@v Family – as defined in Clause 14.9.1.

Approved BFE Supplier  – as defined in Clause 18.1.2.

AOG – as defined in Clause 15.1.4.

ATA Specification – recommended specifications developed by the Air Transport Association of America reflecting consensus in the
commercial aviation industry on accepted means of communicating information, conducting business, performing operations and
adhering to accepted practices.

Attestation – as defined in Clause 16.3.3.

Aviation Authority – when used with respect to any jurisdiction, the government entity that, under the laws of such jurisdiction, has
control over civil aviation or the registration, airworthiness or operation of civil aircraft in such jurisdiction.

Balance of the Final Price  – as defined in Clause 5.4.

Base Flight Training – as defined in Clause 16.6.2.1.

Base Period – as defined in Clause 3.1.1.3.

Base Price – for any Aircraft, Airframe, SCNs or Propulsion System, as defined in Clause 3.1.

BFE Data – as defined in Clause 14.3.2.1.

BFE Engineering Definition  – as defined in Clause 18.1.3.

BFE Supplier – as defined in Clause 18.1.1.

Bill of Sale – as defined in Clause 9.2.2.
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Business Day – with respect to any action to be taken hereunder, a day other than a Saturday, Sunday or other day designated as a
holiday in the jurisdiction in which such action is required to be taken.

Buyer Furnished Equipment or BFE  – as defined in Clause 18.1.1.

Buyer’s Inspector(s) – as defined in Clause 6.2.1.

CDF Date – as defined in Clause 2.4.2.

CDR – as defined in Clause 18.1.5(iii)(b).    

Certificate – as defined in Clause 16.3.3.

Certificate of Acceptance  – as defined in Clause 8.3.

Change in Law – as defined in Clause 7.3.1.

COC Data – as defined in Clause 14.8.

Confidential Information  – as defined in Clause 22.11.

Contractual Definition Freeze or CDF  – as defined in Clause 2.4.2.

Customization Milestones Chart  – as defined in Clause 2.4.1.

DDU or Delivery Duty Unpaid – is the term Delivery Duty Unpaid as defined by publication n° 560 of the International Chamber of
Commerce, published in January 2000.

Declaration of Design and Performance or DDP  – the documentation provided by an equipment manufacturer guaranteeing that the
corresponding equipment meets the requirements of the Specification, the interface documentation and all the relevant certification
requirements.

Delivery – with respect to any Aircraft, the transfer of title to such Aircraft from the Seller to the Buyer in accordance with Clause 9.

Delivery Date – the date on which Delivery occurs.

Delivery Location – the facilities of the Seller at the location of final assembly of the Aircraft.

Delivery Period – as defined in Clause 11.1.

Development Changes – as defined in Clause 2.2.2.

EASA – the European Aviation Safety Agency or any successor thereto.
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End-User License Agreement for Airbus Software  – as defined in Clause 14.9.4.

Excusable Delay – as defined in Clause 10.1.

Export Certificate of Airworthiness  – an export certificate of airworthiness issued by the Aviation Authority of the Delivery Location
for export of an Aircraft to the United States.

FAA – the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration, or any successor thereto.

FAI – as defined in Clause 18.1.5(iv).

Failure – as defined in Clause 12.2.1(ii).

Final Price – as defined in Clause 3.2.

First Quarter or 1Q – means the 3-month period of January, February and March.

Fleet Serial Numbers – as defined in Clause 14.2.1.

Fourth Quarter or 4Q – means the 3-month period of October, November and December.

Goods and Services – any goods, excluding Aircraft, and services that may be purchased by the Buyer from the Seller or its designee.

GTC – as defined in Clause 14.10.3.

Indemnitee – as defined in Clause 19.3.

Indemnitor – as defined in Clause 19.3.

Inexcusable Delay – as defined in Clause 11.1.

Inhouse Warranty – as defined in Clause 12.1.7.1.

Inhouse Warranty Labor Rate – as defined in Clause 12.1.7.5(ii).

Inspection – as defined in Clause 6.2.1.

Instructor(s) – as defined in Clause 16.3.3.

Interface Problem – as defined in Clause 12.4.1.

[]
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Item – as defined in Clause 12.2.1(i).

[*]

Losses – as defined in Clause 19.1.

Major BFE – as defined in Clause 18.1.5(iii).

Manufacture Facilities – means the various manufacture facilities of the Seller, its Affiliates or any subcontractor, where the Airframe or
its parts are manufactured or assembled.

Manufacturer Specification Change Notice or MSCN  – as defined in Clause 2.2.2.1.

NEO Aircraft – means an Aircraft incorporating the New Engine Option.

New Engine Option or NEO – as defined in Clause 2.1.

Option Catalogs – as defined in Clause 2.4.1.

Other Agreement  – as defined in Clause 5.12.1.

Other Indebtedness – as defined in Clause 20.5(iv).

Paris Convention – as defined in Clause 13.1.1(ii)(b).

PDR – as defined in Clause 18.1.5(iii)(a).

PEP – as defined in Clause 14.13.1.

Practical Training – as defined in Clause 16.8.2.

Predelivery Payment – any of the payments determined in accordance with Clause 5.3.

Predelivery Payment Reference Price  – as defined in Clause 5.3.2.

Propulsion System – either or both, as the context requires, of the A319 Propulsion System and the A320 Propulsion System.

Propulsion System Manufacturer  – means the manufacturer of the Propulsion System as set out in Clause 2.3.

Propulsion System Price Revision Formula  – the applicable Propulsion System price revision formula set forth in Part 2 of Exhibit C.

Propulsion System Reference Price  – the applicable Propulsion System reference price set forth
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in Part 2 of Exhibit C.

Quarter – means any or, depending on the context, all of the First Quarter, Second Quarter, Third Quarter and Fourth Quarter.

Ready for Delivery – means the time when the Technical Acceptance Process has been completed in accordance with Clause 8 and all
technical conditions required for the issuance of the Export Certificate of Airworthiness have been satisfied.

Relevant Amounts  – as defined in Clause 5.12.1(ii).

Revision Service Period  – as defined in Clause 14.5.

Scheduled Delivery Month  – as defined in Clause 9.1.

Scheduled Delivery Quarter  – as defined in Clause 9.1.

SEC – as defined in Clause 20.5(i).

Second Quarter or 2Q – means the 3-month period of April, May and June.

Seller Price Revision Formula  – the Seller price revision formula set forth in Part 1 of Exhibit C.

Seller Representative – as defined in Clause 15.1.1.

Seller’s Customer Services Catalog  – as defined in Clause 16.3.1.

Seller’s Training Center(s) – as defined in Clause 16.2.1.

Service Life Policy – as described in Clause 12.2.

Sharklets – means a new large wingtip device, currently under development by the Seller, designed to enhance the eco-efficiency and
payload range performance of the A320 family aircraft and which are part of the New Engine Option and corresponding Irrevocable
SCNs.

SI – as defined in Clause 18.1.5(v).

Software Services – as defined in Clause 14.1.

Specification – as applicable, the A319 Specification or the A320 Specification.

Specification Change Notice or SCN  – as defined in Clause 2.2.1.

Standard Specification – the A319 Standard Specification or the A320 Standard Specification,
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as applicable.

Successor – as defined in Clause 21.4.

Supplier – as defined in Clause 12.3.1.1.

Supplier Part – as defined in Clause 12.3.1.2.

Supplier Product Support Agreements  – as defined in Clause 12.3.1.3.

Taxes – as defined in Clause 5.5.

Technical Acceptance Flight – as defined in Clause 8.1.2(iv).

Technical Acceptance Process – as defined in Clause 8.1.1.

Technical Data – as defined in Clause 14.1.

Termination – as defined in Clause 20.2.1(i)(d).

Termination Event – as defined in Clause 20.1.

Third Party – as defined in Clause 14.15.2.

Third Party Entity – as defined in Clause 12.8.

Third Quarter or 3Q – means the 3-month period of July, August and September.

Total Loss – as defined in Clause 10.4.

Training Conference – as defined in Clause 16.1.3.

Type Certificate – as defined in Clause 7.1.

VAT – as defined in Clause 5.5.1.

Warranted Part – as defined in Clause 12.1.1.1.

Warranty Claim – as defined in Clause 12.1.5.

Warranty Period – as defined in Clause 12.1.3.

The definition of a singular in this Clause 0 will apply to the plural of the same word.
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Except where otherwise indicated, references in this Agreement to an exhibit, schedule, article, section, subsection or clause refer to the
appropriate exhibit or schedule to, or article, section, subsection or clause in this Agreement.

[]

[*]

1 - SALE AND PURCHASE

The Seller will sell and deliver to the Buyer, and the Buyer will purchase and take delivery of 80 (eighty) NEO Aircraft, consisting of 20
(twenty) A319 Aircraft and 60 (sixty) A320 Aircraft from the Seller, subject to the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement.

2 - SPECIFICATION

2.1 Aircraft Specification

2.1.1 The A320 Aircraft will be manufactured in accordance with the A320 Standard Specification, as modified or varied prior to the date of this
Agreement by the Specification Change Notices listed in Appendix 1 to Exhibit A-1 which includes the Irrevocable SCNs.

The A319 Aircraft will be manufactured in accordance with the A319 Standard Specification, as modified or varied prior to the date of
this Agreement by the Specification Change Notices listed in Appendix 1 to Exhibit A-2 which includes the Irrevocable SCNs.

2.1.2 New Engine Option

2.1.2.1 The Seller is currently developing a new engine option (the “ New Engine Option” or “NEO”), applicable to the Aircraft. The specification
of the NEO Aircraft shall be derived from the current Standard Specification and based on the new Propulsion Systems, as set forth in
Clause 2.3 below, and Sharklets, combined with the required airframe structural adaptations, as well as Aircraft systems and software
adaptations required to operate such NEO Aircraft. The foregoing is currently reflected in the Irrevocable SCNs listed in Appendix 1 to
Exhibits A-1 and Appendix 1 to Exhibit A-2, the implementation of which is hereby irrevocably accepted by the Buyer.

2.1.2.2 The New Engine Option shall modify the design weights of the Standard Specification as follows:

 
A319 A320

MLW [] [*]

MZFW [*] [*]

2.2 Specification Amendment
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The parties understand and agree that the Specification may be further amended following signature of this Agreement in accordance with the
terms of this Clause 2.

2.2.1 Specification Change Notice

The Specification may be amended by written agreement between the parties in a notice, substantially in the form set out in Exhibit B-1
(each, a “Specification Change Notice” or “SCN”) and will set out the SCN’s Aircraft embodiment rank and will also set forth, in detail, the
particular change to be made to the Specification and the effect, if any, of such change on design, performance, weight, Delivery Date of the
Aircraft affected thereby and on the text of the Specification. An SCN may result in an adjustment to the Base Price of the Aircraft, which
adjustment, if any, will be specified in the SCN.

2.2.2 Development Changes

The Specification may also be amended to incorporate changes deemed necessary by the Seller to improve the Aircraft, prevent delay or
ensure compliance with this Agreement (“Development Changes”), as set forth in this Clause 2.

2.2.2.1 Manufacturer Specification Changes Notices

(i) The Specification may be amended by the Seller through a Manufacturer Specification Change Notice (“ MSCN”), which will be
substantially in the form set out in Exhibit B-2 hereto, or by other appropriate means, and will set out the MSCN’s Aircraft
embodiment rank as well as, in detail, the particular change to be made to the Specification and the effect, if any, of such change on
performance, weight, Base Price of the Aircraft, Delivery Date of the Aircraft affected thereby and interchangeability or
replaceability requirements under the Specification.

(ii) Except when the MSCN is necessitated by an Aviation Authority directive or by equipment obsolescence, in which case the MSCN
will be accomplished without requiring the Buyer’s consent, if the MSCN adversely affects the performance, weight, Base Price,
Delivery Date of the Aircraft affected thereby or the interchangeability or replaceability requirements under the Specification, the
Seller will notify the Buyer of a reasonable period of time during which the Buyer must accept or reject such MSCN. If the Buyer
does not notify the Seller of the rejection of the MSCN within such period, the MSCN will be deemed accepted by the Buyer and
the corresponding modification will be accomplished.

2.2.2.2 If the Seller revises the Specification to incorporate Development Changes which have no adverse effect on any of the elements identified in
Clause 2.2.2.1, such Development Change will be performed by the Seller without the Buyer’s consent.
In such cases, the Seller will provide to the Buyer the details of all changes in an adapted format and on a regular basis.
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2.2.2.3 The Seller may at its discretion notify Seller from time to time that certain items, which are currently BFE in the Specification, shall be
deemed to be seller-furnished equipment (“SFE”) and the parties agree that, upon such notice, such BFE items shall thereafter be excluded
from the provisions of Clauses 2.2.2.1 (ii) and 2.2.2.2 above and shall be considered instead SFE and thereafter chargeable to the Buyer.

2.3 Propulsion System

2.3.1 Each A320 Airframe will be equipped with a set of two (2) CFM International LEAP-X1A26 engines (such set, an “ A320 Propulsion
System”).

Each A319 Airframe will be equipped with a set of two (2) CFM International LEAP-X1A24 engines (such set, an “ A319 Propulsion
System”).

2.4 Milestones

2.4.1 Customization Milestones Chart

Within a reasonable period following signature of this Agreement, the Seller will provide the Buyer with a customization milestones chart (the
“Customization Milestones Chart”), setting out how far in advance of the Scheduled Delivery Month of the Aircraft an SCN must be executed in
order to integrate into the Specification any items requested by the Buyer from the Seller’s catalogues of Specification change options (the “ Option
Catalogs”).

2.4.2 Contractual Definition Freeze

The Customization Milestone Chart will in particular specify the date(s) by which the contractual definition of the Aircraft must be finalized
and all SCNs need to have been executed by the Buyer (the “ Contractual Definition Freeze” or “CDF”) in order to enable their incorporation into
the manufacturing of the Aircraft and Delivery of the Aircraft in the Scheduled Delivery Month. Each such date will be referred to as a “ CDF Date”.
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3 - PRICE

3.1 Base Price of the Aircraft

The Base Price of the Aircraft is the sum of:

[]

3.1.1 Base Price of the A320 Airframe

3.1.1.1 In respect of the A320 Aircraft, the Base Price of the A320 Airframe is the sum of the following base prices:

[*]

3.1.1.2 The Base Price of the A320 Airframe has been established in accordance with the [*] (the “ Base Period”).

3.1.2 Base Price of the A320 Propulsion System

3.1.2.1 The Base Price of a set of two (2) CFM International LEAP-X engines (the “ LEAP-X1A26 Engines”) is:

[*] and has been calculated from the reference price indicated by CFM International and set forth in Part 2 of Exhibit C.

3.1.3 Base Price of the A319 Airframe

In respect of A319 Aircraft, the Base Price of the A319 Airframe is the sum of the following [*]

3.1.3.1 The Base Price of the A319 Airframe has been established in accordance with the [*] (the “ Base Period”).

3.1.4 Base Price of the A319 Propulsion System

3.1.4.1 The Base Price of a set of two (2) CFM International CFM LEAP-X1A24 model engines for the A319 Aircraft (the “ LEAP-
X1A24 Engines”) is the sum of:

[*]

[*] and has been calculated from the reference price indicated by CFM International and set forth in Part 2 of Exhibit C.

3.2 Final Price of the Aircraft
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The “Final Price” of each Aircraft will be the sum of:

(i) the Base Price of the Airframe, as adjusted to the applicable Delivery Date of such Aircraft in accordance with Clause 4.1;

(ii) the aggregate of all increases or decreases to the Base Price of the Airframe as agreed in any Specification Change Notice or
part thereof applicable to the Airframe subsequent to the date of this Agreement as adjusted to the Delivery Date of such
Aircraft in accordance with Clause 4.1;

(iii) the Propulsion System Reference Price as adjusted to the Delivery Date of in accordance with Clause 4.2;

(iv) the aggregate of all increases or decreases to the Propulsion System Reference Price as agreed in any Specification Change
Notice or part thereof applicable to the Propulsion System subsequent to the date of this Agreement as adjusted to the Delivery
Date in accordance with Clause 4.2; and

(v) any other amount resulting from any other provisions of this Agreement relating to the Aircraft and/or any other written
agreement between the Buyer and the Seller relating to the Aircraft.
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4 - PRICE REVISION

4.1 Seller Price Revision Formula

The Base Prices of the Airframe and of the SCNs relating to the Airframe are subject to revision up to and including the Delivery Date in
accordance with the Seller Price Revision Formula.

4.2 Propulsion System Price Revision

4.2.1 The Propulsion System Reference Price and SCNs relating to the Propulsion System are subject to revision up to and including the
Delivery Date in accordance with the Propulsion System Price Revision Formula.

4.2.2 The Reference Price of the Propulsion System, the prices of the related equipment and the Propulsion System Price Revision
Formula are based on information received from the Propulsions Systems Manufacturer and are subject to amendment by the
Propulsion System Manufacturer at any time prior to Delivery. If the Propulsion System Manufacturer makes any such amendment,
the amendment will be deemed to be incorporated into this Agreement and the Reference Price of the Propulsion System, the prices
of the related equipment and the Propulsion System Price Revision Formula will be adjusted accordingly. The Seller agrees to notify
the Buyer promptly upon receiving notice of any such amendment from the Propulsion System Manufacturer.
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5 - PAYMENT TERMS

5.1 Seller’s Account

The Buyer will pay, from bank accounts within the United States, the Predelivery Payments, the Balance of the Final Price and any other
amount due hereunder at the relevant times required by the Agreement and in immediately available funds in United States dollars to:

[]

or to such other account as may be designated by the Seller in written notice to Buyer at least two Business Days prior to the date such
payment is due.

5.2 [*]

5.3 Predelivery Payments

5.3.1 Predelivery Payments are nonrefundable (although amounts equal to Predelivery Payments may be paid to the Buyer pursuant to
Clause 10 or 11) and will be paid by the Buyer to the Seller for the Aircraft.

5.3.2 The Predelivery Payment Reference Price for an Aircraft to be delivered in calendar year T is determined in accordance with the
following formula:

[*]

5.3.3 Predelivery Payments will be paid according to the following schedule:

Payment Date
 

[*]

[*] [*] [*]

 
[*]

 
[*] [*] [*]

[*] [*] [*]

[*] [*] [*]

[*] [*] [*]

   

[*] [*]

In the event of the above schedule resulting in any Predelivery Payment falling due prior to the date of signature of the Agreement, such
Predelivery Payments shall be made upon signature of this Agreement.

[*]
[*]
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5.4 Payment of Balance of the Final Price of the Aircraft

Before the Delivery Date or concurrent with the Delivery of each Aircraft, the Buyer will pay to the Seller the Final Price of such
Aircraft less an amount equal to the Predelivery Payments received for such Aircraft by the Seller (the “ Balance of the Final Price”).

The Seller’s receipt of the full amount of all Predelivery Payments and of the Balance of the Final Price of such Aircraft, and any
amounts due under Clause 5.8, are a condition precedent to the Seller’s obligation to deliver such Aircraft to the Buyer.

5.5 Taxes

[]

5.6 Application of Payments

Notwithstanding any other rights the Seller may have at contract or at law, the Buyer and the Seller hereby agree that should any amount
(whether under this Agreement or under any other agreement between the Buyer and its Affiliates on the one hand and the Seller and its
Affiliates on the other hand and whether at the stated maturity of such amount, by acceleration or otherwise) become due and payable by
the Buyer or its Affiliates, and not be paid in full in immediately available funds on the date due, then the Seller will have the right to
debit and apply, in whole or in part, the Predelivery Payments paid to the Seller by the Buyer against such unpaid amount. The Seller will
promptly notify the Buyer in writing after such debiting and application, and the Buyer will immediately pay to the Seller the amount
required to comply with Clause 5.2.3.

5.7 Setoff Payments

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the Seller may set-off any matured obligation owed by the Buyer or any of its
Affiliates to the Seller or any of its Affiliates against any obligation (whether or not matured) owed by the Seller or any of its Affiliates
to the Buyer or any of its Affiliates, regardless of the place of payment or currency.

5.8 Overdue Payments

5.8.1 If any payment due to the Seller from the Buyer is not received by the Seller on the date or dates due, the Seller will have the right to
claim from the Buyer, and the Buyer will [*]

5.8.2 If any Predelivery Payment is not received by the date on which it is due, the Seller, in addition to any other rights and remedies available
to it, will be under no obligation to deliver any Aircraft remaining to be delivered under this Agreement within such Aircraft’s Scheduled
Delivery Month(s). Upon receipt of the full amount of all such overdue Predelivery Payments, together with interest on such Predelivery
Payments in accordance with Clause 5.8.1, the Seller will provide the Buyer with new Scheduled Delivery Months for the affected
Aircraft, subject to the Seller’s commercial and industrial constraints.
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5.9 Proprietary Interest

Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, the Buyer will not, by virtue of anything contained in this Agreement (including,
without limitation, any Predelivery Payments hereunder, or any designation or identification by the Seller of a particular aircraft as an
Aircraft to which any of the provisions of this Agreement refers) acquire any proprietary, insurable or other interest whatsoever in any
Aircraft before Delivery of and payment for such Aircraft, as provided in this Agreement.

5.10 Payment in Full

The Buyer’s obligation to make payments to the Seller hereunder will not be affected by and will be determined without regard to any
setoff, counterclaim, recoupment, defense or other right that the Buyer may have against the Seller or any other person and all such
payments will be made without deduction or withholding of any kind. The Buyer will ensure that the sums received by the Seller under
this Agreement will be equal to the full amounts expressed to be due to the Seller hereunder, without deduction or withholding on
account of and free from any and all taxes, levies, imposts, duties or charges of whatever nature, except that if the Buyer is compelled
by law to make any such deduction or withholding the Buyer will pay such additional amounts to the Seller as may be necessary so that
the net amount received by the Seller after such deduction or withholding will equal the amounts that would have been received in the
absence of such deduction or withholding.

5.11 Other Charges

Unless expressly stipulated otherwise, any charges due under this Agreement other than those set out in Clauses 5.3 and 5.8 will be paid
by the Buyer at the same time as payment of the Balance of the Final Price or, if invoiced, [] after the invoice date.

[*]

6 - MANUFACTURE PROCEDURE - INSPECTION

6.1 Manufacture Procedures

The Airframe will be manufactured in accordance with the requirements of the laws of the jurisdiction of incorporation of the Seller or
of its relevant Affiliate as enforced by the Aviation Authority of such jurisdiction.

6.2 Inspection

6.2.1 The Buyer or its duly authorized representatives (the “ Buyer’s Inspector(s)”) will be entitled to inspect the manufacture of the
Airframe and all materials and parts obtained by the Seller for the manufacture of the Airframe (the “ Inspection”) on the following
terms and conditions;
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(i) any Inspection will be conducted pursuant to the Seller’s system of inspection and the relevant Airbus Procedures, as developed
under the supervision of the relevant Aviation Authority and generally applicable to commercial airline customers of Seller for
A320 family aircraft;

(ii) the Buyer’s Inspector(s) will have access to such relevant technical documentation solely to the extent reasonably necessary for
the purpose of the Inspection;

(iii) any Inspection and any related discussions with the Seller and other relevant personnel by the Buyer’s Inspector(s) will be at
reasonable times during business hours and will take place in the presence of the relevant inspection department personnel of the
Seller;

(iv) the Inspections will be performed in a manner not to unduly delay or hinder the manufacture or assembly of the Aircraft or the
performance of this Agreement by the Seller or any other work in progress at the Manufacture Facilities.

6.2.2 Location of Inspections

The Buyer’s Inspector(s) will be entitled to conduct any such Inspection at the relevant Manufacture Facility of the Seller or the
Affiliates and where possible at the Manufacture Facilities of the sub-contractors provided that if access to any part of the Manufacture
Facilities where the Airframe manufacture is in progress or materials or parts are stored are restricted for security or confidentiality
reasons, the Seller will be allowed reasonable time to make the relevant items available elsewhere.

6.3 Seller’s Service for Buyer’s Inspector(s)

For the purpose of the Inspections with respect to an Aircraft, and starting from a mutually agreed date until the Delivery Date of such
Aircraft, the Seller will furnish without additional charge suitable space and office equipment in or conveniently located with respect to
the Delivery Location for the use of a reasonable number of Buyer’s Inspector(s).
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7 - CERTIFICATION

Except as set forth in this Clause 7, the Seller will not be required to obtain any certificate or approval with respect to the Aircraft.

7.1 Type Certification

The Seller will obtain or cause to be obtained (i) a type certificate under EASA procedures for joint certification in the transport
category and (ii) an FAA type certificate (the “Type Certificate”) to allow the issuance of the Export Certificate of Airworthiness.

7.2 Export Certificate of Airworthiness

Subject to the provisions of Clause 7.3, each Aircraft will be delivered to the Buyer with an Export Certificate of Airworthiness issued
by EASA in a condition enabling the Buyer to obtain at the time of Delivery a Standard Airworthiness Certificate issued pursuant to Part
21 of the US Federal Aviation Regulations and a Certificate of Sanitary Construction issued by the U.S. Public Health Service of the
Food and Drug Administration. However, the Seller will have no obligation to make and will not be responsible for any costs of
alterations or modifications to such Aircraft to enable such Aircraft to meet FAA or U.S. Department of Transportation requirements for
specific operation on the Buyer’s routes, whether before, at or after Delivery of any Aircraft.

If the FAA requires additional or modified data before the issuance of the Export Certificate of Airworthiness, the Seller will provide
such data or implement the required modification to the data, in either case, at the Buyer’s cost.

7.3 Specification Changes before Aircraft Ready for Delivery

7.3.1 If, any time before the date on which an Aircraft is Ready for Delivery, any law, rule or regulation is enacted, promulgated,
becomes effective and/or an interpretation of any law, rule or regulation is issued by the EASA that requires any change to the
Specification for the purposes of obtaining the Export Certificate of Airworthiness (a “ Change in Law”), the Seller will make the
required modification and the parties hereto will sign an SCN pursuant to Clause 2.2.1.

7.3.2 The Seller will as far as practicable, but at its sole discretion and without prejudice to Clause 7.3.3(ii), take into account the
information available to it concerning any proposed law, rule or regulation or interpretation that could become a Change in Law, in
order to minimize the costs of changes to the Specification as a result of such proposed law, regulation or interpretation becoming
effective before the applicable Aircraft is Ready for Delivery.

7.3.3 The cost of implementing the required modifications referred to in Clause 7.3.1 will be:

[]
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7.3.4 Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 7.3.3, if a Change in Law relates to an item of BFE or to the Propulsion System the costs
related thereto will [] and the Seller will have no obligation with respect thereto.

7.4 Specification Changes after Aircraft Ready For Delivery

Nothing in Clause 7.3 will require the Seller to make any changes or modifications to, or to make any payments or take any other action
with respect to, any Aircraft that is Ready for Delivery before the compliance date of any law or regulation referred to in Clause 7.3.
Any such changes or modifications made to an Aircraft after it is Ready for Delivery will be at the [*].
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8 - TECHNICAL ACCEPTANCE

8.1 Technical Acceptance Process

8.1.1 Prior to Delivery, the Aircraft will undergo a technical acceptance process developed by the Seller (the “ Technical Acceptance
Process”). Completion of the Technical Acceptance Process will demonstrate the satisfactory functioning of the Aircraft and will
be deemed to demonstrate compliance with the Specification. Should it be established that the Aircraft does not comply with the
Technical Acceptance Process requirements, the Seller will without hindrance from the Buyer be entitled to carry out any necessary
changes and, as soon as practicable thereafter, resubmit the Aircraft to such further Technical Acceptance Process as is necessary
to demonstrate the elimination of the non-compliance.

8.1.2 The Technical Acceptance Process will:

(i) commence on a date notified by the Seller to the Buyer [] notice prior thereto,

(ii) take place at the Delivery Location,

(iii) be carried out by the personnel of the Seller, and

(iv) include a technical acceptance flight that will [*] (the “ Technical Acceptance Flight”), and

8.2 Buyer’s Attendance

8.2.1 The Buyer is entitled to elect to attend the Technical Acceptance Process.

8.2.2 If the Buyer elects to attend the Technical Acceptance Process, the Buyer:

(i) will comply with the reasonable requirements of the Seller, with the intention of completing the Technical Acceptance Process
within [*] after its commencement, and

(ii) may have a maximum of [*] of its representatives (no more than [*] of whom will have access to the cockpit at any one time)
accompany the Seller’s representatives on the Technical Acceptance Flight, during which the Buyer’s representatives will
comply with the instructions of the Seller’s representatives.

8.2.3 If the Buyer does not attend or fails to cooperate in the Technical Acceptance Process, the Seller will be entitled to complete the
Technical Acceptance Process and the Buyer will be deemed to have accepted that the Technical Acceptance Process has been
satisfactorily completed, in all respects.

8.3 Certificate of Acceptance
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Upon successful completion of the Technical Acceptance Process, the Buyer will, on or before the Delivery Date, sign and deliver to
the Seller a certificate of acceptance in respect of the Aircraft in the form of Exhibit D (the “ Certificate of Acceptance”).

8.4 Finality of Acceptance

The Buyer’s signature of the Certificate of Acceptance for the Aircraft will constitute waiver by the Buyer of any right it may have,
under the Uniform Commercial Code as adopted by the State of New York or otherwise, to revoke acceptance of the Aircraft for any
reason, whether known or unknown to the Buyer at the time of acceptance.

8.5 Aircraft Utilization

The Seller will, [], be entitled to use the Aircraft prior to Delivery as may be necessary to obtain the certificates required under Clause 7.
Such use will not limit the Buyer’s obligation to accept Delivery of the Aircraft hereunder.    

The Seller will be authorized to use the Aircraft for [*] for any other purpose without the specific agreement of the Buyer.

.
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9 - DELIVERY

9.1 Delivery Schedule

Subject to Clauses 2, 7, 8 10 and 18:

the Seller will have the Aircraft listed in the table below Ready for Delivery at the Delivery Location within the following months (each a
“Scheduled Delivery Month”) or quarters (each a “Scheduled Delivery Quarter”):
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Aircraft 
Rank  

Scheduled Delivery

  Quarter Year
1 A320 Aircraft [] [*]
2 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
3 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
4 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
5 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
6 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
7 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
8 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
9 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]

10 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
11 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
12 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
13 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
14 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
15 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
16 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
17 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
18 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
19 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
20 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
21 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
22 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
23 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
24 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
25 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
26 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
27 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
28 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
29 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
30 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
31 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
32 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
33 A320 Aircraft [] [*]
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Aircraft 
Rank  

Scheduled Delivery

34 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
35 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
36 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
37 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
38 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
39 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
40 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
41 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
42 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
43 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
44 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
45 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
46 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
47 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
48 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
49 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
50 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
51 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
52 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
53 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
54 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
55 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
56 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
57 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
58 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
59 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
60 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
61 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
62 A320 Aircraft [*] [*]
63 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
64 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
65 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
66 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
67 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
68 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
69 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
70 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
71 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
72 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
73 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
74 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
75 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
76 A319 Aircraft [] [*]
77 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
78 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
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Aircraft 
Rank  

Scheduled Delivery

79 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]
80 A319 Aircraft [*] [*]

The Seller will give the Buyer the Scheduled Delivery Month of each [*] before the first day of the Scheduled Delivery Quarter of the
respective Aircraft. The Seller will give the Buyer [*] written notice of the anticipated date on which the Aircraft will be Ready for
Delivery. Thereafter, the Seller will notify the Buyer of any change to such dates.

9.2 Delivery Process

9.2.1 The Buyer will, when the Aircraft is Ready for Delivery, pay the Balance of the Final Price, take Delivery of the Aircraft and
remove the Aircraft from the Delivery Location.

9.2.2 The Seller will deliver and transfer title to the Aircraft to the Buyer free and clear of all encumbrances (except for any liens or
encumbrances created by or on behalf of the Buyer) provided that the Balance of the Final Price of such Aircraft has been paid by
the Buyer pursuant to Clause 5.4 and that the Certificate of Acceptance has been signed and delivered to the Seller pursuant to
Clause 8.3. The Seller will provide the Buyer with a bill of sale in the form of Exhibit E (the “ Bill of Sale”) and such other
documentation confirming transfer of title and receipt of the Final Price of the Aircraft as may reasonably be requested by the Buyer.
Title to, property in and risk of loss of or damage to the Aircraft will transfer to the Buyer contemporaneously with the delivery by
the Seller to the Buyer of such Bill of Sale.

9.2.3 If the Buyer fails to (i) deliver the signed Certificate of Acceptance with respect to an Aircraft to the Seller when required pursuant
to Clause 8.3, or (ii) pay the Balance of the Final Price of such Aircraft to the Seller and take Delivery of the Aircraft, then the
Buyer will be deemed to have rejected Delivery wrongfully when such Aircraft was duly tendered to the Buyer hereunder. If such a
deemed rejection arises, then in addition to the remedies of Clause 5.8.1, (a) the Seller will retain title to such Aircraft and (b) the
Buyer will indemnify and hold the Seller harmless against any and all costs (including but not limited to any parking, storage, and
insurance costs) and consequences resulting from the Buyer’s rejection (including but not limited to risk of loss of or damage to
such Aircraft), it being understood that the Seller will be under no duty to the Buyer to store, park, insure or otherwise protect such
Aircraft. These rights of the Seller will be in addition to the Seller’s other rights and remedies in this Agreement.

9.2.4 If the Buyer fails to remove the Aircraft from the Delivery Location, then, without prejudice to the Seller’s other rights and remedies
under this Agreement or at law, the provisions of Clause 9.2.3 (b) shall apply.

9.3 Flyaway

9.3.1 The Buyer and the Seller will cooperate to obtain any licenses that may be required by the Aviation Authority of the Delivery
Location for the purpose of exporting the Aircraft.
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9.3.2 All expenses of, or connected with, flying the Aircraft from the Delivery Location after Delivery will be borne by the Buyer. The
Buyer will make direct arrangements with the supplying companies for the fuel and oil required for all post-Delivery flights.
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10 - EXCUSABLE DELAY AND TOTAL LOSS

10.1 Scope of Excusable Delay

Neither the Seller nor any Affiliate of the Seller, will be responsible for or be deemed to be in default on account of delays in delivery of the
Aircraft or failure to deliver or otherwise in the performance of this Agreement or any part hereof due to causes beyond the Seller’s, or any
Affiliate’s control or not occasioned by the Seller’s, fault or negligence (“ Excusable Delay”), including, but not limited to: []

10.2 Consequences of Excusable Delay

If an Excusable Delay occurs:

(i) the Seller will notify the Buyer of such Excusable Delay as soon as practicable after becoming aware of the same;

(ii) the Seller will not be responsible for any damages arising from or in connection with such Excusable Delay suffered or incurred by
the Buyer;

(iii) the Seller will not be deemed to be in default in the performance of its obligations hereunder as a result of such Excusable Delay;

(iv) the Seller will as soon as practicable after the removal of the cause of such delay resume performance of its obligations under this
Agreement and in particular will notify the Buyer of the revised Scheduled Delivery Month.
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10.3 Termination on Excusable Delay

10.3.1 If any Delivery is delayed as a result of an Excusable Delay for a period of more than [] after the last day of the Scheduled Delivery Month,
then either party may terminate this Agreement with respect to the affected Aircraft, by giving written notice to the other party [*] after the [*]
period. However, the Buyer will not be entitled to terminate this Agreement pursuant to this Clause 10.3.1 if the Excusable Delay is caused
directly or indirectly by the action or inaction of the Buyer.

10.3.2 If the Seller advises the Buyer in its notice of a revised Scheduled Delivery Month pursuant to Clause 10.2.1(iv) that there will be a delay in
Delivery of an Aircraft of more than [*] of the Scheduled Delivery Month, then either party may terminate this Agreement with respect to the
affected Aircraft. Termination will be made by giving written notice to the other party [*] after the Buyer’s receipt of the notice of a revised
Scheduled Delivery Month.

10.3.3 If this Agreement is not terminated under the terms of Clause 10.3.1 or 10.3.2, then the Seller will be entitled to reschedule Delivery. The
Seller will notify the Buyer of the new Scheduled Delivery Month after the [*] referred to in Clause 10.3.1 or 10.3.2, and this new
Scheduled Delivery Month will be deemed to be an amendment to the applicable Scheduled Delivery Month in Clause 9.1.

10.4 Total Loss, Destruction or Damage

If, prior to Delivery, any Aircraft is lost or destroyed or in the reasonable opinion of the Seller is damaged beyond economic repair (“ Total
Loss”), the Seller will notify the Buyer to this effect within [*] of such occurrence. The Seller will include in said notification (or as soon
after the issue of the notice as such information becomes available to the Seller) the earliest date consistent with the Seller’s other
commitments and production capabilities that an aircraft to replace the Aircraft may be delivered to the Buyer, and the Scheduled Delivery
Month will be extended as specified in the Seller’s notice to accommodate the delivery of the replacement aircraft; provided, however, that if
the Scheduled Delivery Month is extended to a month that is later than [*] after the last day of the original Scheduled Delivery Month then
this Agreement will terminate with respect to said Aircraft unless:

(i) the Buyer notifies the Seller within [*] of the date of receipt of the Seller’s notice that it desires the Seller to provide a replacement
aircraft during the month quoted in the Seller’s notice; and

(ii) the parties execute an amendment to this Agreement recording the change in the Scheduled Delivery Month.

Nothing herein will require the Seller to manufacture and deliver a replacement aircraft if such manufacture would require the reactivation of
its production line for the model or series of aircraft that includes the Aircraft.

10.5 Termination Rights Exclusive

If this Agreement is terminated as provided for under the terms of Clauses 10.3 or 10.4, such termination will discharge all obligations and
liabilities of the parties hereunder with respect to
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such affected Aircraft and undelivered material, services, data or other items applicable thereto and to be furnished under the Agreement.

10.6 Remedies

THIS CLAUSE 10 SETS FORTH THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE BUYER FOR DELAYS IN DELIVERY
OR FAILURE TO DELIVER, OTHER THAN SUCH DELAYS AS ARE COVERED BY CLAUSE 11, AND THE BUYER
HEREBY WAIVES ALL RIGHTS TO WHICH IT WOULD OTHERWISE BE ENTITLED IN RESPECT THEREOF,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY RIGHTS TO INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR SPECIFIC
PERFORMANCE. THE BUYER WILL NOT BE ENTITLED TO CLAIM THE REMEDIES AND RECEIVE THE BENEFITS
PROVIDED IN THIS CLAUSE 10 WHERE THE DELAY REFERRED TO IN THIS CLAUSE 10 IS CAUSED BY THE
NEGLIGENCE OR FAULT OF THE BUYER OR ITS REPRESENTATIVES.
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11 - INEXCUSABLE DELAY

[]

11.1 Renegotiation

If, as a result of an Inexcusable Delay, the Delivery does not occur within [*] of the Delivery Period the Buyer will have the right,
exercisable by written notice to the Seller given between [*], to require from the Seller a renegotiation of the Scheduled Delivery Month for
the affected Aircraft. Unless otherwise agreed between the Seller and the Buyer during such renegotiation, the said renegotiation will not
prejudice the Buyer’s right to receive liquidated damages in accordance with Clause 11.1.

11.2 Termination

If, as a result of an Inexcusable Delay, the Delivery does not occur within [*] of the Delivery Period and the parties have not renegotiated the
Delivery Date pursuant to Clause 11.2, then both parties will have the right exercisable by written notice to the other party, given between
[*], to terminate this Agreement in respect of the affected Aircraft. In the event of termination, [*]

11.3 Remedies

THIS CLAUSE 11 SETS FORTH THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE BUYER FOR DELAYS IN DELIVERY
OR FAILURE TO DELIVER, OTHER THAN SUCH DELAYS AS ARE COVERED BY CLAUSE 10, AND THE BUYER
HEREBY WAIVES ALL RIGHTS TO WHICH IT WOULD OTHERWISE BE ENTITLED IN RESPECT THEREOF,
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY RIGHTS TO INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR SPECIFIC
PERFORMANCE. THE BUYER WILL NOT BE ENTITLED TO CLAIM THE REMEDIES AND RECEIVE THE BENEFITS
PROVIDED IN THIS CLAUSE 11 WHERE THE DELAY REFERRED TO IN THIS CLAUSE 11 IS CAUSED BY THE
NEGLIGENCE OR FAULT OF THE BUYER OR ITS REPRESENTATIVES.
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12 - WARRANTIES AND SERVICE LIFE POLICY

This Clause covers the terms and conditions of the warranty and service life policy.

12.1 Standard Warranty

12.1.1 Nature of Warranty

12.1.1.1 For the purpose of this Agreement the term “Warranted Part” will mean any Seller proprietary component, equipment, accessory or part, which is
installed on an Aircraft at Delivery thereof and

(i) which is manufactured to the detailed design of the Seller or a subcontractor of the Seller and

(ii)    which bears a part number of the Seller at the time of such Delivery.

12.1.1.2 Subject to the conditions and limitations as hereinafter provided for and except as provided for in Clause 12.1.2, the Seller warrants
to the Buyer that each Aircraft and each Warranted Part will at Delivery to the Buyer be free from defects:

(i) in material;

(ii) in workmanship, including without limitation processes of manufacture;

(iii) in design (including without limitation the selection of materials) having regard to the state of the art at the date of such design;
and

(iv) arising from failure to conform to the Specification, except to those portions of the Specification relating to performance or
where it is expressly stated that they are estimates or approximations or design aims.

12.1.2 Exclusions

The warranties set forth in Clause 12.1.1 will not apply to Buyer Furnished Equipment, nor to the Propulsion System, nor to any
component, equipment, accessory or part installed on the Aircraft at Delivery that is not a Warranted Part except that:

(i) any defect in the Seller’s workmanship in respect of the installation of such items in the Aircraft, including any failure by the
Seller to conform to the installation instructions of the manufacturers of such items, that invalidates any applicable warranty
from such manufacturers, will constitute a defect in workmanship for the purpose of this Clause 12.1 and be covered by the
warranty set forth in Clause 12.1.1.2(ii); and

(ii) any defect inherent in the Seller’s design of the installation, in consideration of the state
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of the art at the date of such design, which impairs the use of such items, will constitute a defect in design for the purpose of
this Clause 12.1 and be covered by the warranty set forth in Clause 12.1.1.2(iii).

12.1.3 Warranty Period

The warranties set forth in Clauses 12.1.1 and 12.1.2 will be limited to those defects that [] of the affected Aircraft (the “ Warranty
Period”).

12.1.4 Limitations of Warranty

12.1.4.1 The Buyer’s remedy and the Seller’s obligation and liability under Clauses 12.1.1 and 12.1.2 are limited to, at the Seller’s expense
and option, the repair, replacement or correction of any Warranted Part which is defective (or to the supply of modification kits,
rectifying the defect), together with a credit to the Buyer’s account with the Seller of an amount equal to the mutually agreed direct
labor costs expended in performing the removal and reinstallation thereof on the Aircraft at the labor rate defined in Clause 12.1.7.5.

The Seller may alternatively furnish to the Buyer’s account with the Seller a credit equal to the price at which the Buyer is then entitled to
purchase a replacement for the defective Warranted Part.

12.1.4.2 In the event of a defect covered by Clauses 12.1.1.2(iii), 12.1.1.2(iv) and 12.1.2(ii) becoming apparent within the Warranty Period,
the Seller shall also, if so requested by the Buyer in writing, correct such defect in any Aircraft which has not yet been delivered to
the Buyer, [*]

12.1.4.3 Cost of Inspection

In addition to the remedies set forth in Clauses 12.1.4.1 and 12.1.4.2, the Seller will reimburse the direct labor costs incurred by the
Buyer in performing inspections of the Aircraft to determine whether or not a defect exists in any Warranted Part within the Warranty
Period subject to the following conditions:

(i) such inspections are recommended by a Seller Service Bulletin to be performed within the Warranty Period;

(ii) the reimbursement will not apply for any inspections performed as an alternative to accomplishing corrective action as
recommended by the Seller prior to the date of such inspection.

(iii) the labor rate for the reimbursement will be the Inhouse Warranty Labor Rate, and

(iv) the manhours used to determine such reimbursement will not exceed the Seller’s estimate of the manhours required for such
inspections.
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12.1.5 Warranty Claim Requirements

The Buyer’s remedy and the Seller’s obligation and liability under this Clause 12.1 with respect to any warranty claim submitted by the
Buyer (each a “Warranty Claim”) are subject to the following conditions:

(i) the defect having become apparent within the Warranty Period;

(ii) the Buyer having filed a warranty claim within [] of discovering the defect;

(iii) [*]

(iv) the Seller having received a Warranty Claim complying with the provisions of Clause 12.1.6 below.

12.1.6 Warranty Administration

The warranties set forth in Clause 12.1 will be administered as hereinafter provided for:

12.1.6.1 Claim Determination

Determination as to whether any claimed defect in any Warranted Part is a valid Warranty Claim will be made by the Seller and will be
based upon the claim details, reports from the Seller’s Representatives, historical data logs, inspections, tests, findings during repair,
defect analysis and other relevant documents.

12.1.6.2 Transportation Costs

The cost of transporting a Warranted Part claimed to be defective to the facilities designated by the Seller and for the return therefrom of
a repaired or replaced Warranted Part will be [*].

12.1.6.3 Return of an Aircraft

If the Buyer and the Seller mutually agree, prior to such return, that it is necessary to return an Aircraft to the Seller for consideration of
a Warranty Claim, the Seller will [*]. The Buyer will make reasonable efforts to minimize the duration of the corresponding flights.

12.1.6.4 On Aircraft Work by the Seller

If the Seller determines that a defect subject to this Clause 12.1 justifies the dispatch by the Seller of a working team to repair or correct
such defect through the embodiment of one or several Seller’s Service Bulletins at the Buyer’s facilities, or if the Seller accepts the
return of an Aircraft to perform or have performed such repair or correction, then the [*].

The condition which has to be fulfilled for on-Aircraft work by the Seller is that, in the reasonable
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opinion of the Seller, the work necessitates the technical expertise of the Seller as manufacturer of the Aircraft.

If said condition is fulfilled and if the Seller is requested to perform the work, the Seller and the Buyer will agree on a schedule and
place for the work to be performed.

12.1.6.5 Warranty Claim Substantiation

Each Warranty Claim filed by the Buyer under this Clause 12.1 will contain at least the following data:

(i) description of defect and any action taken, if any,

(ii) date incident and/or removal date,

(iii) description of Warranted Part claimed to be defective,

(iv) part number,

(v) serial number (if applicable),

(vi) position on Aircraft,

(vii) total flying hours or calendar time, as applicable, at the date of defect appearance,

(viii) time since last shop visit at the date of defect appearance,

(ix) Manufacturer Serial Number of the Aircraft and/or its registration,

(x) Aircraft total flying hours and/or number of landings at the date of defect appearance,

(xi) Warranty Claim number,

(xii) date of Warranty Claim,

(xiii) Delivery Date of Aircraft or Warranted Part to the Buyer,

Warranty Claims are to be addressed as follows:

AIRBUS 
CUSTOMER SERVICES DIRECTORATE 
WARRANTY ADMINISTRATION 
Rond Point Maurice Bellonte 
B.P. 33 
F 31707 BLAGNAC CEDEX 
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FRANCE

12.1.6.6 Replacements

Replaced components, equipment, accessories or parts will become the Seller’s property.

Title to and risk of loss of any Aircraft, component, accessory, equipment or part and returned by the Buyer to the Seller will at all times
remain with the Buyer, except that:

(i) when the Seller has possession of a returned Aircraft, component, accessory, equipment or part to which the Buyer has title,
the Seller will have such responsibility therefor as is chargeable by law to a bailee for hire, but the Seller will not be liable for
loss of use; and

(ii) title to and risk of loss of a returned component, accessory, equipment or part will pass to the Seller upon shipment by the
Seller to the Buyer of any item furnished by the Seller to the Buyer as a replacement therefor.

Upon the Seller’s shipment to the Buyer of any replacement component, accessory, equipment or part provided by the Seller pursuant to
this Clause 12.1, title to and risk of loss of such replacement component, accessory, equipment or part will pass to the Buyer.

12.1.6.7 Rejection

The Seller will provide reasonable written substantiation in case of rejection of a Warranty Claim. In such event the Buyer will refund to
the Seller reasonable inspection and test charges incurred in connection therewith.

12.1.6.8 Inspection

The Seller will have the right to inspect the affected Aircraft, documents and other records relating thereto in the event of any Warranty
Claim under this Clause 12.1.

12.1.7 Inhouse Warranty

12.1.7.1 Seller’s Authorization

The Seller hereby authorizes the Buyer to repair Warranted Parts (“ Inhouse Warranty”) subject to the terms of this Clause 12.1.7.

12.1.7.2 Conditions for Seller’s Authorization

The Buyer will be entitled to repair such Warranted Parts:

(i) provided the Buyer notifies the Seller Representative of its intention to perform Inhouse
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Warranty repairs before any such repairs are started where the estimated cost of such repair is [] The Buyer’s notification will
include sufficient detail regarding the defect, estimated labor hours and material to allow the Seller to ascertain the
reasonableness of the estimate. The Seller agrees to use all reasonable efforts to ensure a prompt response and will not
unreasonably withhold authorization;

(ii) if adequate facilities and qualified personnel are available to the Buyer;

(iii) if repairs are performed in accordance with the Seller’s Technical Data or written instructions; and

(iv) only to the extent specified by the Seller, or, in the absence of such specification, to the extent reasonably necessary to correct
the defect, in accordance with the standards set forth in Clause 12.1.10.

12.1.7.3 Seller’s Rights

The Seller will have the right to require the return of any Warranted Part, or any part removed therefrom, which is claimed to be
defective if, in the judgment of the Seller, the nature of the claimed defect requires technical investigation. Such return will be subject to
the provisions of Clause 12.1.6.2. Furthermore, the Seller will have the right to have a Seller representative present during the
disassembly, inspection and testing of any Warranted Part claimed to be defective, subject to such presence being practical and not
unduly delaying the repair.

12.1.7.4 Inhouse Warranty Claim Substantiation

Claims for Inhouse Warranty credit will be filed within the time period set forth in 12.1.5(ii) and will contain the same information as
that required for Warranty Claims under Clause 12.1.6.5 and in addition will include:

(i) a report of technical findings with respect to the defect,

(ii) for parts required to remedy the defect:

- part numbers, 
serial numbers (if applicable), 
- parts description, 
- quantity of parts, 
- unit price of parts, 
- related Seller’s or third party’s invoices (if applicable), 
- total price of parts,

(iii) detailed number of labor hours,

(iv) Inhouse Warranty Labor Rate,
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(v) total claim value.

12.1.7.5 []

The Buyer’s sole remedy and the Seller’s sole obligation and liability with respect to Inhouse Warranty Claims will be [*], determined as
set forth below:

[*]The Inhouse Warranty Labor Rate is [*], defined in the Seller’s Price Revision Formula set forth in Exhibit C to the Agreement.

12.1.7.6 [*] Limitation

The Buyer will in [*]

12.1.7.7 Scrapped Material

The Buyer will retain any defective Warranted Part beyond economic repair and any defective part removed from a Warranted Part during
repair for a period of either [*] of the Seller’s request to that effect.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Buyer may scrap any such defective parts, which are beyond economic repair and not required for
technical evaluation locally, with the agreement of the Seller Representative(s).

Scrapped Warranted Parts will be evidenced by a record of scrapped material certified by an authorized representative of the Buyer and
will be kept in the Buyer’s file for a least the duration of the applicable Warranty Period.

12.1.8 Standard Warranty in case of Pooling or Leasing Arrangements

Without prejudice to Clause 21.1, the warranties provided for in this Clause 12.1 for any Warranted Part will accrue to the benefit of any
airline in revenue service, other than the Buyer, if the Warranted Part enters into the possession of any such airline as a result of a pooling
or leasing agreement between such airline and the Buyer, in accordance with the terms and subject to the limitations and exclusions of the
foregoing warranties and to the extent permitted by any applicable law or regulations.

12.1.9 Warranty for Corrected, Replaced or Repaired Warranted Parts

Whenever any Warranted Part, which contains a defect for which the Seller is liable under Clause 12.1, has been corrected, replaced or
repaired pursuant to the terms of this Clause 12.1, []

If a defect is attributable to a defective repair or replacement by the Buyer, a Warranty Claim with respect to such defect will be rejected,
notwithstanding any subsequent correction or repair, and will immediately terminate the remaining warranties under this Clause 12.1 in
respect of the affected Warranted Part.
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12.1.10 Accepted Industry Standard Practices Normal Wear and Tear

The Buyer’s rights under this Clause 12.1 are subject to the Aircraft and each component, equipment, accessory and part thereof being
maintained, overhauled, repaired and operated in accordance with accepted industry standard practices, all Technical Data and any other
instructions issued by the Seller, the Suppliers and the Propulsion System Manufacturer and all applicable rules, regulations and
directives of the relevant Aviation Authorities.

The Seller’s liability under this Clause 12.1 will not extend to normal wear and tear nor to:

(i) any Aircraft or component, equipment, accessory or part thereof, which has been repaired, altered or modified after Delivery,
except by the Seller or in a manner approved by the Seller;

(ii) any Aircraft or component, equipment, accessory or part thereof, which has been operated in a damaged state; or

(iii) any component, equipment, accessory and part from which the trademark, name, part or serial number or other identification
marks have been removed.

12.1.11 DISCLAIMER OF SELLER LIABILITY

THE SELLER WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR, AND THE BUYER WILL INDEMNIFY THE SELLER AGAINST, THE
CLAIMS OF ANY THIRD PARTIES FOR LOSSES DUE TO ANY DEFECT, NONCONFORMANCE OR PROBLEM OF
ANY KIND, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY REPAIR OF WARRANTED PARTS UNDERTAKEN BY
THE BUYER UNDER THIS CLAUSE 12.1 OR ANY OTHER ACTIONS UNDERTAKEN BY THE BUYER UNDER THIS
CLAUSE 12, WHETHER SUCH CLAIM IS ASSERTED IN CONTRACT OR IN TORT, OR IS PREMISED ON ALLEGED,
ACTUAL, IMPUTED, ORDINARY OR INTENTIONAL ACTS OR OMISSIONS OF THE BUYER OR THE SELLER.

12.2 Seller Service Life Policy

In addition to the warranties set forth in Clause 12.1, the Seller further agrees that should a Failure occur in any Item (as these terms are
defined herein below) that has not suffered from an extrinsic force, then, subject to the general conditions and limitations set forth in
Clause 12.2.4, the provisions of this Clause 12.2 will apply.

For the purposes of this Clause 12.2:

(i) “Item” means any item listed in Exhibit F;

(ii) “Failure” means a breakage or defect that can reasonably be expected to occur on a fleetwide basis and which materially
impairs the utility of the Item.
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12.2.1 Periods and Seller’s Undertakings

Subject to the general conditions and limitations set forth in Clause 12.2.4, the Seller agrees that if a Failure occurs in an Item before the
Aircraft in which such Item was originally installed has completed thirty thousand (30,000) flying hours or twenty thousand (20,000)
flight cycles or within twelve (12) years after the Delivery of said Aircraft, whichever will first occur, the Seller will, at its discretion
and as promptly as practicable and with the Seller’s financial participation as hereinafter provided, either:

(a) design and furnish to the Buyer a correction for such Item with a Failure and provide any parts required for such correction
(including Seller designed standard parts but excluding industry standard parts), or

(b) replace such Item.

12.2.2 Seller’s Participation in the Costs

Subject to the general conditions and limitations set forth in Clause 12.2.4, any part or Item that the Seller is required to furnish to the
Buyer under this Service Life Policy in connection with the correction or replacement of an Item will be furnished to the Buyer []
therefor, [*] determined in accordance with the following formula:

[*]

12.2.3 General Conditions and Limitations

12.2.3.1 The undertakings set forth in this Clause 12.2 will be valid after the period of the Seller’s warranty applicable to an Item under Clause
12.1.

12.2.3.2 The Buyer’s remedies and the Seller’s obligations and liabilities under this Service Life Policy are subject to the prior compliance by
the Buyer with the following conditions:

(i) the Buyer will maintain log books and other historical records with respect to each Item, adequate to enable the Seller to
determine whether the alleged Failure is covered by this Service Life Policy and, if so, to define the portion of the costs to be
borne by the Seller in accordance with Clause 12.2.3;

(ii) the Buyer will keep the Seller informed of any significant incidents relating to an Aircraft, howsoever occurring or recorded;

(iii) the Buyer will comply with the conditions of Clause 12.1.10;

(iv) the Buyer will implement specific structural inspection programs for monitoring purposes as may be established from time to
time by the Seller. Such programs will be as compatible as possible with the Buyer’s operational requirements and will be
carried out at the Buyer’s expense. Reports relating thereto will be regularly furnished to the
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Seller;

(v) the Buyer will report any breakage or defect in a Item in writing to the Seller [*] after such breakage or defect becomes
apparent, whether or not said breakage or defect can reasonably be expected to occur in any other aircraft, and the Buyer will
have provided to the Seller sufficient detail on the breakage or defect to enable the Seller, acting reasonably, to determine
whether said breakage or defect is subject to this Service Life Policy.

12.2.3.3 Except as otherwise provided for in this Clause 12.2, any claim under this Service Life Policy will be administered as provided for
in, and will be subject to the terms and conditions of, Clause 12.1.6.

12.2.3.4 In the event of the Seller having issued a modification applicable to an Aircraft, the purpose of which is to avoid a Failure, the Seller
may elect to supply the necessary modification kit [] established by the Seller. If such a kit is so offered to the Buyer, then, to the
extent of such Failure and any Failures that could ensue therefrom, the validity of the Seller’s commitment under this Clause 12.2
will be subject to the Buyer incorporating such modification in the relevant Aircraft, as promulgated by the Seller and in accordance
with the Seller’s instructions, within a reasonable time.

12.2.3.5 THIS SERVICE LIFE POLICY IS NEITHER A WARRANTY, PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE, NOR AN AGREEMENT
TO MODIFY ANY AIRCRAFT OR AIRFRAME COMPONENTS TO CONFORM TO NEW DEVELOPMENTS
OCCURRING IN THE STATE OF AIRFRAME DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING ART. THE SELLER’S
OBLIGATION UNDER THIS CLAUSE 12.2 IS TO MAKE ONLY THOSE CORRECTIONS TO THE ITEMS OR
FURNISH REPLACEMENTS THEREFOR AS PROVIDED FOR IN THIS CLAUSE 12.2. THE BUYER’S SOLE
REMEDY AND RELIEF FOR THE NON-PERFORMANCE OF ANY OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY OF THE SELLER
ARISING UNDER OR BY VIRTUE OF THIS SERVICE LIFE POLICY WILL BE IN A CREDIT FOR GOODS AND
SERVICES (NOT INCLUDING AIRCRAFT), LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT THE BUYER REASONABLY EXPENDS
IN PROCURING A CORRECTION OR REPLACEMENT FOR ANY ITEM THAT IS THE SUBJECT OF A FAILURE
COVERED BY THIS SERVICE LIFE POLICY AND TO WHICH SUCH NON-PERFORMANCE IS RELATED, LESS
THE AMOUNT THAT THE BUYER OTHERWISE WOULD HAVE BEEN REQUIRED TO PAY UNDER THIS CLAUSE
12.2 IN RESPECT OF SUCH CORRECTED OR REPLACEMENT ITEM. WITHOUT LIMITING THE EXCLUSIVITY
OF WARRANTIES AND GENERAL LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN CLAUSE 12.5,
THE BUYER HEREBY WAIVES, RELEASES AND RENOUNCES ALL CLAIMS TO ANY FURTHER DIRECT,
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS AND ALL OTHER RIGHTS,
CLAIMS AND REMEDIES, ARISING UNDER OR BY VIRTUE OF THIS SERVICE LIFE POLICY.

12.3 Supplier Warranties and Service Life Policies

Prior to or at Delivery of the first Aircraft, the Seller will provide the Buyer, in accordance with the provisions of Clause 17, with the
warranties and, where applicable, service life policies that
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the Seller has obtained for Supplier Parts pursuant to the Supplier Product Support Agreements.

12.3.1 Definitions

12.3.1.1 “Supplier” means any supplier of Supplier Parts.

12.3.1.2 “Supplier Part” means any component, equipment, accessory or part installed in an Aircraft at the time of Delivery thereof and for
which there exists a Supplier Product Support Agreement. For the sake of clarity, Propulsion System and Buyer Furnished
Equipment and other equipment selected by the Buyer to be supplied by suppliers with whom the Seller has no existing enforceable
warranty agreements are not Supplier Parts.

12.3.1.3 “Supplier Product Support Agreements” means agreements between the Seller and Suppliers, as described in Clause 17.1.2,
containing enforceable and transferable warranties and, in the case of landing gear suppliers, service life policies for selected
structural landing gear elements.

12.3.2 Supplier’s Default

12.3.2.1 In the event of any Supplier, under any standard warranty obtained by the Seller pursuant to Clause 12.3.1, [] (ii) the Buyer
submitting in reasonable time to the Seller reasonable evidence that such default has occurred, then Clause 12.1 will apply to the
extent (a) the same would have been applicable had such Supplier Part been a Warranted Part, and (b) the Seller can reasonably
perform said Supplier’s obligations, except that the Supplier’s warranty period as indicated in the Supplier Product Support
Agreement will apply.

12.3.2.2 In the event of any Supplier, under any Supplier Service Life Policy obtained by the Seller pursuant to Clause 12.3.1, [] and (ii) the
Buyer submitting in reasonable time to the Seller reasonable evidence that such default has occurred, then Clause 12.2 will apply to
the extent (a) the same would have been applicable had such Supplier Item been listed in Exhibit F, Seller Service Life Policy, and
(b) the Seller can reasonably perform said Supplier’s obligations, except that the Supplier’s Service Life Policy period as indicated
in the Supplier Product Support Agreement will apply.

12.3.2.3 At the Seller’s request, the Buyer will assign to the Seller, and the Seller will be subrogated to, all of the Buyer’s rights against the
relevant Supplier with respect to and arising by reason of such default and will provide reasonable assistance to enable the Seller to
enforce the rights so assigned.

12.4 Interface Commitment

12.4.1 Interface Problem

If the Buyer experiences any technical problem in the operation of an Aircraft or its systems due to a malfunction, the cause of which,
after due and reasonable investigation, is not readily identifiable by the Buyer but which the Buyer reasonably believes to be attributable
to the design characteristics of one or more components of the Aircraft (“ Interface Problem”), the Seller
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will, if so requested by the Buyer, and without additional charge to the Buyer except for transportation of the Seller’s or its designee’s
personnel to the Buyer’s facilities, promptly conduct or have conducted an investigation and analysis of such problem to determine, if
possible, the cause or causes of the problem and to recommend such corrective action as may be feasible. The Buyer will furnish to the
Seller all data and information in the Buyer’s possession relevant to the Interface Problem and will cooperate with the Seller in the
conduct of the Seller’s investigations and such tests as may be required.

At the conclusion of such investigation, the Seller will promptly advise the Buyer in writing of the Seller’s opinion as to the cause or
causes of the Interface Problem and the Seller’s recommendations as to corrective action.

12.4.2 Seller’s Responsibility

If the Seller determines that the Interface Problem is primarily attributable to the design of a Warranted Part, the Seller will, if so
requested by the Buyer and pursuant to the terms and conditions of Clause 12.1, correct the design of such Warranted Part to the extent
of the Seller’s obligation as defined in Clause 12.1.

12.4.3 Supplier’s Responsibility

If the Seller determines that the Interface Problem is primarily attributable to the design of any Supplier Part, the Seller will, if so
requested by the Buyer, reasonably assist the Buyer in processing any warranty claim the Buyer may have against the Supplier.

12.4.4 Joint Responsibility

If the Seller determines that the Interface Problem is attributable partially to the design of a Warranted Part and partially to the design of
any Supplier Part, the Seller will, if so requested by the Buyer, seek a solution to the Interface Problem through cooperative efforts of
the Seller and any Supplier involved.

The Seller will promptly advise the Buyer of such corrective action as may be proposed by the Seller and any such Supplier. Such
proposal will be consistent with any then existing obligations of the Seller hereunder and of any such Supplier towards the Buyer. Such
corrective action, unless reasonably rejected by the Buyer, will constitute full satisfaction of any claim the Buyer may have against either
the Seller or any such Supplier with respect to such Interface Problem.

12.4.5 General

12.4.5.1 All requests under this Clause 12.4 will be directed to both the Seller and the affected Supplier.

12.4.5.2 Except as specifically set forth in this Clause 12.4, this Clause will not be deemed to impose on the Seller any obligations not
expressly set forth elsewhere in this Agreement.

12.4.5.3 All reports, recommendations, data and other documents furnished by the Seller to the Buyer
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pursuant to this Clause 12.4 will be deemed to be delivered under this Agreement and will be subject to the terms, covenants and
conditions set forth in this Clause 12 and in Clause 22.11.

12.5 Exclusivity of Warranties

THIS CLAUSE 12 SETS FORTH THE EXCLUSIVE WARRANTIES, EXCLUSIVE LIABILITIES AND EXCLUSIVE
OBLIGATIONS OF THE SELLER, AND THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO THE BUYER, WHETHER
UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM ANY DEFECT OR NONCONFORMITY OR PROBLEM
OF ANY KIND IN ANY AIRCRAFT, COMPONENT, EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORY, PART, SOFTWARE, DATA OR
SERVICE DELIVERED BY THE SELLER UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.

THE BUYER RECOGNIZES THAT THE RIGHTS, WARRANTIES AND REMEDIES IN THIS CLAUSE 12 ARE
ADEQUATE AND SUFFICIENT TO PROTECT THE BUYER FROM ANY DEFECT OR NONCONFORMITY OR
PROBLEM OF ANY KIND IN THE GOODS AND SERVICES SUPPLIED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. THE BUYER
HEREBY WAIVES, RELEASES AND RENOUNCES ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, OBLIGATIONS, GUARANTEES
AND LIABILITIES OF THE SELLER AND ALL OTHER RIGHTS, CLAIMS AND REMEDIES OF THE BUYER
AGAINST THE SELLER, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED BY CONTRACT, TORT, OR STATUTORY LAW OR
OTHERWISE, WITH RESPECT TO ANY NONCONFORMITY OR DEFECT OR PROBLEM OF ANY KIND IN ANY
AIRCRAFT, COMPONENT, EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORY, PART, SOFTWARE, DATA OR SERVICE DELIVERED BY
THE SELLER UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO:

(I) ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS FOR ANY GENERAL OR
PARTICULAR PURPOSE;

(II) ANY IMPLIED OR EXPRESS WARRANTY ARISING FROM COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, COURSE OF
DEALING OR USAGE OF TRADE;

(III) ANY RIGHT, CLAIM OR REMEDY FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT;

(IV) ANY RIGHT, CLAIM OR REMEDY FOR TORT, UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, HOWEVER ALLEGED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ACTIONS AND/OR CLAIMS FOR NEGLIGENCE, GROSS
NEGLIGENCE, INTENTIONAL ACTS, WILLFUL DISREGARD, IMPLIED WARRANTY, PRODUCT
LIABILITY, STRICT LIABILITY OR FAILURE TO WARN;

(V) ANY RIGHT, CLAIM OR REMEDY ARISING UNDER THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE OR ANY OTHER
STATE OR FEDERAL STATUTE;

(VI) ANY RIGHT, CLAIM OR REMEDY ARISING UNDER ANY REGULATIONS OR STANDARDS IMPOSED BY
ANY INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL, STATE OR LOCAL STATUTE OR AGENCY;
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(VII) ANY RIGHT, CLAIM OR REMEDY TO RECOVER OR BE COMPENSATED FOR:

(A) LOSS OF USE OR REPLACEMENT OF ANY AIRCRAFT, COMPONENT, EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORY
OR PART PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT;

(B) LOSS OF, OR DAMAGE OF ANY KIND TO, ANY AIRCRAFT, COMPONENT, EQUIPMENT,
ACCESSORY OR PART PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT;

(C) LOSS OF PROFITS AND/OR REVENUES;

(D) ANY OTHER INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE.

THE WARRANTIES AND SERVICE LIFE POLICY PROVIDED BY THIS AGREEMENT WILL NOT BE EXTENDED,
ALTERED OR VARIED EXCEPT BY A WRITTEN INSTRUMENT SIGNED BY THE SELLER AND THE BUYER. IN
THE EVENT THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS CLAUSE 12 SHOULD FOR ANY REASON BE HELD UNLAWFUL, OR
OTHERWISE UNENFORCEABLE, THE REMAINDER OF THIS CLAUSE 12 WILL REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND
EFFECT.

FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS CLAUSE 12.5, THE “SELLER” SHALL BE UNDERSTOOD TO INCLUDE THE
SELLER, ANY OF ITS SUPPLIERS, SUBCONTRACTORS, AND AFFILIATES AND ANY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE
INSURERS.

12.6 Duplicate Remedies

The remedies provided to the Buyer under Clause 12.1 and Clause 12.2 as to any defect in respect of the Aircraft or any part thereof are
mutually exclusive and not cumulative. The Buyer will be entitled to the remedy that provides the maximum benefit to it, as the Buyer
may elect, pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Clause 12 for any particular defect for which remedies are provided under this
Clause 12; provided, however, that the Buyer will not be entitled to elect a remedy under both Clause 12.1 and Clause 12.2 for the same
defect. The Buyer’s rights and remedies herein for the nonperformance of any obligations or liabilities of the Seller arising under these
warranties will be in monetary damages limited to the amount the Buyer expends in procuring a correction or replacement for any
covered part subject to a defect or nonperformance covered by this Clause 12, and the Buyer will not have any right to require specific
performance by the Seller.

12.7 Negotiated Agreement

The Buyer specifically recognizes that:

(i) the Specification has been agreed upon after careful consideration by the Buyer using its judgment as a professional operator of
aircraft used in public transportation and as such is a professional within the same industry as the Seller;
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(ii) this Agreement, and in particular this Clause 12, has been the subject of discussion and negotiation and is fully understood by
the Buyer; and

(iii)     the price of the Aircraft and the other mutual agreements of the Buyer set forth in this Agreement were arrived at in
consideration of, inter alia, the provisions of this Clause 12, specifically including the waiver, release and renunciation by the
Buyer set forth in Clause 12.5.

12.8 Disclosure to Third Party Entity

In the event of the Buyer intending to designate a third party entity (a “ Third Party Entity”) to administer this Clause 12, the Buyer will
notify the Seller of such intention prior to any disclosure of this Clause to the selected Third Party Entity and will cause such Third Party
Entity to enter into a confidentiality agreement and or any other relevant documentation with the Seller solely for the purpose of
administrating this Clause 12.

12.9 Transferability

Without prejudice to Clause 21.1, the Buyer’s rights under this Clause 12 may not be assigned, sold, transferred, novated or otherwise
alienated by operation of law or otherwise, without the Seller’s prior written consent, which will not be unreasonably withheld.

Any transfer in violation of this Clause 12.9 will, as to the particular Aircraft involved, void the rights and warranties of the Buyer under
this Clause 12 and any and all other warranties that might arise under or be implied in law.
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13 - PATENT AND COPYRIGHT INDEMNITY

13.1 Indemnity

13.1.1.1 Subject to the provisions of Clause 13.2.3, the Seller will indemnify the Buyer from and against any damages, costs and/or
expenses including legal costs (excluding damages, costs, expenses, loss of profits and other liabilities in respect of or resulting
from loss of use of the Aircraft) resulting from any infringement or claim of infringement by the Airframe (or any part or software
installed therein at Delivery) of:

(i) any British, French, German, Spanish or U.S. patent;

and

(ii) any patent issued under the laws of any other country in which the Buyer may lawfully operate the Aircraft, provided that:

(a) from the time of design of such Airframe, accessory, equipment and/or part and until infringement claims are
resolved, such country and the flag country of the Aircraft are each a party to the Chicago Convention on International
Civil Aviation of December 7, 1944, and are each fully entitled to all benefits of Article 27 thereof,

or in the alternative,

(b) from such time of design and until infringement claims are resolved, such country and the flag country of the Aircraft
are each a party to the International Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property of March 20, 1883 (“Paris
Convention”);

and

(iii) in respect of computer software installed on the Aircraft, any copyright, provided that the Seller’s obligation to indemnify will
be limited to infringements in countries which, at the time of infringement, are members of The Berne Union and recognize
computer software as a “work” under the Berne Convention.

13.1.2 Clause 13.1.1 will not apply to

(i) Buyer Furnished Equipment or Propulsion System; or

(ii) parts not the subject of a Supplier Product Support Agreement; or

(iii) software not developed or created by the Seller.
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13.1.3 In the event that the Buyer, due to circumstances contemplated in Clause 13.1.1, is prevented from using the Aircraft (whether by a
valid judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction or by a settlement arrived at between claimant, Seller and Buyer), the Seller will
at its discretion and expense either:

(i) procure for the Buyer the right to use the Aircraft to the Buyer; or

(ii) replace the infringing part of the Aircraft as soon as possible with a non-infringing substitute complying in all other respects
with the requirements of this Agreement.

13.2 Administration of Patent and Copyright Indemnity Claims

13.2.1 If the Buyer receives a written claim or a suit is threatened or commenced against the Buyer for infringement of a patent or
copyright referred to in Clause 13.1, the Buyer will:

(i) forthwith notify the Seller giving particulars thereof;

(ii) furnish to the Seller all data, papers and records within the Buyer’s control or possession relating to such patent or claim;

(iii) refrain from admitting any liability or making any payment or assuming any expenses, damages, costs or royalties or otherwise
acting in a manner prejudicial to the defense or denial of such suit or claim provided always that nothing in this sub-Clause (iii)
will prevent the Buyer from paying such sums as may be required in order to obtain the release of the Aircraft, provided such
payment is accompanied by a denial of liability and is made without prejudice;

(iv) fully co-operate with, and render all such assistance to, the Seller as may be pertinent to the defense or denial of the suit or
claim;

(v) act in such a way as to mitigate damages, costs and expenses and / or reduce the amount of royalties which may be payable.

13.2.2 The Seller will be entitled either in its own name or on behalf of the Buyer to conduct negotiations with the party or parties alleging
infringement and may assume and conduct the defense or settlement of any suit or claim in the manner which, in the Seller’s
opinion, it deems proper.

13.2.3 The Seller’s liability hereunder will be conditional upon the strict and timely compliance by the Buyer with the terms of this Clause
and is in lieu of any other liability to the Buyer express or implied which the Seller might incur at law as a result of any infringement
or claim of infringement of any patent or copyright.

THE INDEMNITY PROVIDED IN THIS CLAUSE 13 AND THE OBLIGATIONS AND LIABILITIES OF THE SELLER
UNDER THIS CLAUSE 13 ARE EXCLUSIVE AND IN SUBSTITUTION FOR, AND THE BUYER HEREBY WAIVES,
RELEASES AND
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RENOUNCES ALL OTHER INDEMNITIES, WARRANTIES, OBLIGATIONS, GUARANTEES AND LIABILITIES ON
THE PART OF THE SELLER AND RIGHTS, CLAIMS AND REMEDIES OF THE BUYER AGAINST THE SELLER,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ARISING BY LAW OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY
OBLIGATION, LIABILITY, RIGHT, CLAIM OR REMEDY ARISING FROM OR WITH RESPECT TO LOSS OF USE OR
REVENUE OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES), WITH RESPECT TO ANY ACTUAL OR ALLEGED PATENT
INFRINGEMENT OR THE LIKE BY ANY AIRFRAME, PART OR SOFTWARE INSTALLED THEREIN AT DELIVERY,
OR THE USE OR SALE THEREOF, PROVIDED THAT, IN THE EVENT THAT ANY OF THE AFORESAID PROVISIONS
SHOULD FOR ANY REASON BE HELD UNLAWFUL OR OTHERWISE INEFFECTIVE, THE REMAINDER OF THIS
CLAUSE WILL REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT. THIS INDEMNITY AGAINST PATENT AND COPYRIGHT
INFRINGEMENTS WILL NOT BE EXTENDED, ALTERED OR VARIED EXCEPT BY A WRITTEN INSTRUMENT
SIGNED BY THE SELLER AND THE BUYER.
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14 - TECHNICAL DATA AND SOFTWARE SERVICES

14.1 Scope

This Clause 14 covers the terms and conditions for the supply of technical data (hereinafter “Technical Data”) and software services
described hereunder (hereinafter “Software Services”) to support the Aircraft operation.

14.1.1 The Technical Data will be supplied in the English language using the aeronautical terminology in common use.

14.1.2 Range, form, type, format, quantity and delivery schedule of the Technical Data to be provided under this Agreement are outlined in
Exhibit G hereto.

14.2 Aircraft Identification for Technical Data

14.2.1 For those Technical Data that are customized to the Buyer’s Aircraft, the Buyer agrees to the allocation of fleet serial numbers (
“Fleet Serial Numbers”) in the form of block of numbers selected in the range from 001 to 999.

14.2.2 The sequence will not be interrupted unless two (2) different Propulsion Systems or two (2) different models of Aircraft are
selected.

14.2.3 The Buyer will indicate to the Seller the Fleet Serial Number allocated to each Aircraft corresponding to the delivery schedule set
forth in Clause 9.1 [] before the Scheduled Delivery Month of the first Aircraft. Neither the designation of such Fleet Serial
Numbers nor the subsequent allocation of the Fleet Serial Numbers to Manufacturer Serial Numbers for the purpose of producing
certain customized Technical Data will constitute any property, insurable or other interest of the Buyer in any Aircraft prior to the
Delivery of such Aircraft as provided for in this Agreement.

The customized Technical Data that are affected thereby are the following:

(i) Aircraft Maintenance Manual,

(ii) Illustrated Parts Catalogue,

(iii) Trouble Shooting Manual,

(iv) Aircraft Wiring Manual,

(v) Aircraft Schematics Manual,

(vi) Aircraft Wiring Lists.
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14.3 Integration of Equipment Data

14.3.1 Supplier Equipment

Information, including revisions, relating to Supplier equipment that is installed on the Aircraft at Delivery, or through Airbus Service
Bulletins thereafter, will be introduced into the customized Technical Data to the extent necessary for understanding of the affected
systems, at no additional charge to the Buyer.

14.3.2 Buyer Furnished Equipment

14.3.2.1 The Seller will introduce Buyer Furnished Equipment data for Buyer Furnished Equipment that is installed on the Aircraft by the
Seller (hereinafter “BFE Data”) into the customized Technical Data, [] to the Buyer for the initial issue of the Technical Data
provided at or before Delivery of the first Aircraft, provided such BFE Data is provided in accordance with the conditions set forth
in Clauses 14.3.2.2 through 14.3.2.6.

14.3.2.2 The Buyer will supply the BFE Data to the Seller at [*] prior to the Scheduled Delivery Month of the first Aircraft.

14.3.2.3 The Buyer will supply the BFE Data to the Seller in English and will be established in compliance with the then applicable revision
of ATA iSpecification 2200 (iSpec 2200), Information Standards for Aviation Maintenance.

14.3.2.4 The Buyer and the Seller will agree on the requirements for the provision to the Seller of BFE Data for “on-aircraft maintenance”,
such as but not limited to timeframe, media and format in which the BFE Data will be supplied to the Seller, in order to manage the
BFE Data integration process in an efficient, expeditious and economic manner.

14.3.2.5 The BFE Data will be delivered in digital format (SGML) and/or in Portable Document Format (PDF), as agreed between the Buyer
and the Seller.

[*]

14.4 Supply

14.4.1 Technical Data will be supplied on-line and/or off-line, as set forth in Exhibit G hereto.

14.4.2 The Buyer will not receive any credit or compensation for any unused or only partially used Technical Data supplied pursuant to this
Clause 14.

14.4.3 Delivery

14.4.3.1 For Technical Data provided off-line, such Technical Data and corresponding revisions will be sent to up to two (2) addresses as
indicated by the Buyer.
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14.4.3.2 Technical Data provided off-line will be delivered by the Seller at the Buyer’s named place of destination under DDU conditions.

14.4.3.3 The Technical Data will be delivered according to a mutually agreed schedule to correspond with the Deliveries of Aircraft. The
Buyer will provide [] notice when requesting a change to such delivery schedule.

14.4.3.4 It will be the responsibility of the Buyer to coordinate and satisfy local Aviation Authorities’ requirements with respect to Technical
Data. Reasonable quantities of such Technical Data will be supplied by the Seller at no charge to the Buyer at the Buyer’s named
place of destination.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, and in agreement with the relevant Aviation Authorities, preference will be given to the on-line access to
such Buyer’s Technical Data through AirbusWorld.

14.5 Revision Service

For each firmly ordered Aircraft covered under this Agreement, revision service for the Technical Data will be provided on a [*] (each a
“Revision Service Period”).

Thereafter revision service will be provided in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in the Seller’s then current Customer
Services Catalog.

14.6 Service Bulletins (SB) Incorporation

During Revision Service Period and upon the Buyer’s request, which will be made [*] of the applicable Service Bulletin, Seller Service
Bulletin information will be incorporated into the Technical Data, provided that the Buyer notifies the Seller through the relevant
AirbusWorld on-line Service Bulletin Reporting application that it intends to accomplish such Service Bulletin. The split effectivity for
the corresponding Service Bulletin will remain in the Technical Data until notification from the Buyer that embodiment has been
completed on all of the Buyer’s Aircraft. The foregoing is applicable for Technical Data relating to maintenance only. For operational
Technical Data either the pre or post Service Bulletin status will be shown.

14.7 Technical Data Familiarization

Upon request by the Buyer, the Seller will provide up to [*] of Technical Data familiarization training at the Seller’s or the Buyer’s
facilities. The basic familiarization course is tailored for maintenance and engineering personnel.

14.8 Customer Originated Changes (COC)

If the Buyer wishes to introduce Buyer originated data (hereinafter “ COC Data”) into any of the customized Technical Data that are
identified as eligible for such incorporation in the Seller’s then current Customer Services Catalog, the Buyer will notify the Seller of
such intention.
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The incorporation of any COC Data will be performed under the methods and tools for achieving such introduction and the conditions
specified in the Seller’s then current Customer Services Catalog.

14.9 AirN@v Family products

14.9.1 The Technical Data listed herebelow are provided on DVD and include integrated software (hereinafter together referred to as
“AirN@v Family”).

14.9.2 The AirN@v Family covers several Technical Data domains, reflected by the following AirN@v Family products:

(i) AirN@v / Maintenance,

(ii) AirN@v / Planning,

(iii) AirN@v / Repair,

(iv) AirN@v / Workshop,

(v) AirN@v / Associated Data,

(vi) AirN@v / Engineering.

14.9.3 Further details on the Technical Data included in such products are set forth in Exhibit G.

14.9.4 The licensing conditions for the use of AirN@v Family integrated software will be set forth in a separate agreement to be executed
by the parties [], the “End-User License Agreement for Airbus Software ”.

14.9.5 The revision service and the license to use AirN@v Family products will be [*] Revision Service Period. At the end of such
Revision Service Period, [*].

14.10 On-Line Technical Data

14.10.1 The Technical Data defined in Exhibit G as being provided on-line will be made available to the Buyer through the Airbus customer
portal AirbusWorld (“AirbusWorld”) as set forth in a separate agreement to be executed by the parties the [*]

14.10.2 Access to Technical Data through AirbusWorld will be [*] Revision Service Period.

14.10.3 Access to AirbusWorld will be subject to the General Terms and Conditions of Access to and Use of AirbusWorld (hereinafter the
“GTC”), as set forth in a separate agreement to be executed by the parties the [*].
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14.10.4 The list of the Technical Data provided on-line may be extended from time to time. For any Technical Data which is or becomes
available on-line, the Seller reserves the right to eliminate other formats for the concerned Technical Data.

14.10.5 Access to AirbusWorld will be []

14.10.6 For the sake of clarification, Technical Data accessed through AirbusWorld - which access will be covered by the terms and
conditions set forth in the GTC – will remain subject to the conditions of this Clause 14.

In addition, should AirbusWorld provide access to Technical Data in software format, the use of such software will be subject to the
conditions of the End-User License Agreement for Airbus Software.

14.11 Waiver, Release and Renunciation

The Seller warrants that the Technical Data are prepared in accordance with the state of the art at the date of their development. Should
any Technical Data prepared by the Seller contain a non-conformity or defect, the sole and exclusive liability of the Seller will be to take
all reasonable and proper steps to correct such Technical Data. Irrespective of any other provisions herein, no warranties of any kind will
be given for the Customer Originated Changes, as set forth in Clause 14.8.

THE WARRANTIES, OBLIGATIONS AND LIABILITIES OF THE SELLER (AS DEFINED BELOW FOR THE
PURPOSES OF THIS CLAUSE) [AND REMEDIES OF THE BUYER SET FORTH IN THIS CLAUSE 14] ARE
EXCLUSIVE AND IN SUBSTITUTION FOR, AND THE BUYER HEREBY WAIVES, RELEASES AND RENOUNCES
ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, OBLIGATIONS AND LIABILITIES OF THE SELLER AND RIGHTS, CLAIMS AND
REMEDIES OF THE BUYER AGAINST THE SELLER, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ARISING BY LAW, CONTRACT OR
OTHERWISE, WITH RESPECT TO ANY NON-CONFORMITY OR DEFECT OF ANY KIND, IN ANY TECHNICAL DATA
OR SERVICES DELIVERED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO:

(I) ANY WARRANTY AGAINST HIDDEN DEFECTS;

(II) ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS;

(III) ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY ARISING FROM COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, COURSE OF DEALING OR
USAGE OR TRADE;

(IV) ANY OBLIGATION, LIABILITY, RIGHT, CLAIM OR REMEDY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR IN TORT,
WHETHER OR NOT ARISING FROM THE SELLER’S NEGLIGENCE, ACTUAL OR IMPUTED; AND

(V) ANY OBLIGATION, LIABILITY, RIGHT, CLAIM, OR REMEDY FOR LOSS OF OR DAMAGE TO ANY
AIRCRAFT, COMPONENT, EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORY,
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PART, SOFTWARE, DATA OR SERVICES DELIVERED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, FOR LOSS OF USE,
REVENUE OR PROFIT, OR FOR ANY OTHER [DIRECT,] INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES;

PROVIDED THAT, IN THE EVENT THAT ANY OF THE AFORESAID PROVISIONS SHOULD FOR ANY
REASON BE HELD UNLAWFUL OR OTHERWISE INEFFECTIVE, THE REMAINDER OF THIS AGREEMENT
WILL REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.

FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS CLAUSE 14, THE “SELLER” WILL BE UNDERSTOOD TO INCLUDE THE
SELLER, ANY OF ITS SUPPLIERS AND SUBCONTRACTORS, ITS AFFILIATES AND ANY OF THEIR
RESPECTIVE INSURERS.

14.12 Proprietary Rights

14.12.1 All proprietary rights relating to Technical Data, including but not limited to patent, design and copyrights, will remain with the
Seller and/or its Affiliates, as the case may be.

These proprietary rights will also apply to any translation into a language or languages or media that may have been performed or caused
to be performed by the Buyer.

14.12.2 Whenever this Agreement and/or any Technical Data provides for manufacturing by the Buyer, the consent given by the Seller will
not be construed as any express or implicit endorsement or approval whatsoever of the Buyer or of the manufactured products. The
supply of the Technical Data will not be construed as any further right for the Buyer to design or manufacture any Aircraft or part
thereof, including any spare part.

14.13 Performance Engineer’s Program

14.13.1 In addition to the Technical Data provided under Clause 14, the Seller will provide to the Buyer Software Services, which will
consist of the Performance Engineer’s Programs (“ PEP”) for the Aircraft type covered under this Agreement. Such PEP is
composed of software components and databases, and its use is subject to the license conditions set forth in the End-User License
Agreement for Airbus Software.

14.13.2 Use of the PEP will be limited to one (1) copy to be used on the Buyer’s computers for the purpose of computing performance
engineering data. The PEP is intended for use on ground only and will not be placed or installed on board the Aircraft.

14.13.3 The license to use the PEP and the revision service will be [] Revision Service Period as set forth in Clause 14.5.

14.13.4 At the end of such PEP Revision Service Period, the PEP will be provided to the Buyer at the standard commercial conditions set
forth in the Seller’s then current Customer Services Catalog.
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14.14 Future Developments

The Seller continuously monitors technological developments and applies them to Technical Data, document and information systems’
functionalities, production and methods of transmission.

The Seller will implement and the Buyer will accept such new developments, it being understood that the Buyer will be informed in due
time by the Seller of such new developments and their application and of the date by which the same will be implemented by the Seller.

14.15 Confidentiality

14.15.1 This Clause, the Technical Data, the Software Services and their content are designated as confidential. All such Technical Data
and Software Services are provided to the Buyer for the sole use of the Buyer who undertakes not to disclose the contents thereof to
any third party without the prior written consent of the Seller, except as permitted therein or pursuant to any government or legal
requirement imposed upon the Buyer.

14.15.2 If the Seller authorizes the disclosure of this Clause or of any Technical Data or Software Services to third parties either under this
Agreement or by an express prior written authorization or, specifically, where the Buyer intends to designate a maintenance and
repair organization or a third party to perform the maintenance of the Aircraft or to perform data processing on its behalf (each a
“Third Party”), the Buyer will notify the Seller of such intention prior to any disclosure of this Clause and/or the Technical Data
and/or the Software Services to such Third Party.

The Buyer hereby undertakes to cause such Third Party to agree to be bound by the conditions and restrictions set forth in this Clause 14
with respect to the disclosed Clause, Technical Data or Software Services and will in particular cause such Third Party to enter into a
confidentiality agreement with the Seller and appropriate licensing conditions, and to commit to use the Technical Data solely for the
purpose of maintaining the Buyer’s Aircraft and the Software Services exclusively for processing the Buyer’s data.

14.16 Transferability

Without prejudice to Clause 21.1, the Buyer’s rights under this Clause 14 may not be assigned, sold, transferred, novated or otherwise
alienated by operation of law or otherwise, without the Seller’s prior written consent.

Any transfer in violation of this Clause 14.16 will, as to the particular Aircraft involved, void the rights and warranties of the Buyer
under this Clause 14 and any and all other warranties that might arise under or be implied in law.
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15 - SELLER REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES

The Seller will [] to the Buyer the services described in this Clause 15, at the Buyer’s main base or at other locations to be mutually
agreed.

15.1 Customer Support Representative(s)

15.1.1 The Seller will [*] to the Buyer the services of Seller customer support representative(s), as defined in Appendix A to this Clause
15 (each a “Seller Representative”), at the Buyer’s main base or such other locations as the parties may agree.

15.1.2 In providing the services as described herein, any Seller Representatives, or any Seller employee(s) providing services to the Buyer
hereunder, are deemed to be acting in an advisory capacity only and at no time will they be deemed to be acting as Buyer’s
employees, contractors or agents, either directly or indirectly.    

15.1.3 The Seller will provide to the Buyer an annual written accounting of the consumed man-months and any remaining man-month
balance from the [*] defined in Appendix A to this Clause 15. Such accounting will be deemed final and accepted by the Buyer
unless the Seller receives written objection from the Buyer [*] of receipt of such accounting.

15.1.4 In the event of a need for Aircraft On Ground (“AOG”) technical assistance after the end of the assignment referred to in Appendix
A to this Clause 15, the Buyer will have non-exclusive access to:

(i) AIRTAC (Airbus Technical AOG Center);

(ii) The Seller Representative network closest to the Buyer’s main base. A list of contacts of the Seller Representatives closest to
the Buyer’s main base will be provided to the Buyer.

As a matter of reciprocity, the Buyer agrees that Seller Representative(s) may provide services to other airlines during any assignment
with the Buyer.

15.1.5 Should the Buyer request Seller Representative services [*] specified in Appendix A to this Clause 15, the Seller may provide such
additional services subject to terms and conditions to be mutually agreed.

15.1.6 The Seller will cause similar services to be provided by representatives of the Propulsion System Manufacturer and Suppliers,
when necessary and applicable.

15.2 Buyer’s Support

15.2.1 From the date of arrival of the first Seller Representative and for the duration of the assignment, the Buyer will [*] a suitable,
lockable office, conveniently located with respect
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to the Buyer’s principal maintenance facilities for the Aircraft, with complete office furniture and equipment including telephone,
internet, email and facsimile connections for the sole use of the Seller Representative(s). All related communication costs will be []

15.2.2 [*]

15.2.3 [*]

15.2.4 Should the Buyer request any Seller Representative referred to in Clause 15.1 above to travel on business to a city other than his
usual place of assignment, the Buyer will be responsible for all related transportation costs and expenses.

15.2.5 Absence of an assigned Seller Representative during normal statutory vacation periods will be covered by other seller
representatives on the same conditions as those described in Clause 15.1.4, and such services will be counted against the total [*]
provided in Appendix A to this Clause 15.

15.2.6 The Buyer will assist the Seller in obtaining from the civil authorities of the Buyer’s country those documents that are necessary to
permit the Seller Representative to live and work in the Buyer’s country.

15.2.7 The Buyer will [*]

15.3 Withdrawal of the Seller Representative

The Seller will have the right to withdraw its assigned Seller Representatives as it sees fit if conditions arise, which are in the Seller’s
reasonable opinion dangerous to their safety or health or prevent them from fulfilling their contractual tasks.

15.4 Indemnities

INDEMNIFICATION PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS CLAUSE 15 ARE SET FORTH IN CLAUSE 19.
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APPENDIX A TO CLAUSE 15

SELLER REPRESENTATIVE ALLOCATION

The Seller Representative [] provided to the Buyer pursuant to Clause 15.1 is defined hereunder.

[*]
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16 - TRAINING SUPPORT AND SERVICES

16.1 General

16.1.1 This Clause 16 sets forth the terms and conditions for the supply of training support and services for the Buyer’s personnel to
support the Aircraft operation.

16.1.2 The range, quantity and validity of training to be [] under this Agreement are covered in Appendix A to this Clause 16.

16.1.3 Scheduling of training courses covered in Appendix A to this Clause 16 will be mutually agreed during a training conference (the
“Training Conference”) that will be held [*] prior to Delivery of the first Aircraft.

16.2 Training Location

16.2.1 The Seller will provide training at its training center in [*] “ Seller’s Training Center” and collectively the “Seller’s Training
Centers”).

16.2.2 If the unavailability of facilities or scheduling difficulties make training by the Seller at any Seller’s Training Center impractical, the
Seller will ensure that the Buyer is provided with such training at another location designated by the Seller.

16.2.2.1 Upon the Buyer’s request, the Seller may also provide certain training at a location other than the Seller’s Training Centers, including
one of the Buyer’s bases, if and when practicable for the Seller, under terms and conditions to be mutually agreed upon. In such
event, all additional charges listed in Clauses 16.5.2 and 16.5.3 will be [*].

16.2.2.2 If the Buyer requests training at a location as indicated in Clause 16.2.2.1 and requires such training to be an Airbus approved
course, the Buyer undertakes that the training facilities will be approved prior to the performance of such training. The Buyer will, as
necessary and with adequate time prior to the performance of such training, provide access to the training facilities set forth in Clause
16.2.2.1 to the Seller’s and the competent Aviation Authority’s representatives for approval of such facilities.

16.3 Training Courses

16.3.1 Training courses will be as described in the Seller’s customer services catalog (the “ Seller’s Customer Services Catalog”). The
Seller’s Customer Services Catalog also sets forth the minimum and maximum number of trainees per course.

All training requests or training course changes made outside of the scope of the Training Conference will be submitted by the Buyer
with a [*] prior notice.

16.3.2 The following terms and conditions will apply to training performed by the Seller:
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(i) Training courses will be the Seller’s standard courses as described in the Seller’s Customer Services Catalog valid at the time of
execution of the course. The Seller will be responsible for all training course syllabi, training aids and training equipment
necessary for the organization of the training courses. For the avoidance of doubt, such training equipment does not include
provision of aircraft for the purpose of performing training.

(ii) The training equipment and the training curricula used for the training of flight, cabin and maintenance personnel will not be
fully customized but will be configured in order to obtain the relevant Aviation Authority’s approval and to support the Seller’s
training programs.

(iii) Training data and documentation for trainees receiving the training at the Seller’s Training Centers will be []. Training data and
documentation will be marked “FOR TRAINING ONLY” and as such are supplied for the sole and express purpose of
training; training data and documentation will not be revised.

16.3.3 When the Seller’s training courses are provided by the Seller’s instructors (individually an “ Instructor” and collectively
“Instructors”) the Seller will deliver a Certificate of Recognition or a Certificate of Course Completion (each a “ Certificate”) or
an attestation (an “Attestation”), as applicable, at the end of any such training course. Any such Certificate or Attestation will not
represent authority or qualification by any Aviation Authority but may be presented to such Aviation Authority in order to obtain
relevant formal qualification.

In the event of training courses being provided by a training provider selected by the Seller as set forth in Clause 16.2.2, the Seller will
cause such training provider to deliver e a Certificate or Attestation, which will not represent authority or qualification by any Aviation
Authority, but may be presented to such Aviation Authority in order to obtain relevant formal qualification.

16.3.3.1 Should the Buyer wish to exchange any of the training courses provided under Appendix A to this Clause 16, the Buyer will place a
request for exchange to this effect with the Seller. The Buyer may exchange, subject to the Seller’s confirmation, the [*] under
Appendix A to this Clause 16 as follows:

(i) flight operations training courses as listed under Article 1 of Appendix A to this Clause 16 may be exchanged for any flight
operations training courses described in the Seller’s Customer Services Catalog current at the time of the Buyer’s request;

(ii) maintenance training courses as listed under Article 3 of Appendix A to this Clause 16 may be exchanged for any maintenance
training courses described in the Seller’s Customer Services Catalog current at the time of the Buyer’s request;

(iii) should any one of the [*] thereunder (flight operations or maintenance) have been fully drawn upon, the Buyer will be entitled
to exchange for flight operations or maintenance training courses as needed against the remaining allowances.

The exchange value will be based on the Seller’s Training Course Exchange Matrix applicable
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at the time of the request for exchange and which will be provided to the Buyer at such time.

It is understood that the above provisions will apply to the extent that [] under Appendix A to this Clause 16 remain available to the full
extent necessary to perform the exchange.

All requests to exchange training courses will be submitted by the Buyer with a [*] prior notice. The requested training will be subject to
the Seller’s then existing planning constraints.

16.3.3.2 Should the Buyer use none or only part of the training to be provided pursuant to this Clause 16, no compensation or non-training
credit of any nature will be provided.

16.3.3.3 Should the Buyer decide to cancel or reschedule a training course, fully or partially, and irrespective of the location of the training, a
minimum advance notification of [*] prior to the relevant training course start date is required.

16.3.3.4 If the notification occurs [*] prior to such training, a [*] of such training will be, as applicable, either deducted from the training
allowance defined in Appendix A to this Clause 16 or invoiced at the Seller’s then applicable price.

16.3.3.5 If the notification occurs [*] prior to such training, [*] defined in Appendix A to this Clause 16 or [*].

16.3.3.6 All courses exchanged under Clause 16.3.3.1 will remain subject to the provisions of this Clause 16.3.3.

16.4 Prerequisites and Conditions

16.4.1 Training will be conducted in English and all training aids used during such training will be written in English using common
aeronautical terminology.

16.4.2 The Buyer hereby acknowledges that all training courses conducted pursuant to this Clause 16 are “Standard Transition Training
Courses” and not “Ab Initio Training Courses”.

16.4.3 Trainees will have the prerequisite knowledge and experience specified for each course in the Seller’s Customer Services Catalog.

16.4.3.1 The Buyer will be responsible for the selection of the trainees and for any liability with respect to the entry knowledge level of the
trainees.

16.4.3.2 The Seller reserves the right to verify the trainees’ proficiency and previous professional experience.

16.4.3.3 The Seller will provide to the Buyer during the Training Conference an Airbus Pre-Training Survey for completion by the Buyer for
each trainee.

The Buyer will provide the Seller with an attendance list of the trainees for each course, with
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the validated qualification of each trainee, at the time of reservation of the training course and in no event [] before the start of the
training course. The Buyer will return concurrently thereto the completed Airbus Pre-Training Survey, detailing the trainees’ associated
background. If the Seller determines through the Airbus Pre-Training Survey that a trainee does not match the prerequisites set forth in
the Seller’s Customer Services Catalog, following consultation with the Buyer, such trainee will be withdrawn from the program or
directed through a relevant entry level training (ELT) program, which will be at the Buyer’s expense.

16.4.3.4 If the Seller determines at any time during the training that a trainee lacks the required level, following consultation with the Buyer,
such trainee will be withdrawn from the program or, upon the Buyer’s request, the Seller may be consulted to direct the above
mentioned trainee(s), if possible, to any other required additional training, which will be at the Buyer’s expense.

16.4.4 The Seller will in no case warrant or otherwise be held liable for any trainee’s performance as a result of any training provided.

16.5 Logistics

16.5.1 Trainees

16.5.1.1 Living and travel expenses for the Buyer’s trainees will be [*].

16.5.1.2 It will be the responsibility of the Buyer to make all necessary arrangements relative to authorizations, permits and/or visas necessary
for the Buyer’s trainees to attend the training courses to be provided hereunder. Rescheduling or cancellation of courses due to the
Buyer’s failure to obtain any such authorizations, permits and/or visas will be subject to the provisions of Clauses 16.3.3.3 thru
16.3.3.5.

16.5.2 Training at External Location - Seller’s Instructors

16.5.2.1 In the event of training being provided at the Seller’s request at any location other than the Seller’s Training Centers, as provided for
in Clause 16.2.2, the expenses of the Seller’s Instructors will be [*].

16.5.2.2 In the event of training being provided by the Seller’s Instructor(s) at any location other than the Seller’s Training Centers at the
Buyer’s request, the Buyer will reimburse the Seller for all the expenses related to the assignment of such Seller Instructors and the
performance of their duties as aforesaid.

Such per diem will include, but will not be limited to, lodging, food and local transportation to and from the place of lodging and the
training course location.

[]

[*]
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16.5.2.3 [*]

16.5.2.4 [*]

16.5.2.5 Buyer’s Indemnity

Except in case of gross negligence or willful misconduct of the Seller, the Seller will not be held liable to the Buyer for any delay or
cancellation in the performance of any training outside of the Seller’s Training Centers associated with any transportation described in
this Clause 16.5.2, and the Buyer will indemnify and hold harmless the Seller from any such delay and/or cancellation and any
consequences arising therefrom.

16.5.3 Training Material and Equipment Availability - Training at External Location

Training material and equipment necessary for course performance at any location other than the Seller’s Training Centers or the
facilities of a training provider selected by the Seller will be provided by the Buyer [*] in accordance with the Seller’s specifications.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, should the Buyer request the performance of a course at another location as per Clause 16.2.2.1, the
Seller may, upon the Buyer’s request, provide the training material and equipment necessary for such course’s performance. Such
provision will be at the Buyer’s expense.

16.6 Flight Operations Training

The Seller will provide training for the Buyer’s flight operations personnel as further detailed in Appendix A to this Clause 16, including
the courses described in this Clause 16.6.

16.6.1 Flight Crew Training Course

The Seller will perform a flight crew training course program for the Buyer’s flight crews, each of which will consist of two (2) crew
members, who will be either captain(s) or first officer(s).

16.6.2 Base Flight Training

16.6.2.1 The Buyer will provide at its own cost its delivered Aircraft, or any other aircraft it operates, for any base flight training, which will
consist of [*] per pilot, performed in accordance with the related Airbus training course definition (the “ Base Flight Training”).

16.6.2.2 Should it be necessary to ferry the Buyer’s delivered Aircraft to the location where the Base Flight Training will take place, the
additional flight time required for the ferry flight to and/or from the Base Flight Training field will not be deducted from the Base
Flight Training time.

16.6.2.3 If the Base Flight Training is performed outside of the zone where the Seller usually performs such training, the ferry flight to the
location where the Base Flight Training will take place
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will be performed by a crew composed of the Seller’s and/or the Buyer’s qualified pilots, in accordance with the relevant Aviation
Authority’s regulations related to the place of performance of the Base Flight Training.

16.6.3 Flight Crew Line Initial Operating Experience

In order to assist the Buyer with initial operating experience after Delivery of the first Aircraft, the Seller will provide to the Buyer pilot
Instructor(s) as set forth in Appendix A to this Clause 16.

Should the Buyer request, subject to the Seller’s consent, such Seller pilot Instructors to perform any other flight support during the
flight crew line initial operating period, such as but not limited to line assistance, demonstration flight(s), ferry flight(s) or any flight(s)
required by the Buyer during the period of entry into service of the Aircraft, it is understood that such flight(s) will be [] set forth in
Appendix A to this Clause 16.

It is hereby understood by the Parties that the Seller’s pilot Instructors will only perform the above flight support services to the extent
they bear the relevant qualifications to do so.

16.6.4 Type Specific Cabin Crew Training Course

The Seller will provide type specific training for cabin crews at one of the locations defined in Clause 16.2.1.

If the Buyer’s Aircraft is to incorporate special features, the type specific cabin crew training course will be performed [*] before the
scheduled Delivery Date of the Buyer’s first Aircraft.

16.6.5 Training on Aircraft

During any and all flights performed in accordance with this Clause 16.6, the Buyer will bear full responsibility for the aircraft upon
which the flight is performed, including but not limited to any required maintenance, [*] in line with Clause 16.13.

The Buyer will assist the Seller, if necessary, in obtaining the validation of the licenses of the Seller’s pilots performing Base Flight
Training or initial operating experience by the Aviation Authority of the place of registration of the Aircraft.

16.7 Performance / Operations Courses

The Seller will provide performance/operations training for the Buyer’s personnel as defined in Appendix A to this Clause 16.

The available courses will be listed in the Seller’s Customer Services Catalog current at the time of the course.

16.8 Maintenance Training
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16.8.1 The Seller will provide maintenance training for the Buyer’s ground personnel as further set forth in Appendix A to this Clause 16.

The available courses will be as listed in the Seller’s Customer Services Catalog current at the time of the course.

The practical training provided in the frame of maintenance training will be performed on the training devices in use in the Seller’s
Training Centers.

16.8.2 Practical Training on Aircraft

Notwithstanding Clause 16.8.1 above, upon the Buyer’s request, the Seller may provide Instructors for the performance of practical
training on aircraft (“Practical Training”).

Irrespective of the location at which the training takes place, the Buyer will provide at its own cost an aircraft for the performance of the
Practical Training.

Should the Buyer require the Seller’s Instructors to provide Practical Training at facilities selected by the Buyer, such training will be
subject to prior approval of the facilities by the Seller. All costs related to such Practical Training, including but not limited to the Seller’s
approval of the facilities, will be borne by the Buyer.

The provision of a Seller Instructor for the Practical Training will be deducted from the trainee days allowance defined in Appendix A to
this Clause 16, subject to the conditions detailed in Paragraph 4.4 thereof.

16.9 Supplier and Propulsion System Manufacturer Training

Upon the Buyer’s request, the Seller will provide to the Buyer the list of the maintenance and overhaul training courses provided by
major Suppliers and the applicable Propulsion System Manufacturer on their respective products.

16.10 Proprietary Rights

All proprietary rights, including but not limited to patent, design and copyrights, relating to the Seller’s training data and documentation
will remain with the Seller and/or its Affiliates and/or its Suppliers, as the case may be.

These proprietary rights will also apply to any translation into a language or languages or media that may have been performed or caused
to be performed by the Buyer.

16.11 Confidentiality

The Seller’s training data and documentation are designated as confidential and as such are provided to the Buyer for the sole use of the
Buyer, for training of its own personnel, who undertakes not to disclose the content thereof in whole or in part, to any third party without
the
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prior written consent of the Seller, save as permitted herein or otherwise pursuant to any government or legal requirement imposed upon
the Buyer.

In the event of the Seller having authorized the disclosure of any training data and documentation to third parties either under this
Agreement or by an express prior written authorization, the Buyer will cause such third party to agree to be bound by the same conditions
and restrictions as the Buyer with respect to the disclosed training data and documentation and to use such training data and
documentation solely for the purpose for which they are provided.

16.12 Transferability

Without prejudice to Clause 21.1, the Buyer’s rights under this Clause 16 may not be assigned, sold, transferred, novated or otherwise
alienated by operation of law or otherwise, without the Seller’s prior written consent.

16.13 Indemnities and Insurance

INDEMNIFICATION PROVISIONS AND INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO THIS CLAUSE 16 ARE AS
SET FORTH IN CLAUSE 19.

THE BUYER WILL PROVIDE THE SELLER WITH AN ADEQUATE INSURANCE CERTIFICATE PRIOR TO ANY
TRAINING ON AIRCRAFT.
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APPENDIX A TO CLAUSE 16

TRAINING ALLOWANCE

For the avoidance of doubt, all quantities indicated below are the total quantities [], unless otherwise specified.

The contractual training courses defined in this Appendix A will be provided [*].

Notwithstanding the above, flight operations training courses [*] Aircraft in this Appendix A will be provided by the Seller within a period starting
[*] before and ending six (6) months after Delivery of such Aircraft.

Any deviation to said training delivery schedule will be mutually agreed between the Buyer and the Seller.

1 FLIGHT OPERATIONS TRAINING

1.1 Flight Crew Training (standard transition course)

The Seller will provide flight crew training (standard transition course) [*] of the Buyer’s [*] Aircraft as of the date hereof.

1.2 Flight Crew Line Initial Operating Experience

The Seller will provide to the Buyer pilot Instructor(s) [*]

Unless otherwise agreed during the Training Conference, in order to follow the Aircraft Delivery schedule, the maximum number of pilot
Instructors present at any one time will be limited to [*] pilot Instructors.

1.3 Type Specific Cabin Crew Training Course

The Seller will provide to the Buyer [*] type specific training for cabin crews for [*] of the Buyer’s cabin crew instructors, pursers or cabin
attendants.

1.4 Airbus Pilot Instructor Course (APIC)

The Seller will provide to the Buyer transition Airbus Pilot Instructor Course(s) (APIC), for flight and synthetic instruction, [*] of the
Buyer’s flight instructors. APIC courses will be performed in groups of [*] trainees.

2 PERFORMANCE / OPERATIONS COURSE(S)

The Seller will provide to the Buyer [*] of performance / operations training [*] for the Buyer’s personnel.
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3 MAINTENANCE TRAINING

3.1 The Seller will provide to the Buyer [] of maintenance training [*] for the Buyer’s personnel.

3.2 The Seller will provide to the Buyer [*] Engine Run-up courses.

4 TRAINEE DAYS ACCOUNTING

Trainee days are counted as follows:

4.1 For instruction at the Seller’s Training Centers: [*] of instruction for [*]. The number of trainees originally registered at the beginning of the
course will be counted as the number of trainees to have taken the course.

4.2 For instruction outside of the Seller’s Training Centers: [*] of instruction by [*] Seller Instructor [*], except for structure maintenance
training course(s).

4.3 For structure maintenance training courses outside the Seller’s Training Center(s), [*] of instruction by [*] Seller Instructor [*] as indicated
in the Seller’s Customer Services Catalog.

4.4 For practical training, whether on training devices or on aircraft, [*] of instruction by [*] Seller Instructor [*]
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17 - EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER PRODUCT SUPPORT

17.1 Equipment Supplier Product Support Agreements

17.1.1 The Seller has obtained enforceable and transferable Supplier Product Support Agreements from Suppliers of Supplier Parts, the
benefit of which is hereby accepted by the Buyer. Said Supplier Product Support Agreements become enforceable by Buyer from
the date of this Agreement and for as long as Buyer is an operator of Airbus aircraft.

17.1.2 These agreements are based on the World Airlines Suppliers Guide, are made available to the Buyer through the SPSA Application,
and include Supplier commitments as contained in the Supplier Product Support Agreements which include the following
provisions:

17.1.2.1 Technical data and manuals required to operate, maintain, service and overhaul the Supplier Parts will be prepared in accordance with
the applicable provisions of ATA Specification including revision service and be published in the English language. The Seller will
recommend that a software user guide, where applicable, be supplied in the form of an appendix to the Component Maintenance
Manual. Such data will be provided in compliance with the applicable ATA Specification;

17.1.2.2 Warranties and guarantees, including standard warranties. In addition, landing gear Suppliers will provide service life policies for
selected structural landing gear elements;

17.1.2.3 Training to ensure efficient operation, maintenance and overhaul of the Supplier Parts for the Buyer’s instructors, shop and line
service personnel;

17.1.2.4 Spares data in compliance with ATA iSpecification 2200, initial provisioning recommendations, spare parts and logistic service
including routine and expedite deliveries;

17.1.2.5 Technical service to assist the Buyer with maintenance, overhaul, repair, operation and inspection of Supplier Parts as well as
required tooling and spares provisioning.

17.2 Supplier Compliance

The Seller will monitor Suppliers’ compliance with support commitments defined in the Supplier Product Support Agreements and will,
if necessary, jointly take remedial action with the Buyer.

17.3 Nothing in this Clause 17 shall be construed to prevent or limit the Buyer from entering into direct negotiations with a Supplier with
respect to different or additional terms and conditions applicable to Suppliers Parts selected by the Buyer to be installed on the Aircraft.

17.4 Familiarization Training

Upon the Buyer’s request, the Seller will provide the Buyer with Supplier Product Support Agreements familiarization training at the
Seller’s facilities in Blagnac, France. An on-line
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training module will be further available through AirbusWorld, access to which will be subject to the GTC.

18 - BUYER FURNISHED EQUIPMENT

18.1 Administration

18.1.1 In accordance with the Specification, the Seller will install those items of equipment that are identified in the Specification as being
furnished by the Buyer (“Buyer Furnished Equipment” or “BFE”), provided that the BFE and the supplier of such BFE (the
“BFE Supplier”) are referred to in the Airbus BFE Product Catalog valid at the time the BFE Supplier is selected.

18.1.2 Notwithstanding the foregoing and without prejudice to Clause 2.4, if the Buyer wishes to install BFE manufactured by a supplier
who is not referred to in the Airbus BFE Product Catalog, the Buyer will so inform the Seller and the Seller will conduct a
feasibility study of the Buyer’s request, in order to consider approving such supplier, provided that such request is compatible with
the Seller’s industrial planning and the associated Scheduled Delivery Month for the Buyer’s Aircraft. In addition, it is a prerequisite
to such approval that the considered supplier be qualified by the Seller’s Aviation Authorities to produce equipment for installation
on civil aircraft. Any approval of a supplier by the Seller under this Clause 18.1.2 will be [] The Buyer will cause any BFE supplier
approved under this Clause 18.1.2 (each an “ Approved BFE Supplier”) to comply with the conditions set forth in this Clause 18
and specifically Clause 18.2.

Except for the specific purposes of this Clause 18.1.2, the term “BFE Supplier” will be deemed to include Approved BFE Suppliers.

18.1.3 The Seller will advise the Buyer of the dates by which, in the planned release of engineering for the Aircraft, the Seller requires
from each BFE Supplier a written detailed engineering definition encompassing a Declaration of Design and Performance (the
“BFE Engineering Definition”). The Seller will reasonably provide to the Buyer and/or the BFE Supplier(s), the interface
documentation necessary for development of the BFE Engineering Definition.

The BFE Engineering Definition will include the description of the dimensions and weight of BFE, the information related to its
certification and the information necessary for the installation and operation thereof, including when applicable 3D models compatible
with the Seller’s systems. The Buyer will furnish, or cause the BFE Suppliers to furnish, the BFE Engineering Definition by the dates
advised by the Seller pursuant to the preceding paragraph after which the BFE Engineering Definition will not be revised, except
through an SCN executed in accordance with Clause 2.

18.1.4 The Seller will also provide in due time to the Buyer a schedule of dates and the shipping addresses for delivery of the BFE and,
where requested by the Seller, additional spare BFE to permit installation in the Aircraft in a timely manner. The Buyer will provide,
or cause the BFE Suppliers to provide, the BFE by such dates in a serviceable condition. The Buyer will, upon the Seller’s request,
provide to the Seller dates and references of all BFE purchase
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orders placed by the Buyer.

The Buyer will also provide, when requested by the Seller, at Airbus Operations S.A.S. in Toulouse, France, and/or at Airbus
Operations GmbH, Division Hamburger Flugzeugbau in Hamburg, Germany, adequate field service including support from BFE
Suppliers to act in a technical advisory capacity to the Seller in the installation, calibration and possible repair of a BFE.

18.1.5 Without prejudice to the Buyer’s obligations hereunder, in order to facilitate the development of the BFE Engineering Definition, the
Seller will organize meetings between the Buyer and BFE Suppliers. The Buyer hereby agrees to participate in such meetings and to
provide adequate technical and engineering expertise to reach decisions within a timeframe specified by the Seller.

In addition, prior to Delivery of the Aircraft to the Buyer, the Buyer agrees:

(i) to monitor the BFE Suppliers and ensure that they will enable the Buyer to fulfil its obligations, including but not limited to
those set forth in the Customization Milestone Chart;

(ii) that, should a timeframe, quality or other type of risk be identified at a given BFE Supplier, the Buyer will allocate resources to
such BFE Supplier so as not to jeopardize the industrial schedule of the Aircraft;

(iii) for major BFE, including, but not being limited to, seats, galleys and IFE (“ Major BFE”) to participate on a mandatory basis
in the specific meetings that take place between BFE Supplier selection and BFE delivery, namely:

(a) Preliminary Design Review (“PDR”),

(b) Critical Design Review (“CDR”);

(iv) to attend the First Article Inspection (“ FAI”) for the first shipset of all Major BFE. Should the Buyer not attend such FAI, the
Buyer will delegate the FAI to the BFE Supplier thereof and confirmation thereof will be supplied to the Seller in writing;

(v) to attend the Source Inspection (“SI”) that takes place at the BFE Supplier’s premises prior to shipping, for each shipset of all
Major BFE. Should the Buyer not attend such SI, the Buyer will delegate the SI to the BFE Supplier and confirmation thereof
will be supplied to the Seller in writing. Should the Buyer not attend the SI, the Buyer will be deemed to have accepted the
conclusions of the BFE Supplier with respect to such SI.

The Seller will be entitled to attend the PDR, the CDR and the FAI. In doing so, the Seller’s employees will be acting in an advisory
capacity only and at no time will they be deemed to be acting as Buyer’s employees or agents, either directly or indirectly.

18.1.6 The BFE will be imported into France or into Germany by the Buyer under a suspensive
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customs system (Régime de l’entrepôt douanier ou régime de perfectionnement actif or Zollverschluss) without application of any
French or German tax or customs duty, and will be delivered on a DDU basis, to the following shipping addresses:

Airbus Operations S.A.S. 
316 Route de Bayonne 
31300 Toulouse 
France

or

Airbus Operations GmbH 
Kreetslag 10 
21129 Hamburg 
Germany

Or such other location as may be specified by the Seller.

18.2 Applicable Requirements

The Buyer is responsible for ensuring, at its expense, and warrants that the BFE will:

(i) be manufactured by either a BFE Supplier referred to in the Airbus BFE Product Catalog or an Approved BFE Supplier, and

(ii) meet the requirements of the applicable Specification of the Aircraft, and

(iii) be delivered with the relevant certification documentation, including but not limited to the DDP, and

(iv) comply with the BFE Engineering Definition, and

(v) comply with applicable requirements incorporated by reference to the Type Certificate and listed in the Type Certificate Data
Sheet, and

(vi) be approved by the Aviation Authority issuing the Export Certificate of Airworthiness and by the Buyer’s Aviation Authority for
installation and use on the Aircraft at the time of Delivery of the Aircraft, and

(vii) not infringe any patent, copyright or other intellectual property right of the Seller or any third party, and

(viii) not be subject to any legal obligation or other encumbrance that may prevent, hinder or delay the installation of the BFE in the
Aircraft and/or the Delivery of the Aircraft.

The Seller will be entitled to refuse any item of BFE that it considers incompatible with the
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Specification, the BFE Engineering Definition or the certification requirements.

18.3 Buyer’s Obligation and Seller’s Remedies

18.3.1 Any delay or failure by the Buyer or the BFE Suppliers in:

(i) complying with the foregoing warranty or in providing the BFE Engineering Definition or field service mentioned in Clause
18.1.4, or

(ii) furnishing the BFE in a serviceable condition at the requested delivery date, or

(iii) obtaining any required approval for such BFE equipment under the above mentioned Aviation Authorities’ regulations,

may delay the performance of any act to be performed by the Seller, including Delivery of the Aircraft. The Seller will not be
responsible for such delay which will cause the Final Price of the affected Aircraft to be adjusted in accordance with the updated
delivery schedule and to include in particular the amount of the Seller’s additional costs attributable to such delay or failure by the Buyer
or the BFE Suppliers, such as storage, taxes, insurance and costs of out-of sequence installation.

18.3.2 In addition, in the event of any delay or failure mentioned in 18.3.1 above, the Seller may:

(i) select, purchase and install equipment similar to the BFE at issue, in which event the Final Price of the affected Aircraft will also be
increased by the purchase price of such equipment plus reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the Seller for handling charges,
transportation, insurance, packaging and, if so required and not already provided for in the Final Price of the Aircraft, for
adjustment and calibration; or

(ii) if the BFE is delayed by more than ten (10) days beyond, or is not approved within ten (10) days of the dates specified in Clause
18.1.4, deliver the Aircraft without the installation of such BFE, notwithstanding applicable terms of Clauses 7 and 8, and the
Seller will thereupon be relieved of all obligations to install such equipment.

18.4 Title and Risk of Loss

Title to and risk of loss of any BFE will at all times remain with the Buyer except that risk of loss (limited to cost of replacement of said
BFE) will be with the Seller for as long as such BFE is under the care, custody and control of the Seller.

18.5 Disposition of BFE Following Termination

18.5.1 []

18.5.2 The Buyer will cooperate with the Seller in facilitating the sale of BFE pursuant to Clause 18.5.1 and will be responsible for all
costs incurred by the Seller in removing and facilitating
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the sale of such BFE. The Buyer will [*]

18.5.3 The Seller will notify the Buyer as to those items of BFE not sold by the Seller pursuant to Clause 18.5.1 above and, at the Seller’s request,
the Buyer will undertake to remove such items from the Seller’ facility [*] of the date of such notice. The Buyer will have no claim against
the Seller for damage, loss or destruction of any item of BFE removed from the Aircraft and not removed from Seller’s facility within such
period.

18.5.4 The Buyer will have no claim against the Seller for damage to or destruction of any item of BFE damaged or destroyed in the process of
being removed from the Aircraft, provided that the Seller will use reasonable care in such removal.

18.5.5 The Buyer will grant the Seller title to any BFE items that cannot be removed from the Aircraft without causing damage to the Aircraft or
rendering any system in the Aircraft unusable.
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19 - INDEMNITIES AND INSURANCE

The Seller and the Buyer will each be liable for Losses (as defined below) arising from the acts or omissions of their respective
directors, officers, agents or employees occurring during or incidental to such party’s exercise of its rights and performance of its
obligations under this Agreement, except as provided in Clauses 19.1 and 19.2.

19.1 Seller’s Indemnities

The Seller will, except in the case of gross negligence or wilful misconduct of the Buyer, its directors, officers, agents and/or
employees, be solely liable for and will indemnify and hold the Buyer, its Affiliates and each of their respective directors, officers,
agents, employees and insurers harmless against all losses, liabilities, claims, damages, costs and expenses, including court costs and
reasonable attorneys’ fees (“Losses”), arising from:

(i) claims for injuries to, or death of, the Seller’s directors, officers, agents or employees, or loss of, or damage to, property of
the Seller or its employees when such Losses occur during or are incidental to either party’s exercise of any right or
performance of any obligation under this Agreement, and

(ii) claims for injuries to, or death of, third parties, or loss of, or damage to, property of third parties, occurring during or
incidental to the Technical Acceptance Flights.

19.2 Buyer’s Indemnities

The Buyer will, except in the case of gross negligence or wilful misconduct of the Seller, its directors, officers, agents and/or
employees, be solely liable for and will indemnify and hold the Seller, its Affiliates, its subcontractors, and each of their respective
directors, officers, agents, employees and insurers, harmless against all Losses arising from:

(i) claims for injuries to, or death of, the Buyer’s directors, officers, agents or employees, or loss of, or damage to, property of
the Buyer or its employees, when such Losses occur during or are incidental to either party’s exercise of any right or
performance of any obligation under this Agreement, and

(ii) claims for injuries to, or death of, third parties, or loss of, or damage to, property of third parties, occurring during or
incidental to (a) the provision of Seller Representatives services under Clause 15 including services performed on board the
aircraft or (b) the provision of Aircraft Training Services to the Buyer.

19.3 Notice and Defense of Claims

If any claim is made or suit is brought against a party or entity entitled to indemnification under this Clause 19 (the “ Indemnitee”) for
damages for which liability has been assumed by the other party under this Clause 19 (the “ Indemnitor”), the Indemnitee will promptly
give notice
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to the Indemnitor and the Indemnitor (unless otherwise requested by the Indemnitee) will assume and conduct the defense, or settlement,
of such claim or suit, as the Indemnitor will deem prudent. Notice of the claim or suit will be accompanied by all information pertinent to
the matter as is reasonably available to the Indemnitee and will be followed by such cooperation by the Indemnitee as the Indemnitor or its
counsel may reasonably request, at the expense of the Indemnitor.

[]

19.4 Insurance

19.4.1 For all Aircraft Training Services, to the extent of the Buyer’s undertaking set forth in Clause 19.2, the Buyer will:

(i) cause the Seller, its Affiliates, its subcontractors and each of their respective directors, officers, agents and employees to be
named as additional insured under the Buyer’s Comprehensive Aviation Legal Liability insurance policies, including War Risks
and Allied Perils (such insurance to include the AVN 52E Extended Coverage Endorsement Aviation Liabilities or any further
Endorsement replacing AVN 52E as may be available as well as any excess coverage in respect of War and Allied Perils Third
Parties Legal Liabilities Insurance), and

(ii) with respect to the Buyer’s Hull All Risks and Hull War Risks insurances and Allied Perils, cause the insurers of the Buyer’s
hull insurance policies to waive all rights of subrogation against the Seller, its Affiliates, its subcontractors and each of their
respective directors, officers, agents, employees and insurers.

19.4.2 Any applicable deductible will be borne by the Buyer. The Buyer will furnish to the Seller, not less than seven (7) Business Days
prior to the start of any Aircraft Training Services, certificates of insurance, in English, evidencing the limits of liability cover and
period of insurance coverage in a form acceptable to the Seller from the Buyer’s insurance broker(s), certifying that such policies
have been endorsed as follows:

(i) under the Comprehensive Aviation Legal Liability Insurances, the Buyer’s policies are primary and non-contributory to any
insurance maintained by the Seller,

(ii) such insurance can only be cancelled or materially altered by the giving of [*] prior written notice thereof to the Seller, and

(iii) under any such cover, all rights of subrogation against the Seller, its Affiliates, its subcontractors and each of their respective
directors, officers, agents, employees and insurers have been waived.
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20 - TERMINATION

[]
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21 - ASSIGNMENTS AND TRANSFERS

21.1 Assignments

Except as hereinafter provided, neither party may sell, assign, novate or transfer its rights or obligations under this Agreement to any person
without the prior written consent of the other, except that the Seller may sell, assign, novate or transfer its rights or obligations under this
Agreement to any Affiliate without the Buyer’s consent.

21.2 Assignments on Sale, Merger or Consolidation

The Buyer will be entitled to assign its rights under this Agreement at any time due to a merger, consolidation or a sale of all or substantially
all of its assets, provided the Buyer first obtains the written consent of the Seller. The Buyer will provide the Seller with no less than 90 days
notice if the Buyer wishes the Seller to provide such consent. The Seller will provide its consent if

(i) the surviving or acquiring entity is organized and existing under the laws of the United States;

(ii) the surviving or acquiring entity has executed an assumption agreement, in form and substance reasonably acceptable to the Seller,
agreeing to assume all of the Buyer’s obligations under this Agreement;

(iii) at the time, and immediately following the consummation, of the merger, consolidation or sale, no Termination Event exists or will
have occurred and be continuing;

(iv) there exists with respect to the surviving or acquiring entity no basis for a Termination Event;

(v) the surviving or acquiring entity is an air carrier holding an operating certificate issued by the FAA at the time, and immediately
following the consummation, of such sale, merger or consolidation; and

(vi) []

21.3 Designations by Seller

The Seller may at any time by notice to the Buyer designate facilities or personnel of the Seller or any other Affiliate of the Seller at which
or by whom the services to be performed under this Agreement will be performed. Notwithstanding such designation, the Seller will remain
ultimately responsible for fulfilment of all obligations undertaken by the Seller in this Agreement.

21.4 Transfer of Rights and Obligations upon Reorganization

In the event that the Seller is subject to a corporate restructuring having as its object the transfer of, or succession by operation of law in, all
or a substantial part of its assets and liabilities, rights and obligations, including those existing under this Agreement, to a person (the
“Successor”) that is an Affiliate of the Seller at the time of that restructuring, for the purpose of the Successor carrying on the business
carried on by the Seller at the time of the restructuring, such
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restructuring will be completed without consent of the Buyer following notification by the Seller to the Buyer in writing. The Buyer
recognizes that succession of the Successor to the Agreement by operation of law that is valid under the law pursuant to which that
succession occurs will be binding upon the Buyer.
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22 - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

22.1 Data Retrieval

On the Seller’s reasonable request no more frequently than [], the Buyer will provide the Seller with all the necessary data, as customarily
compiled by the Buyer and pertaining to the operation of the Aircraft, to assist the Seller in making an efficient and coordinated survey
of all reliability, maintenance, operational and cost data with a view to monitoring the efficient and cost effective operations of the
Airbus fleet worldwide

22.2 Notices

All notices, requests and other communications required or authorized hereunder will be given in writing either by personal delivery to a
authorized officer of the party to whom the same is given or by commercial courier, certified air mail (return receipt requested) or
facsimile at the addresses and numbers set forth below. The date on which any such notice or request is received (or delivery is refused),
will be deemed to be the effective date of such notice or request.

The Seller will be addressed at:

[*]

The Buyer will be addressed at:

[*]

From time to time, the party receiving the notice or request may designate another address or another person.

22.3 Waiver

The failure of either party to enforce at any time any of the provisions of this Agreement, to exercise any right herein provided or to
require at any time performance by the other party of any of the provisions hereof will in no way be construed to be a present or future
waiver of such provisions nor in any way to affect the validity of this Agreement or any part hereof or the right of the other party
thereafter to enforce each and every such provision. The express waiver by either party of any provision, condition or requirement of
this Agreement will not constitute a waiver of any future obligation to comply with such provision, condition or requirement.

22.4 International Supply Contract

The Buyer and the Seller recognize that this Agreement is an international supply contract which has been the subject of discussion and
negotiation, that all its terms and conditions are fully understood by the parties, and that the Specification and price of the Aircraft and
the other mutual agreements of the parties set forth herein were arrived at in consideration of, inter alia, all
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provisions hereof specifically including all waivers, releases and remunerations by the Buyer set out herein.

22.5 Certain Representations of the Parties

22.5.1 Buyer’s Representations

The Buyer represents and warrants to the Seller:

(i) the Buyer is a corporation organized and existing in good standing under the laws of the State of Delaware and has the
corporate power and authority to enter into and perform its obligations under this Agreement;

(ii) neither the execution and delivery by the Buyer of this Agreement, nor the consummation of any of the transactions by the
Buyer contemplated thereby, nor the performance by the Buyer of the obligations thereunder, constitutes a breach of any
agreement to which the Buyer is a party or by which its assets are bound;

(iii) this Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Buyer and constitutes the legal, valid and binding
obligation of the Buyer enforceable against the Buyer in accordance with its terms.

22.5.2 Seller’s Representations

The Seller represents and warrants to the Buyer:

(i) the Seller is organized and existing in good standing under the laws of the Republic of France and has the corporate power and
authority to enter into and perform its obligations under the Agreement;

(ii) neither the execution and delivery by the Seller of this Agreement, nor the consummation of any of the transactions by the
Seller contemplated thereby, nor the performance by the Seller of the obligations thereunder, constitutes a breach of any
agreement to which the Seller is a party or by which its assets are bound;

(iii) this Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Seller and constitutes the legal, valid and binding
obligation of the Seller enforceable against the Seller in accordance with its terms.

22.6 Interpretation and Law

22.6.1 THIS AGREEMENT WILL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED AND THE PERFORMANCE THEREOF WILL
BE DETERMINED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, WITHOUT GIVING
EFFECT TO ITS CONFLICTS OF LAWS PROVISIONS THAT WOULD RESULT IN THE APPLICATION OF THE
LAW OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION.
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Each of the Seller and the Buyer (i) hereby irrevocably submits itself to the nonexclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the state of New
York, New York County, and of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, for the purposes of any suit,
action or other proceeding arising out of this Agreement, the subject matter hereof or any of the transactions contemplated hereby
brought by any party or parties hereto, and (ii) hereby waives, and agrees not to assert, by way of motion, as a defense or otherwise, in
any such suit, action or proceeding, to the extent permitted by applicable law, any defense based on sovereign or other immunity or that
the suit, action or proceeding which is referred to in clause (i) above is brought in an inconvenient forum, that the venue of such suit,
action or proceeding is improper, or that this Agreement or the subject matter hereof or any of the transactions contemplated hereby may
not be enforced in or by these courts.

THE PARTIES HEREBY ALSO AGREE THAT THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON CONTRACTS FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS WILL NOT APPLY TO THIS TRANSACTION.

22.6.2 Service of process in any suit, action or proceeding in respect of any matter as to which the Seller or the Buyer has submitted to
jurisdiction under Clause 22.6 may be made (i) on the Seller by delivery of the same personally or by dispatching the same via
Federal Express, UPS, or similar international air courier service prepaid to, CT Corporation, New York City offices as agent for
the Seller, it being agreed that service upon CT Corporation will constitute valid service upon the Seller or by any other method
authorized by the laws of the State of New York, and (ii) on the Buyer by delivery of the same personally or by dispatching the
same by Federal Express, UPS, or similar international air courier service prepaid, return receipt requested to its address for notices
designated pursuant to Clause 22.2, or by any other method authorized by the laws of the State of New York; provided in each case
that failure to deliver or mail such copy will not affect the validity or effectiveness of the service of process made as aforesaid.

22.7 Headings

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not constitute a part of this Agreement.

22.8 Waiver of Jury Trial

EACH OF THE PARTIES HERETO WAIVES ITS RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY LITIGATION ARISING OUT OF
OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT AND FOR ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR CROSS-CLAIM THEREIN.

22.9 Waiver of Consequential Damages

In no circumstances shall either party claim or receive incidental (other than as provided in Clause 20) or consequential damages under
this Agreement.

22.10 No Representations Outside of this Agreement
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The parties declare that, prior to the execution of this Agreement, they, with the advice of their respective counsel, apprised themselves
of sufficient relevant data in order that they might intelligently exercise their own judgments in deciding whether to execute this
Agreement and in deciding on the contents of this Agreement. Each party further declares that its decision to execute this Agreement is
not predicated on or influenced by any declarations or representations by any other person, party, or any predecessors in interest,
successors, assigns, officers, directors, employees, agents or attorneys of any said person or party, except as set forth in this
Agreement. This Agreement resulted from negotiation involving counsel for all of the parties hereto and no term herein will be construed
or interpreted against any party under the contra proferentum or any related doctrine.

22.11 Confidentiality

Subject to any legal or governmental requirements of disclosure (whether imposed by applicable law, court order ortherwise), the parties
(which for this purpose will include their employees and legal counsel) will maintain the terms and conditions of this Agreement and any
reports or other data furnished hereunder strictly confidential, including but not limited to, the Aircraft pricing and all confidential,
proprietary or trade secret information contained in any reports or other data furnished to it by the other party hereunder (the
“Confidential Information”), []

The provisions of this Clause 22.11 will survive any termination of this Agreement.

22.12 Severability

If any provision of this Agreement should for any reason be held ineffective, the remainder of this Agreement will remain in full force
and effect. To the extent permitted by applicable law, each party hereto hereby waives any provision of law that renders any provision of
this Agreement prohibited or unenforceable in any respect.

22.13 Entire Agreement

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes any previous
understanding, commitments or representations whatsoever, whether oral or written. This Agreement will not be amended or modified
except by an instrument in writing of even date herewith or subsequent hereto executed by both parties or by their fully authorized
representatives.

22.14 Inconsistencies

In the event of any inconsistency between the terms of this Agreement and the terms contained in either (i) the Specification, or (ii) any
other Exhibit, in each such case the terms of this Agreement will prevail over the terms of the Specification or any other Exhibit. For the
purpose of this Clause 22.14, the term Agreement will not include the Specification or any other Exhibit hereto.

22.15 Language
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All correspondence, documents and any other written matters in connection with this Agreement will be in English.

22.16 Counterparts

This Agreement has been executed in two (2) original copies.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement may be executed by the parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which when so
executed and delivered will be an original, but all such counterparts will together constitute but one and the same instrument.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this A320 Family Aircraft Purchase Agreement was entered into as of the day and year first above written.

AIRBUS S.A.S.

By: ________________________

Title: ______________________

REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC.

By: __________________________

Title: _________________________
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this A320 Family Aircraft Purchase Agreement was entered into as of the day and year first above written.

AIRBUS S.A.S.

By: /s/ Patrick de Castelbajac

Title: Vice President Contracts

REPUBLIC AIRWAYS HOLDINGS INC.

By: /s/ Bryan K. Bedford

Title: President



EXHIBIT 10.75
CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT

REQUESTED PURSUANT TO RULE 24b-2
Certain portions of this exhibit, as indicated by “[*]”, have been omitted, pursuant to a request for confidential treatment under Rule
24b-2 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The omitted materials have been filed separately with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.

Amendment No. 25
to the A318/A319 Purchase Agreement dated as of March 10, 2000

between Airbus S.A.S. and Frontier Airlines, Inc.

This Amendment No. 25 (the “Amendment”) is entered into as of September 30, 2011, between Airbus S.A.S., a société par
actions simplifiée organized and existing under the laws of the Republic of France, having its registered office located at 1,
Rond-Point Maurice Bellonte, 31700 Blagnac, France (the “Seller”), and Frontier Airlines, Inc., a corporation organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Colorado, United States of America, having its principal corporate offices located at 7001
Tower Road, Denver, CO 80249-7312 USA (the “Buyer”).

 
WITNESSETH

WHEREAS, the Buyer and AVSA, S.A.R.L. (predecessor in interest to the Seller) entered into an A318/A319 Purchase
Agreement, dated as of March 10, 2000, relating to the sale by the Seller and the purchase by the Buyer of certain Airbus
A318-100 and A319-100 aircraft, which, together with all Exhibits, Appendixes and Letter Agreements attached thereto and as
amended by Amendment No. 1, dated as of July 17, 2000, Amendment No. 2, dated as of November 6, 2000, Amendment No.
3, dated as of June 18, 2001, Amendment No. 4, dated as of November 30, 2001, Amendment No. 5, dated as of March 8, 2002,
Amendment No. 6, dated as of March 19, 2002, Amendment No. 7, dated as of June 3, 2002, Amendment No. 8 dated as of
August 20, 2003, Amendment No. 9 dated as of February 16, 2006, Amendment No. 10 dated as of June 5, 2007, Amendment
No. 11 dated as of October 23, 2007, Amendment No. 12 dated as of July 1, 2008, Amendment No. 13 dated as of October 2,
2009 (as amended, “Amendment No. 13”) Amendment No. 14 dated as of February 24, 2010, Amendment No. 15 dated as of
May 28, 2010, Amendment No. 16 dated as of December 30, 2010, Amendment No. 17 dated as of January 28, 2011,
Amendment No. 18 dated as of March 21, 2011, Amendment No. 19 dated as of April 29, 2011, Amendment No. 20 dated as of
June 17, 2011 Amendment No. 21 dated as of July 29, 2011, Amendment No. 22 dated as of August 31, 2011, Amendment No.
23 dated as of September 15, 2011 and Amendment No. 24 dated as of September 23, 2011 is hereinafter called the
“Agreement;” and

WHEREAS, as requested by the Buyer and in consideration of the Buyer's parent company, Republic Airways Holdings Inc.
(“RJET”), agreeing to purchase from the Seller eighty (80) A320 NEO family aircraft and for other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Seller and Buyer have agreed, on the terms
and conditions set forth in this Amendment, to cancel the order for two (2) Converted A320 Aircraft and six (6) Incremental
A320 Aircraft, which constitute all of the A320 Aircraft remaining to be delivered under the Agreement;

WHEREAS, contemporaneously hereto the Seller and RJET will execute a purchase agreement for eighty (80) A320 NEO
family aircraft (the “RJET NEO Purchase Agreement”);

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

Capitalized items used herein and not otherwise defined herein will have the meanings assigned to
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them in the Agreement. The terms “herein,” “hereof” and “hereunder” and words of similar import refer to this Amendment.

1. CANCELLATION

Pursuant to the terms and conditions contained in this Amendment the Seller will cancel the Buyer's order for the two (2)
Converted A320 Aircraft identified with CAC ID Nos. 166899 and 166900 and six (6) Incremental A320 Aircraft identified
with CAC ID Nos. 217227, 217224, 217225, 217226, 217222 and 217223 with Scheduled Delivery Months of [  Confidential]
2013, [*] 2013, [*] 2013, [*] 2013, [*] 2014, [*] 2014, [*] 2014 and [*] 2014, respectively, (collectively, the “ Cancelled
Aircraft”).

2.    PREDELIVERY PAYMENTS

The Seller acknowledges receipt from the Buyer of cash Predelivery Payments due under the Agreement in respect of the
Cancelled Aircraft in a total amount equal to [*]
[*]

3.    SURVIVAL OF AGREEMENT

Only the rights and obligations of the Seller and the Buyer in the provisions of the Agreement listed below survive the
foregoing cancellation of the Cancelled Aircraft, and all other terms and conditions of the Agreement shall be deemed
terminated by this Amendment:

 
(i) The provisions of this Amendment.
(ii) The clauses of the Agreement that apply to Aircraft that have been delivered in accordance with the Agreement and

solely to the extent such clauses apply to such delivered Aircraft.
(iii) Clause 22.5 of the Agreement, as amended.

4.    EFFECT OF AMENDMENT

4.1 The Seller and RJET will execute and deliver, contemporaneously with the execution and delivery of this Amendment, the
RJET NEO Purchase Agreement, and the effectiveness of this Amendment shall be conditional upon such execution and
delivery of the RJET NEO Purchase Agreement.

4.2 The provisions of this Amendment will constitute a valid amendment to the Agreement and the Agreement will be deemed to
be amended to the extent herein provided. This Amendment supersedes any previous understandings, commitments, or
representations whatsoever, whether oral or written, related to the subject matter of this Amendment.

4.3 Both parties agree that this Amendment will constitute an integral, nonseverable part of the Agreement, that the provisions of
said Agreement are hereby incorporated herein by reference, and that this Amendment will be governed by the provisions of the
Agreement, except that if the Agreement and this Amendment have specific provisions that are inconsistent, the specific
provisions contained in this Amendment will govern.

5.    CONFIDENTIALITY

The parties hereby acknowledge and agree that this Amendment is subject to the confidentiality
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provisions set forth in Clause 22.5 of the Agreement.

6.    COUNTERPARTS

This Amendment may be signed by the parties hereto in counterparts, which when signed and delivered will each be an original
and together constitute but one and the same instrument. Counterparts may be delivered in original, faxed or emailed form, with
originals to be delivered in due course.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be signed by their respective officers or agents as
of the day and year first above written.

Airbus S.A.S.

By: ____/s/ Patrick de Castelbajac ___
Name: Patrick de Castelbajac
Title: Vice President Contracts

Frontier Airlines, Inc.

By: /s/ Bryan Bedford
Name: Bryan Bedford
Title: President
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CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

We consent to the incorporation by reference in Registration Statement Nos. 333-145918 and 333-116978 on Form S-8 of our report
dated March 15, 2012, relating to the consolidated financial statements of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. and subsidiaries and the
effectiveness of Republic Airways Holdings Inc.'s internal control over financial reporting, appearing in this Annual Report on Form 10-
K of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. for the year ended December 31, 2011.

/s/ DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP
Indianapolis, Indiana
March 15, 2012



Exhibit 31.1

CERTIFICATION-Chief Executive Officer
 

I, Bryan K. Bedford, Chief Executive Officer of Republic Airways Holdings Inc., certify that:
 

1. I have reviewed this report on Form 10-K of Republic Airways Holdings Inc.;
 
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the

statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;
 
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the

financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
 
4. The registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in

Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f))for the
registrant and have:

 
a)  Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our

supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others
within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b)  Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our
supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external
purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c)  Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d)  Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's most
recent fiscal quarter (the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to
materially affect, the registrant's internal control over financial reporting; and

 
5. The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the

registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
 

a)  All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b)  Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's internal
control over financial reporting.

 

Date: March 15, 2012 By: /s/ Bryan K. Bedford
   Bryan K. Bedford
   President, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board
 



Exhibit 31.2

CERTIFICATION-Chief Financial Officer
 

I, Joseph P. Allman, Vice President and Corporate Controller of Republic Airways Holdings Inc., certify that:
 

1. I have reviewed this report on Form 10-K of Republic Airways Holdings Inc.;
 
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the

statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;
 
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the

financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
 
4. The registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in

Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f))for the
registrant and have:

 
a)  Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our

supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others
within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b)  Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our
supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external
purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c)  Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d)  Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's most
recent fiscal quarter (the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to
materially affect, the registrant's internal control over financial reporting; and

 
5. The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the

registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's the board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
 

a)  All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b)  Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's internal
control over financial reporting.

 

Date: March 15, 2012 By: /s/ Joseph P. Allman
   Joseph P. Allman
   Vice President and Corporate Controller

 



EXHIBIT 32.1
 
 
 

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
 

18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
 

AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
 

SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
 
 
In connection with the Annual Report of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2011 as filed with
the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the "Report"), I, Bryan K. Bedford, President, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the
Board of the Company, hereby certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1350, as adopted pursuant to § 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that to the best of
my knowledge:
 
(i) the Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and
 
(ii) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the Company at the end
of, and for the period covered by, the Report.

 

 By: /s/ Bryan K. Bedford
  President, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board
  March 15, 2012

 
A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to the Company and will be retained and furnished to the Securities and
Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.



EXHIBIT 32.2
 
 
 

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
 

18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
 

AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
 

SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
 
 
 
In connection with the Annual Report of Republic Airways Holdings Inc. (the "Company") on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2011 as filed with
the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the "Report"), I, Joseph P. Allman, Vice President and Corporate Controller of the Company,
hereby certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1350, as adopted pursuant to § 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that to the best of my knowledge:
 
(i) the Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and
 
(ii) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the Company at the end
of, and for the period covered by the Report.
 

 By: /s/ Joseph P. Allman
  Vice President and Corporate Controller
  March 15, 2012
 
 
A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to the Company and will be retained and furnished to the Securities and
Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.
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